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A B S T RAe T 

The hydraulics of two phase flow of capsule - liquid mixtures is 

investigated experimentally and analytically. 

The technology of hydraulic transportation of solid qapsules in pipes 

is advanced to the point of practical feasibility by the development and 

successful operation of experimental equipment in the laboratory. This 

involves the innovation of aspects of the technology concerned, such as 

novel booster pumps, injectors and metering equipment. 

The effect of independent variables such as capsule geometry, density, 

roughness and concentration as well as mean water velocity and pipe incli

nation are investigated. It is shown to what extent these variables 

affect the dependent variables. 

A theoretical analysis is presented for the determination of dependent 

variables, such as capsule velocity, excess energy and power dissipation. 

Flow conditions around static capsules are shown to be amenable to 

analysis, supplemented by experimentally determined coefficients. 

Energy dissipation at the inlet and outlet of static concentric and 

eccentric capsules is investigated for the first time, and empirical '! 

fol"mulations are presented ,which are simple and consistent with all the 

data. 

A correlation involving a pseudo hydraulic mean radius fOr analysing 

the friction head loss in eccentric annuli is presented. There have been 

numerous investigations concerned with friction head losses in concentric 

annuli. However, the correlation presented in this thesis is simpler 

than those given by other investigators and incorporates a wide range of 

experimental data satisfactorily. 

A theoretical analysis for flow in annuli of varying eccentricity is 

also presented in a novel manner and agreement with experiment is evidenced. 

A study is presented of incipient conditions of capsule motion which 

indicates ,a form of empirical equation for excess energy dissipation When 

capsules are moving. 
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The incipient analysis also yields the velocity at which capsules begin 

to move. Experiments with mobile capsules support this formulation and, 

in addition, yield a linear relation between mean water velocity and cap

sule velocity. When extrapolated, the line confirms the water velocity at 

incipient capsule motion, previously obtained by analysis of the static case. 

A non-dimensional method of correlating the parameters involved in cap

sule kinematics is presented. 

Laminar flow in the annulus of a concentric mobile capsule is analysed, 

and the shear stress and mean annular velocity are found to consist of 

two components; a pressure component due to flow through the static 

annulus, and an additional Couette component due to the motion of the cap

sule relative to the pipe wall. 

The theory is extended to eccentric annuli and laminar or laminar

turbulent flow by the introduction of a finite element method of analysis. 

The concept of curved cylindrical Couette flow is-introduced, and: this 

component is analysed by the finite element method and quasi concentric 

polar co-ordinates, which is a method introduced for analysing the flow in 

eccentric annuli with stationary or mobile capsules. 

The analysis is further extended to cover capsules of finite length. 

An alternative analysis for eccentric mobile capsules is also presented, 

wherein the shear stress on capsule and pipe walls are considered separately. 

The effect of eccentricity, diametor ratio and other parameters on the 

force components exerted on static and mobile capsules is analysed. 

The distribution of shear stress and velocity components around the 

perimeter of the capsule is determined theoretically. 

It is shown that at high velocities capsules (of density greater than 

the liquid) lift off the pipe bottom, and capsule to wall clearance is 

determined as a function of diameter ratio, capsule density and velocity. 

The mechapisms of capsule lift are discussed. 

As well as an analytical determination of excess energy dissipation 
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across mobile capsules, an empirical formulation is presented, which is 

justified by considering ratios of forces· on capsules. 

The non-dimensional parameters for excess energy and capsule velo

ci ty are developed into a power equation.· 

The effect of independent variables on power dissipation for mobile 

capsules, as well as incipient power, is determined. 

The pOwer requirements for a capsule transportation system are opti

mised and a ~-parameter is introduced, representing the energy per kg m, 

which is minimised for design purposes. Examples of design charts are 

presented. 

Capsule transportation is compared with two phase particulate flow and 

the energy dissipation for capsule conveyance is shown to be less than for 

heterogeneous flow in the most economical zone and comparable with pseudo

homogeneous and non-Newtonian flow. 

In conclusion, the contributions made in this thesis to the science 

and technology enable a capsule transportation system to be designed 

with confidence. 
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NOTATION 

= annu'Lar area. 

= constant in togarithmic velocity distribution 'Law. 

= fronta'L area of capsu'Le. 

= constant in 'Logarithmic vetocity distribution 'Law for the 
capsu'Le. 

= area of pipe •. 

= constant in togarithmic vetocity distribution 'Law for the 
pipe. 

= constant intogarithmic vetocity distribution 'Law for the 
pipe (transition zone). 

= constant in togarithmic vetocity distribution 'Law for the 
capsu'Le transition zone. 

= e'Lementa'L area of s'Lice in quasi-concentric annu'Lus. 

= part of e'Lementa'L area of s'Lice between capsu'Le radius and 
maximum vetocity radius. 

= part of e 'Lementa 'L area of s'Lice between radius of maximum 
vetocity and pipe radius. 

= AA at particu'Lar po'Lar position. 

= sub-e 'Lementa 'L area. 

= sub-e tementa 'L area at specific position (m) in radia'L 
direction and \i) in angu'Lar direction. 

= distance between moving and fixed wa'L'L in Couette f'Low. 

= ha'Lfdistance between movinc and fixed wa'L'L Couette ftow. 

= distance from pipe wa'L'L to position where u = Vc/2. 

= distance from capsu'Le wa'L'L to position where u =Vc/2. 

= distance between movin& and fixed wa 'L'L (b. = C
rni 

- C 1".) 
at position(~ around annu'Lus. 1.. r 1. 

= distance from capsu'Le wa'L'L to position where u = V /2 at 
posi tion (~ around annu'Lus. . c 

= distance from pipe wa'L'L to position where u = V /2 at 
poei:ti'9n (i) around annu'Lus. c 
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B 

B c 

B 
p 

.. constant in logarithmic velocity distribution taw 

= constant in logarithmic velocity distribution taw for 
the oapsu'\.e. 

= constant in logarithmic velocity distribution taw for 
the pipe. 

= constant in logarithmic velocity distribution taw for 
the oapsute, transition zone. 

~ oo~tant in logarithmic velocity distribution taw for 
t:p.~Pipe, tr~i tion region. . ... ,; 

a 

0* 

=ctearancebetween capsute and pipe wa1,1, at bottom. 

III mazimutll ctearance reached bycapsute. 

.. loca1, skin friotion coefficient in aouette fl,ow. 

.. 1,iIlear ooncentration of caps utes in pipe. 

.. quasi-concentric radius. 

III particte drag coefficient. 

III quasi-concentric capsute radius. 

~.. qual!li-con~:u~ntric pipe radius, 

.. Jenera 1, va'Lue of quasi-concentric rag.ius of pipe at 
'location (i), 

q l' • ~'genera1, va'Lue of quasi-concentric radius of capsute. r l. 

= genera l, va'Lue of quasi-concentricradiUs (i.e.. a ..... -CH . 
·+bi('fIJ/n.». ;nn . l. 

a
rmidmi 

.. quasi-concentric radius to the mid-point of a sub-etementa1, 
area Aa 

a .. coefficient for veri!tu% flow meter. o 

C II; '. vo 1,'UJD,etric concentration. v 
avt JiIIvo'Lumetric concentration in traIlOport (spatia'},). 

a vd - de'Livered vo1umetric concentration. 

(a) = de1.ivered vo'Lumetric concentration of soUds in caw.'iltese vd sc r-

(c . ) .. 
vt.sc tra~port vo'Lumetric concentration of so1.ids in o,apsutes. 

d '= c..,PBu te . diNleter. ;".-

dp .. equivatent diameter of soUd partic1.e. 

" .... ~~-" 
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D = pipe diameter. 

Df = form drag. 

DF = sotid friction drag. 

DT = tota t drag forward or backward. 

DTf 

DTb 

DN 

DSf 

D sfp 

D sfc 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

totat forward drag. 

tota t backward drag. 

net drag. 

skin friction drag. 

skin friction drag due to pressure ftow. 

skin friction drag due to Couette ftow. 

xix 

D ep '- equivalent diameter in Reynotds number for region of ftow 

D ec 

e 

e 

E 

f 

f 
P 

f c 

f' 
P 

f' c 

f ac , 
cc 

F cp 
p 

pc , 
pp 

F pw 

between r and r • c max 

= equivalent diameter in Reynotds number for region of ftow 
betweenr and rmax. c 

= eccentricity = 2p 

= void ratio 

= factor in Couette ftow vetocity profile equation. 

= friction factor in Darcy's equation. 

= friction factor for pipe watt in annutus based on average 
vetocity in annulus. 

= friction factor for capsule watt in annutus based on average 
vetocity in annu'Lus. 

= friction factor based on average vetocity between r and 
m 

= friction factor based on average vetocity between rc and 

= friction factor in annutus for pipe based on V • am 

= friction factor for capsule based on Vr • 

= mean drag force on capsule due to Couette ftow per metre 
'Length of capsule. 

= mean drag force on capsule due to pressure ftow (N/m). 

= mean drag force on pipe due to Couette ftow (N/m). 

= mean drag force on pipe due, to pressure ftow (N/m). 

= pressure force in capsule-free pipe. 

r • p 

r • 
m 
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F 
pm 

F. 
l.m 

6H 
P 

6Hc 

6H' c 

6H 
m 

(6H ), 
c s 

(6H
C
)i 

(6Hc)s 

xx 

= pressure force on capsute water mixture. 

= inertiat force on capsute water mixture. 

=: inertiat force in capsute-free pipe. 

= excess force acting across capsute water system. 

= gap between capsute and pipe watt at bottom assuming pipe and 
capsute axes parattet. 

= gravitationat constant. 

=: excess friction head toss in annuLar section of static 
capsute. 

= f1uid friction head toss. 

= ftuid friction head toss. 

=: totat friction head toss in annuLar section of static 
capsute. 

= time average vatue of friction head toss in capsute-free 
pipe. 

= reduced time average vatue of friction head toss in capsute
free section due to presence of capsute e1sewhere (in open 
circuit), 

= intet head toss. 

=: outtet head toss. 

= totat head dissipated in pipetine, of tength Lp, containing 
capsute. 

= totat head toss between two tapping points with capsute in 
tine. 

= excess head toss across mobite capsute. 

=: apparent vatue of excess head toss across capsute. 

=: tota t head toss for capsute water mixture per capeute 
tength Lc' 

=: totat excess head toss in non-horizontat pipe. 

• excess head toss at incipience • 

• (6H)' - (d/n)2 I'S - 1 I L sin ¢. c s c c 

6H = excess head toss across static capsutes. cs 

= head toss over tength 

= head toss over tength 

(L ) due to shear on capsute watt. 
c 

(L ) due to shear on pipe watt. c 
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AH' , 
c 

(AHc)is 

(AHc\s 

AR' , , 
c 

I 

I 

xxi 

= AR + iL , i.e. head toss across capsule when hf acts over 
c c 

part of pipe tine not inctuding a capsule. 

= totat excess head toss in stoping pipe at incipience. 

= (AH )i' - (d/D)2 IS - l' L sin ¢. c s c c 

= excess head toss across mobile capsule with no capsule to 
pipe watt contact. 

= injection rate (capsule/s). 

= excitation current. 

i = integer varying from 1 to n in quasi-concentric annutua 

i 

i 
c 

i 
m 

k' e 

k' c 

k oe 

k oc 

anatY'sis. 

= hydrautic gradient in capsule-free pipe. 

= hydrautic gradient in annutus. 

== hydrautic gradient for sotid tiquid mixture measured in 
units of water. 

= average pipe roughness size. 

= average capsute roughness size. 

- head toss coefficient for a sudden contraction in a pipe. 

= head toss coefficient for sudden eccentric annutar contraction. 

= head toss coefficient for sudden concentric annutar con
traction. 

= head toss coefficient for sudden eccentric annutar expansion. 

= head toss coefficient for sudden concentric annutar expansion. 

K = constant in equation = K/xq• 

K' = measure of ftuid consistencY'. 

L = length of pipetine. 

Lc = capsule 'Length. 

= length over which curvitinear ftow takes ptace upstream and 
downstream of capsule. 

L = totat pipe tine 'Length. 
p 

~ = tift force on capsule. 

Lr = tift ratio = L,Iw'. 
L s = spacing length, centre-to centre, between successive 

capsules. 
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m 

M 
c 

n 

n 

n' 

p 

AP' 

p 

P 
m 

Q 

Q 'j 
c 

q 

xxii 

- s'Lope of 'I: V c 'Line 

- mass of capsu'Le. 

== number of capsu'Les in pipe of 'Length Lp. 

= number of e'Lemental, s'Lices per hal.f annul,us in quasi
concentric-annulus anal,ysis. 

= f'Low behaviour index. 

== pipe centre. 

== capsu1.e centre. 

== centre point between 0 pandO c. 

- batt distance between pipe centre 
(Oc)· 

(0 ) and capsu'Le centre 
p 

- average pressure at a section in the capsu'Le-free pipe, 
upstream and downstream. of a capsu'Le. 

• average pressure in annulus at an upstream and downstream 
section. 

- pressure difference. 

- pressure difference in annul,us. 

== total, power dissipated. 

• total, power util,ised PT - P in horizontal, pipe. 

• total, power at incipience. 

= totat power dissipated at inCipience. 

= excess power dissipated. 

• excess power dissipated at incipience. 

= percentage of ful,l, sca'Le def'Lection on Verifl,ux converter. 

= mean pressure for 1,ubricating film anal,ysis. 

= f'Low in capsule-free pipe. 

= fl.ow in the annul..us. 

= itow in the annulus due to Couette component. 

= Couette f'Low component in an e'Lemental, s'Lice. 

= Couette f'Low in sub-sl,ice of an elemental, area. 

= vo'Lume f'Low of capsu'Le. 

= index in r - I/xq
• 
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AQ 

r 

r m 

R e 

R eq 

R ea 

R' ec 

R' ecc 

xxi:i.i 

= reduction in water ftow due to preseIl,Ce of capau'Le in 
pipe1,ine. 

= radius to arbitrar,y point in the annu1,us. 

= capsu1.e radius. 

= pipe r~dius. 

= radius of maximum ve tocity in pressure ftow. 

= r for turbu'Lent ftow. m 
= r for taminar ftow. m 
= hydrautic mean radius. 

= pseudo-hydrauticmean radius. 

= hydrau'Lic mean radius for annu1,us between rand r • m p 

= hydrautic mean radius for quasi-concentric annuuar area. 

= hydrau1,ic mean radius for annu'Lus between. rc and 

= Reynotds number = 2b 'a/v. 

= Reynotds number for quasi-concentric annuuar area. 

= Reynotds number for the annul.us. 

r • m 

= Reynotds number in region between r c 
and r m in pressure 

ftow based on 'c and D • ec 

= R' for capsu1.e zone = V /2(b /v) e c c in Couette ftow. 

R~Cp = R~ for pipe zone = Vc/2(b/v) in Couette ftow. 

R~ = Uc b1/v for Couette ftow. 

R ep 

R ec 

R' ep 

R' ec 

R c 

R. 
l. 

R 
m 

= Reynotds number based on Va 

= . Reyno tds numb.er based on Va 

and D • ep 

and Dec. 

= Reynotds number in region between 

ftow based on V andD • 

r and m 

p ec 

= Reynotds number in region between r c 
ftow based on V and D • c ec 

and 

in pressure 

in pressure 

= ratio of forward drag;f'orce on capsu'Le to submerged weight 
of capsu1.e. 

= ratio from empirica 1, carre uat:Lon = 2Kf. 

= ratio of forward drag force on capsu'Le.water mixture to 
submerged weight of capsu'Le • 

. " .... \ 
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R 
epw 

R ecw 

S 
c 

S s 

AS c 

AS 
p 

u 

u c 

xxiv 

= Reynotds number for the pipe region in the gross method 

based onVam-

= Reynotds number for the capsule region based on V • r 

= specific gravity of capsule. 

= specific gravity of sotid particles. 

= elementat arc 1.ength a'Long capsule watts. 

= e lementa t arc length a'Long pipe watt. 

= point ve'Locity in Couette f'Low. 

= ve'Locity in Couette f'Low where u = V 12. c 

~ = [TIP for ptane Couette f'Low. 

~c = ,r-;rp for Couette shear at capsule watt. 

~p = J TIp for Couette shear at pipe watt. 

v 

v 

v. 
~ 

V 
m 

= point ve 'Loci ty in pipe. 

= mean ve'Locity in pipe. 

= timit deposit ve'Locity. 

= average water ve'Locity across capsule area. 

= mean ve'Locityin annutus of static capsule. 

= mean ve'Locity in pipe at incipience. 

= capsu1.e ve'Locity. 

= mean ve'Locity in smatler pipe at sudden contraction in 
circutar pipes. 

= terminat settting vetocity of particles in stitt water. 

= mean ve'Locity in annutus of mobile capsule. 

= mean ve'Loci ty in annu1.us due to Couette f'Low. 

= mixture ve 'Loci ty in suspended sediment f'Low. 

= ve'Locity reading on Veriftux converter. 

V! = pseudo-incipient ve'Locity from back projection of V V. 
~ c 

curve to intercept V axis. 

= mean ve'Locity in annutus due to pressure f'Low. 

= mean ve'Locity in quasi-concentric annutus at a particutar 
'Location. 
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v ap 

V ac 

v o 
, v. 

~ 

V+ 

w 

WI 

W 

= taminar ftow vetocity in quasi-concentric annutar area 
(pressure ftow). 

= mean vetocity in quasi-concentric annutar area (Couette 
ftow). 

= J ~,-!p at capsu'Le wa'L'L, for pressure ftow. 

= J ~'P-!p at pipe wa'L'L, for pressure ftow. 

= v/v*c· 

= v/v*p. 

= average vetocity between r and r. m p 

= average vetocity between r and r. c m 

= water vetocity at which capsu'Le first starts to 'Lift. 

= capsu'Le vetocity at incipient 'Lift. 

= point vetocity for r<r <r. 
m c p 

= point vetocity for r > r> r • m c 

= modified va'Lue of v+. 

= specific weight of water. 

= submerged weight of capsu'Le. 

= capsu'Le weight in air. 

= distance from pipe or capsu'Le wa'L'L. 

= yp v*tv• 

= Yc v*c/V• 

+ = modified vaLue of y . 

- e'Levation of pipe centre 'Line above horizonta'L datum. 

Z = ratio R-!R. 
ex 

r 

rl I 

= ang'Le of inc 'Line pipe for determining t.lf • 

(v* /v* )2. c P = 
= diD. 

(d/D)2 Is - 11 L sin~. c c = 
= ~H /L (L/hf ) (D/d)2. c c 

= r using ~I I c • 
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xxvi 

( r)' s 

r . = r at incipience. 
l. 

(r.)' 
l. S 

= r in non-horizontaL pipe. 

(r.) 
l. s 

= eccentricity ratio. 

= axis used in bi-potar co-ordinate system. 

= efficiency factor for capsule transportation. 

e = angle around quasi-concentric annuLus. 

e = capsule mass deUvery rate. 

e = angle around quasi-concentric annuLus with 0 centre. p p 

e = angle around quasi-concentric annuLus with 0 centre. c c 

K 

'V 

p 

T CC 

T cp 
T 

pc 
T 

pp 

= elementaL angle around quasi-concentric annul.us. 

= von Karman's constant. 

= dynamic viscosity of water. 

= coefficient of soLid to soLid static friction. 

= kinematic viscosity of water. 

AHC/~ 
= L L 

c 

= axis used in bi-potar co-ordinate system. 

= ~ f AH"~ h 
L . (L - L ) 

c P c 

= density of water. 

= butk density of capsuLe. 

= shear stress on waLL. 

= shear stress on capsule waLL due to Couette ftow. 

= shear stress on capsule waLL due to pressure ftow. 

= shear stress on pipe waLL due to Couette ftow. 

= shear stress on pipe waLL due to pressure ftow. 

T T, T ,T are average vaLues of the above shear stresses. cc' cp pc pp . 

T 
P 

= shear stress on pipe waLL. 
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T 
C 

= shear stress on capsute wa 1,1,. 

xxvii 

T 
p 

= shear stress on pipe wa11 for gross ana1ysis, or average 
shear stress on pipe wa11. 

T oc 

T oc 

= shear stress on capsute wa11 for gross ana1ysis, or aver~ 
shear stress on capsute wa 11. 

= mean shear stress on wa 11 of pipe in the curvi'Linear flow 
region just upstream and downstream of the capsute, for 
incipient capsute motion. 

= mean shear stress on wa 11 of pipe in the curvi 1inear flow 
regions for the mobite capsute. 

T = shear stress in annutus between rand r. 
o m p 

T. = shear stress in annutus between rand r. 
~ c m 

T = average shear stress in pipe and capsute va U.s. 
o 

¢ = angte of inc1ined pipe 'Line. 

¢ = e tectro-magnetic ftux. 

¢c = angte subtended at capsute wa11 in quasi-concentric annu1us. 

¢p = angte subtended at pipe wa11 in quasi-concentric annu1us. 

¢ = a non-dimensiona1 parameter in sediment transportation. 

¢ c = a non-dimensiona1 parameter in capsute transportation. 

x 

XL = X - va we using 'L. 

Xi = X - va1ue using 'i. 

, = performance factor. 

'w = non-dimensiona1 ,- parameter. 

= minimum , parameter. 

'opt = optimum ,- parameter. 

tex = excess ,- parameter. 
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PAR T I 

SURVEY OF THE FIELD OF CAPSULE TRANSPORTATION 

"I have Zess diffiouZty to estabZish the 

movement of pZanets inaespeotii;e of their 

distanoe from the earth than to ezpZ6N 

the movement of lA1ater in front of my eyes." 

G. Galileo 
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C HAP TE R 1 

INTROPt)CTI~ 

1. Statement of the problem 

The hydraulic conveyance of capsules in pipelines is a two phase system 

of transportation consisting of a liquid and solid component. 

The liquid component may be a vehicle for the solid, or may ~ a 

creditable component in its own right. The solid component is the capsule 

which may be formed of the solid material to be transported or enclOie the 

material as a container (encapsulation). This is a novel methGcl of 'tNns'" 

portation and at present (1972) bas not yet been utilised on a lar,e co~r-

cial scale. 

This thesis is concerned with a wide ran,ing investi"ticn as to the 

viability of the concept. The p~ose of the investig4tion is to examine 

the fluid mechanics of the flow of capsule water mixtures. Experiments 

are performed with a view to the formulation of correlatina paramet~ 

for the dependent variables involved. such as. capsule velocity, eneray 

and power requirements. This was essentially successful and the for~ 

mulation,although empj,rical in nature. is substantiated in form by 

analysis. 

After analysing the problem by various methods. the effect of 

the many independent variables involved in the flow of capsules in pipe

lines is discussed with particular reference to the effect on dependent 

variables. 

The problem of hydraulic transportation is, in general, essentially 

one of minimising the energy required to transport a specified quantity 

of material at a fixed rate between two points, and apart from favourable 

energy requirements,capsules offel' distinct advantages over other forms 
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1.2 

of transporting solids in susPeQsion in pipes. 

2 • Definition of. caps.ule 

A "capsule" is defined as a solid with rigid boundaries which enclose 

or containerise the material to be transported. The term capsule may also 

be extended', to cove%' rigid (or even non·rigid) cylinders or spheres formed 

of the material to be transported in billet~ed, sintered or extruded form. 

Character~stically, material can be cast into spheres or cylinders ~om 

the molten state and transported with or witho.ut a protective coating, de-

pending on whether contamination is to be avoided or not. 

steel, aluminium or other metals. The preparation of capsules will be 

discussed in Chapter 3. 

Essentially, the oapsule to pipe diamete%' ratio is envisaged as being 

large, of the order of·one half to as near unity as is. p~actioable. 

The capsules do not touch the pipe all l'Ound, as pistons, but 8%'e 

~ee flowing either fully luspended or touching the bottom (or top) of th. 

internal pipe surface. 

This investigation is restricted to rigid cylindrioalcapsules. 

Spherical shapes were rejected on the following ~ounds. 

2.1 In a .sloping pipeline, whatever.the slope, they would roll into a 

valley, if the pipeline were closed. down •. 

2.2 Restarting is difficult because the spheres experience ftliction on one 

another, preventing rotation. 
y 

2.3 More containers of Ii chosen diameter &%'e required for the ,same volume. 

The cost and handling p~blems are thus greater for spheres than cylinders. 

2.4 f'rtom·the manufacturing viewpoint, the cylinder is a more conventional 

method of containerisation. 
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1.3 

3. Validation of the study 

The remoteness of most raw material sources, and the fact that this 

country's prosperity could depend on vast untapped mineral reso~ces, 

leads to a great need for more economical forms of transportation for 

various commodities. 

It is estimated,for example, that by 1975, 12 million tonnes of ore 

will have to arrive at the steel producing contres of Pretoria, Vandetlbijl 

and Newcastle every year. To this quantity must be added another 15 

million tonnes - the amount estimated, that can be ttlansporteQ annually by 

1980. 

All this ore transpprtation would choke the existing railway system, 

and transporting ore by railway is expensive. 

Alternative methods of transportation will have to be found, and it 

has been shown by Nolan and Drust (reference 43) as well as various other 

authors, that suspended sOlids, such as iron ore, can be conveyed, in 

certain instances, more economically in a pipeline than by rail or road. 

In order to validate the study of hydraulic conveyance of solids in 

capsule form, it is necessary to make a brief digression into the field 

of hydraulic transportation of solids in particulate form, and then discuss 

the advantages displayed by capsules. 

3.1 Sediment transportation: Existing schemes 

The hydraulic transport of solids in sediment, or slurry form, in 

pipelines is no new concept and a patent for pumping solid slurries was 

issued in the United States as early as 1821. However, the first opera~ 

ting solids pipeline is generally assigned to G.G. Bell. A 200 mm 

diameter pipeline carried coal as a slurry from barges on the Thames to 

Hammersmith Power Station. 

Not until 1957 was the method applied to long distance transportation 
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of solids. The Consolidated Coal Company built a 250 mm diameter line 

from Cadiz, Ohio to a power plant at Eastlake, 173 km away. The solids 

concentration was 50 per cent by weight and 3200 tonnes per day of coal 

were transported until 1963 when the company discontinued operation,ba-

cause of lowered railway tariffs. 

Many products have successfully been transported in suspension in many 

countries of the world. for example, 3 to 4 million tonnes per year 

of iron ore in Tasmania, a distance of 84 km through a 225 mm pipe at 

a concentration of 60 per cent by weight. Also 500 000 tonnes per 

year of mine tailings in Japan are conveyed a c1istance of 70,6 km throuah 

a 318,5 mm diameter pipe - a scheme initiated in 1968. The larlest 

scheme yet is 5 million tonnes per year of coal from the Black Mesa ooal-

field in Arizona to Nevada, a d,istanoe of &f.&f.O km, through a 457 mm 

diameter pipeline. 

In South Afrioa coal has been transported h~raulioally from the 

l<oornfontein Colliery to l<omati Power Station at the rate of 120 tonnes 

per hour, from 1963 to 1968, over a 4istance of 2,&f. km. Also, quartzite 

fines are raised a vertical distanoe of 2,19&f. km at Vaal Reef mines at 

the rate of 300 000 tonnes per annum. 

3.2 Type of material transported 

Some of the produots already be ina transported hydraulioally are 

cement, ooal, concrete, fly ash, gilsonite, iron ore, iron ore tailings. 

phosphate slurry, uranium-bearing gold slurry, gunpowder rods, diamond-

bearing rocks and fish. Produots envisaged for the future inolude wood 

in Chip form for the paper industry, oanned food" kaolin, potash, sulphur, 

coke, foodstuffs and domestio refuse. 

Are there limits to the type of material that could be hydraulioally 

transported in pipelines? One might imagine that any product susceptible 

to contamination by a conveying medium or which should be kept dry would 
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be excluded. However, if the cargo were encapsula-ted, pl'Oducts s.uch as 

chem~cals, machine parts, canned foods, te~tiles or solid waste from 

cities could also be conveyed through pipelines. 

4. Aclvantyes of h~raulic S!9825t of sQlids . 

There are certain advantages in transporting solids in pipelines. 

4.1 Pipes are easier to install than roadf. railways or conveyer belts. 

Difficult terrain, such as natQral and man~ma4e opstacles. is overcome 

more readily with pipelines. 

4.2 Pipelines have smaller pers~nel requirements. The labour f~e for 

operation and maintenance is far leas than. tQrrailways anet I'Oacls. Ttle 

"vehicle" has no driver. 

4.3 All movinl mechaniCal parts ~ Irouped at the pumping statl.on. The 

vehicle, being a flui<i requipes no maintenance oX'_ch~ical parts. 

4.4 The system can readily be a\,ltoma-ted. 

4.5 The vehicle, as well as the cargo or l,.oacl, ma)' be utilisable. Where 

large quantities of oil or water have to be conveyed as well as the load. 

then the system become. even more. economically attractive. For example. 

transporting camalite from Sdom, in Iarael. to Ashdoc:l (125 kmh the 

liquid contains a rich mixture of magnesium and salt. 

4.6 The process is continuous as opposed to the Qatchingof road ol'rail 

tx'anspcrt. 

4.7 Strategically, the risk of sabotaae is reduced since. a pipeline is 

usually buried. 

4.S For mine hoisting, a small shaft space is required; for example, 

9000 tonnes per clay oan be hoisted through a 250 mmdiameter pipe. 

4.9 The low operating costs are partic\,llarly attractive. Cement slurry 

is transported in England a distance of 113 km thro\lgh a 250 rom c1iameter 
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pipe at the rate of 194 million tonnes per annum InQ tQa cost is about 

2c per tonne as compared (in this case> ~ith R2 per tonne by rail. The 

larger the pipeline the lower the cost per tonne km~ 

4.10 Chanae in direotions is simp11 achieved by pipe btnds. It is .a.y, 

for example, to combine hoistinawith 'horizantal transpQrt. 

4.11 Compared with roads and railways, the apace occu~ied by pipelines is 

small. 

4.12 Aesthetically, there are advent ... aover other metbodlaince neatly 

all facilities are buried and out of eiaht. 

4.13 Sl~ry pipeline. have a hiah dearte ofrelilbilitYan4-ar, th~a ca

pable of hiah operatina factors. The Can,olidati~·Co.icompany p~peline 

had an operatina factor of 98 per cent, foX' eXUll>le.· " 

4.14 PollutiQn is less of a by"pX'oc1uct with pipeline. than with X'oa48 or 

X'ailways. 

5. Disa4vant .. es of TX'anaRoX'tatign in elHrEX f!rm 

There &X'8 ceX'tain disadvant .. es to transpoX'tin, 101i4e by pipeline. in 

paX'tioulate foX'm. 

5.1 Pipeline wear is a pX'Oblem. particularly with lU',e irre~lar heavy 

paX'ticlea. 

5.2 GX'indinl enG dewateX'ing CO,ste c. be cOJlaid'l'Cle. The moISt eOO!lomi .. 

cal.method of 'tX'4nsportinl • 11UX'ry paX't1cularly if the .peoific iX'avi ty 

is high, iato Find it down as much .a poalil;:)le anet ete--water at th. delivery 

point. This can be expensive. 

5.~ The deFadina of .particleadUX'ina 'bIansportatian may be objectiona):)le. 

but in cefltain instances may be an advant .. e. 

5.4 TheX'e are still de$ian pflOblems. TIle science is veflY muoh :$.n the ex

peX'imental staae and theX'e are canflictinl methodl of de.ian. 
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5.5 The disposal of the vehicle, if the fluid has no value at the downstream 

end, may be difficult if it is not clean. 

5.6 Restarting.a blocked.line may prove. difficult. When the specific 

gravity is high (e.g. iron ore) the ore tends to settle down and enough 

area of cross-section must remain in the pipe above the solids to enable 

clear water to pick up partic·les. 

5.7 Only one commodity can be transported at a time. 

6. The advantagesof'capSUle trapspqrtation 

The hydraulic conveyance of solids in capsules is on. way in which 

these difficulties can be overcome. Capsule transportation has the follow

ing advantages when compared with sediment transpo~tation. 

6.1 Enersxresuirements 

With large, heavy particles and heterogeneous flow the energy require

ments are high. Low density materials, such as coal, sand, gilsoniteor 

wOOQ chips can be transported in pipelines as a suspension. High density 

materials, such as iron ore, zinc or other heavy ores cap only be trans

ported when velocities are high enough to provide turbulent suspension or 

when the material is ground fine enough to act as a non-Newtonian fluid. 

Either case~ i.e. large hydraulic gradients (in the former circumstance) 

or extensive grinding and dewatering (in the latter) may prove uneconomical 

over long distances. 

If iron ore, fOr example, is transported in capsule form, as opposed 

to a suspension, the energy requirements are lower and the encapsulating 

or sintering costs may well offset the grinding and dewatering costs. 

The pumping power for slurries increases rapidly with particle size 

and density increase. 
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6.2 Contamination 

Contamination of the conveyed material by the conveying medi~ or vice 

versa can be prevented by means of encap~ulation. 

This opens up a whole new range of applications of pipeline trans

portation and different commodities which may be conveyed, such as food

stuffs, powders, textiles, machine parts , electr~ic components, radio ... 

active material etc. 

In fact, the only commerciaJ,ly encapsulated material transported to 

date is radioactive ore ~n France th~ugh four 122m long lines in cap~ 

sules which are 77 mm in diameter, 1,37 m long and. nave .. mua of 

20 kg. This is not a long distance application and design was probably 

by trial and error. 

6.3 Abrasion 

A serious problem in sediment lines, particularly with cOax'se. heavy 

particles, is wear of the pipeline. The life can be extended by ~tating 

the pipe. 

In gravel handling and dredging plant (where most wear is expec1;ed) 

the pipe may last a year or more if rotated periodically. 

six months. 

a.mds may last 

Experimental investigations have revealed negligible wear of the pipe

line when conveying capsules. 

6.4 Attrition 

The attrition of the solid load during transportation may also pose 

problems since dewatering and separation procedures at the delivery point 

are aggravated. In capsule form there is no attrition and ore,for e~-

ample, can be conveyed as mined. 

6.5 Grinding and dewatering 

+- -
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For sediment transportation, the proeesses qf grinding the solids to 

be transported, as well as dewatering at deliv.ry~ are costly, particularly 

for finely graded material, if complete drying is required. The costs 

incurred involve both capital outlay and energy ~quirements. Settling 

tanks, filters, centrifuges and hot air drying would be necessary. 

These costs have to be compared with encapsulation or sintering costs. 

The separation of the solid material from the carrier fluid is fairly 

simple and inexpensive in the case of capsules. 

7. Objectives 

The object of the research project was as follOWS: 

7.1 The desian and development of nydraulic mod,l experiments, tOl8ther 

with the associated measuring equipment to investigate experimentally the 

effects of all the variables considered. 

7.2 Development of the technology insofar as it was required for tQe ex

perimental investigation. This involved the conception and design of an 

injection device for capsules, a workable method fOr capsule retrieval 

and the design of booster pumps. 

7.3 The development of a theory to account for the phenomena and the 

formulation of relations suitable for extrapolation and design purposes. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
i 

Apart from the present thesis, the m()st signifioant, in fact the only, 

work has been carried out by a team fr()m the Research Council of Alberta 

in Canada. 

When the present study was started by the author -at th$ Univel'fid.ty of 

Cape Town the only literature available from the Research Council ()f 

Alberta were Parts 1 to 8 ()f the series which will be discussed below, anel 

no experiments had been reported which dealt with pressure losses, sloped 

pipelines, capsule trains, cerra lation ()f clata or power req,uirements. 

The first mention of pressure losses and oo~elatinl parameters was 

given at the 1970 conference, (Hyclrotl'ansport I. B.H.R.A. Werw1ck Univer

sity) and this coincided with the incipient theory together with kine

matic and energy correlations and power requir.ments presented by the 

present author. No knoWn work has been done on pip4lline slope variation 

(including the vertical case) apart from th,t of the present autnQr. 

A large number of papers have been published by various groups of mem

bers of the team in Canada. Many of these contributions have been . of a 

non-specialist descriptive nature and repetitive. 

The scientific papers from Alberta have been designated tne Pipeline 

Flow of Capsules and were numbered 1 to 9, Recently, papers in the sam. 

series numbered 10 to 11 have been written, Part 10 being published at 

the First International Conferenoe on the hydraulic transport of solids in 

pipes, September 1970, and Part 11, at the time of writing, unpublished. 

The paper by Lazarus and Kilner (reference 31) is not reviewed here 

since it represents a summary of some of the work d()81 by the author and 

is largely reproduced in. the course of this thesis. 
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The eleven papers in the Canadian series will be revie~d in detail 

below. 

Other literature of relevance to the annular flow of water is r9~ 

viewed.under the .seotion on statio oapsules (in Ch.ptetl 7). 

Hodgson and Chatlles (referenoe 21) in Part 1 of the series deals with 

"The oonoept of oapsule Pipelining.1f The idea is advanoed, in the pa~r. 

that oapsule pipe lining is a natural evolution of fl~id pipe lining (first 

genetlation) and slurry pipelining (seoond generation). 

First genetlation pipelining is 'thought of as enC'Glllpassing situations. 

from the flow of a single fluid in a oonduit. to situations as oomplex as 

the multiphase flow of two Otl motle immiscible fluids. The bUlk of the 

papetl is oonoetlned with desotlibing flow situations observed during the 

oourse of an investigation dealing with the hotlizontal pipeline flow of 

oil in the ptlesence of water. 

Two types of capsules ar'e oonsideNd. viz. oylindrioal and spherioal. 

both of whioh oor%lespond to slug and bubble flow of oil globules in • 

watetl pipeline. 

By obsetlving the flow of oil and watetl cetltain observations were made 

which &%Ie summarised beJow. 

1. Fotl equal density oil and wa~er mixt:u%les the following flow patterns 

were observed when the mean mixture velooity was ino%l8ased; oil drops i~ 

water, oil bubbles in water, oil slugs in water, concentric oil in watetl 

and water drops in oil. 

2. The viscous (oil) phase was completely s~ounded by the much less 

viscous (water) phase. 

3. The diameter of oil form within the water annulus. varied from 60\ to 

90\ of the pipe diameter. 
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4. At high ave~age velooities the bUbbles and s~ugs became disto~ted due 

to the highe~ de~e of turbulenoe. 

5. The velooi ties of the slugs were infe~d (no measurements of sl\li 

velooities were made) to be gre.te~ than ave~age mixt1,1X'e velocities. 

This is ~eadily unde~stood since oil bodies ocoupy the ~egion of the pipe 

where the velocity is signifioantlygreate~ than the mean velocity for the 

pipe flow as a whole. 

The ave~ale oil velooity exceeded the oveX'4l11 velocity of the comb~.c1 

flow by 5' to 18'depending on the input ~atio. This. was deduoed 

from oaloulations utilising the expe~imantal input and in situ ratio. fo~ 

the ooncent~io oil wate~ systems. 

6. From an examination of the p~essUNlZ'adi.nts I'eoo~ed fo~ bubble ancl 

slug flow. prediotions we~e made fo~ the magnitude of pX'ess\,\N ar.:lientlil 

under capsule flow conditions. Th •• xperime~tal data obtained fOr the 

flow of different oils we~e presented in the form shown in Figure 2.1. 

The o~dinate; pressure ~.dient ~atio,is defined as the~atio of 

expe~imentally dete~ined ~essUI'e ~adient fo~ the f~ow of wate~ andQil 

~o the oalculated pressure g~adient fo~ the flow of wate~ alone at the 

same ove~all velooity. The effeot of ~eplacing part of the ~iginal 

wate~ stream with semi-~igid bodies of oil is illustrated. 

From this figure it is evident that, in general, the p~ess~ gradient 

is reduced by the insertion of oil slugs o~ bubbles. 

The wate~ was always in turbulent flow, f~ the range of velooities 

oonside~ed. It was thus oonoluded that the presence· of s.mi~rigld oil. 

bodies eliminates the turbulenoe wi thin the po~tion of the st~eam ooou- . 

pied by the oil as well as suppressing turbulenoe in the water phase, at 

least to the extent of the formation of a lamina~ sublaye~ adjacent to 

the wate~ oil inte~faoe. 

· "'<Jo 
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Fig 2.1 from Hodgson and Charles (ref. 21) 
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Fig 2.2 from Charles (re~ 10) 

note: Vav = V 
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It is also apparent that up to Reynolds numbers of about 15 000 the 

pressure gradient ratio is less th~ unity and after 15 000 the ratio is 

approximately unity. 

The oil viscosi~y had no definite effect on the pressure gradient. 

The opinion was also expressed that for laminar conditions (Reynold' a 

number presumably based on the mean mixture velooity) the replacement of 

part of the water stream by oil slugs would inc:ease the p~ssure ,radient 

because of the necessary increase in the velocity gradient in the water, 

phase between the oil bodies and pipe wall. 

!!.2.!!: All the above is based ona "capsule" of approximately the sa. S"" 

cific gravity as water. No attempt was made to predict the behaviour of 

considerably heavier capsules in a water medium. 

Charles (reference 10) in Part 2 considers a "Theoretical, Analysis of 

the Concentric flow of Cylindrical fo~.tt The theoreti~al model aa.~d 

in this paper was a' cylindrical capsule aligned centrally in the pipe in 

a concentric position. This was recognised $a an idealised situaticn. 

but one whiCh represents tne flow of capsules having the same density as ' 

the fluid. The capsule was assumed to be sufficie~tly long to ignore 

end effects. Both pipe and capsule surfaces were assumed smpoth. 

The capsule velocity was evaluated in terms of the average flow velo

city and the capsule diameter to pipe diameter ratio for both l~nar and 

turbulent conditions. Subsequently, estimates were made of the factor 

by which the pressure gradient is altered by the presence of the capsule. 

Capsule velocity 
: 

The velocity profile assumed by Charles for the flow of pure fluid 

through a smooth pipe and the distortion due to the p~sence of a Qapsule 

are shown in Figure 2.2. It will be shown later, in Chapter 7, that such 

a profile is hardly likely to exist, except for neutrally buoyantcapsulea • 
. . ' .... 

: .. 
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Laminar flow 
, 

The basic differential equation for unidirectional motion ~er at~ady 

stat~ conditions (in cylindrical polar coordinates) is:· 
i 

a2v/ar2 + (l/r)av/ar = 1/~ (6P/L)c (2~1) 

where v = velocity at radiusr 

~ = fluid viscosity 

(6P/L)c = pressure aradient. 

A long oylindrical capsule flowing in a concentric position re~.tive ·tp 

the pipewall in laminar flow is considereQ and integrating twice gives tne 

fluid velocity and capsule velooity when the appropriate bound~cOndition~ 

are inserted. 

The water flow in the annulus is given by a ful'ther inte.riatiOlft. W1ci 

combining .the equations yields a relation between the capsule velocity _d 

the average velocity under laminar conditions. viz: . 

or 

v = (2/(1+ (d/D)2)V 
<: 

V = 2 Vt (1 - (d/D)2) 
c 

(2.2) 

(2.8) . 

where Vt is the hypothetical average velocity based on the profile in 

Figure 2.2 

• • • 

. Note that the notation of all papers reviewed has been replaced ~. the 

notation used by the writer of this thesis. 

Note also that from equation (2.2). since O!. dID!. 1,0, the capsule 

velocity always exceeds the average velocity. 

Turbulent flow 

The following is the only analysis given in the li~erature for turbu

lent flow, and it will be seen that this is a ~ss over-simplification 

dealing only with concentrically flowing neutrally buoyant infinitely 
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long capsules. 

Using P~andtl's 1/7th powe~ law fo~ the turbulent flow of a sinS!. 

fluid in a ci~cula~ pipe an equation is obtained co~~lating the maximum 

and local velocity, i.e., 

, 1/7 v = v {(~ - ~)/~ } max p p (2.5) 

This equation ~ep~sents the velocity p~ofile in the cent~al part of the 

pipe (whe~e ~ < 0, 85 ~c)' 

The assumption is made that the presence of the capsule has no effect 

on the velocity p~ofile. In'othe~ wo~ds Cha~les theo~ised that a capsule 

attains a velocity both intu~bulent and laminar flow suah that Vc equals 

the point velocity in a free pipe velocity p~ofile at the ~adial position 

in the pipe corresponding to the. capsule bo~dary. 

The p~ofile used fe~ turbulent flow in the capsule-pipe annulus is 

according to ~andtl's 1/7th powe~ law for pipes (equation 2,5) 

v = v' ( (~ - ~) I ~ ) 1 /7 fo~ ~ < ~ < ~ (2.6 ) 
max p pcp 

where v' . is the hypothetical maximum velocity of the p~ofile at the 
m~ 

pipe axis as shown in Figure 2.2. 

The capsule velocity is 

V =v' «r _~)/~)1/7 
c max pop (2.7) 

F~om equation (2.4) the velocity ~atio was calculated by summing the average 

veloci ty in the annulus and the capsule, velocity which gives the overall 

ave~age velocity of the system. Thus fo~ tu~bulent flow 

- 7 49 2 2} Vc = V/{~(1-Y) + 60 (1-y) + y . (2,.8) 

whe~e y = diD 

and - r. 1/7 7 49 2 2 V' = 0, 82v I { (1 ... y) (4Y ( 1-y) + 60 ( 1-y) + y } (2.9) 

F~om plots of these equations (Figure 2.3) it can be seen that for dia· 

mete~ ~atios of 0,5 to 0,9 unde~ laminar conditions the capsule 

/' 
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veloci ty is 10% to 60% greater than the average velocity, while for 

turbulent flow the capsule velocity would be expected to be some 2' to 

12% greater than the average velocity. 

The pressure gradient ratio was defined as (see the discussion on Part 

1) the,ratio of the pressure gradient for capsule ,flow to the pressure 

gradient which would exist if fluid alone flowe~ in the same pipe at the 

same average velocity. 

Four possible concentric flow models exist. 

1. Laminar flow exists in both the annulus and in the capsule ;ree pipe. 

2. Turbulent flow exists in both the annulus and capsule free pipe. 

3. Laminar flow in the annulus and turbulent flow in the capsule free pipe. 

4. Turbulent flow in the annulus and laminar flow in the capsule f,l:teepipe. 

The fourth model was only applicable in a small region and was not conside~~ 

ed for analysis. 

To calculate pressure ratios Charles used the relation (IlP/L) t III V wa er . 

(laminar flow) and replaced the average velocities in equation (2.4) by 

the respective pressure gradients. 

and 

For turbulent flow the same approach was used except 

(IlP/L) oc V1 ,75 
W 

(IlP/L) oc V,1,75 
C 

The pressure ratios calculated on this basis for the three models were 

(2.10) 

where subscript C = capsule 

L = laminar flow 

T = turbulent flow 

W = water 

2) (IlP/L)CT = 0,82(IlP/L)WT/{(1_y)117(fr(l-Y) + *(1 ... y)2 + y2}1.75 (2.11) 
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3) (2.12) 

The applicability of the various models is shown in Figure 2.~. 

In.this figure "k" is the diameter ratio. The dotted curve marked 

26 = (r - r) is the locus of points for which the laminar sub~layers of p c 

the pipe and capsules just join. 

The curve 26 = (r - r ) x 0,2 is the locus of points for which the p c 

combined thickness of the laminar sub-layer is 20\ of the thickness of 

the annulus. Model ~ is shown to be applicable to only a very smaU 

area in Figure 2.~. 

For mcxlel 1 the PX'8ssure gradient ratio varies from unity at dID = 0 

to infinity at dID = 1,0. 

For model 2 the same phenomenon as above occurs but the increase in 

pressure gradient due to the capsule for a given diameter ratio is less 

than in the laminar case. 

For model 3 both increases and decreases in pressure gradient are 

possible. 

Both the laminar and turbulent flow analysis of Charles has been over .. 

eimplified as will be seen in Chapter 7. 

For example one error made by Charles was to neglect the lamina~ sub-

layer that should exist adjacent to the capsule wall in order to transfer 

shear from the water to the capsule. 

Ellis (reference '5) in Part 3 considers "An experimental investiga .. 

tion of the transport by water of single cylindrical and spherical capsules 

with density equal to that of water:' 

This is the first experimental investigation of the series and is 

limited Solely to neutrally buoyant capsules in a horizontal pipe. The 

investigation was carried out in ~ 35 ft (10,~ m) horizontal length of 

1! in (32 rom) diameter plastic pipe. 
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The purpose of the investigation was to compare the magnitudes of the 

velocity of capsules recorded in the horizontal laboratory pipeline with 

those predicted in Part 2, and to determine the effect of length and end 

shape of cylindrical capsules. 

In this paper only the effects on capsule velocity were considered (and 

not the pressure gradient). 

The variables were capsule shape and size. The density was maintained 

as the density of water which was used throughout as the transporting m.di~~ 

The pipe diameter was constant and the slope horizontal. 

The results were presented as plots of velocity ratio versus average 

water velocity, and these were regarded as characteristic curves for cap

sule flow, illustrating the effect$ of different independent variables on 

the velocity ratio over a range of water velocities. 

The characteristic curves are of the same general shape as shown on 

Figure 2.5. 

The velocity ratio for the two capsules is greater than unity for all 

values of the average water velocity. This is in accordance with the 

theoretical predictions in Part 2. A feature of Figure 2.5 is that for 

a given capsule the velocity ratio is practically independent of average 

water velocity over a wide range. 

Below 2 ft/s (0,S08 m/s) the average water velocity is extremely 

critical and curves show a sharp rise of velocity ratio to a maximum of 

about 1 ftls (0,305 m/s), followed by a precipitious drop and a further 

sharp rise. This sensitivity of velocity ratio, to average water velo-

city is, however, of no commercial significance since these low velocities 

are easily avoided. 

Figure 2.S shows the variation of velocity ratio with average water 

velocity for all the diameters of capsules' in (178 mm) long. 
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Capsule velocity increases as diameter ratio decreases at a given capsule 

length and water velocity (note that these are neutrally buoyant capsules). 

Figure 2.7 compares the results with the theoretical predictions for 

long cylinders. As diameter ratio decreases the results approach the 

curve for turbulent flow. At diD ~ 0,89 although the flow conditions 

are turbulent in the pipe the results agree with the case of laminar flow 

in the annulus. The velocity ratio was found to increase with increasing 

length to diameter ratio, and the effect increases as capsule diameter 

decreases. 

The effect of end shape was also tested. The effect of an ellipsoidal 

nose tended to be small but beneficial for all diameter ratios. 

The adverse effect of an ellipsoidal rear grew progressively larger 

as diameter decreased. 

The end effects are shown on Figure 2.8. Much of the apparent advan~ 

tage of the ellipsoid-nosed capsules appears to be due to the increased 

length of these capsules, especially at smaller diameter ratios. 

The capsules with both ends flat generally gave velocity ratio values 

intermediate between those with ellipsoidal fronts and flat rears, and 

the reverse configuration. 

Ellis (reference 16) in Part 4- "An experimental investigation of the 

transport in water of single cylindrical capsules with density greater 

than that of water" extends the investigation to capsules of density 

greater than that of water. 

The investigation was as presented in Part 3 except for the capsule 

density. 

The same 32 mm diameter plastic pipe was used as for the tests in 

Part 3. Measurements were confined to the capsule velocity and average 

liquid velocity. Experimental data was again presented in the form of 
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velocity ratio against average water velocity. Some curves from this 

paper were used by the present author and these are re-presented as 

curves of capsule velocity versus mean water velocity in Chapter 10. 

Tests were performed exclusively with single capsules. The experimental 

data showed the following essential points. 

1. Figure 2.9 shows a typical test result and it can be seen that a con

stant velocity ratio is attained,at high flows,which is greater than unity. 

but not as high as observed for the concentric equal density capsules. 

2. The effect of increasing capsule length was to decrease the velocity 

ratio at low fluid velocities but to increase the velocity ratios at high 

fluid velocities. 

3.· The effect of increasing the diameter ratio was, in general, to in

crease the velocity ratio except for small diameter ratio, at high 

velocities where the reverse was true. 

The effects of diameter ratio and length to diameter ratio can both 

be seen on Figure 2.10. This figure will be discussed in more detail 

with relevance to the present thesis in a later chapter. 

4. Increase in density ratio decreased velocity ratio at low velocities. 

All density ratios tend to the same velocity ratios at higher velocities. 

5. The effect of end shape was slight. There was little or no advan-

tage to be gained in fitting an ellipsoidal nose to large diameter cap-

sules. An ellipsoidal rear was definitely disadvantageous. 

A sisnificant observation was that made regarding the presence of a 

liquid film between the capsule and pipe bottom. Particularly for the 

smaller diameter capsules it was no~ed that capsules lifted clear off the 

pipe bottom. first in tail up positions and at higher velocities nose-up 

positions. It was observed that at sufficiently high velocities this 

visible lift-off would occur for larger diameter ratios and heavier capsules. 
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No quantitative measurements of lift off were made and in Chapters 8 

and 12 capsule lift will be discussed in detail. 

Part 5, by Ellis (reference 17), in the series is not reviewed in de

tail here since this paper was concerned with spherical capsules and 

these are not considered practically feasible by the present author. The 

investigation was mainly concerned with the measurement of the velocities 

of different diameters of spheres of two densities. 

The only observation of· relevance to this thesis is a comparison of 

velocity ratio curves of spheres with those for cylindrical capsules of 

the same density. Such a comparison shows that the larger diameters of 

spheres reach constant velocity ratios which are almost the same as those' 

reached by the same diameter of 7 in (178 mm) long cylindrical capsules, 

but reach them at lower water velocities. 

Part 6 in the series by Newton, Redberger and Round (reference ~2) 

was concerned with a "Numerical analysis of some variables determining 

free flow. II 

The authors used a numerical analysis approach to investigate the 

effect of axial displacement of cylindrical capsules with no end effects. 

Length, deformation of the capsule cross-section (isnoring end effects) 
." 

and frictional effects between capsule and pipe wall for the capsule in 

laminar flow, were investigated. 

The paper is concerned purely with laminar flow and no experimental 

observations are presented. Also the analytical results were not veri-

fied with experimental data. 

The problem involved describing the motion of a capsule in an incom

pressible fluid flowing larninarly within the pipe. 

In mathematical terms the problem was to obtain solutions of the 

Navier-Stokes and continuity equations assuming an incompressible fluid 
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of censtant viscosity and density, time independence, constant axial 

p~~ssure gradient and no inertial effects. With these assumptions the 

Navier~Stokes equation reduces to 

lJ~2V ='-(dP/dx) 

where ~2 = the Laplacian eperator. 

(2.13) 

For solutien, tne above equation was put into a finite difference form 

corresponding te a mesh system and the equation was solved by standard 

explicit iterative methods. An appro~iate mesh system was found by the 

use of confermal transformaticms. 

The effect of clearance was to increase the velocity ratiQ as the cap-

sule approached concentricity. As this, velocity ratio increased, the' 

ratio of pressure required to move the capsule compared with the pressure 

required for tne fluid alone was shown to deorease. 

The thicker the layer between oapsule and p5pe, the more rapidly cap-

sule motion increases. 

To obtain a distortion parameter it was assumed that part of the cap-

sule perimeter conformed to its own radius and the remainder to the pipe 

radius. The distortion was the percentage of the periphery which con-

formed to the pipe radius. 

.. . . 
Up to 15\ distortion there was little effect on the pressure gradient. 

The pressure gradient ratio then increased with distortion. The rate of 

increase, increased with displacement approximately as the inverse of the 

thickness of the fluid layer between oapsule and pipe. 

For consideration of capsule ends and length effects, the analysis was 

limited to a concentrically flowing capsule. It was ass~ed that at any 

point in the flow, the axial pressure gradient is proportional to the 

velocity at that point. 

The results were negative. No significant differences from the 
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theoretical velocities for infinitely long capsules were obtained regard

less of the end shape. 

The following two papers in the series, Parts 7 and 8, were concerned 

with capsule transportation in oil and, as such, are not directly relevant 

to the present study, although they will be reviewed briefly. 

Ellis and Bolt (reference 19) in Part 7 on "An experimental investi

gation of the transport by two oils of single cylindrical and spherical 

capsules with density equal to that of the oil," attempt to extend the 

experimental study of equal density capsules into the laminar regime by 

the use of rather viscous oils. 

Two oils were used. the first (more viscous) being used in the range 

of pipe Reynolds numbers normally marking laminar pipe flow, and the 

second. enabled the values of the velocity ratio with the more viscous oil 

to be compared with those for the thinner oil at the same Reynolds numbers. 

The second oil was 'also used to extend the flow reg~me into the turbulent 

region and comparing the results with' those obtained fOr water at a 

similar Reynolds number. Reynolds number was defined as pVD/v.. 

Figure 2.11 shows the results of plotting velocity ratio against 

Reynolds number for the two oils. At low Reynolds numbers Cle,ss than 500} 

the differences l>e twe en, the curves for the "Faxam" and "Mentor" oils are 

not significant. The most important difference between the curves for 

the two oils is that the curve trough depths increase with decreasing 

viscosity. This change in curve trough depth is accentuated at lower 

diameter ratios. The.variations in velocity ratio of the capsuleS occurs 

at progressively lower ReynOlds numbers as the diameter ratio increases. 

With most pipe installations the flow changes from laminar to turbulent 

in the range of Reynolds number,S from 2000 to 4000. 

At Reynolds number of about 2100 an abrupt change takes place and 
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eddies in the centre of the pipe grow rapidly (with increasing Reynolds 

number> • 

The laminar annulus around the disturbed core <iimishes with incre-.siQ.g 

Reynolds number above 2100 and at about 3500 to 4000 no laminar 

layer is observable. 

The capsules in "Mentor" oil show a dip in velocity ratiQ curves at 

these Reynolds numbers. From Figure 2.11 similar qurves for water show 

a sharp peak: and then levelling off. 

The velocity ratio curves for the three liquids are <ieereasingly 

affected as viscosity increases at a given Reynolds number. 

It is evident that the velocity ratio generally increases with decre.s. 

in capsule diameter. Two lenlths of capsules were tested. 

At ReynoldS numbers less than 2200 capsule length had little effect 

on velocity ratio of the largest diameter capsules. in ,either oil. Smaller 

diameter capsules showed aninerease of velocity ratio with increase of 

length at constant diameter and Reynolds number. Wi th smaller capsules 

still the effect was difficult to determine due to capsule instability. 

At Reynolds numbers IX'8ater than 2100 there was a general increase of 

velocity ratio with length. the effect becoming more pronounced at in

creased Reynolds numb8%ls. 

The capsules we~ also tested with ellipsoidal noses. And at Reynolds 

numbers less than 2200 the ellipsoid,nose resulted.in a slight increase 

of the velocity ratio of small diameter capsules. The effects of an 

ellipsoidal nose were insianificant in turbulent flow. 

Th.· most silllificant feature of the spherical cJPSul,es is that they 

yielded sliahtly hiaher ,velo,city ratios than cylinders of the seine dia

meter ratio. but as diameter ratio decreased the velocity ratios of the 

spherel fell below those of the cylinders at the same Reynolds number. 
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The most interesting ~s~lts in this paper is the finding of critical 

Reynolds ~umbers at which velocity ratio c~ves of eq~aldensity caps~les 

~ach maxima or minima val~es. 

The next paper, P~t 8, by Ro~nd and Bolt (reference 58) also deals 

with an-oil medium and is entitled "An experimental investigaticm of the 

transport in oil of single, .denser-than-oil, spherical and-cylindrical 

caps~es." This paper . was . an extension of the work, -previo~sly carried 

o~t~ing equal density caps~les in two mineral oils, to flow systems in 

which the caps~les were denser than the carrier liq~id. 

The same eq~ipment and oils were ~sed as in the pr.vio~s case and the 

velocity ratio was &lain the o~ly dependent variable considered. 

Figures 2.12 and 2.13ahow the variation of velocity ratio with ~ver .. e 

liq~id velocity for the ~ oils. The data was stated. to be UllI'eliable . 

at low liq~id velocities. It is apparent that the velocity ratio is 

greater at a particUlar:averqe velocity for larger diameter capsules. 

It was noted that capsule. lift off, the bottom earlier in laminar than 

t~b~lent flqw. All the curves show an increase in velocity ratio as 

ave rase velocity increases. 

At the lowest diameter ratio -the effect of tail lift ca~ses a dramatic 

change-in velocity ratio with increasing average liq~id velocity. Capsules 

of three different len,ths were st~died and it was found, in general,. that 

for a fixed diamet.~ ratio the velocity ratio decreases as L Id inereases. e 

Exceptions do occ~ at partic~ar diameter ratios when the caps~les go into 

a state of O$cillation. 

End confil~atioDs were .again investigated and ellipsoid411 noses we" 
found to have no effect on . the highest diameter :ratios, b~t slightly 

increased velocity ratio at lower diameter ratios. 

In general the observations recorded for the water medium do not differ 

, - .. ;,", 
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in principal from those recorded for the oil mediums. 

Part 9 by Kruyer, Redberger and Ellis (reference 28) is a theoretical 

study of capsules in laminar flow concerned with an infinitely long 

cylinder at varying clearances. It is the first of the series not pub-

lished in the Canadian Journal of Chemical Engineering and appears to be 

an alternative approach to that presented in Part 6. 

The analysis employs. tne equation developed by Bentwich, Kelly and 

Epstein (reference 2) who derived an analytical expression describing 

laminar flow conditions in the annulus of a pipe with an infinitely long 

~e flowing cylinder. 

The equations derived by Bentwich et al are: 

4 r 22 22 . -Q
A 

= (~gD /(128~»(AP/L)cL(1-y) + 2y £ - {8yslnh(a+S)} 

x { ~ (Coth n(a-S»(2(n£sinh S_y2)/(e2nS+e2na)+y2/(e2na»}] 
n=1 

where a = cos h -1 {(1 _y 2 -£ ~ 2ye:} 

S = cosh -1{(1-i+£~/2yd 

(2.14) 

£ = distance between axis of pipe and cylinder expressed as a fraction 

of the pipe radius 

n = integer 

QA = flow in the annulus 

y = dID 

For the cylinder Bentwich et al obtained: 

Q = (wgD4/(128~»(dP/L) {4y3sinh(a-S)} c c (2.15) 

The flow in a free pipe was then equated with Qc + QA to give 

«AP/L) /(ap/L) )Q-C t = 1/f(y,e) c w - ons 

If instead the pressure-gradients are equated, then 
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Using these relations. pressure and velocity ratio calculations were com

pared with previously determined experimental results for a range of dia

meter ratios from 0,25 to 0,97 and clearances varying from fUlly 

eccentric to concentric capsule positions. 

measure cleaI'an ces exper imen tally. 

No attempts were made to 

The results presented for fully laminar flow in a Un (12,5 mm) pipe ... 

line are in lood agreement with the theory. but this regime is not appli

cable in practice. For the 1!in pipe (32 mm) the experimental results 

were again for a viscous lubricating oil with laminar flow in the free pipe 

at all liquid velocities. The experimental points are further removed 

from the analytical predictions than those of the smaller diameter pipeline. 

When oil velocities in the free p~pe were turbulent the analytical 

model of laminar flow both in the annulus and ~e pipe is no longer valid, 

and experimental points deviate markedly from the analytical prediction 

even though laminar flow existed in the annulus. 

The theory was thus shown to be valid only for the cases from which 

it was derived, i.e. laminar flow in both the free pipe and the annulus. 

Berkowi tz, Brown and Jensen (reference 3) and Brown and Jensen (refer

ence 8). carried out studies on the flow of coal paste slugs in oil .. · The 

first paper was concerned with the introduction of the concept. Some ex

perimental results were presented as velocity ratio against average oil 

velocity. 

The slugs were prepared from a water paste of < 48 mesh coal, mixed 

with sufficient water (70 : 30 coal-water mixture) to form a fairly stiff 

paste. extruded through a cylindrical chamber and. chopped into segments. 

The mechanical strength was derived from internal particle interlock toget

her with the hydrostatic pressure. 

The two papers show that there is a broad conformity between the flow 
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behaviour of paste sl~gs and rigid capsules. However, the curves all 

showed a tremendous amount of scatter. 

The paste slugs were found to deform in various ways and the flow 

behaviour of individual slugs was found to be variable and, thus, 

residu~ly uncertain. 

Ellis and Kruyer (reference 19) in Part 10 discuss "Empirical 

pressure and velocity correlations for Cylindrical capsules conveyed in 

pipelines up to 4 inches in diameter." This paper was published at the 

First International Conference on the Hydraulic Transport of.solids in 

pipes and is the first paper to have emerged, in the series from Alberta, 

in which pressure losses across capsules in turbulent flow were considered. 

At the same conference velocity and pressure correlations were proposed 

by the author of this thesis, and in a later Chapter (Chapter 15) these 

will be compared with the correlations of Ellis and Kruyer. 

Their method was essentially one of correlating capsule pressure 

gradients withl1.quid and capsule velocities, and pipe diameter by means 

of friction factor versus Reynolds number diagrams. 

The problem was to determine the characteristic fluid velocity and the 

relevant dimensions £Or use in the friction factor and Reynolds number. 

The capsule pressure gradient was defined as 

(AP/L) 
c 

= ~P _ Ltc A:fj/Lc (2.16) 

where AP = total pressure drop 

APf = pressure drop in capsule free pipe 

The capsule pressure gradient relates to the section occupied by the 

capsule only and does not include the liquid pressure gradient in front of 

and behind the -capsule. 

There appears to be an error in equation (2. 16) and it is rewritten to 
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conform with present notation as 

(llH/L)" = (llH - llhf·(L - L )/L ')/L c m pcp c (2.17 ) 

This is also the first paper in the series in which capsule ve~ocity 

was plotted against mean water velocity, and the linear function discovered 

by the present author and presented at the same conference was confirmed. 

Previously some of the results.given in Part 4 of the series· were re-

plotted as capsule velocityqainst mean water velocity by the present 

author and these are given in Chapter 10. 

Ellis and Kruyer found the curves to be non-linear at low capsule 

velocities. This was not found in the present.study and the explanation 

is probably that at low. capsule velocities the capsule does not move 

steadily along the pipe bottom and may slow down and speed up sporadically 

on slightly rougher or smoother sections of the pipe. 

The first pressure measurements in the series are shown on Figures 2.14· 

and 2.15 which sh~w the effect of diameter ratio and specific gravity 

respectively. 

These figures~.however,.do.notoorrespond with those presented in. this 

thesis because of the difference in definition of pressure loss across a 

capsule. The llP c value of Ellis and Kruyer corresponds with 

this thesis rather than llH which was used in preference to c 

reasons given in Chapter 15. 

llH" c 

llH" c 

in 

for 

Figure 2.14 shows that diameter ratio has little consistent effect. 

For some diameters the pressure gradient increases with liquid velocity 

and decreases with others. This also does not agree with present results 

and the explanation is probably the comparatively small range of diameter 

ratios selected by Ellis and Kruyer. 

The correlation of Ellis and Kruyer is shown on Figure 2.16. The 

friction factor is defined as: 
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f = (~P/L) g (D-d)/(2p(V -AV )2) co· a c (2.18) 

where g is actually introduced because of the system of units used. 
o 

The Reynolds number is defined as 

R = (D-d)(Y -AV )/v (2.19) 
. e . ·a c 

The data· is apparently correlated. on this basis. 1:{owever, the .empirical 

correlation is only satisfied by choosing specific values of A and in 

Figure 2. 16 A varies. from.. 0, ~65 to 0,35 for a particular diameter 

ratio, diD = 0,9 in a 4,03 in (102 rom) diameter pipe, although the· 

value of A chosen was 0,35. 

The correlatiw of the Alberta team is compared with a present corre-

lation in Chapter 15. . 

In ·Part 11 (unpublished at the time of writing) by Kruyer and Ellis 

(reference 27) on "Friction factors fC)r the eccentric Annulus with a 

moving core," further explanations for the correlations given in Part 10 

are ,given. 

a.asically what l(rIuyer. and: Ellis have done is tc) correlate capsule data 

on friction factor versus Reynolds number diagrams as Ellis and Kruyer did 

in Part 10. Tbe standard'equatiws (2.18) and (2.19) fC)r fand Re1D-olds 

number are again used but in Part 11 they seem to have changed their 

definitiw of the equivalent velocity (Veq) and hydraulic mean diameter 

(D ) which were given in Part 10 as; eq . . 

v = Y - AV eq a c 

and 

In Part 11 the equivalent velooity was Obtained by substituting a Blasius 

type relation: in the foroe. ~.nce equation for an infinitely long, static 
. 11; £ to;"; '~. 

annulus and putting the equivalent velooityin the form 

v = (V - aV) fQr the wall and eClw an c 
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v = V - bV for the core giving the net equivalent eq an c 
c 

velocity as 

Veq = ~(Van - aVc)2-n + y(V
an 

- bV
c

)2-n j /(1-y>r/(2-n) (2.20) 

where n is an index in the Blasius type equation. 

The expressions (2.18) and (2.19) thus now become 

f = (bP/L) g (D-d)/(2pV2 ) c 0 eq (2.21) 

and ,'R = D V Iv 
eq eq eq (2.22) 

The equivalent velocity for laminar flow where- n = 1 (since 

f = 16/R) is: e 

Veq = Van - «a+by)/(1+y»Vc 

and the equivalent hydraulic mean diameter becomes 

D = (16/fR )(D-d) eq eq 

This is in order to ~e resul. tsfrom eccentric annuli correspend with 

those for a,free pipe. 

In turbulent flow n = 0,25 (since in the Blasius 

equation) and the equivalent velocity becomes 

V = {(V -aV) 1,75 + (V -bV ) 1,75 / (~+ )} 0,57 
eq an cYan c Y (2.23) 

a and b are given by experiment as 0,2 and 0,8. in turbulent 

flow is defined, arbitrarily, in the same way as for laminar flow. 

The value for V given for tur~ulent flow is used when R > 2000. eq eq 

Thus what they have actually done is to try and fit the f versus 

diagram (with the Blasius equation) using an arbitrary pseudo velocity 

Veq and an arbitrary hydraulic mean diameter (Deq). 

R e 

However the use of arbitrarily chosen values of velocity and hydraulic 

diameter can only be justified if it works, and it will be shown in 

Chapter 15 that it is not a comprehensive correlation. 
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For example when correlating capsules of different length, Figure 2.17 

shows the experimental point~and for Lc/d = 6,07 the scatter about the 

mean line is 90% above and 58% below. This can hardly be considered 

a correlation since it only works for L = 48". c 

The constants a and b must have been chosen to fit the long cap-

sules and do not apply to short ones. 

The correl~tion of f. versus R e in Paper 10 and that in Paper 11 

appear to be the same although different definitions of V and Deq eq . 

are used. 

The final correlation Figure 2. 16 is given in both parts. 10 and 11 

even though different definitions weN used for the equivalent velocity. 

The empirical. correlatic:m of Kruyer and Ellis appears to beessenti.ally 

for long continuous trains ,of capsules. At no time, according to the 

literature, have continuous trains been tested. Either very long cap-

sules of the order of ,Lc/d = 48 have been tested which are in fair 

agreement with the correlation, or shorter capsules have been tested which 

do not agree with the correlation. In the paper by Jensen and ~uce 

(reference 23), which will be reviewed next, and which described experi

ments in a 4in (101,6 rom) diameter test line, no capsule train fully 

occupies the section between pressure tappings. One hundred peroent 

linear linefill was obtained by calculation from partial linefill. They 

state that "Even in ..... sections where measurements could haVe been maQe 

with capsules of . ~ ... trains extending beyond both pressure taps, the 

trains never represented 100% line fill because of spaces between the 

individual capsules." 

It is the present author's opinion that, for techniCal reasons, 100% 

linefill will not prove feasible in practical applications. 

Jensen and Bruce (reference 23) in a paper presented at the First 
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Fig 2.17 from Kruyer and Ellis (reL 27) 
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International Conference on the hydraulic transport of solids in pipes X'e-

pqrts on tests carried out in a 3900 ft (1200 m) long, 4 in (104 mm) 

diameter pipeline. The main conclusion of the study is that capsule 

pipe lining is feasible when compared with existing railway tat'iffs. 

The other important peint. is that this is the first. paper to have 

emerged from the Research Council of Alberta that deals with power.Z'e-. 

quirements. These are represented as horsepower pel' mile as functions 

of the average velocity. The presentation of this p,aper. coincided with 

power requirements calculated by the present author in terms of watts/me 

The expression representing the power requirement pel' unit length of 

pipeline divided by .. the .' capsule mass flow deli very rate was also presented 

by the present author at this conference, and Jensen and Bruce introduced 

the concept in terms of horsepower-hr/ton·mile, but they applied it te 

spheres only. 

The following.su~ises the main points given in the paper by Jensen 

and Bruce: 

1 •. Dense capsules travel at capsule velocities which are, in all cases, 

less than the capsule velocities for less dense capsules, at the same 

diametllr. 

2. Increasing the diameter results in higher capsule velocities. 

3. Lengthening. the capsules yield slightly lower pressure gradients 

across the capsules. 

4. Left to itself a capsule train starting at the point of loading as a 

continuous string of capsules ten~to spread out while travelling through. 

the pipeline. 

5. Pressure gradients decreased r~lative to that of the carrier liquid 

as viscosity increased. 
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6. With regard to pressure surges, experiments showed that the presence 

of capsules attenuates the shock wave amplitude in the pipeline. 

7. Li ttle detail was given of. the economic study, but capsule pipe lining 

was said to be economically viable. 

8. It was alsO mentioned that a solutian to the important and complex 

question of correlating data. to arrive at formulae for predicting 

hydrodynamics in commercial sizes was not developed. 

Hodgson, Kruyer, Roehl, Round and Ellis (reference 22) presented a 

paper to.the Canadian Institute of Mining and Metallurgy which described 

"A practiC41 projection of Capsule pipelining : Edmonton-Hardisty Trunk

line test." 

The test was run in a 109 mile (175,4 km) section of 20 in (508 mm) 

o.d. pipe. A solitary capsule was used 16 in (406,4 mm) in diameter 

gi ving a 'diameter ratio. of 0,83 and 50 in (1270 mm) long (length to 

diameter ratio = 3,17) filled with crude Gil and weighing' 514 lbs 

(mass = 233 kg) giving a capsule density of 1,95 times the density of 

oil in the pipeline. The.velocity of the capsule was measured as was 

the average oil (the conveying medium) velocity. 

The pipeline had 'welded joints at 40 ft (12,2 m) intervals and was 

de-waxed and cleaned bi-monthly by the passage of scrapers. 

scrapers and batching pigs was found to be negligible. 

Wear on 

The tracking method used was the radioisotope, cobalt 60 and detection 

was achieved by. geiger counters. This method was not entirely satisfact~ 

ory. However, it was possible to hear the capsule in the pipe and it 

could be detected~when contacting the pipe joints. By assuming a 40 ft 

(12,2 m) spacing.between pipe joints it was possible to obtain an 

indication of capsule velocity. The accuracy of determining capsule velo" 

city was estimated to be : 20%. 
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The pipeline gradient varied sGmewhat t but the average pipeline gradient 

was lGW and the only cGnclusion drawn was that capsule velocity Wa$ 

slightly higher on downward slopes and higher on upward slopes. No 

quantitative conclusion could be drawn. 

Results of these. tests are given in Chapter 10 and will be discussed 

therein except to point out here that the velocity ratio falls progressively 

as the pipeline diameter is.increased. The reason for this is not dis-

cussed in the paper and will be dealt with in Chapter 10. 

In general the results .of the test indicated no unexpected anomalies 

and confirm the belief that the method is feasible on a large scale. 
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CHAPTER 3 

TECHNOLOGY 

3.1 

This thesis is primarily devoted to ~ study of the fluid mechanics of 

capsule flow. This Chapter is essentially a brief digression into some 

proposals for overcoming the technological diffioulties involved. 

This research project aan be divided into three broa~ categories, the 

scientific, technological and economical aspeots. 

The bulk of this thesis is concerned with, what can be termed, the 

scientific study and the primary concern is with the question. what happ~s? 

How do the capsules behave in the pipe ~d what is the effect of the numerous 

variables involved? Once.the scientific questions have been answered, the 

next questionconQe~s the technology. Only when the scientific and 

technoJ.,ogical questions have been examined can the third as~ct be dealt 

wi th i the economics, and ~he question; is it economioally feasible? can 

be examined. 

In this Chapter soma of the technological problems considered are 

(1) the preparation of "capsules, tt (2) the injection of capsules into 

the pipeiine, (3) the recovery of capsules at the outlet end, (4) 

booster pumps in the line and (5) pipe layout systems. 

A certain amoUtltof. technological innovation was necessary for the 

experimental investigation.and some sugaestions are given in the re~ 

mainder of this Chapter as to methods of overcoming the technical prob

lems involved. 

1 • The pre:earation ~f c;a:esules 

There are various methods of encapsulating the solids to be transported. 

1.1 Solid containers 
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The solid load oan be inse~ted into solid oylin~ioal containers of 

metal or plastio. The cootatners ~y be X'e-ustble. This type of cap .. 

sule is partiQularlyuseful.forconveyina 8ubst~ces having a density 

substantially areater than that of the oonveyini flyid. 

Materials such as iron Ol'e, machine parts or any. substance that has 

to be prevented from contamination by the supportini fluid, can be en

capsulated in this manner. 

One important advantage-of this .tbodis tbatthe l>ulk density may 

be oontrolled by partially fillin, tbe container. 

Also a multiplicityofcommoditie. may ~ .i~ultaneQusly transported 

in the same pipeline. 

1.2 Semi-rtlild.·· or fle,ibl! cont!in",r~ 

These capsules may also be re"'us~le and coulq. be used for transport

ina liquid ohemicals. such as sulphuric acid. or g%'anulU' .olicis. such as 

foodstuffs or fertilisers or liquified or compressed gasses. 

1.3 ~endable containers 

A disposable film of ~lastic such a8 polyethelyne could. be used for 

enclosina the material to be transported. and in this case the "packaging" 

could be discarded by the X'ecipient. This method could also be used for 

solid waste disposal. 

1.~ eastin,or sinterin, 

The material could be moulded into cylinders (o~ spheres) and the cost 

of enoapsulation is eliminated. 

Inlots of aluminium or other metals coulq. conceivably be-transported 

in this way. 

1.5 fpte slHls 

Berkowitz et al (reference S) proposed a capsule. fQ~in, a paste or 
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slua of the solid to be transported. 

A cohelive paste il formed uain, a bin~lr li~uid which il immi.cible 

with the tranlportinl liquid. The p&lte can ~e extruded throuah a cir

cular orifice and chopped into seam-nts of convenient len,th. 

Berkowitz et al carried out experimentl with c~al paste .luss formed 

with, 30\ by weilht. water transported ia oil. Anothtr substance 

amenlhle to tranlport by tM,1 method il l~phUJ;'. 

2. Ip~e9tion 

Th.e are vuio\&l metbod.l, of inl"1:in, caplulel into the pipeline aQd 

aap.ulel may be injected under atmolpheric prell~ or at a bilh P:'lsure 

point in the pipeline. 

2.1 Ipieption ,YBdlr ROlit&~ I£!II~ 

The injector usld. in the pre.entl e.,.r1ment. wu d •• iped. for op .. a

tiOll undeZ' prl •• UN linCI the laboratollY pipel1ne wu fed from a 15.11 

elevation oonltant beacl tank. Sinoe the iajectCDr il part of the experi

mental apparatus, it will be dilcul.eel in Chapter ~. 

ri,~e 3.1 Ihowl a picture of the 1njeoto~ 104 ri,~e ~.2 il a ~aw

in, of the detaill.. Buicallythe injecto~ con.ist. of a rotatin, drum 

which allCDW, caplule. to be injected into the pipeline via an elliptical 

inlet. 

In a p~totype lituation a double lock valve rep~.cel the ~id Ihown o~ 

Fiaure ~.2. Alteroatively, if the pres.UN i •. not too hiah at the in

jection pointl, the valvel can be dilpe~.e4 with and the cap.ules fall 

under the action of aravity into the injection chamber. 

Fi,UN 3.1a Ihowl every leconeS compll'tmlnt occupied by a capaule (for 

realonl explained in Chapter ~). 

Thie 11 a view from the downltream en·d of the pipec4 the elliptical 
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transition zone, to give the capsule time to accelerate into the pipe, is 

clearly shown. 

Figure 3.1b is a view from the upstream end and the variable speeq 

drive for adjusting the injection rate is shown below. 

Figure 3.1c shows the extension tube for replacing ,the lid. The exten-

sion 't~~ i~ continuously fed with capsules. which fall .into the injection 

drum. 

capsule 

rotat~~g drum 

Figure 3.2 

Another possible method of injection is sh~wn diagrammatically in Figure 

3.2. The capsules are placed in position by counter rotating drums shaped 

as shown. A stop-start rotary motion allows time for the capsules to 

accelerate from rest. For both methods of injection, mentione4 above, 
.' : 

the capsules may have to be spring or weight loaded from above to avoid 

jamming. 

One advantage of injecting under positive pressure is that a conventional 

pump may be used upstream of the injector. But in a long pipe there may 

still be booster pumps en route • 

. ( .. 
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2.2 Injection at atmospheric pressure 

It is Like~y that, ina commerciaL appLication, the capsuLes may be 

inserted at atmospheric pressure. 

~capsule 

. ,~chute 

- ,~, ---=======--F 
-:- ,,', --:---.. .. ... 

" " 
~"" ' ........ 

-'--

perforated 

... 
:B'igur8 3.3 

Figure 3.3 iLLustrates a simpLe system for incerting capsuLes into 

the pipeLine if there is a r'ooster pump downstream or if a compLete gravity 

. system is used. 

" .. .. ... , .... ... .... ... ... .. ... .. 

recirculating 
pump 

... 

perforated 

3 

" 
... 

~ high pressure 
flow 

5 

Figure 3.4 

Figure 3.4 shows a method of injection at the upstream ,end of a pipe 

with an externaL booster pump. 

The high pressure Line is bif~rcated to feed into the main 'pipeLine 

upstream and downstream of Lock vaLve No.2. 

To operate the system, vaLves No.1, 4 and 5 are open and vaLves No.2 

and 3 are cLosed. The recirculation pump is in operation and a capsuLe is 

drawn into the Lock between vaLves 1 and 2. 

-
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meter. This will be discussed in Chapter 4. 

Fii'&! ~.6 

Figure 3.6 shows a suitable retrieval method wherein the conveying 

liquid is discharged into a tank and the capsulae are deposited onto a 

conveyer from which they may be collected. 

If it is required to.eject certain capsules en route (for example, 

different commocU.ties in the • ....,. line with various destinations) branch· 

lines with some type of valve shunting would have to be incorporated. 

The .eparationand dewatering of load in a fine suspension is a com

plicated and costly procedure compared with the syst_m shown in FiSure 3.e~ 

4. The pump ins of capsules 

This aspect of the technology requires the most development. 

There ~ various methods for pumping solid capsule mixtur.s. And 

basically they can be divided into two categories. 

1. Systems utilising conventional pumps which separate the water and cap~ 

sUle phases by means of lock systems and pump only the water. 

2. . Pumps which allow the transmission of capsules througq and pump both 

phases. 

In the course of the present investigation the fQX'1ller systems were not 

actually put into operation although many ideas can be expressed on pap,r. 

Two novel pumps in the latter category have been designed and have op· 

erated .successfully in the UniveX'$ityls hydraulics laboratory. These can 

'.' ":'..;' ;:.; 
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be designated the "Annular axial flow" pump and the "annular jet pump." 

The annular axial flow pump 

Figure 3.7 shows sections through the annular axial flow pump wpich in~ 

carporates curved aerofoil blades (A) attached to the internal perimeter 

of a rotating tube (B) as shown in section AA. The totating tube is 

belt driven and mounted on ball bearings (C) which revolve about the 

fixed gradual expansion (D,') and the gradual contraction OJ). Straight 

triangular guide vanes (F) are attached aro\1l'ld the perimeter. of (E) at 

inlet and curved guide vanes (G) are attached around the perimeter of 

the gradual expansion at outlet. High tensile steel rods are connected 

to the fixed sections (D) and (E) for guiding the capsules. The seals 

(H) prevent water leakage. After a certain number of teething problems 

this pump was fo.und to operate successfully. The number of guide rod$ 

have to be in~eased as the diameter of capsules iaredueed. 

An assemblage of. components for the ~nular ax1~1 flow pump is shown 

on Figure 3.8a with the rotor and rotating tube in the centre, and the 

contraction and expansion chambers on the left and right. The scale of 

the rotor and blades is shown on Figure 3.8b. 

Experiments were carried out with the curved aerofpils as .shown in 

Figure 3.7 as well as with single and double start helices at various 

pi tch lengths. 

The annular jet pump 

Figure 3.9 shows a section through the inlet and outlet nozzle of the 

annular jet pump. 

A high head centrifugal pump injects water at a high velocity thX'ough 

the inlet nozzle (A) .which mixes with the slower moving wateX' in the 

capsule laden pipe. Tbewater is withdrawn through the diffuser outlet 

at (B). The action of the water in the closed circuit acts as a 
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transformer increasing the pressure between sections (C) and (D). The· 

inlet nozzle opening is adjustable by means of the handwheel (E) which 

is attached to the externally threaded sliding sleeve (F). This sleeve 

is connected via push rods (G) to section (H) for nozzle apperture 

adjustment. The inlet angle wa:; arbitrarily set at 100
• 

This pump was used to drive the closed cil'cuit used for experiments in 

the 44 mm diameter perspex pipe, and proved successful. 

Both of the pumps described above are still in the development stage, 

and the present author was mainly concerned with the application of 

technological aspects of the project only to the extent that was n.eded 

for the experiments. 

5. Pipeline layout system 

Pipeline layouts for a capsule transportation systems can be divided 

up into two categories. 

1. Single open circuit 

2. Two way circuit 

5.1 Single open Circuit 

The capsules travel in one dire,ction; being injected at the point of 

departure and recovered at the destination. Any of the injection 

techniques mentioned in Section 2 can be employed. 

The maximum load factor possible is 100% and any of the packaging 

processes which are restricted to disposable containers or containers 

which form part of the load may be utilised. 

The system may be gravity fed or have a multiplicity of booster pumps 

en route. 

5.2 Two way Circuit 

In this case encapsulation is considered in containers which are re~ 
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turned to the departure end of the pipeline. 

There are basically two methods of operation. 

5.2.1 A single pipe 

In this case the maximum possible load factor is 50% in eitner 

direction. The system may be gravity fed in one direction with booster 

pumps operating in the other direction or incorporate two way pumps. 

For the annular axial flow pump with a continuous helical impeller 

the sense of rotation can be reversed and some method of interchanging the 

inlet and outlet guide vanes would have to be incorporated in the design'. 

For the jet pump, either the diffuser can be dispensed with, in which 

case the outlet nozzle is a replica of the inlet nozzle, and the flow can 

be in either direction in the boosting circuit. Additional momentum is. 

imparted to the water at outlet~ A plurality of pumps with diff~ers 

can be used, some of which are capable of operating in one direction and 

. others in. the opposite direction. 

This system would become particularly economical if it were desire~ 

to transport commodities in both directions, for example, exportable iron 

ore from an inland.region to the coast and imported machine parts from the 

coast to the inlet region. 

If the capsules were to be returned empty they could possibly be made 

neutrally buoyant by filling them with the conveying liquid. In this 

case there is an accumulation of liquid at the starting point, for e~amp~e, 

the oil pipeline from Durban to Johannesburg could be used for conveying 

drums (or capsules) of imported oil to an inland region and for transport

ing an exportable commodity to the cOast either in an oil or water meqium. 

5.2.2 A twin pipe system 

A two way circuit with twin pipes could have a maximum possible load 
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factor of 100', empty capsul,s (or neu~ally buoyant capsules) or a 

different commodity being transported in the return pipeline. 

Each pipe could have pumps or one of the pipes may be gravity fed. 

The cost would not be double that of a single pipeline since a common 

trench (if requi~d) would be sufficient for both pipes. If the pipes 

are not tranched the cost of tne twin pipe system would naturally be 

double that of the single pipe. 

Another application for such a system would be in the mi~ing indust~ 

where the ore is packed into capsules at an injection point at the base 

of a mine shaft and empty capsules are returned via the downpipe. 
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PART II 

EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 

"Pt,aoe logical thinking cannot yield us any 

kn01J}ledge of the empiriaal 1JJorld~ all 

kn01J}ledge of reality st€zrts from e:x:periment 

and ends .in it. " 

Albert Einstein 
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CHAPTER 4 

APPARATUS FOR EXPERIMENTS 
I i 

1 • The open and closed system 

In this chapter two different experimental layout !iystems al'e des-

Cl'ibed, these will be designated the "open" and "closed" systems depad" 

ing on whether the capsules travel intel'Jnittently or continuously_ 

The open system refel's to. the ex~rimental layout desigp,d for .cap

sule injection at the upstream end and ejection at the downstream end. 

This involves a device for.injecting the capsule and a separate l'8trieval 

system remote ~om the injector. 

The closed system implies a recirculating p~pe in whi~h the oapsules 

&I'e inSerted, rathel' than. injected, at a point in the oircuit. 

be l'emoved from the pipeline (after the capsule has completed at least an. 
cirouit) at the same point 4sthe insertion. 

Thel'e &l'8 mel'its and de-merits associated with either system and the 

two expe~imental layoutswel'e used forgain~ng ,supplementary data. Both 

systems 8l'e novel for experimental investigation of capsule transport 

systems. ,The appal'atus used by the Research. Council of Alberta, in Canada, 

is essentially an open system (without an injector) consistin, of pipes, 

lock, valves t throttle. valves and a pump. The capsules were shuttled.baok

wards and forwal'ds without passing .thl"ough the P1,lJ1lP. 

The main disadvantage of this systemcompat>ed with the two incorpoXlated 

for the pl'esent study is that experiments cannot be performed usin, a 

succession of capsules. 

2. Merits of the two systems 

The open system has the following experimental advantages" 
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2.1 Slope variation is far more conveniently ~chieved than with the 

closed system wheI'e. a change in $lope required a complete rearr~l.ment 

of the circuit. 

2.2 The effect of trains of capsules can readily be invf.,Jtlgated si~ce 

the ·injector was designed to inject discrete capsules at regu~ar intervals. 

2.3 It is easier.to change pipe materials even of sliahtly qifferent 

diameters (within a fairly naI'l'0W range unless the injection method is 

changed) than with the closed system where the pump and bends would have 

to be altered. 

2.4 The open system is easier to construct than the c10,e4 circuit since 

the latter involves a pump and.bendswhieh are not required by the fQl"IDeroi 

2.5 Different capsules. can more easily be compared at the s~ flow rate 

since the injector is merely loaded with theeapsules (of different ~pecific 

graVity for example), the flow rate is adjusted and the capsules are in

jected without affecting one another, or the flow rate. 

3. Advantyes of the closed cirCl,li t 

3.1 Experiments with the same capsule are easier to repeat th.u with the 

open circuit since the capsule remains in the circuit and does' not have to 

be reloaded for each run. 

3.2 It is more convenient ·than the open circuit when investisating trains 

of capsules just touching. However, the ~pen circuit with the injector 

is more amenable for studying trains of capsules separated by periodic 

injection. 

3.3 The closed circuit was fOund to be more convenient f~r8tudying~ap

sule transportation in a vertical pipeline since retrieval of both the 

capsules and the water could more easily be affected. 

4. The open circuit 
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Figure 4.1 shows a.diagrammatic layout of the apparatus consisting 

of the following main components. 

4.1 The pipeline: This is shown in the diagram as a 12m long trans

parent "Perspex" tube 74 mm internal diameter. The tube was made up 

of three 4 m long sections carefully flanged without gaskets and no in

ternal projecting edges ensuring a smooth passage for capsules. 

An extra 300 mm length of tube at the upstream end was shaped to 

have an oval inlet, with the major axis of the oval horizontal and per-

'pendicular to the pipe axis, tapering over the 300 mm length toa oir

cular section. The purpose of the oval tapering section will bedes~ibed 

below (Section 4.2). 

4.2 The Injector: Figure 4.2 shows the injector which consists of a 

400 mm diameter P.V.C. pipe 300 rom long witb a transparent cover at 

each end. Glands were built into the end covers through which a shaft 

passes. The sbaft was supported by means of external bearings and a 

twelve compartment drum was mo~nted oq the shaft. 

concentrically within the P.V.C.pipe. 

The drum rotated 

The capsulee.were inserted at the top of the loading device or in-

jection feed box (this is not shown on Figure 4.2 where it is replaced 

by a lid. However, the injector feed box is shown on figure 4.1). 

As the drum rotated capsules were injected into the pipeline, one at 

a time.' The oval inlet section allowed the capsUles enough time to 

enter the pipe while the particular drum compartment containing the cap

sule traversed the oval section. 

This method of insertion was preferable to the alternative consi~er~, 

viz a stop-start, jerky motion of the drum allowing twelve stops per 

rotation, because of the mechanical d~ffieulties involved. 

The injector proved capable of injection rates up to 3,9 caps u1$ s 

. '.' 
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per second at a capsule velocity of 4 m/s. 

The injector feed box was not used during the experiment for two main 

reasons: 

Firstly, it was not entirely successful since it had not been fully 

developed and, secondly, it would have caused certain errors in flow 

measurement. These points will be discussed in more det.il in the Chapter 

on measurements. 

A specially shaped lid was used, instead of the injection box, which 

fOllowed the shape of the injection chamber casing. 

The injector was driven by a variable speed drive (of the double cone 

type, salvaged from an old printing machine) for studying sucoeseive cap

sules in trains, or hand operated for the study of individual capsules.", 

Many other systems of injection were considered and these were all re

jected in favour of the above. 

4.3 The recovery box: This was used for recQvering capsules ejected at 

the pipe outlet and proved to be bQth simple and effective. The purpose, 

of the recovery box was twofold. 

4.3.1 The separation, of water from capsules at tile dc:>wnstream end: This" 

was simply I!.chieved, by allowing the water to pass over a rectangular side 

weir covered with wire mesh at the overflow section. The capsules weN, 

retained in the box and ,the water overflow returned to the recirculating 

system of the hydraulics laboratory. 

4.3.2 Minimisation, Qf damage to the capsules: The box was rubbel:' lined 

throughout and the length ,( 2 metre) was sufficient to ensure deC$leratiQn 

of the capsules preventing collisions with the downstream bulkhead. The 

width and depth (400 mrn,X 400 mrn) were made reasonably large to reduce 

chances of inter-capsule collision at emissien. 

4.4 The support system: The pipeline and injector were supported 'on a 
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steel joist (150 mm x75 rom) pivoted at the centl'e,with a jack:i.~g point 

for slope change at the upstream end and a further support point at the 

downstream end. 

The recovery box had its awn support which could be raieed or lowered 

to suit the slope of the pipeline elevation at the outlet end. 

The proced~e for slope change will be described in the Chapter on 

experimental procedure. 

The pipeline WaS supported on the steel joist by means of timber 

blocks shaped totbe pipe soffit and situated approximately 1 metre 

centre to centre. 

A platform was mounted above the entire length of the pipeline and 

plastic rails on the platfom enabled photo transduces totra~l ~ially 

along the pipe. The cells could be readily positioned along the pi,. 
-

for capsule acceleration experiments (see Figure 5.~). 

4.5 Flow measuring device: The veri flux electro magnetic flowmeter was 

used. 

In ,the early. stages of the investigation an orifice plate with carrier 

tappings and a double manometer system was employed. The low flow meno-

meter being an inverted U~tube with an enlarged limb using paraffin &$ 

the manometer fluid. The high flow manometer was a U-tube with an en-

larged limb containing Igema as the manometer fluid. 

was calibrated in situ gravimetrically. 

The differential. pressure type flowmeter was considered unsatisfact~ 

ory and rejected in favour,of the more costly electro-magnetic system for 

the following reasons: 

4.5.1 The manometer response time was not considered sUfficiently. rapid 
• 

to detect flow transients.that occured due.to the presence of capsules in 

the pipelirie if the manometer tube diameters were too small. 
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diameters were too large, s~ging due to the flow transient could mask the 

'", 
transient itself. In addition, the inertia of the manometer fluid had to 

be overcome, reducing the response time still further. 

The d~ation of. the transient could be as low as two seconds and the 

maximum masnitudewas.of.tbe order of a few percent of the steady flow in 

the capsule free pipeline. 

4.5.2 The low flow manometer caused considerable diffioulties due to 

gradual diffusion of. the water and paraffin causing an indistinct inter-

face and unreliable readings. 

4.6 The veriflux electro-magnetic flow-meter has the followina components: 

4.6.1 Veri flux detector head: The detecting element was inserted i~.the 

flowline upstream of the experimental pipeline section (see FiiUI'8 4.1). 

The accuracy of. this' meter is unaffected by changes in the viscosity, 

density, temperature, pressure and flow profile of the metered liquid 

(according to the manufacturers). 

The response time is extremely rapid since the system has virtually 

no inerti~ .to .overcome.compared with the differential pressure type meter 

(particularly when.ahighspecific gravity fluid is used in the manometer). 

Also, the diffioulties mentioned earlier due to manometer t~es were 

avoided since only electrical connections were made ~om the detector head. 

The output follows inst~taneously any flow condition taking place within 

the detector head and if the flow pulsates the output ~om the head 

pulsates aocordingly. 

The instrument is, in fact, so responsive to flow transients that for 

commercial applications it.is recommended to fit a slow response demodula-

tor, giving a three second full scale ,deflection time. The slow response 

demodulator was not fitted for the capsule experiments and the full scale 

deflection time was of the order of 0,3 seconds. 
.'. ,"."", 
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The manufacturers claimed a linear characteristic which improves 

accuracy over a wide range of flow registration above any form of 

differential head measurement. They also claim on any given range 

setting, an accuracy of. 't 1% of actual reading down to 1/5th of the 

maximum flow selected with t 2% down to 1/10th of this maximum and 

't 3% down to 1/15th of this maximum. Bearing in mind that it is 

possible to select any maximum velocity (on the meter) between 1 mls and 

10 mIs, infinitely variable, it is apparent, from the above, that a. total 

flow range of 1 : 50 can be measured with an accuracy of t l' of 

actual reading by judicious range selection as the flow varies. 

The above claims were not, however, justified and the actual acouracy 

of the flow measurement as a whole (i.e. detector head, convertor and 

recorder) will be discussed in the ohapter on measurements and accuracy. 

The unit itself consists of a non-magnetic tube lined with an 

electrically inSUlating material. Coil windings are arranged around the 

tube to provide a homogeneous magnetic field across the bore. As the 

water flows through the t\lbe and thus tht'Ough the magnetic field an e.m.f. 

is induced directly proportional to the rate of floW of the liquid. This 

e.m.f. passes through electrodes to the converter. 

4.6.2 The Veriflux series 2-2 converter: This instrument is designed for 

use with the veri flux electromagnetic detector head and provides a direct 

current output which is claimed by the manufacturers to be direct~ pro~ 

portional to the mean velocity of flow through the detector. The flow 

range of the instrument is varied by adjusting switches and a potentio

meter at the front of the instrument. The maximum "velocity" can be 

varied between 1 mls and 10 mls and the maximum setting produces a 

10 mA output. The actual output is supposed to be linearly proportional 

to the velocity. The converter is essentially a "self balancing a.c. 

potentiometer utilising a Hall multiplier connected in series with t~e 
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d.c. output of the converter. The voltage derived from the multip~ier i~ 

accurately proportional to. the product of the d.c. output and the flow-

meter reference current ~d, if of the same phase as the flow signal, it 
te 

is fed back to balance the flow signal from the deActor. Quadrature. 

signals are rejected by precise demodulation of the flow signal." 

The purpose of the converter is essentially to provide a direct current 

output which is directly proportional to the mean velocity of flow through 

the detector head. The converter can be used with any size of detector 

head. 

1+.6.3 The graphic.recorder: The "Record" graphic recorder accepts the 

output of the veri flux converter, i.e. 0 - 10 mAo 

The chart speed of this. recorder can be varied by interchangeable 

driving gears. A chart speed of 0,85 mm/s was fOund to be .dequ.tefo~ 

transient detection. The response time was less than 0,5 seconde for 

full scale deflection. 

The movement is "ultra high torque permanent magnet Moving Coil type 

characterised by fast response, extreme sensitivity, low consumption, 

adequate damping and almost complete absence of stray field effects," 

according to the manufaoturers. 

1+.7 Differential pressure measurement: Pressure was measured using an 

Evershed and Vignoles differential pressure transmitter (type ER. 355). 

Initially attempts were made to measure pressure by means of firstly, 

open tube piezometers, and secondly, a U-tube manometer with an enlaried 

limb. However, the pressure transient, due to the presence of the cap-

sule in the line, was required and the difficulties mentioned in the 

section under flow measurement with an orifice plate and manometer were 

experienced and, indeed intensified when it came to measuring pressure 

transients. This is because the transient pressure difference, due to 
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the capsule, was much higher, expressed as a percentage of the head. loss 

between two tapping points .. (9 ,762 m apart) due to friction alone, 'than 
\ 

the flow transient expressed ~ a percentage of the steady flow witQout a 

capsule in the l~ne. 

A change was therefore made to the differential pressure transmitter. 

The differential pressure transmitter (Figure 4.3) is designed fer 

measurement and remote indication of differential press~s up to 2,54 m 

water gauge. The pressure, range is infinitely variable from 0 - 500 JD 

to 0 - 2,54 m. . The transmission accuracy is claimed to be wi thill i i\ 

of full scale deflection. 

The differential pressure value is transmitted by direct current in 

the range 0 - 10mA proportional to differential pressure over tne 

measuring range. 

The four components used in the differential press~ measurina 

system are: 

4.7.1 The transmitter, which measures the 4ifferential pressure and 

establishes a d.c. signal proportional to the pressure difference. 

The transmitter operates on a force-balance principle. 

element, in this case a twin diaphragm, applies a mech~ical force to a 

beam, proportional to the pressure measured. Figure 4 .• 4 shows a dia-

grammatic layout illustrating the mechanical principle of the transmitter. 

The followina is a summary from the booklet on the instrument. 

"The diaphgram is situated in a horizontal plane between the upper, 

and lower halves of the.4iaphra,m chamber to which the low and high 

pressures are connected respectively. 

The diaphgram is. attaehed to one end efa horizontal primary beD. (A) 

(see Figure 4.4) which is supported by cross-spring pivots ou~dde the 

pressure chamber. 
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The pI'imary beam.is thI'eaded to peI'1Jlit fine adjustment oftne calil)ratil'S 

I'ideI' (U) whioh tI'ans1llits the diaphgI'am tOI'que to the secondary beam (J), 

also SuppoI'ted on CI'Oss-spI'ing pivots. 

A seconqaI'y. leveI'. fol'm$ part of a compound lever arrangement, the 

function of which is to protect the pot-coil peam (S) from a f9I'W~ 

oveI'load. 

The pot-coil beam (S). is horizontally dispose~ and is s~PROI'ted on 

pivots and spI'ing-loaded'- jewels neeI' its midpoint. 

the pot-coil (L.) .which.moves .in the gap of apem~ent magnet (M). 

At the other end .. of -the. beam « damping I'ing is. fitted which moves in the 

gap of a seoond ptilI'Illanent magnet. This serves to damp out insignificant 

pulsations reachin,-the diaphI'agm. 

When the press\1Xle aoross the dh.phI'q1Il changes t . a tQrq,\le i, appU.ecl ... 

through the.leveI'.syatem.t<l>v,nbalance th, beam, causing the ce~1;I'alv~e 

of the capac:itoI', mount.d.9!l the end of the beam, 1:0 move towaI'ds one of· 

the outeI' vanes. The oentral vane is conneoted to the oscillat~ out-

put of the oscillatorl amplifier unit anelth. outer v-.neS aI'e connected 

to a diffeI'ential.I'ect~fier in the same unit. The fOroe produced by 

the pot-coil CUI'I'ent flowing in the field of the permanent magnet 

exactly balances the fOI'ce applied from the diaph~sm and thU$ ~nta1ns 

the beam in equilibI'ium." 

4.7.2 A calibI'ation manometeI' was mounted above the differential pressure 

tI'ansmitteI' (see Fig\1I'e 4.1) and the input to the tI'ansmitter could be 

switched to the calibI'ation manometer or alternatively to the p~ssure 

tappings fI'om the "PeJ'Spex" tube. The calibr~tion manometer was pressuri., 

sed directly from the hydraulics laboratory wate:r toweX' so that the tX'ana

mitter was calibrated in situ USing a static pressure diffe~ntial. 

4.7.3 The pOWell unit fOIl the diffe%'ential P%'essure transmitter: The 
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operating c~ent for. the pot coil and transmission line was obtain.d~ 

a series 300 power unit. 

The signal output is 0 - 10 rnA for full scale deflection of the trans-

mitter. This was converted to a 0 - IV signal by means of a variable 

resistance (see Figure 4.1). The voltage signal was fed into the recorder. 

4.7.4 The recorder: The recorder was an "Evershed and Vignoles Duple" 

quick response recorder" which has two similar channels, of which only one 

was used. Each channel is essentially a d.c. recording voltmeter. 

The recorder is servo operated, the input being compared with a vol~ 

tage feed back from a resetting potentiometer actuated by the pen ~. 

The magnitude of the resetting voltage is determined by the posi ticm of 

the pen. The voltage difference is amplified to drive the pen movement 

which sets the pen in such a position that the resetting voltage is equal 

and opposite to the input voltage. 

When calibrating, it was the pen recorder itself which was calibrated 

against a static water pressure differential. 

4.8 The timer: The capsule velocity was calculated by measuring !ts 

time of travel over a known distance. When the capsule passed the up-

stream photo-transducer it tripped a relay switch which started the 

digital counter. The counter was stopped when the capsule passed the 

downstream photo-transducer. 

The counter is a Venner frequency meter type TSA 6634 which has 

count and timing facilities incorporated. Cold cathode numerical indi-

cators display a four-digit readout. The display time is set to infinity. 

The timing units are 10 lJS increments or 1 rna increments and the 1 ms 

increments were used thus giving, with a 4 - digit readout, a timing 

interval up to 9,999 seconds. 

When using opaque pipes such as asbestos cement the photo cells we~ 

-~.~-------------------

5.2 In order to formulate similarity and scal:tna;criteria it was 

necess~ to have at least one other diameter of pipeline as opposed to ' , 

.'-
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the original 7~ mm diameter open circuit line. 

5.3 One aspect of the technology of the investigation was the develop

ment of capsule pumps and the closed circuit was an effective means of 

observing the flow of capsules through an annular jet pump developed for 

this purpose. 

S.~ Many visitors who saw the open circuit expressed doubt as to the 

effect of bends on the capsule transportation system. The closed cir

cuit supplied qualitative visual evidence of the feasibility of the 

scheme from this point of view. 

5.5 Although the effects of different specific gravities and diameter 

ratios were determined from open circuit tests, the closed circuit was a 

convenient tool for observing and verifying these phenomena. It was 

relatively easy to determine the effect of "catching up," on capsule 

veloci ty and excess energy requirements, when several capsules with 

slightly different characteristics we~e in the circuit simultaneously. 

6. Description. of the closed sircuit 

Figure ~.S shows the closed circuit with ~~ mm diameter plexiglass 

tube arranged in a vertical plane. 

The pipeline is open to the atmosphere upstream of the jet ~ump 

system where there is an "insertion trough" for inserting and retIlieving 

the capsules. This feeder trough is simply a ~60 mm long section of 

the ~~ mm diameter pipe which was cut to a semi-circulBr.section pro

viding a guide for the capsules and facilitating.insertion and removal. 

The pipe was surrounded by a 200 mm diameter P.V.c. pipe with a raised 

P.V.c. section to form a reservoir for the capsule insertion trough. 

At the downstream end of the semi-circular plexiglass tube section a 

bell mouthed entry eased the capsule into the 4~ mm pipeline. This 

arrangement was s~tisfactory for the horizontal circuit. However, for 
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6.2 The pipe bends: .It can be shown from the geometry of the bend 

(Figure 4.6) that 

L = 21(D-d)(2RtdtD) c (4.1) 

The radius of the bends were 1219,2 mm (4 ft) and this gives a 

maximum value of Lc = 200,8 mm (for D = 44 mm and d = 40 mm). , , This 

is a theoretical value and assumes that the "plexiglass" remains circular 

when curved to radius R. 

The maximum length of single ~O mm d~ameter capsules used in the 

experiments was 160 mm (Lc/d = 4,0) and in fact 173 DUD long capsules 

were found to pass round the bends withQut jamming. 

6.3 Flow measurement: Flow measurement posed special problems in the 

closed circuit since it was imperative that whatever device was used should 

allow through passage of the capsules. 

Initially, one of the bends with pressure tappings drilled in the in-

side and outside of the bend was used as a bend meter. However. this 

was not satisfactory due to slow response time and lack of precision. 

A magnetic detector head replaced the bend meter and the. internal 

bore of the head was machi~ed to have the same internal diameter as the 

44 mm plexiglass tube. The electrodes were made flush with the bore of 

the head and this allowed easy passage of the capsules through the 

instrument. By deflecting the water, the flow meter was calibrated 

in situ. 

6.4 Pressure transients and capsule velocity were determined as described 

in the section on the open circuit. 

6.5 Orientation: The closed circuit was oriented horizontally, verti-

cally and on a slope. 

The vertical orientation posed special problems since the insertion 

trough was placed in the lower horizontal limb and since this was at 
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atmospheric pressure the apparatus had to be less than one ~tmosphere 

(10 m) in height to prevent the water from vapourising in the upper limb. 

It also meant that the whole circuit had to be airtight to prevent de· 

priming. This proved to be rather difficult to achieve in practice and 

was overcome as mentioned in Section 6. 

The total height of the vertical circuit was in fact 6.75 m with a 

straight section .4,010 m long. The horizontal dimension was 6,320 m 

centre to cent~. The vertical height was restricted by the laboratory 

roof. 

6.6 Cooling water: One problem to be faced with the closed circuit was 

COOling. All the energy from the pump was absorbed by the water and it 

was found that without cooling, the water temperature in the closed cir

cuit rose steadily. In.90 minutes the temperature rose from 20°C to 

60°C, at Q = 2,66.dm3/s, and had still not become stable. This affected 

the viscosity of the water. In order to alleviate this situation cooling 

water was fed into the circuit downstream of the jet pump and extracted 

upstream of the pump. 

This resulted in a stable temperature within 8 minutes of starting 

over the entire range of flow operation. The temperature rose from 

21 0 C to 230 C at a flow of 6,65 dm3/s. 

7. Apparatus for static capsule t,sts , . . 

Figure 9.1 shows the apparatus used for static capsule tests. 

Pressure tappings were carefully drilled as indicated in the Figure. 

The pipeline used was 74 mm diameter perspex. All the pressure 

tappings in the sides and roo! of the tube in the pattern shown in 

Figure 9.1 were connected te an air over water manometer and were usedte 

determine the hYdraulic grade line in the capsule zone. 

The flow of water through the test section was measured. with the 
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magnetic detector head upstream and supptemented at tow ftows by gravi~ 

metric measurement. 

Capsutes were made to 40 mm, 50 mm, 63 mm and 70 mm diameters, 

each capsute being 800 mm in tength. This tength to diameter ratio was 

considerabty in excess of that envisaged for practicat apptications but 

this was considered necessary to ensure that the intet, outtet and 

annutar friction tosses coutd be ctearty distinguished. The capsutes 

were made of potyvinyt chtoride (P.V.C.) tUbing and, in the case of futty 

eccentric static capsute tests, were firmtyattached to the pipe watt, 

etiminating any tendency to tift. 

For concentric static capsute tests, vanes shaped to an aerofoit 

section were used to position the capsutes (see Figure 4.7). 

-V 

I- 880 mm 
~I 

Figure. 4.7 

8. Other pipe tines used 

Apart from the 74 mm and 44 mm diameter ptexigtass pipes, two 

other pipes were used. 

8.1 The asbestos cement pipe: To test the effect of pipe roughness the 

74 mm diameter ptexigtass tube was reptaced by an undipped asbestos-cement 

pipe 76 mm diameter. The photo transducers were reptaced by magnetic 

putse detectors (pu1sotronic) which were activated by the metat in the 

capsutes to. trip retays and operate the digitat counter. 

The jOints were of the cottar type with seat rings. The expansion 

ring was removed to ctose the gap between the pipes. The pipe tine was 

"'J 
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cOllllecled to the existing injec~or with" c"s"t iro:l fl " :lge adapler . 

Upslream and downstre"", pressure t~ppings were required w;,icl1 were 

turned trOll brass and fixed i n their seatings "ith epoxy ,,",Si:l. 

The "lterna"tive method o f obtaining a r ough pi,!", surface "as to 

uS e steel bu-:e this is a cO::tduc"ting opaque lI" terial and would helve pre 

vented ~he use of both -:elle "pulso~ronic" swi"tche~ and ~;.,., phOl0 

transducer~ . 

8.2 P .V.C. p ipe ' In order to ex"mine -:ehe sc"ling ef:!'ect still ferthGr 

a 150 lTUlI diilIl"Jeter pipe made o f polyvinyl chloride "as connec~ed lo be 

cons~=-:e head t =k ~upply ~y';tell. 

Since a ralhGr la:<>ge fl o" ""s nece~~ary t o give "n "dequ~-:ee mean 

wa t e r ve loci ~y, care ""s ~"ken to keep pipe_linG ;,ead lo'me~ to a 

lIin imUIlI. The maxi mullI flow velocily used was V = 3 m/s corresponding 

The p~pe was independently ,;upport ed "long i-:es entire lenglh on " 

trapezoidal stGel sec~ion. 

For capsule i nject i on an i nverted ~ee ",a,; used ~t "the supply point. 

The end of t his e",tension ",as threaded and" coupling which could be 

screwed on and off for inser"tion of the capsule had a gland fit-:eed, 

see Figure '~.8. 

F .lsere u . . g 
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A 1 m long brass plunger passing through the gland could be fully 

wi thdrawn when setting .the flow so that the capsule did no·t block the flow 

entry when everything was ready for a. test,the plunger could be thrust 

forward to overcome the initial acceleration and the capsule woul~ then be 

propelled by the water. 

Capsule retrieval was simply achieved in this case by Qutting away the 

upper half of the 150 mm diameter pipe at the end, thus forming an open 

channel with two side weirs. A plastic spring was placed at the end of 

the pipe to absorb the capsule energy. 

9. Apparatus for measurinl capsule clearance 
F i 

As cylindrical capsules travel along the pipeline they tend to lift off 

the pipe wall when travelling at high speed. 

In order to verifY this phenomenon various techniques were employed to 

determine the clearance between the bottom of the pipe and the capsule. 

This was a difficult measurement to take since the clearance is $mall 

(less than about 1 mm) and only occurs at high velocities. 

The final method employed was a differential transformer mounted 

below the 74 mm diameter perspex pipe (Figure 4.9). 

oscillator 
(1, kc/s a. c. 

second.ary1 

~_-- pipe 

capsule 

v ... :-:' "~~~ 
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The transformer consisted of a central (primary) coil with two other 

(secondary) coils on either side. The outer coils each had 50 turns and 

were wound in opposite directions to each other. The number of turns in 

the central coil was also 50 but this had no signif~cance. 

Alternating current was passed into the central primary core and this 

was converted into flux due to the presence of the outer two coils, forming 

a magnetic circuit. The induced voltage was zero since the wire on the two 

outer coils was wound in ,opposite directions and' the resulting induced e.m.f. 

was equal in magnitude but opposite in direction. 

The induced e.m.f. is equal to the rate of change of flux but in the 

opposite direction 

e.m.f. = -d,/dt 

If steel is brought near the secondary coil, the flux is increased due to 

the low reluctance of the steel 

where 

flux = , = NI/JR 

N = no. of coils 

I = excitation current 

JR = reluctance 

The presence of the steel (in the capsule) increases .the flux around the upper 

secondary coil but hardly affects the flux around the lower secondary coil. 

This means a larger voltage across the upper secondary coil than the lower. 

The resultant difference in voltage could then be read from a memory ose.U.lo-

scope. An oscillator was used to provide current for excitation of the 

primary, coil. 

When no capsule was present the system was balanced. The capsule was 

then placed in the pipeline above the coil and this represented the zero 

clearance voltage. As the capsule was lifted from the pipe bottom the 

steel inside the capsule} being at a further distance from the coU,de

creased the flux since the non-conducting material between the coil and 
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the steel (Le. P. V .C.and perspex) has a relatively high value of re-

luctance lR. The induced voltage was decreased and this new value could 

be read off the oscilloscope. The system required a calibration curve of 

voltage versus clearance and the trace on the oscilloscope represented the 

clearance at every point along the capsule thus giving the orientation 

(e.g. nose up) of the capsule when travelling in the pipe. 

10. Capsules tested 

TAB L E 4.1 

LIST OF CAPSULES TESTED 

!capsule No d Lc Mass Volume L Id S % used Remarks. 
(mm) (mm) (g) 3 c c 

(cm ) 

1 70,2 303 498 1,170 4,32 0,426 0,95 air filled 

2 " " 1243 " " 1,065 " water " 
3 " " 2070 " " 1,77 " sand " 
.4 " " 3072 " " 2,62 " brass " 

loose pack 
5 " " 3762 " " 3,21 " steel filled 

6 " " 5666 " " 4,83 " lead " 
7 63,0 303 473 941 4,82 0,502- 0,851 air " 
8 " " 100 " " 1,064 " water " 
9 ." " 1760 " " 1 ,870 " sand " 

10 " " 2484 " " 2,640 " brass " 
11 " " 3089 " " 3,280 " steel " .. 

12 " " 4606 " " 4,900 " lead " 
13 50,3 303 306 601 6,02 0,51 0,68 air " 
14 " " 651 " " 1,082 " water " 
15 " " 1102 " " 1,835 " sand " 
16 ~ 

" " 1496 " " 2,490 " brass " 
17 " " 1956 ff':"> " 3,255 " steel " 
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Capsule No d L • Mass Volume Le/d 
d Remarks e S i5' used 

(mm) (mm) (g) (em3) 
e 

'?~ 50,3 303 29:fS 601 6,02 4,950 0,68 lead filled 

19 40,2 303 164 382,5 7,54 0,417 0,543 air " 
20 " " 416 " " 1,06 " water " 
21 " " 686 " " 1,75 " sand " 
22 " " 964 " " 2,46 " brass " 
23 " " 1273 " " 3,24 " steel " 
24 " " 1872 " " 4,77 " lead " 
25 63,0 271,2 361 849 4,32 0,42 0,852 air " 
26 .''- " 903 " " 1,06 " water " 
27 " 271,1 1509 " " 1,77 " sand " 
28 63,0 272,0 2233 846 4,32 2,63 0,852 brass " 
29 " 272,0 2730 " I~·, 3,21 " steel " 
30 " 272,0 4116 " " 4,84 " lead " 
31 50,3 217,5 182 433 4~ 0;'42 0,681 air " 
32 " 217, 1 458 " " 1,06 " water " 
33 " 217,7 771 " " 1,78 " sand " 
34 " 217,7 1124 " " 2,60 " brass " 
35 " 217,7 1381 " " 3,19 " steel " 
36 " 217,0 2080 " " 4,81 " lead " 

, 

37 40,0 173,7 92 218,5 4,32 0,42 0,541 air " 
38 " 173,5 233 " " 1,06 " water " 

, 

39 " 174,0 384 " " 1,76 " sand " 
40 " 173,5 574 " " 2,65 " brass " 
41 " " 700 " " 3,2 " steel " 
42 " " 1053 " " 4,82 " lead " 

7044 70 280 . IoJIe;QO. 1080 If,O 4',0 0,945 10 No. made 

7034 " 210 3240 810 3,0 " " " 
7024 " 140 2160 540 2,0 " " " ~ 

III 
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Capsule No d 
L 

Mass Volume L /d S % 'used Remarks e 
(mm) (mm) (g) 3 e e 

(em ) 

7014 70 70 1080 270 1,0 4,0 0,945 10 No. 
Made 

K 25,3 303 4.10 152 12,0 2,72 0,342 

L 19.4 303 243 90 15,6 2,70 0,262 

M 22,3 303 902 118 13,6 7,8 0,300 , 

° 13,7 303 302 45 22,1 6,7 0,19 

N 22,4 96 296 38 4,28 7,8 0,800 ~ 

6344 63,1 252,4 3150 788 4,0 4,0 0,851 , 
5044 50,2 200,8 1592 398 4,0 4,0 0,675 

~ 
4044 40,0 160,0 807 202 4,0 4,0 0,541 

7044R 70 280 4320 1080 4,0 4,0 0,95 'I Rough 

6244R 62 252 3045 761 " 
Capsules· 

" 0,84 ,. 
" 

5044R 50 200 1575 394 " " 0,68 " 
4044R 40 160 807 202 " " 0,54 " ,~ 

4024 40,02 80,5 404 101 2,0 4,0 0,91 P.V.C. 

4041 40,24 159,0 202 202 3,95 1,00 " " 
4042 40,27 " 403 201 " 2,00 " " 
4043 40,24 " 603 202 " 2,98 " " 
4044 40,29 " 807 202 " 4,00 " " 
4044 40,29 " 805 207 " 4,00 " " 
4044 40,00 158,0 804 198 " 4,06 " ; " 

, 
4046 40,00 160,0 1207 200 ' 4,0 6,00 " " 
3724 37,55 74,7 327 83 1,98 3,95 0,85 IBrass 

tturned 
3742 37,31 149,4 325 162 4,0 2,00 " " 
3744 37,31 " 654 " " 4,05 " " I 

3744 37,29 " 660 " " 4,07 " " 
. 

3746 37,33 II 979 " II 6,05 " " 
2924 29,71 59,2 161 41 2,0 3,95 0,68 " , 

2942 29,61 118,3 162 81 4,0 2,00 " It 

" 

,. ~~ 

1
::L', 

.{ 
',' , 

." 

:{- . 
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Capsule No d L Mass Volume L /d ~·S\·' d Remarks c . -. - used 
(mm) (IIDD) (g) (cm3) 

c ' c D 

, 

3044 30,58 108,5 324 80 3,95 4,07 0,68 brass ~..;. ~'. 

ed 
2944 ~9,59 118.3 321 81 4,0 4,00 " " . ' .... 

2946 29,55 118,3 483 81 4,0 5,95 " " 
IT 

2324 23,0.5 48,5 85 21 2,04 3,92 0,54 " 
2342 23,89 93,3 86 43 4,0 2,03 " " 
2344 23,86 " 169 43 4,0 3,95 " " 
2344 23,84 95 " 42 4,0 4,00 " " 
2346 23,83 95,3 256 42 4,0 6,05 " " 
4044R 40,0 160,0 802 200 .4,00 4,01 0,91 Rough; annu-

1ar groov-
. es in p~Y_C 

3744R 37,5 150,0 652 165 4,10 3,95 0,85 knurled 
brass 

2944R 29,0 119,0 323 78 3,97 4,13 0,66 " 
2344R 23,0 95 172 43 4,00 4,05 0,54 " 

-
4088S 40 880 22 0,542 Used 

5088S 50 " 17.6 0,675 for 

6388S 63 " 13,95 0,85 static 

7088S 70 " 12,6 0,947 tests -
I -

9042 90,0 360,0 4 600 2 300 4,0 t,o 0,600 used 

9043 90,0 " 6 900 " " 3,0 0,600 in i 

9044 90,0 " 9 200 " " 4,0 " 150 mm 

11042 110,0 440,0 8 320 4 160 " 2,0 0,733 diameter 

11043 110,0 " 12 480 " " 3,0 " pipe 

11044 110,0 " 16 640 " " 4,0 " 
12542 125,0 500,0 12 340 6 170 " 2,0 0,833 

! 

12543 125,0 " 18 510 " " 3,0 " J 

12544 125,0 " 24 680 " " 4,0 " 
14042 140,0 560,0 17 200 8 600 " 2,0 0,933 

};~ 

14043 140,0 560,0 25 800 8 600 " 3,0 " ~~i~ 

4044 140,0 " 34 400 " " 4,0 " 
~~ 

- .. 
",',-. 
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d L L /d S 
d Remarks Capsule No c Mass Volume i5' used 

(mm) (nun) (g) 3 c c 
(cm ) 

-
S~),41, 10 50,1 225,0 488 443 4,0 1,10 0,676 P.V.C. 

5041,51 " " 670 " " 1 ,51 " with 

5042,31 " " 1 020 " " 2,31 " steel 

5043,72 " " 1 650 " " 3,72 " inner 

6241,11 62,5 250,8 861 770 If 1 , 11 0,845 lining 
I 

6241,44 " " 1 110 " " 1,44 " 
6242,35 " " 1 795 " " 2,35 " 
6243,62 " " 2 780 " " 3,62 " 
6941,11 69,6 280,4 1 188 1 068 " 1 , 11 0,943 

6941,53 " " 1 640 " " 1,53 " 
6942,33 " " 2 490 " " 2,33 " 
6943,74 " " 3 990 " " 3,74 " -

The capsule characteristics are classified in Table 4.1. 

10.1 The first set of capsules numbered to 24 were made of poly-

vinyl chloride (P.V.C.) plastic tubing in four different diameters, i.e. 

70 mm, 63 mm, 50 mm and 40 mm (exact diameters are given in Table 6.1). 

The length was constant (L = 303 mm) c throughout. Each set of six cap-

sules had varying specific gravities from 0,426 to 4,95. The tubes 

were capped at each end and filled with different materials, i.e. air, water, 

sand, loosely packed brass screws, scrap steel and scr~p lead. 

10.2 The second set of 24 capsules are numbered to 6 (the same as 

above) and 25 to 42. There were again four sets of different dia-

meters, each set comprising six similar specific gravities, i.e. 0,426; 

1,065; 2,625; 3,22 and 4,84. These capsules were all made dimension-

ally similar 

ials as above. 

(L /d = 4,32) c of P.V.C. tube, capped and filled with mater-

--
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10.3 The third set had a specific gravity of 4,0, a d~ameter of 70 mm 

and an L /d ratio of 4,0. c There were 10 of these capsules all identi-

cal. They were made of P.V.C. tubing with end caps. Steel cylinders were 

Allen screwed inside each end (see Figure 4.10). Their purpose was to ex-

amine concentration effects by varying the injection rate and thus the 

number of capsules in line at the instant of taking readings. 

These capsules were designated 7044, the first two digits denoting 

the first two digits of the diameter in millimeters, the third digit being 

the L /d ratio and the fourth digit the specific gravity. c 

10.4 The fourth set of capsules had a specific gravity of 4,0, adia-

meter of 70 mm and had varying lengths, i.e. L /d = 1, 2; 3 and 4. c 

These were numbered 7014; 7024; 7034; and 7044. the digits denoting 

diameter, L /d ratio and specific gravity as above. 
c 

These capsules 

were made as the third set (see Figure 4.10). In fact only L /d ratios c 

of 1 and 3 were manufactured. L/d ratios of 2 and 4 being the com" 

bipations of 1 and 3 by joining these capsules with the Allen screws in 

the end caps. 

10.5 The fifth set of capsules was alphabetically designated and were of 

small diameter not within the range for praotical application. These 

were used to enlarge the range of certain experiments. 

10.6 The sixth set was of specific gravity 4,0 and length to diamete~ 

ratio 4,0. There were four different diameter ratios. These were 

numbered 7044; 6344; 5044 and 4044. 

10.7 The seventh set were artifically roughened capsules designated 

7044R; 6244R; 5044R and 4044R. These were four different diameter 

capsules all of specific gravity 4,0 and Lc/d ratio 4,0. 

These capsules were roughened by turning grooves on the P, V • C. in the 

lathe. Artificial roughening was also achieved by sieving sand between 
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two sieve sizes and gluing the sand to the outside wall of the eapIiJUl,. 

These capsules we~e not successful from the expe~imental viewpoint since 

the ~eadings obtained we~e fa~ too scatte~ed to be meaningful. 

10.8 The eighth set of capsules was 40 mID nominal o.d. and we~e used 

mainly in the 44 rom closed ci~cuit line. One capsule had length.to 

diamete~ ~atio of 2,0 and a specific ~aYity of 4,0. The remainde~ h~d 

Lcld ~atios 4,0 and specific ~avities of 1,0; 2,0; 3,0; 4,Q and 

6,0. These capsules were used fo~ determining the effect of specific 

~avity as well as Lcld ~atios. 

By combining the appropriate capsules, equivalent capsules in trains 

could be obtained, e.g. an Lcld ~atio of 14 with a specific gravity of 

4,0 could be symthesised using three capsules with ~c/d ratios of 4,0 

and one capsule ~ith Lcld ratio of 2,0. Since low specific ~avity 

capsules t~avelled faste~ than high specific gravity capsules, a capsule 

with Sc = 6,0 was placed at the front of the train and one with So = 2,0 

was placed at the tail, thus giving an average.specific.gl'avity of 4,0 •. 

These capsules were made of P.V.C. tubing with end caps and steel cylindel's 

glued to the end caps. 

10.9 The ninth set of capsules was 37 rom nominaLo.d. and the same 

pattern of Lcld ratio and specific g~avity was followed as the eighth set 

thus allowing combinations of approp~iate cpasules to fOl'm capsule ~ains 

up to L Id = 16. c 

10.10 The tenth set of capsules was the same as above except the nominal 

diamete~ was 29 rom. 

10.11 The eleventh set was as above except the nominal diameter was 

23 rom. 

The ninth, tenth and eleventh sets were made of brass tubing with the 

o.d. such as to give the Same· diD as was obtained with P.V.C. oap$ules 
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in the 74 mm diameter pipeline. The i.d. was bored out to give the 

capsule the required mass. 

TAB L E 4.2 

d 8 L/d d 8 L Id d 8 L Id d 8 L Ie. 
c c c c c c c 

40,2 4,00 2,00 37,55 3,95 1,99 29,71 3,95 2,00 23,85 3,92 2,04 

40,00 4,06 3,95 37,31 4,05 4,00 29,59 4,00 4,00 23,84 4,0 4,00 

40,00 4,00 7,95 37,32 4,02 8,00 29,58 3,97 8,00 23,86 4,04 8,04 

40,08 4,00 9,95 37,37 4,00 0,00 29,62 3,93 10,00 - - -
40,03 4,00 11,90 37,31 4,03 2,00 27,58 3,98 12,00 23,85 4,00 12,00 

40,08 4,02 15,92 37,31 4,04 6,00 29,83 4,00 15,55 23,85 4,00 16,00 

Table 4.2 shows the combinations of capsule trains obtained by com-

bining different capsules in sets, eight, nine, ten and eleven. 

10.12 The twelfth set consisted of four capsules 40 mm, 37,5 mm, 29 mm 

and 23 mm diameter, all with a specific gravity of 4,0 and a length to 

diameter ratio of 4,0. These capsules were all made of brass and 

artificially roughened by knurling, except the 44 mm diameter capsule 

(4044R) which was made of P.V.C. and roughened with grooves cut on the 

lathe. 

10.13 The thirteenth set was used in the 74 mm diameter pipeline far 

static tests. There were four capsules of different diameters each 880 mm 

long. The mass and specific gravity are not given for these capsules 

since they were in all cases held static. 

10.14 The fourteenth set of capsules was used in the 150 mm diameter 

P.V.C. pipe. Three different specific gravity values (8 = 2,0; 3,0 c 

and 4,0) for each of the four different diameter ratios diD = 0,600, 

0,733; 0,833 and 0,933 were tested. All capsules had a fixed length 
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4.33 

10.15 The fifteenth set of capsutes was used for ctearance measure-

ment and was steet tined to activate the differentiat transformer (see 

Figure 4.10). These capsutes were carefutty machinedinternatty as wett 

as externatty to achieve a constant thickness of steet as wett as a 

constant thickness of P.V.C. around the perimeter. 

In att, one hundred and thirteen capsutes were tested in a wide 

variety of situations, i.e. different pipe diameters, materiate and stopes, 

as wett as combinations of capsutes to form continuous trains and spaced 

capsutes at fixed intervats. 
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CHAPTER 5 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The hydX"aulics. laboratory .. at theUni versi ty of Cape Town is in tbe .. 
J 

form of a recirculating system. Water. is pumped from a sump, which is 

connected to a network of floor channels, to a constant head tank, with 

a bellmouth overflow. 

The apparatus for acrrying out experiments-on·tbe.hydraulic.oonveyanoe 

of capsules was fed from the constant bead tank in the open circuit.case 

and reciI!culating water was used for the.olosed circuit with cooling wate~ 

supplied through the laborat~ recirculating system. 

1. Procedure when u.i~ ~he openjilcuit 

Water entered tbe system from the constant head tank, p .. s.d. through 

the veriflux magnetic detector head, tIlen. tbrough. the experimental. tube 

section (in most easelS 71.f. DID diameter ffperspeXff) and was discharged 

over the weir at the d.ownstream end. . 

The water could, at this stage, be deflected by a dive;rsion syete., 

colsist1ng of a box on rollers, either into the laboratory flooJl ehanne~ 

or the tank fOr gravimetric calibration of flow. 

The capsules were injected into the pipeline by.means of tbe rotary 

injector. When passing down the line the additional head due to the 

presence of the cpasule was measured, witb .tbe caps~e betw.eJi the 

pressure :tappings, by .. meens af tbe differential. pressure transmi tU.zl and 

the capsule veloci~ was. calculated, from tbe measurement of time over a 

known distance, using the electronic timer. 

Before any experiments could be. performed the measuring ins~nts 

(differential pressure, water flow and timer) had to be calibrated. 

2 ~ Calibration of flowmeter 
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The Veri flux magnetic detector he.d~_converter and recorder were c~i~ 

brated as a unit, in situ. The unit was calibrated at maximum scale 

settings of 1; 2; 3 and 4 mls .and at .. 25%,.50% and 75% of these 

maximum scale settings. Each reading was repeated several times. 

The graph (Figure 5.1 ) shows the ratie of the mean velocity inthepj,pe . ~ : 

to the ... loci ty t~Uilh the mar ('V/Vm) plott~ against the ""loci ty I' 
through the meter (Vm) for the 74 mm .diameter "perspex" tube and a 

nominal 80 mm diameter meter bore. These are ~CU'l data points. 

The actual data were plotted to an enl~ged vertical scale and above 

V = 0,5 mls the errer in flow measurement is of the order of 1,0\. 

Figure 5.2 shows the calibration graph.far the 44 mm di$ID8ter 

"plexiglassU tube-with' the- 44 mm diameter .. meter .. Delle. The error ex" 

pected in flow measurement is again of the erder of 1,0%. 

3 0 Calibration of differential Rressure meter 

The calibration manometer had one limb connected te the constant head 

tank and the other open te .tmosphere. The.former was connected to the 

high pressure side of the differentia~~pllessure transmitter and the latter 

to the lew pressure side. Befere each set of tests the pressure. trans'" 

mittel' and recorder were calibrated as a unit. Preliminary tests were 

done to determine the maximum sum of the head less due to wat.r friction 

between the tapping points.and the transient head due to the presence.of 

the capsule between the points (Ahf + AHc)max. Once this maxi~um value 

had been determined the flow was switched off and the high pressure limb 

of the calibration manometer was pressurised to some value> (Ahf + AJlc)maxo 

The output from the power unit for the differential pressure transmitter 

was adjusted by means of the. calibrating rider on (Figure 4.4) to g;i.ve 

a 1 ° rnA signal on an Avo;t.i\meter and 0,0 IDA when the pressure in .both 

limbs was atmospheric. The variable resistance was then connected to the 
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power unit output leads and the recorder was connected to the resistance. 

The resistance was then adjuste4 to give full scale deflection o~ t~e 

Duplex quick response recorder with the desired pressure differential 

(static) on the calibration manometer. Having a 0 to'O mA sign.l 

from the power unit ensured linearity. However, the linear reeJponse.wu 

checked by setting the calibration manometer at 90't 80' down to 10' 

of the maximum and reading the recorder. 

This check was usually accurate to less than " and repe.t~ility 

was to within ,\. 

After calibration c~ was taken to ensure that the cocks to the .ano· 

meter were closed otherwise errors could have resulted from too slow a 

response time on the transmitter. 

4. The dilit§! timer 

This was calibrated by simply using a stop watch and allowina the timer 

to run for several hundred seconds to reduce ;reaQtion time eI'X'or. No 

difference was found between the stopwatch and timer. The. timer was 

assumed to have an indiscernable error. 

The errors mentioned above a;re inherent in.the inS~Um8nt. and tn. 

Chapter 6 on measurement and errors it wi.l.l be shown that t~. experi

mental errors are more significant than those mentioned above. 

5. Levelling the sURport beam 

This was done by taking a level on the perspex tube at the pivat 

point. The jack at the upstream end, was then adjusted to give the sema 

level at the downstream support point as at the pivot point. The support 

was then clamped in position using the locking screws. The upstream jack 

was then adjusted to give the same level at the upstream support point and 

the upstream support point was then clamped in position •. 
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For slope adjustment the same procedure was followed (i.e. set'ting.:tbe 

downstream support using the upstream jack first and then setting the up .. 

stream support) except that the appropriate levels were U$ed at the support 

points. 

6. Procedure for performing a test run in the of!n circuit 

One test run involved the testing of a number of capsules. 

After all the. instruments had been calibrated and the support beam 

levelled at the required slope the following proced'l.lX'e was followed. 

6.1 The pumps were started ensuring that the constant head. tank remained 

full. 

6.2 The instruments were switched on allowing the warming ~ timere· 

quired by each instrl,lment (e.g. veriflux converter = 20s. amplifier foZ' . 

Duplex Recorder 15 minutes, etc). 

6.3 The injector was pre loaded with a maximum of six capsules. As can 

be seen from Figure 4.2 tbe injector was des~gned for twelve capsules. 

For the laboratory experiment the capsules could only be fed into the 

pipeline in batches, i.e. not continuously. 

At least one space in the injector hact.. to be left in order not to lOQse 

a capsule when opening the flow regUlating valve (step 6.4) this DlOant tnat, 

for a set of capsules, the flow conditions (if.tbe drum was consecutively 

loaded) for the last capsule would differ from the others. In o~er to 

prevent this a blank space was left on either side of eacn capsule in the 

inj ector which meant a maximum of six capsules per batch. Thus the fil'St 

lot of experiments were with batches of six (i.e. six different· SG's). 

When the magnetic detector head replaced the manometers this re· 
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quirement could be dispensed with since it was easier to ~ad each flow 

with a capsule in the line on the pen recorder whe:reas tqe:re had been no 

time with the manometer. 

6.4 The flow regulating valve was opened to the requi:redflow in.order to 

carry out several sets of experiments at the same flow. 

was used as an on-off valve (see Figure 4.1). 

The other val, ve 

6.5 The veriflux magnetic flowmeter converter was adjusted to give a 

reading close of 100% on the chart and. this percentage when multiplied 

by the dial reading (to three decimal places) and the appropriate 

coefficient (e.g. see graph Figure 5.1) gave the mean flow velocity in the 

pipeline ~ 1. e. 

where 

V=V m p 

p = , full scale deflection on the recorder 

Co = coefficient for Veri flux meter 

V = converter velocity reading. m 

6.6 The friction head lost in the capsule free line was measured on the 

open tube water manometer (which is the same as the calibration manometer). 

6.7 The pressure differential recorder was set to give a reading ,on, the 

chart as near to zero as possible ensuring that the pen, which oscillated 

due to the water turbulence, amplitude never reached zero and went off the 

chart. 

6.8 The timer was zeroed. 

6.9 The valves to the calibration manometer were closed preventing the 

manometer from acting as a surge chamber affecting the differential 

pressure transmitter. 

6.10.1 For "~ingle capsule" runs the injector was operated by hand and 

each capsule was injected into the pipeline separately by rotating the 

handle and permitting the clutch, connected to the automatic feed, to slip. 

"" ';~ 
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6.10.2 For multiple capsule runs the injector drum was fully loaded (i.e. 

10 capsules and 2 empty.spaces at the"bottom). The ~otationalspeed 

of the rotating drum was set on the variable speed drive and the clutch 

was engaged. The motor was started and the capsules were injected at a 

constant injection rate. 

6. 10.3 For very low flows the above procedUIl8 ,10. 1) was modified since 

the incipient velocity in the injector casing was lower than in the pipe

line due to the larger flow area in the injector. 

The capsule was injected at a higher. flow than the test flow and while 

the capsule was still in the first metre of the pipeline the valve was 

rapidly closed to prevent losing the capsule at the high flow and to trap 

it in the pipeline just downstream of the . enlarged section. The valve 

could then be opened to the required value. With this mode of injection, 

at the low flows, the flow could not be preset. 

6.10.~ At the threshold velocities the above procedure was followed and 

the valve was opened gradually until. the . capsule just moved. This was 

done in order to obtain information on incipient flows and capsule pressures. 

At these low flows, first the manometers and"later the Veriflux_flow 

meter were unreliable and the flow was determined gravimetrically. There 

was plenty of time for flow. determination. with the capsule in line because 

the capsule moved so slowly in this case. 

6.11 When the oapsule passed the first. (upstreatn) pressure tapping.point 

the quick response recorder registered a.step up in pressure which was 

maintained until the capsule passed the downstream pressure tapping. 

This step transient had a duration of somewhat less than three seconds 

for the high velocity capsules (see Chapter 6). 

6.12. As soon as the capsule entered the.line the graphic recorder.re~ 

gistered the step down in the flow (which had a Slightly longer duration 
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than the differential pressure step up) and when the capsule left the line-the 

chart recorded a slight step up back to the capsule free flow. 

6.13 The time of travel between the photo transducers was registered in 

digital form on the counter and this was immediately recorded since the 

counter tended to pick up spurious digits when not actually counting. 

6.14 The capsule was removed from the retrieval box before the next cap-

sule was injected. This precaution prevented succeeding capsules from 

blocking the pipe outlet and interfering with pressure measurements. 

6.15 When the entire batch of capsules was ejected the on~off valve was 

used to close the flow. The injector was reloaded with the same capsules 

in the same order and the set repeated at the same flow. This procedure 

was repeated several times for each flow. 

6.16 The water temperature was measured. 

7. The closed circuit 

The procedure when experimenting with the closed circuit was similar 

to the above except that tests on a capsule or a train of capsules were 

carried out over the entire flow range rather than a batch of different 

capsules being tested at a particular flow. The main differences were: 

7.1 Flow was adjusted by regulating the valve in the high flow pumping 
" 

circui t (see Chapter 4). • ,. !. r". ' .• ~ .•• ": 

7.2 Since the water in the circuit was recirculating, heat tended to 

accumulate necessitating the supply of cooling water. 

8. Procedure for determinina the coefficient of friction between 
capsule and pipe wall. 

A 4 m length of "perspex" tube was pivoted about its centre to which 

point a protractor and pendulum were attached. The pipe was blocked at 

one end and filled with water. A capsule was placed in the pipe which 
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was tilted until the capsule just began to slide and the inclination (a) 

of the pipe relative to the horizontal was measured. The solid to solid 

friction (~f) between the capsule and pipe wall could thus be determined 

from this simple experiment where 

~f = tan a. 

In the case of large diameter ratios the pipe was not filled with 

water. Rather the capsule and pipe were thoroughly wetted. This was in 

order to avoid the dashpot or piston effect. 

9. Procedure for determining incipient velocitx 

The incipient velocity was determined in two ways. 

9.1 It will be shown in Chapter 10 that when experimenting with various 

methods of plotting kinematic results, the graphs of capsule velocity (V c) 

plotted against mean water velocity (V) yielded straight line relations 

on linear paper. .. If .. V c was plotted as ordinate and V as abscissa then 

the pseudo incipient velocity VI 
line cuts the abscissa at 

given by extrapolation. 

V = o. c 

is given as the point where the V : V c 

Pseudo incipient velocities are thus 

9.2 The seoend method was the direct method whereby incipient velocities 

were dete~ned by inserting a capsule in the pipeline and gradually open

ing the flow regulating valve until the capsule just began to move. This 

gave the incipient velocity Vi' 

10. Procedure for Carry ins out acceleration experiments 

One of the preliminary experiments was to determine the adequacy of the 

pipe length used. 

The sliding rails above the 74.mm diameter perspex tube were used 

for rapidly positioning the Photocells (see Figure 5.3). 

The capsules were timed over a 1,524 m length (originally 5 ft),the 
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fIGURf. 5. 3 

View of 70 mm di~~t~r c~p~ule travelling in 7ij mm 
di~t~r pipe sho~ing sliding carriag~ abo~ the pipe 
for positi~i~g photo ce lls 
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photo cells being spaced equally about points 1,524 m; 4,572 m; 7,62 m 

and 1 ° , 668 m from the en trance to the pel's pex tube. 

11. Procedure for clearance measurement 

11.1 Calibration of differential transformer 

In order to fully utilise the available screen on the memory oscillo-
i 

scope, the y-scale (mVi! cm) was seton a suitable value and the excitation 

current passing through the coil was adjusted until the amplitude of the 

signal was exactly 4 cm (i.e. the total height above the centre line 

of the oscilloscope screen). 

For all the tests the y-scale was set at 0,05 mV/cm for the largest 

capsule tested (i.e. d = 70,0 mm) while for the smaller capsules 

(d = 63,0 mm and d = 50,0 mm), the scale setting was 0,1 mV/cm. As 

each capsule contained different amounts of steel for each SG, it was 

necessary to adjust the excitation each time to ensure a maximum scale 

deflection of 4 cm. Since four SG values were used for each capsule 

it appeared as though twelve calibration curves were necessary. 

The method of calibration was to fabricate oversized P.V.C. end caps 

to one end of each capsule. This meant that when the capsule was 

travelling slowly through the pipe (with no lift), one end had an exact 

predetermined clearance while the other end was touching the pipe wall. 

These capsules with the relevant y-scale and current setting were drawn 

slowly along the inside of the pipe and voltage was read off the 

oscilloscope. The entire calibration curve from maximum to zero was 

thus obtained very rapidly. 

It was found that the amount of steel in the capsule did not affect 

the readings (this was probably offset by changing the current for differ-

ent specific gravity values). Therefore only three calibration curves 

(for the different diameters) were requi~ed. 

".-, 
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The calibration curves are shown on Figure 5.4 and are very similar for 

the two smaller diameters u~ed in spite of the different wall thicknesses 

of the P.V.C. capsules. 

This is again probably due to the initial setting of the excitation 

current to give full scale deflection on the oscilloscope screen. 

11.2 Experimental pr9cedure for clearance measurement 

Three capsules of different diameter ratio and a fixed SG were placed 

in t~ rotary injector. 

The valves were opened to the desired flow and the oscilloscope set to 

the values determined by previous calibrations. 

The Veri flux flow measuring meter and the digital timer were set to the 

required values. The memory of the oscilloscope was engaged and the in

jector rotated until the first capsule emerged. 

The reading on the oscilloscope was recorded and the flow and digital 

timer were read. 

The oscilloscope flow meter and time were then reset and the same pro

cedure was fOllowed for the remainign two capsules. Approximately twenty 

readings were taken for each of the twelve capsules. 
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C HAP T E R. 6 

MEASUREMENTS AND ERRORS 

The following measurements were taken 

1. Capsule diameter-

2. Capsule length-

3. Capsule spe~ific gravity· 

4. Pipe diameter • 
5. Pipe slope • 
6. Fluid density· 

7. Fluid viscosity· 

8. Mean fl?W velocity 

9. Capsule velocity 

10. Fluid friction head loss 

11. Excess head loss due to capsule presence 

12. Incipient velocity 

13. Hydraulic grade line for static capsules 

14. Fluid te~rature 

15. Clearance between capsule and pipe wall . 
. 

(d) 

(L ) 
c 

(Sc) 

(D) 

(,) 

(p) 

(v) 

(V) 

(V ) 
c 

(f~hf) 

(6H
c

) 

(V. ) 
1. 

(C) 

6.1 

·Denotes that these variableS were-fixed for the duration of an e~ri-

mente 

Variables 1 and 2 were measured by conventional methods. 

The capsule specific gravity is defined as the density of the capsule 

relative to the density of water and is thus simply the mass (graJDmes) 

divided by the volume (cm3). 

The pipe diameter was determined by blocking off the bottom of a verti

. cal section of the pipe and filling with water. From the mass and length 

of the column of water the mean diameter could be obtained. 
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The pipe slope was set as explained in the Chapter on experimental 

procedure, and the slope was checked using a theodolite. 

The fluid used for the experiments was. in all cases, water and the 

density was taken as 1 Mg/m3• This is accurate to 0,2% for the tem-

perature variation encountered in the laboratory water. 

The water viscosity was determined from standard viscosity, temperature 

tables. 

1. The mean. flow velocity in the pip! 

The flow in the open circuit was slightly less when a capsule was in 

the pipefine than when the line was capsule free • 

. V1~~~~NM~~ 

V 

~------------------------------------~tirne 

Figure 6.1 

Figure 6.1 shows how the mean velocity in the pipeline varies with time. 

The steady state flow velocity V1 is for a capsule free line. 

The value Y1 is the time average velocity and the oscillations are 

due to turbulence. 

There is a transient velocity reduction of 6Y due to the presence 

of the capsule for the duration Qf ti~e that the capsule is in the line. 

A transient function is defined in this context as one that is known to 

exist over a finite timeinte~val, and is time invarient at all other times. 

There is a supe~imposed.oscillation due to turbulence at all times. When 

the capsule is discharged from the pipe there is a.step up to the original 

steady state condition. The duration of the flow transient could be as 
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short as 3 seconds at the high end of the flow range. 

It was thus necessary to. have a quick response method of flow recording 

with very little damping and with the minimum amount of residual oscillation. 

Thus the actual flow (capsule in line) ha~ to be read quickly prior to 

the installation of the.recorder and was of the order of 98% of the 

flow in the capsule free line (this figure depends on the capsule proper

ties, and the percentage is lower at higher diameter ratios and higher 

values of specific gravity). 

The meter was accurate to within %1% and the flow could be read to 

j%. The flow measurement was accurate to within :1j% above V = 0,5 m/s. 

Accuracy can be defined as the ratio of the error of the indicated value 

to the true value. . Since there can be no measurement without error, all 

the instruments have some degree of closeness within which the indications 

of the instrument approach the true values of the quantities measured. 

Weare primarily concerned with the accuracy of each system (this in

cludes the detecting element or transducer, the indicating element and the 

recording element) which.can be defined in general terms as the width of 

the error band, and the percentage of observations falling within the band, 

e.g. t~% of full scale for one standard deviation assuming a Gaussian 

distribution about the calibration line. The actual value of a reading 

(as opposed to the measured value) can rarely be known, and for the pur

pose of this Chapter "accuracy" will be defined as, the width of the error 

band as a percentage.af.the average value at a typical reading, unless 

otherwise stated. 

2. The Capsule velocity 

It was not.possible .. to determine the accuracy of the digital counter 

and the only two measurements required for capsule velocity were time and 

the distance apart of the photo magnetic transducers. It is difficult to 
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see how errors could occur with the measurement of.this variable. The 

repeatabili ty of capsule .. veloci ty measurement was impossible to determine 

since spurious flow changes-would have completely overshadowed any differ

ences in capsule velocity. measurement under thecil.legedly .. same flow con-

diticms. Any non~repeatability of capsule velocity measurement is attri-

buted to slight differences of capsule orientation in the pipeline, or 

Slight irregularities on the capsule or pipe surface. 

Since the timer could.be read to 1 ms and the fastest time recorded 

was of the order of O,5s, the maximum possible error was approximately 

0,001 X 100, 
0,5 i.e. t 1Q. 

~. 

3. Friction head loss due to the water alone 

Open tube water manometers were used for obtaining this value in the 

capsule free line. . The readings were reasonably .. reliable at. low flows. 

However, at high flows. turbulence caused meniscus oscillations _ and a. mean 

manometer reading had to be taken by eye. This was accurate to within 

about 2 or 3%. 

Turbulent fluctuations were of the order of 100 mm in a head of 

600 mm at a velocity V = 2, 3m/s. The head could vary by approxi-

mately ts'. The accuracy was greatly improved by repeated readings. 

4. Excess head loss due to presence of capsule in the line 

This was the most. difficult quantity to measure and the least accu~ 

rate. The hydraulic grade line transient was measured with the differ-

ential pressure transmitter •. Figure 6.2 shows friction head lost between 

two tapping points plotted against time on the abscissa. 
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FigU%'e 6.2 

. time 

The friction head loss Ahf ·is the head loss in the pipe due to wate%' 

alone, and the step transient (AB~) is due to the pIlesenee of the cap

sule. ·'!be step up represents capsule entry into the zone between the 

.. pressure tappings, the upper horizontal section is maintained for the 

duration of capsule presence between the tappings, and the step down section 

prepresents capsule emission from the downstream PJle&sure tapping. The 

dotted lines represent time averaged values. 

5. Real ·hxdraulic Fade line transient 

'!be excess hydraulic grade line transient, discussed above, is, for 

the open circuit case, an apparent head increase (AH~). The "real" 

differential head excess due to the capsule (ABc) is greater than AB~ 

because of retardation of the water velocity' due to the capsule presence. 

t1 . t2 

6f~ 
68' c c 

time 

Figure 6.3 

Figure 6.3 shows what is meant by "real hydraulic grade line 'transient" 

or f'real excess head loss across the mobUe capsule" where Ah represents 
f, 

represents the friction the friction head loss fO%' flow Q1. and Ahf . 
.. '.2 

head loss fO%' flow Q2 = Q1 - 6Q. For the time interval t1 to t2 

there is a flow reduction due to the "moving Vf1lve" effect of the ,capsule 
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and c;onsequently a head reduction giving Ahf • 
, 2 

6.6 

The value AH" as read from the ~uiclc response recO%'der chart is not c 

correct since ~he value was 'essentially obtained from AH'~ Ah
f 

where 
1 

AHwas the actual %leading on the chart. 

Q 

Q, 
Q21--'------:, 

Figure 6.4 

Figure 6.4 shows the friction head loss in a capsule free line plotted 

agaiIlS"t flow and the effective reduction in friction head loss, dl,le to the 

capsule, from Ah
f , to Ahf is indicated. 

2 

The real hydr~ulic gradient transient (AH ) 
c is actually AH ~ Ah

f 2 
and since AH' is read from the pen recorder chart: c 

AH = AH' + Ahf - Ahf . c c 1 2 
(6.1) 

where Ahf was obtained from the open tube manometer and the capsule 
1 

free line, and can be verified on the pen recorder. 

The "real" friction head loss due to the water (Ah
f

) co-qld not be 
2 

read when the caJ?sule was in the line, but was deduced from graphs such as 

Figure 6.4 using Q2 which was, of course, read for the capsule in line. 
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- • -
a) Capsule free line b) The hydraulic gra- c) Capsule free 

before and after dient i is less than i' line for reduced 

capsule in line due to capsule retard- flow (Q2) i.e. 

ing effect 

Figure 6.5 

Ah
f 

not measured 
2 

but deduced from 

The Figure 6.5 above illustrates AHc graphically, AH~ is not 

illustrated graphically since AH' is merely a reading on the pen recorder • c 

chart associated with the hydraulic gradient i' which does not actually 

occur with the eapsule.in line. 

6. The "real" hzdraulic gNde line transient due to t~e cai>sule assuup,ns 
friction head loss acts over part of the line not 1ncluded by the 
capsule 

There is a third way of defining the excess head loss due to the cap-

sule, i.e. 

AM" = AH + iL c c c (6.2) 

Where iLc is the head loss due to water friction over the length Lc 

if no capsule were present at a flow Q2. 

The friction head lost due to the water thus only acts over that length 

of pipe not occupied by capsules. (i.e. 

length Lc .) 

n 
Lp - EL for n capsules of , c 

AH" > AU kince the fl-iction head loss is now assumed to act over c Uflc 

less length of pipeline. 
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I'" 

--t .... V 

Figure 6.6 

Figure 6.6 shows the head loss due to a capsule (3rd definition) 

travelling between two pressure tappings A and B 

• • • 

• • • 

i = 6h I(L ) = hydraulic gradient in capsule free section of 
f p 

pipe (general) 

i = 6H" I(L ) = hydraulic gradient in vicinity of capsule. c c c 

i = c 

The ratio 6H I(L ) : 6hf /L c c 

h The first definition of excess head loss due to the capsule is only 

an apparent loss (6H') 
c 

2. The second definition gives a value of the ratio thus: 

where 6hf friction head lost due to water in capsule free section 

when capsule in line. 
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3. The third definition gives: 

lUi"/L r6H 
- 6hf l 6hf~~ 6hf 

~" = c c 
l1h

f
7<L -L ) = L + T (L -L ) 

P c c p. p c 

lUi L-L L -L 
• ~" = --S. ( P' c) + J2 c 

• • l1hf Lc L 
P 

and if Lc is small com~d with Lp 

lUi L 
~" = ~ (...R.) t 1 

l1hf Lc 

6.9 

Basically the definition of excess head loss (l1H) assumes that the c 

friction head loss, due to water, is manifest along the entire length of 

pipe whereas the excess head loss definition· lUi" assumes that the friction c 

head loss due to water is only manifest in the pipe length excluding the 

capsule lengths. 

The hydraulic grade line transient can be defined as either l1H c or 

6H" and the "correct" definition depends on the application of the conc 

cept and the expediency of experimental data representation. These points 

will be discussed in chapter 15. 

. 7. Accuracy of measuring the excess head 'loss due to the caJ2su1.e 

The accuracy of the quick response pen recorder when deducing the value 

of lUic varied tremendously. At low flows, large diameter ratios and 

high specific gravities the accuracy was, in general, greater "than for 

high flows, small diameter ratios and low specific gravities. 

The oscillations of t:Qe pen recorder were in most instances higher 

with a capsule present than due to water turbulence alone. This was 00-

cause of initial rapid transients at capsule entry. 
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diD S V c 

0,95 4,84 1,13 

tt " 3,2 

II 1,77 1,13 

II " 3,2 

0,54 4,77 1,13 

tI " 3,2 

II 1,77 1,13 

" " 3,2 

transient fluctuation (%) 

reliability (%) 

repeatability (%) 

TAB L E 6.1 

transient 
fluctuation 

% 

.. :t 10 

.. II: 80 

.. :t 85 

.. :t 100 

.. :t 15 

.. :t 40 

.. :t 60 

.. :t 150 

=....!-x 
26H c 

100 ' 

= ..:L.- x 100 26M 
c 

_ z 
- Mi x 100 

c 

reliabiUty 
% 

II: 3 

:t 20 

:t 28 

:t 30 

:t 3 

:t 20 , 

:t 30 

:t 100 

time 

x = extent of oscillation neglecting the initial transient 

y = range of certainty for establishing the average value 

6.10 

repeatability 
% 

:t 15 

:t 20 

:t 30 

:t 40 

:t 15 

:t I.f.O 

:t 30 

:t 100 

Figure 6.7 

z = maximum difference between 6Hc values, the flow conditions and 

. capsule geomett'y remaining constant. 

Table 6.1 gives an idea as to the variation in differential pressure 

transient fluctuations, reliability of reading the value of 6H and the c 

repeatability. 
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These concepts as used in this context are defined on Figure 6.7. 

For example a high specific gravity capsule (S = 4,84) with a large c 

diameter ratio (dID = 0,95) at a low mean water velocity (V = 1,13 m/s) 

gave on the pen recorder output an initial transient fluctuation of 40\ 

on an excess capsule· head loss of 380 mm. The fluctuation died away to 

and the mean value of AH could be read to an accuracy of 
c 

However, the repeatability was of the order of t15\ on successive 

readings. 

For the same capsule at high velocities (V = 3,2 m/s) the pressure 

fluctuation increased to t80\ and the initial transient was difficult to 

detect since the duration of time during which the capsule was between the 

pressure tappings reduced from 8.8s at V = 1,13 mls to 3,1s at 

v = 3,2 m/s. The value of AH at this high velocity could be read to c 

an accuracy of about t20\ and repeatability was also of the order of 

As the specific gravity of the capsule was reduced the accuracy of 

measuring AH decreased. c This was because AHc values for low specific 

gravity capsules were lower than for high specific gravity capsules, and 

pressure fluctuations were still large. 

At a low velocity (V = 1,13 m/s), with the same capsule as above, ex-

cept that the specific gravity was S = 1,77 instead of 4,84, the pressure 
c 

differential fluctuations were of the order of t85% of the assumed mean 

value of AH. c The mean position was accurate to within *28% and 

repeatability was of the order of t30\. 

Also as diameter ratio decreased the accuracy of excess pressure 

differential readings decreased,particularly at high velocities. 

At low velocities with a diameter ratio of dID = 0,543 the accuracy 

of reading ~xcess differential pressure transients was of the order of *3% 
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and r>epeatabili ty of the order of 15% at a specific gravity S c = 4,77. 

Reducing the specific gravity decr>eased the accuracy and r>epeatability 

percentages. 

Also incr>easing velocity decr>eased accuracy and repeatability due to 

higher pressure fluctuations superimposed on a lower value of Mlc • At 

a velocity of V = 3,3 mls and a specific gravity of S = 4,77 the . c 

pressure differential fluctuation was of the order of ± 40% on a 6Hc 

value of 63 nun.. The accuracy was of the order of 20% and the re-

peatability 40%. 

It would thus appear from these figures t~at the accuracy of reading 

the excess head loss due to the capsule pr>esence (6H) was low. c How-

ever these values are not as inaccurate as would appear at first sight 

since many r>eadings wer>e taken for each capsule configuration and velocity, 

thus giving a statistically valid curve for 6H and hence values which c 

could be assumed to be r>easonable. It is difficult to envisage how this 

situation could be improVed upon with pr>esently available devices for 

differ>ential pr>essure measurement. 

Figure 2.14 shows differential pressUl'e due to capsules (not excess) 

plotted against velocity, from the paper by Ellis and Kruyer (reference 19), 

and it can be seen that ther>e is a fair degree of scatter even though the 

most sophisticated equipment was used (differ>ential pr>essure transducers 

and data logging equipment). 

The r>eason for the scatter when measuring the AH c statistic will be 

discussed in chapter 15. 

8. The measurement of clearance 
; 

Ther>e were many sources of error when measuring the clearance between 

capsule and pipe wall. 

The sensitivity of the system was loW. Sensitivity can be defined 
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as the relation between the movement of the index and the change in the 

measured quantity producing it. 

The repeatability was not very good, and the noise on the oscilloscope 

reduced the d~scrimination which is the sensitiveness of the instrument, 

Le. the smallest change in .the quantity measured which produces a 

perceptable movement of the index (oscilloscope). 

The best way of assessing.the overall accuracy is to refer.te the 

graphs of clearance . (C) . versus capsule velocity (V ) (Figure 12.2). c 

The term "accuracy" is loosely used here to embrace repeatibility, 

sensitivity etc. Consider, for example, the error band in Figure 12.2 

The accuracy of reading clearance (C) at V = 4,0 mls c is of the order 

t 30\ and the accuracy of reading the mean water velocity at which the 

capsule first starts to lift is of the order t '60\ at the front of the 

capsule. In general. the. accuracy of reading the clearance appears to im-

prove with increase in capsule velocity and diameter ratio, and decreases 

with SG. 

Sources of error 

The accuracy of measurements associated with clearance appears poor. 

However, variables are extremely difficult to measure. A capsule of, say, 

240 mrn length travelling at, say, 4,0 mls is only above the differential 

transformer for 60 ms and although the capsules were carefully machined 

externally, this did not. eliminate the possibility that they were not 

perfectly cylindrical subsequently or that the P.V.C. walls were not of 

uniform thickness. 

If the above were true the distance from the transformer of the steel 

in the capsule could v~ even when the capsule had the same clearance. 

There are other more likely sources of scatter in the readings which are 

not measU%'ing errors mainly,. due to the orientation of the capsule at the 

instant of measuring. 
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CHAPTER 7 

THEORETICAL WLXSIS OF FLOW Mom CAPSULES 

1. Introduction to the A.p.aklli8 of the F1&w of So 1.id Capeu tee ill 

a Pipe1.ille . 

The two-phase f1&w of capsute water Il1Xturee can be cOll8idered a8 an 

eteTenth order probtea in the ~4rau'Lics of c1&sed conduits. Figure 7.1 

ehows Tarious types of c1&eed conduit 'Liquid incoapreseibte f1&w probteae. 

Tabte 7.1 ehows the order of difficu1.ty in eo1.Ting Tarious types of 

conduit f1&w situatione 

TABLE 7.1 

O~~r Tree Q' ~gStel 
1 Sirlgte phase fu1.lq deTel.oped pipe f1&w 

('Laminar 01' turbu tent) • 

2 Concentric etationary core with 1.aminar 
annu tar f 1&w. 

3 Concentric etationary core with turbutent 
annutar f1&w. 

4 Eccentric annu1.ua with l.aminar f1&w. 

5 Eccentric annutus with turbutent f1&w or 
lAJ!!inar and turbutent f1&w in different zones 
of the crose-section (see Figure 7.3).' 

6.· Eccentric annu1.us with end effecte (the 
static capeute case). 

7 Concentric annu1.us with.mobite capeute and 
lAJ!!iIlar f1&w ill the annutus. 

8 Concentric annutus with mobite core and 
'Laminar or turbutent f1&w ill the annu1.ue. 

4'" 
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MULTIPHASE 
FLOW 

VARIOUS REGIMES OF 
TWO PHASE 

PARTICULATE FLOW 

CLOSED CONDUIT FLOW 

SINGLE PHASE 
FLOW 

This is the concentric 
capsule with laminar 
and/or turbulent flow 
in the annulus and end 
effects. 

COliK:!ENTRIC 
ANNULUS 

CONCENTRIC 
ANNULUS WITH 
MOBILE CORE 

MOBILE 

NON
SYMMETRICAL 

COMBINED 
LAMINAR AND 

TURBULENT FLOW 

DEVELOPING 
FLOW 

FULLY 
DEVELOPED FLOW 

INFINITE 
ANNULUS 

This is the eccentric mobile 
capsule with laminar and/or 
turbulent flow in the annulus 
and end effects. 

..... . 
I\J 
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9 Eccentric annutus with taminar ftow and mobiLe 
core. 

10 Eccentric annutus with mobiLe core and taminar 
or 'Laminar-turbuLent ftow in the annutus. 

11 Eccentric annutus with mobile core and end 
effects (mobile capsule case). 

The first order probLem has been extensivety studied and is wett 

documented (atthough not futty underetood in the case of turbuLent ftow 

compared with 'Laminar ftow). 

The eecond order problem can be eotved anatyticatty. 

Th~ third caee hae been fair\y extensivety studied atthough not near\y 

to the same extent as turbulent circutar pipe ftow. 

The fourth caee has received timited attention (e.g. Caldwett (reference 

9), Heyda (reference 20) and Redberger and Char lee (reference 49)). 

The remaining probleme from 5 to 11 have received l"ittLe or no 

anatyticat attention. 

An attempt ie made in this theeie to eotve probLem 11, and, in order to 

do this, a etudy of previous prob leme ie made and theee are used as 

building btocke for the anatyeie. 

1.1 Statement of the problem 

A capsuLe of epecific gravity (Sc) > 1 or Sc < 1 a'Lways travete 

eccentricatty in a non-verticat pipe. 

For att practicat caees the ftow in the capsule-free pipe is turbuLent, 

whi tat the ftow in the annutue may be taminar or turbuLent or both. In fact 

the eXietence of 'Laminar conditions in the ematt clearancee of· ann uti with 

capsules at or near unit eccentricity ie o~. 

In the theory that fottows the excees head tose acroes a capsule is 

defined as the atgebraic sum of inlet, outlet and annutar head tosses. 
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This definition is appticable whether the capsules are stationary or mobile. 

The three components of excess head witt be discussed in retation to 

static capsules. The theory is then extended to the threshold case of 

incipient capsule motion and further extended to the eccentric mobile 

capsule case (problem type 11) which witt be anatysed in two ways; 

fir.tty by direct extension of static capsule theory and secondty by the 

superimposition of pressure and curved Couette ftow (explAined in 

Section 19). 

In order to appreciate the reason for leading up to problem type 11 in 

this way, it is necessary to discuss the type of ftow which exists in the 

annutus of a mobile capsu'Le. 

1 .2 F'Low is the annutue of a mpbi'Le oapew 

One method of deating with the ftow in the annutus of an eccentricatty 
. , 

orientated mobile capeu'Le is to consider the ftow as being comprised of two 

separable components, a pressure and a Couette component. 

It witt be shown (Section 18) that this approach is vatid when the 

ftow in the annutus is comp'Letety lAminar. The assumption ie then made 

that thie approach, of adding the two components in the annul.uB, is vatid 

for turbulent as wett as 'Laminar ftow. 

1.2.1 Preesure ftow in the annutus 

The ftow in the annutus due to a pressure differentiat (6P') between 

two sections (1 and 2) in the futty deTetoped ftow region witt be termed 

pressure f tow (see Figure 7.2). 

pI 
1 

, 
1 

I 

2 
Figure 7.2 
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1.2. 1. 1 On a gro.. basis this f'Low component .y be considered &8 being 

either 'Laminar or turbulent (depending on a Reynotd. number criterion to 

be discussed in Section 13). 

This approach is simi'Lar to that univer.al;~ accepted tor pipe fto. 

where the Reyno1A.s number, which il!l a function of the mean water vetocit7, 

is used as a criterion for \aminar or turbulent f1.ow even thoUBh in "groae 

turbulent f1.ov" it i •• e'\,'\, mown that a 1 .. i»r .ub-""yer exist •• 

1.2.1.2 In the cue of an eccentric &mlu'Lua, .n a1,terDatiTe approach for 

the pressure f1.ow component is to consider s_'\,1" but finite elements of the 

eccentric annu'\.ua, decide whether the flow is lMDinar or turbu\ent in each 

e'Lement and, by numerica'\, intecration, det~ the tota'\, ~.sure f'to. 

in the annu'\.ua. 

The situation, for an eccentric annul.ua, i1J more comp1.ic.ted than 

circu1..ar pipe fl.ow or even concentric annu""r f"LoY. In the tatter cases, 

either l,aminar or turbul.ent ftow. exiBt al.ong a'\,1, ~adii and if the f1.ow 18 

"grOl!ls1,y" turbulent, laminar ftow is prevalent on'\,y near the va1,". In the 

eccentric annu'\.ua oase, the fto .. type cbance. around the oircumference. 

It is laminar near the point of capsu'Le and pipe oontaot (tor unit 

eccentrioity) and _y be la.inar or turbu'Lent (With a 1.aminar sub-lAyer) 

towards the top ot the pipe. (See rieura 7.3) 

I 

:..1--+-

I 

I Pre,'m (]PI 

turbulent 

, 'Laminar 

licpn 7.' 
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The taminar sub-tayer does not maintain the same thickness either 

for the capsu1e and pipe va~t.e or at different positions around the 

annutus. 

For this method of deal.1.ng with pressure f~w in the armu'Lus, an 

understanding of both laminar and turbu1ent f~w in concentric annuli is 

necessary. These aspects wi~~ be dea~t with in Sectiona 6, 8 and 9. The 

f~w in each sma ~ ~ e 1ement around the circumference can then be cODaidered 

using a method of quasi-concentric polar co-ordinates &8 devised in 

Section 2. 

1.2.2 Couette ftow in the annutua 

The other component of ftow is considered, in this context, to be that 

generated by the motion of the caJlSu1e relative to the pipe wa~~. The 

theory of 'Laminar and turbul.ent Couette f'Low is extended to the curved 

space comprising the eccentric annu'Lus. Unfortunate\r, there is no 

~iterature avaitab1.e at the present time concemine this type ot f\ow .. 

The tota~ f'Low component in the annu1.us due to capsu1.e motion a\one 

(Couettef1.ow) wi~~ be ana~ysed by considerina 8m&~~ e1.ements ot the 

eccentric annu~us in a manner similar to that used tor calculating pressure 

f\Ow. Quasi-concentric polar co-ordinates are used tor eval.uat1ne the t\Ow 

at a~~ positions around the annu1.us depending on whether the ttow is laminar 
.b 

taminar 
""'-- sub-taye 

.... __ ....;t;.;:ur=butent 
f\Ow 

~,...-_l.aminar 
f1.ow 

Couette F~w 

, 

I .. 
SectiQn BB 

:::~~~nj:"lAwnar , ~~;v- •• : t~w 
''''V -I . c 

Section AA 

liBur! 7.4 
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or turbulent, Ve1.ocity profiles haTe to be eetabUshed to this end, 

As in the case of pressure flow, Couette-f1.ow in the eccentric annu1us 

can be lamjnar or turbulent, or both in different zones of the annutus, 

In the generat case (see Figure 7.4), Laminar f1.ow prevaits in the 

smatt gap near the bottom and turbulent f1.ow, with a l.am;nar sub-tayer 

adjacent to both watts, exists towards the top of the annutus, Couette 

f1.ow witt be discussed in Section 19 .. 

1,.3 Layout of the rest of this Chapter 

The above brief introduction has been inctuded to indicate the 

retevance of succeeding subjects which witt be discussed in the fot1.owing 

order in the remainder of this Chapter, 

1.3.,3 

Geometry of the eccentric annu1us. 

Static capsules: taminar flow in concentric annutus., 

Incipient motion: 

Mobile capsules: 

II " It eccentric " 
turbulent flow in concentric annutus 

" " " eccentric 

end effects ... 

energy and momentum •. 

approach., 

Couette f1.ow component. 

continuity equation~ 

, gross method of ana tysis, 

" 

Finite Element method of anatysis. 

2av GeometrY of th!ecc!Atrlc appuJAap 

In order to evatuate the flow through an eccentric annutus (pressure 

or Couette f1.ow component) it is necessary to locate a point in the 

annuLar area, to stipulate a velocity at this point and define an 

associated area. This invotves the geometry of the eccentric annutus. 

There are basicatty two approaches; 

....... 
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Firstl,y: Bi-po'Lar co-ordinates as wsed by Heyda (reference 20) 

Catdwel,l, (reference 9) and Redberger and Charles (reference 

49) •. 

Secondl,y: A method devised by the present author which can be 

designated "quasi-concentric po'Lar co-ordinates". 

In order to justify the adoption of the 'Latter geometry a brief 

discwssion fol,l,ows on the two systems. 

2.1 Bi-potar cO=Qrdjpates 

Bi-po'Lar co-ordinates were used by Ca1.dwel,l, to determine a theory of 

resistance to stream'Line (i.e. laminar) fl,ow in a pipe with an eccentric 

ring section and by Heyda for itA Green's function sol,ution for the case of 

1.am.inar incompressibte fl,ow between non-concentric circu'Lar cyl,inders". 

A '\,so Redberger and Chartes wsed bi-po'Lar co-ordinates for so l,ving the 

1.am.inar fl,ow probtem in an eccentric annutws by means of a numerical, 

integration. 

Al,l, these papers deal, onl,y with 'Laminar fl,ow and stationary cores. A 1,1, 

are highl,y anal,ytical, and acknowtedge mathematicians for hel,P. Al,l, three 

authors integrated the standard Navier Stokes equation. 

The bi-po'Lar co-ordinate system is one in which the wal,te of the pipe 

and capsute woutd form the outer and inner boundaries of one fami l,y of 

circ tes ( Tt) and another fami l,y of circ'Les is orthogonal, to these ( ~) •. 

If in the x - y ptane (Figure 7.5) P is a distance r 1 from the pote 

01 (-C,O),defined by the vatue of Tt, and r 2 from the pote 02 (+0,0) and 

the angtes of the vectors 01P and 02P are Q1 and &2 respective l,y , then 

P is defined to have the bi-po'Lar co-ordina tes ( ~, Tt). 

The curves ~ = constant are a fami l,y of circ tes passing through 

01 and 02 with centres on the yaxis and the curves Tt = constant, aTe 

a teo a fami l,y of cire tes having centres on the x axis. 
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The centres of the 11 fami1.y of circ tes can e8J!Ji1.y be wcated (e.g. 

o Ooth 111 and 0 Ooth 112 in Figure 7,5) as can the centres for the ~ 

curves and Heyda gives equations for evaluating any point P in terms of 

11 and ~ by means of a transformation from the x - y p1.ane .. 

The above is sufficient to acquaint one with the bi-po1.ar co-

ordinate system and the equations for defining points wi1.1. not be given 

here since this geometrical, system was not used by the present authoreo 

Further details are given by Heyda (reference 20). 

A discussion of quasi-concentric po1.ar co-ordinates ensues, fo1.wwed 

by a comparison of the two systems. 

2.2 Quasi-concentric po}ar co-ordinAtes 

In a concentric annu1.ar section any point can be quite simp1.y 

specified by means of po1.ar co-ordinates and any sma1.1. section of an 

eccentric annu1us can be considered 8J!J pseudo-concentric if the diameter 

ratio (d/D) is not too sma1.1.. 

The method adopted was to consider the midpoint of the capsu1.e and 

pipe centres as the zero point of a po1.ar diagram~ Any point in the 

eccentric annutus can thus be specified by means of a quasi-concentric 

radius (0) and an angte (e). 
r 

Figure 7.6(a) shows the eccentric annu1us of the 74 mm diameter pipe 

and 63 mm diameter capsute.. The en1.argement (Figure 16b) shows the angtes 

describing the geometry with the scated etementa1. area 6A shown above 

(Figure 7.6a). 

The distance from 0p or 0c to 0 is p. 

where p = c (r - r )/2 p c 

and c = eccentricity ratio 

r = pipe radius p 

r = capsute radius. c 

The ang1.e (&) is given as 

e = (i - 0,5) ! 

(7.1) 
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where n is an integer specifying the number of elements and i is an 

integer varying from unity to n •. 

and ~& = 91 - &2 

(For n = 100; 6& * 0,0314 radians (1,80
) 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

The arc lengths 6S and 6S used for evaLuating shear forces on the c p 

capsute and pipe watt are given by 

= 6& r c c 

6& r 
p p 

(7.4) 

(7.5) 

The lengths oe, OA and OD are the quasi-concentric radii for the 

capsule at &1' & and 92 respectivetyand OE, OB and OF are the 

corresponding lengths for the pipe. 

the quasi-concentric capsule radius (erc ) is given by . 

e rc 

where ~ c 

and & = ~ + & c c 

Simitarty the quasi-concentric pipe radius (erp) is given by; 

e rp 

where ~p 

= (SinP¢) Sin &p 
p 

= Sin-1 (p Sin 9) 
rp 

and 9p = & - ~p 

(7.6) 

(7.7) 

(7.8) 

(7.9) 

(7.10 ) 

(7.11) 

The clearance between capsule and pipe watt is defined as b and 

varies as & varies. The tocat vatue being b.(i = 1 •••••• n) 
1. 

or 

b = e - e rp rc 

b1.. = e . - e 1· rn1. r 1. 

(7.12) 

.. 
I 
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Genera~ va~ues of the quasi-concentric radius between Crc (Cr1i) and 

C (C .) are designated C
rmi 

(where both m and i vary from 1 to rp rm. 

n) and indicate the exact ~ca~ity of C with respect to ang~ 9 = f(i) 
r 

and radius = f(m). Thus; 

Crmi = C l' + b. (.!!l) r ~ ~ n 

The quasi-concentric radius to the midpoint of a sub-etementa~ area 

(6a) is given as Cr mid 

and C - C . + b. (m - 0,5) 
r mid mi - r1~ ~ n (7.14) 

The e'Lementa~ area (tA) is given by; 

69. 2 2 
= ~ (C - C ) tAi 2 rp rc (7.15) 

and the sub-e'Lementa~ area (6a) is given by; 

(7.16) 

2.3 Comparison of bi-potar co-ordinates with quasi-concentric po\ar 

co-ordinates 

There are disadvantages and advantages for each system and the tatter 

system was used because the advantages outweigh the disadvantages to some 

extent. 

2.3.1 The bi-potar co-ordinate system has the disadvantage of a curved 

Une joining capsu'Le and pipe surfaces. This impUes that c'Learance 

vatues (b) woulA be s~ight~y higher than in the quasi-concentric annul,us 

case. Since ve~city distributions for ptane Couette f~w are taken a~ng 

a straight ~ine joining the two surfaces, a straight ~ine in the eccentric 

annu~us is a better approximation. Atso, when eva~uating the pressure f~w 

component, the straight ~ine is a better approximation to the concentric 

annu~us since radia~ ve~city distributions are used. 

2.3.2 The quasi-concentric potar co-ordinate system has the disad-
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vantage of radial, l,ines from the centre (0), being obUque to the 

capsu1,e or pipe surface. The bi-potar co-ordinate system has curved 

connectors between the capsu1,e and pipe which are perpendicutar to the 

wa1,ts. The extent of obUqueness is given by the angte ¢ and this angte 

is zero at the point of contact between the wa1,ts as we1,l, as at the position 

of maximua c 1,earance. 

The worst position is at e = n/2 and for diD = 0,85 at this 

position 

¢c = 0,087 radians (* 50) 

and ¢ = 0,074 radians (* 40
) 

P 

The curved connectors of the bi-pol,ar co-ordinate system seem to be 

s1ight1,y more serious than the obUque connectors of the quasi-concentric 

pol,ar co-ordinate system since in the former case it is easy to see that 

ve'Locity va'l,ues can be sUghtl,y in error whereas it is difficul,t to 

visua1,ise the errors caused by obUque connectors.c 

In both oases the geometrioal, errors are very sl,ight and decrease as 

diameter ratio increases and eccentricity decreases. 

In the taminar f'Low case the retation between pressure gradient and 

annu'Lar ve'Locity is determined using both systems. These wi1,1, be compared 

in Chapter 13. 

3., Static C'PSUteS 

3.1 App'l,iQabil4. ty 

At 'Low f'Lows the water ve1,ocity is. inadequate to supp1,y sufficient 

forward drag to the capsu1,e to overcome the sol,id to so1,id static f'riction 

that exists when a capsu1,e has a density other than that of water, in a 

non-vertical, pipe. The capsuLe remains stationary on the pipe bed or top, 

depending on whether the density is greater or 1,ess than that of water. 

In a vertical, pipe the capsuLe can onl,y be static at inCipience, if 
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trave l" l"ing vertical" l"y upwards, and wi l" l" tend to fa l" l" back at ve 'Loci ties 'Less 

than the incipient ve'Locity~ 

In an upward stoping pipe, providing the s'Lope is not greater than the 

angle of static friction between pipe wal"l" and capsule, the capsule wil"l" 

remain static. 

If an upward s'Loping pipe is steep, (tan a; > Ilf ) then the capsu'Le 

sl"ides back of its own accord and ¥il"l" onl"y remain static if the water 

ve'Locity is sufficient to provide enough dra~ to batance the component of 

capsu'Le wei~ht down the s'Lope and not greater than that required to 

initiate motion. 

The theory of static capsu'Les also appl"ies to downward s'Loping pipes 

providing capsul"e motion cannot be initiated by the combined effect of 

water dr~ and capsul"e wei~ht component down the stope. If the downward 

s'Loping pipe has a s'Lope greater than the angl"e of static friction then a 

static capsule state cannot exist in this case. 

3.2 

3~2.1 

The object of studying stat~c capsutes 

The study of capsul"es at rest (and the 1"imiting threshotd case) 

is amenabte to more precise anal"ysis than the moving capsul"e., The steady 

state condition permits a retativel"y conventional" type of anal"ysis and 

experimenta l" investi~tion., 

3.2.2 Once the capeul"e is moving, at a constant ve'Locity, a quasi-

steady state can onl"ybe achieved by considering the capsul"e at rest and 

the pipe wal"ls moving backwards at capsul"e speed. This woutd permit dire,ct 

measurements of capsul"e drag if such an experimental, ri~ coutd be achieved, 

but the practical" difficul"ties are considerabl"e. It was fel"t that the data 

obtained with such a ri~ coutd not justify the construction of the apparatus. 

3.2.3 A further merit of studying the static capsul"e is that information 

is provided for the extreme vatue, i.e. incipience, which may be viewed as 
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the timiting vatue o~ the mobile capsule case. 

One method of anaLysing the mobile capsule is the superimposition 

of pressure and Couette f'Lows in the annul"us to obtain totaL annutar head 

tosses.> The pressure component can be studied via the static capsule. Atao, 

in order to eval.uate the inlet and outlet energy 'Losses relative to the 

mobile capsule, it is necessary first to determine these 'Losses retative 

to the static capsule., 

This is the most important reason for studying static capsules. 

3~3 Definition of energy tosses for a static capsute 

The excess energy 'Loss (llH ) across the static capsule may be subcs 

divided into three parts, the inlet head 'Loss (~i); the outlet head 'Loss 

(~o); and the excess head 'Loss a'Long the eccentric annular section (~a)' 

excess in the sense of being additionaL to the frictionaL head 'Loss which 

wou1ii occur in the same length of pipe in the absence of a capsule. These 

definitions are i Ll,ustrated in Figure 7.7. (See a tao Figure 9.1). The 

procedure for identifying these 'Losses was to extrapotate the uniformLy 

sl.oping energy Lines upstream and downatre8JJl from the capsule to intersect 

the verticaL Lines projected from the front and rear faces of the capsule. 

The uniformLy s'Loping energy Line in the annuLus was similarLy extrapotated 

and the discrete energy tdne drops at the capsule faces were regarded as 

the inlet and outlet 'Losses... The totaL frictionaL head 'Loss a'Long the 

annul,us is the sum of the excess annul,us 'Loss and the head 'Loss which wou1ii 

occur in a capsule length of unobstructed pipeLine. 

A'" - A'" + h W.~fa - W.~a fc (7.17) 

The foL'Lowing sections wiLL be devoted to a discussion of the three 

separate components of the excess energy 'Loss across a static capsule, 
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4. F'Low in the annu l,us 

The fol,'Lowing sections are devoted to anaLytical, and experimental, 

information on the reLation between f'Low and friction 'Loss encountered in 

the annul,us with particuLar regard to ful,l,y eccentric and concentric 

annuLar sections. 

F'Low in annul,i wil,l, be discussed in the fol,'Lowing sequence; 

appl,icabi l,i ty to the capsute probtem, the general, case of annuLar f'Low, 

dimensional, anal,ysis, the conventional, approach to friction head 'Losses 

and why this is not appUcabte to annul,i (particuLarl,y capsuLe-pipe annul,i) 

and final,l,y the four cases of Laminar and turbuLent f'Low in concentric and 

eccentric annul,i. 

4.1 Appl,icabil,ity to the capsuLe probLem 

In the static capsuLe case the eccentric annul,us is associated with 

capsules having densities greater or less than that of water in horizontal, 

or s'Loping pipes and the concentric annutus,is associated with capsules 

having denSities equal, to water in the horizontal, or s'Loping pipes and 

densities other than that of water in vertical, pipes. 

There are, thus, five cases: 

(1) Laminar f'Low in the concentric annul,us. 

(2) TurbuLent f'Low in the concentric annul,us. 

(3) Laminar f'Low in the eccentric annul,us. 

(4) 

( 5) Both Laminar and turbuLent f'Low in the eccentric annuLus. 

Consider the general, case of annuLar f'Low where; 

e 
= r - r -p c 

where e = eccentricity = 2p. 

and e = eccentricity ratio. 

For the ful,l,y eccentric annutus s = 1,0 and for the ful,l,y concentric 
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annutus I = O. 

4.2 Dimensionat anatysis 

For the generat case of pipeftriwthe friction factor (f) depends on 

the Reynotds number and relative roughness of the pipe, i.e.; 

f = f(Re'~) (7.18) 

It is conventionat to define k as the effective roughness height. 

For the generat case of annutar f1.ow one woutd expect dimensionat· 

ana tysis to yie td 

k k 
f = f1 (Rea' ~, I, rf, ~) 

where R = a Reynotds number for the annutus, ea 

k = roughness for the Pipe 
p 

and k = roughness for the capsute. c 

(7.19) 

Thus three more parameters are introduced over and above those fer the 

ctear pipe f1.ow probtem. 

For a smooth annutus, 

and there are two more parameters than for ctear pipe f1.ow. 

For a smooth concentric annutus 

and in this case there is one additionat parameter, compared with circul.ar 

pipe f1.ow. 

4.3 Conventionat approach and reasons for inappticabi'Lity 

The conventionat approach to head 1.osses in non-circul.ar conduits (and 

in the eccentric annutus case the deviation from circutarity is considerabte) 

is to use the Darcy equation with f dependent on a Reynotds number defined 

as 
R e 

=.!7!l 
v (7.22) 
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Where R is the hydrauLic mean radius caLcutated as the fLow area divided 

by the wetted perimeter which in the case of a capsuLe or fixed 

(D -4 d). cyl.indricaL core yiel.ds 

For sections which deviate Little from the circLe, this approach is 

probabLy satisfactory, but for other shapes this approximation may be 

misLeading. 

Most of the Literature on fLow in annuLi has attempted to find a 

representative equivaLent veLocity and Length dimension to satisfy the 

Darcy equation for pipe fLow. 

f _ ~p x R 
- tpv2L 

In most cases the eqUivalent veLocity used is the mean veLocity in the 

&nnu Lus 'i = Va. A Leo, most authors have used the hydrauLic mean radius 

as the equivaLent Length dimension, and many papers (e.g. reference 7, 5, 

24, 26 and 46) have been written showing that the form of the Darcy equation 

is appLicabLe to conduits other than those which are circutar in cross-

section. 

TheoreticaLLy, there is no reason to suppose that either the mean 

annutar veLocity (Va) or the hydrauLic mean radius (R) shoul.d represent 

relevant conditions. 

The concept of hydraul.ic mean radius is associated with uniform 

LongitudinaL shear stress distribution round the perimeter of the section, 

and in cases such as the eccentric annuLus, where this assumption is 

probabLy erroneous (see Chapter 8) the use of an unmodified hydrauLic mean 

radius tacks justification. In fact, experimentaL data, when pLotted by 

this method, yiel.ded friction factors up to 15 per cent higher than the 

smooth pipe corretation. 

There are certain other features which can significantLy effect the 

fLow in the annuLus; the capsuLe is not alMays Long enough for fuLLy 

deveLoped fLow to occur and the capsule does not automaticaLLy maintain its 
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assumed concentricity or eccentricity. 

To summarise; 

In the conventionat approach, the friction head toss in the annulus is; 

tJlfa = f L v!/2g R 

where R = (D - d)/4 

2 2 
and , = Q IUdD :; d » 

a a 

A force batance yietds; 

,,(D + d)=t = h(D2 
- d

2
) tf 

0 

"" = (D - d) !::.pI 4L 
0 

and f = =tolt p v! 
where ""0 = average shear stress on the pipe and capsute va t'La 

5. Shear distribution in cOncentric annum due to pressure f.tow 

Figure 7.8 

Let rp = pipe radius 

rc = capsu'Le radius 

r = radius to maximum vetocity (or radius to zero shear stress) 
m 

"" = shear stress at radius r where r > r o m 

""i = shear stress at radius r where r < rm 

A force batance on the shaded areas(Figure 7.8) yietds): 
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2 2 r - r r 
~ = (dP)( P ) + ~ ...:e 

0 dx 2r pp r 

2 2 
~( 

r - r r 
~. = 2r C) + ~ ....Q. 
~ dx cp r 

~ = ·shear stress on pipe watt due to pressure ftow. 
pp 

~ = shear stress on capsule watt due to pressure ftow. cp 

7.23 

(7.24) 

(7.25) 

The above equations appty to 'Laminar or turbulent ftow. Anticipating 

taminar ftow retations (see Section 6) for shear stress on the pipe and 

capsute watts, it is possible to show the shear stress distribution in an 

annutar section in a non-dimensionat form (see Figure 7.9). It is note- -

worthy that, untike circutar pipe ftow, the shear stress distribution is 

non-tinear and the radius where the shear stress reaches a zero vatue (the 

maximum vetocity radius) does not coincide with the centre of the passage 

as in pipe ftow. 

6. Laminar fyow in a pipe with a stationary concentric annutus 

As has been stated eartier, even though,the ftow in a capsule-free 

section of the pipe is probabty highty turbulent, it is possible that 

Uaminar ftow witt prevait in the annutus. In fact the existence of 

taminar conditions, in the smatt clearances of annuti with capsules at 
/' 

or near unit eccentriCity, is Ob~ry. 

6.1 Theory of 'Laminar ftow in concentric annutus 

- - A 
-tJ 

r::l 
r 

p m r c vetocity 
distribution 

pipe watt 

capsule watt 

shear stress 
distribution 

Figure 7.10 
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Consider the forces acting on an annti~ element of ftuid (A). 

'f + f dr - - =t to • . , , -
+ .£! dx 

I I 

• , I • , Pax' . I I - I ------- .. -'f 

~ 
Equilibrium in the x direction yietds, 

simplifying; Sl? rdr 
dx = .2:!. rdr dr 

(neglecting higher than first order terms) 

Atso ... _ udv 
• - - dr 

Figure 7.11 

The negative sign is inserted because v decreases with increasing r. 

. . Sl? = _ ~.1 L (r ~) 
dx r dr ur 

(7.26), 

(7.27) 

(7.28) 

This differentiat equation is a simple form of Navier Stokes in the 

x direction onty, expressed in cylindricat (poLar) co-ordinates. 

Integrating gives; 

r.S!. = _ L r2 Sl? + A 
dr 2~ dx 0 

. . A 
dv = - L (Sl?) dr + ....Q. dr 

2~ dx r 

Integrating again; 

(7.29) 

The subscript "0" is associated with the section of annu'Lus where 

r <r<r. m p 

The boundary conditions are; 
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v = o where r = rand· 
0 p , 

dv 
= o when r = r dr m 

• . - A 
0 = 1 2 (~) 

2~ rm dx 

and B = l~ (i:) ~! -2r! l.n rp] 0 

since '; = - ~~ 
0 dr 

2 

• • '; 
0 

= l:~_1.:a~ 2dx 2r dx 

The shear stress at the pipe watt due to taminar ftow is; 

'; 
pp 

2 2 
= f~ [r _ (rp - rc)] 

dx p r 
2r l.n(...:2) 

p rc 

7.25 

(7.31) 

(7.32) 

(7.33) 

anticipating the formuLa for radius of maximum vetocity equation (7.41). 

The first term on the right hand side is the same as for circuLar pipes 

and the second term is the effect of annuLar geometry. 

From equations (7.29), (7.30) and (7.,1), 

v = -41 (~) [r2 _ r2 + 2r2 l.n (L)] 
o ~ ~ p m rp 

SimiLarty, equi1ibrium in the x direction of foroes acting on the annuLar 

etement of ftuid B yiel.da the fottowing: 

'; + '* dr 
~ --- - f +~dx - D' .-...-, , , , 

p ax - , ' .-.-
~ 

, , -p , , ....,.... -- '; 

~ 
Figure 1112 
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Equation (7.26) is noy reptacedby: 

dT rd - r dr 
. dv 

In this instance T i = ~ 'dr and 

Sl? 
-dx 

1 d ( dV) 
= ~;'dr r'dr 

Integrating yietds, 

r ~ = _ r2 Sl? _ A 
dr 2~ dx i 

Integrating again 
2 d = - L.. (Sl?) _ A. 1.n r - B. 
4~ dx ~ ~ 

In this instance the boundary co~ditions are; 

v. = o when r = r 
~ c 

and dv = o when r = r dr m 

Ai = _ .L r2 (Sl?) 
2~ m ·dx 

and Bi 
1Sl? 2 2 = ~ d [- r + 2r 1.n r ] 
~ x c m c 

2 
dv r . T. _ .£ Sl? + ~ Sl? .. . = ~ dr = 

~ 2 dx 2r dx 

and 1 (Sl?) 2 2 2 (r v. = ~ dx [(r - r ) + 2 r 1.n -)] 
~ ~ c m' rc 

The radius of maximum velocity occurs when vi = Vo 

i.e. 

. . 

2 2 2 r 
r - r + 2r 1.n (~) c m m r e , 

r = m 

2 2 
r - r p c 

r 
21.n (J.) 

r c 

7.26 

(7 •. 34) 

(7.36) 

(7.37) 

(7.38) 

(7.39) 

(7.40) 

(7.41) 

The shear stress at the core or capsu1..e wal,l, dUe to pressure flow is; 

2 2 

T pc 
d [ r -r J = tSl? -r + p c 
dx c r 

2r' 1.n(J.) 
c ro 

(7.42) 
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6.2 Rate of f'Low through the annu1ws 

The expression v (or v.) can be wsed for determining the rate of 
o J. 

f'Low through the annu1us. The answer obtained is the same in both cases. 

r 
p 

~a = 2n J vrdr (7.43) 
rc 

r 
224 22 2 P 

err r-r( ~Q Q =.L (ll) p _ .I.... + P c .I.... (1.n .I.... - t) 
a 21l dx 2 4 r 2 r 

1.n (....1l) P rc 
rc 

Simp1ifying gives; 

(7.44) 

(7.45) 

where V = mean ve'Locity in the concentric annu1ws due to 1aminar pressure ap 

f'Low. 

Wiegard and Baker (see ref. 55) show that experimenta1 friction 

factors obtained from pressure drop measurement indicate on1y rough agree-

ment with the equation in the higher and middte diameter ratios and at 'Lo-

diameter ratios the data are inconsistent. 

Rothfus et a1 (reference 55) obtained good agreement for a diameter 

ratio of 0,162 ... Experimenta1 friction factors approached agreement with 

theory on1y at very 'Low Reyno1ds numbers. 

For the targe diameter ratios wsed in capsute transportation, the 

Navier Stokes equation yie1ds satisfactory resu1t~ in the 1aminarf'Low 

region. 
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7. Laminar flow in eccentric annu1us 

The genera1 case of taminar flow in eccentric annu1i has been 

expressed theoretica11y by Catdwe11 (reference 9', Heyda (reference 20) 

and Redberger and Cbarl.es (reference 49) and experimenta11y by Bourne, 

Figueiredo and Charl.es (reference 5). Catdwe11 noted (from previous 

experiment$) that the hydrau1.ic mean radius, when used as the characteristic 

l.ength in the Darcy equation, made a1lowance f-or geometric form, a1though 

in the cases considered, the sections had at l.east two axes of symmetry. 

Catdwe11 so1ved the Navier Stokes equation using a transformation to 

the bi-po1.ar co-ordinate system which characterises the geometry •. He 

emphaSised that the hydrau1.ic mean depth as a Benera1 and compl.ete rep-

resentation of the flow section cannot be justified and as a criterion of 

form may on1y be app1ied to doub1y symmetric sections. Even this 

assumption has been shown to be erroneous by tater investigators (e.g. 

Ma1.aika reference 36). 

Redberger and Charl.es (reference 49) so1ved the equation using a 

rectangu1.ar mesh obtained by transformation.from the bi-po1.ar co-ordinate 

system and a finite difference technique in conjunction with a digita1 

computer to obtain velocity profil.es and flow rates as a function of 

pressure gradient. 

Figure 7.13 from Redberger and Charl.es, shows the ratio of flow 

between eccentric cy1.inders to flow between concentric cy1.inders ptotted 

aBainst the re1.ative disp1.acement m = 2e/D for different diD ratios. 

The figure is used as fo1lows: 

(1) Catcu1.ate the va1ues of diameter ratio and the retative 

disp1.acement (m). 

(2) Evatuate the flow through a concentric annu1us. 

(3) The flow rate in an eccentric annu1us can thus be obtained 

from the figure and the ftow through a concentric annutus. 
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It can be seen from F~ 7.13 that increased ecoentricity increases 

the ftow rate through the annul.us, particularlq at large diameter ratios. 

No experimentat resutts were given. The dotted curves witt be discussed 

further in Chapter 13. 

An experimentat investigation was carried out by Bourne !t a\ and 

the data is shown ptotted on Figure 7.14 as the pr~uct of friction 
240 

220 

200 

--T-,-ro--,-o-r- r-r-o..--r-l 
~tresutts of Bourne et at 
_____ " ... OF~" • 

oCllAlllte 1., 

- eAl.llWlli. 8ClLU'fICIII III 

(From Bourne et at (reference 5» 

-\& = 536 
100 L....II.-JI..-I .................. --'--'--:'":~-

o (U 04 01 01 1-0 

OIAMITEII RATIO. d 10 
Figy.re 7.14 

factor muttiptied by Reynotds number as a function of diameter ratio. 

Bourne et at accepted the conventionat definition of hydraulic mean radius 

«D - d)/4 for an annutus) and this gives the impression that the friction 

factor varies with diameter ratio. Figure 7.14 witt be discussed further 

in Chapter 13. 

Note that neither the anatyticat sotutions of Redberger and Charles 

(numericat) nor that of Catdwett (mathematicat) agree with the experi-

mentat resutts. For eccentric annu11, anatysis to date does not seem 

to give correct resutts, even for laminar ftow. 

Note that at a diameter ratio of ~ero the vatue of f x R product ea 
is 16 and the ftowgeometry approaches that of a clear pipe. At the 

other extreme of diameter ratio, unity, the product (f x R ) is 24 ea . 

and the ftow geometry approaches ftow between ftat plates. 

... 
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7.1 Ana1msis of 'Minar (Low in eccentric annu],us 

An attempt wi],], now be made to ana],yse 'Laminar fJ,ow in the eccentric 

annutus due to the pressure gradient by incorporating the method of quasi-

concentric annu],i formutated in Section 2. 

The tota], £J,ow in the annutuSi8-~iv~by; 
C 2n rp 

Qa = J I vrdr d& 
rc 

(7.46) 

where v is the point veJ,ocity in 'Laminar fJ,ow. However, the mean veJ,ocity 

in a concentric annu],us has atready been enunciated (equation 7.45) and since 

quasi-concentric annu],i are being unti'Lised,equation (7.46) can be integrated 

to yie'Ld.; 

2n 

Q = f V [(c2 _ C2 )/2] d& 
a g ap rp rc (7.47) 

where V . varies with &. V . is the mean veJ,ocity in the quasi-aoncentric ap1 ap1 

annu],us due to pressure fJ,ow at a particutar J,ocation and is given by; 

(C2 _ 02 ) 
V = _.L (.!t2)[02 + C2 _ rfi rci ] 
api 8~ dx rpi rei tnO ./C .) rp1 rC1 

(7.49) 

The ana]'ysis wi],], be compared with experimenta], resu]'ts in Chapter 13. 

8. Turbu'Lent fJ,ow in annu],i 

In· the case of turbu'Lent fJ,ow in pipes, the absence of an exact theory 

imp],ies recourse to empirica], or semi-empirica1, approaches. Annu1.ar fJ,ow 

which is an even more comp'Lex phenomenon is no exception. 

Most investigations have been timited to the concentric case. 

X
· Turbulent fJ,ow in annu],i wi],], be discussed from the fo],J,owing points of 

W . 
vies; friction factor, radius of maximum veJ,ocity, veJ,ocity distribution in 

concentric annu]'i, experiments in eccentric annu]'i, veJ,ocity profiles in 

eccentric annu'Li. 
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9. Turbulent fLow in concentric fPpu1i (Review) 

9.1 Friction factor correlation 

Ear1y attempts to corretate da~ for fl.uid friction in turbutent f'Low 

in concentric annuti inv01ved the use of the traditiona1 hydrau1ic mean 

radius. Experimenta 1 data using the annutar hydrau1ic mean radius instead of 

the pipe hydrau1ic mean radius coutd then be p'Lotted as friction factor 

versus Reynotds number corretationa and compared with the universa1 diagram 

for smooth pipes. Experimenta1 data, as mentioned ear1ier, when p'Lotted 

by thi,s method yie tded friction factors of the order of 15 per cent higher 

than smooth pipe corretations (in certain instances). 

Catdwet1 (referenoe 9) carried out experiments with concentric and 

eccentric cores of circutar and other cross-sections.' He used Va as the 

characteristic ve'Locity and (D - d) as the hydrau1ic mean diameter. He 

tater modified the hydrautic mean radius for eccentric f'Low. This witt be 

mentioned 'Later. 

Of the many investigations inv01vingf1uid friction in concentric 

annuU, one of the more successfu1 is probab1y that due to Rothfus and co

workers. Rothfus, Konrad and Seneca1 (reference 55) discuss smooth concen

tric annu1i in the first of many papers based on the doctora1 thesis by 

Rothfus entitted "Ve'Locity distribution and ftuid friction in concentric 

annu1i". 

In this paper, air was the ftuid used and it .as assumed that a 

Darcy type equation app1ied with the hydrautic mean radius (D 4 d). Later 

they used a modified hydrautic mean radius concept. They considered that a 

portion of the f'Low area between the maximum ve'Locity contour (shown by 

their measurements to be the same as the 'Laminar maximum ve'Locity 'Locus) 

and the outer surface of the annutus was of more concern, for purposes of 

corretation, than the tota1 f'Low area. 

A force balance on the annu1us resu1ts in the equation, 
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'r r + 'r r -~ (2 2) (7.50) cp c pp P 2L rp - rc 

where 'f = shear stress on outer wa 1,1, pp 

and 'r -= shear stress on inner wa1,1, 
cp 

2 2 
.til r-r 

and 'r ( :e m) (7.51 ) = 2L r pp p 

2 2 
.til r -r 

'r • ( /I c) (7.52) cp 2L r c 

pipe wa1,1, 

- 'f pp 

'r 
d ; cp 

r¢ r r capsute wa 1,1, 
p m 

Figure 7.15 

The radius of the inner and outer wa1,1,s as we1,1, as the radius of 

maximum vetocity are defined in Figure 7.15 as are the shear stresses at 

the outer and inner va1,1,s ('r and 'r ). pp cp 

The hydrau1,ic mean radius (which can be defined here as R ) was rp 

then taken as 

R = rp 

2 2 
r - r p m 

2r 
p 

The friction factor for the outer surface (which can be defined here 

as f ) was, by anatogy to pipe ftow, taken as; 
p 

'r 
f = ~ 

p if'! (7.54) 

Combining equations (7.51) and (7.54) yie'Lds 
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f P v2 L 
6,P = P a 

2 2 
(r - r ) p m 

r p 

or more famitiarity; 

f f- L P a 
2g R rp 

7.34 

(7.55) 

(7.56) 

The hydrautic mean radius, defined above, was thus used for the 

Reynotds number; 

D V p ep a 
l.I. 

(7.57) 

where D is an equivalent diameter based on the region of ftow outside ep 

the radius of maximum vetocity. 

2 2 
r - r 

D = 2 (p m) = 4 R 
ep rp rp 

(7.58) 

Simitarty by defining a friction factor for the inner surface (which is 

defined here as f ) c 

or =ftpf-cp c a 

which can be combined with equation (7.5'2.) to give; 

6.P = 
f P v2 L 

c a 2 
2 2 / (r - r ) r m c c 

The equivalent diameter is, in this case; 

(7.60) 

(7.61 ) 

Rothfus, Konrad and Senecat (reference 55) found good corretation (using 

air) between the above method and the conventionat Reynotds number versus 

friction factor curves for ptain, clear pipes. In a paper by Walker, Whan 

and Rothfus (reference 65) experiments were carried out using water. A 

ptot of friction factor (f ) 
P 

against Reynotds number (R ) for annuti ep 
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of diameter ratios 0,1653; 0,3312; and 0,4987 agreed we11 with smooth 

pipe curves in the laminar and turbu'Lent region for R up to 20 000. ep 

MIIIUI !lAT1O' ..... 

Rep (From Walker et a 1 (reference 65» 

R ep 

MIIUI llAno •• ...,. 

Fi@l"e 7.16 

The resu1ts, using the method out11ned above, correlate we11 

using water. However, the maximum diameter ratio used was on1y about 

0,5. 

One weakness of the theoretica1 work of Rothfus and co-workers, 

is that the friction factor for the inner surface (fc) is not 

correlated with R with the same degree of success as the outer . ec 

surface friction factor (f ) 
P 

is correlated with R • ep 
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Meter and Bird (reference 38) used the Prandt1 mixing tength approach 

to give a friction factor vers~ Reynotds number expression for concentric 

annuU. Ftow in circu1.a.r pipes and para1te1 p1.a.tes were given as specia1 

cases. They stated that the procedure is substantia11y more accurate than 

the hydrau1ic mean radius procedure and of comparabte accuracy to Rothfus 

et a1. Experimenta1 data from sources other than the authors, were used, 

and a1though they stated that the method of Rothfus and co-workers is 

empirica1 their (Meter and Bird) method is no tess empirica1, no more 

accurate and far more comptioated and cumbersome. 

Ratkowsky (reference 48) redefined the two friction factors of 

Rothfus and co-workers (i.e. between the radius of maximum vetocity and 

the appropriate wa11). The corre1.a.tion is good for the outer portion of 

ftow but not good for the inner region of ftow. 

The main difference between the equations of Ratkowaky and those of 

Rothfus et a1 is that Ratkowsky used the average vetocity from the radius 

of maximum vetocity to the appropriate wa11, whereas Rothfus used the 

mean vetocity in the annu1us for the ca1,cu1.a.tion of f for both wa1ts. 

The J!lomentum transferred from one· side of the.radius of maximum 

vetocity to the appropriate wa11 is not inftuenced by what occurs on the 

other side of the radius of maximum vetocity. 

Thus the respective shear stress is re1.a.ted to the average vetocity 

of that region of ftow through which momentum is being transferred. 

Using the notation atready emptoyed we get; 

or = ft t p v2 pp p p 

=r = ft t p v2 cp c c 

v = average vetocity in the region between the radius of 
p 

maximum vetoci ty and the outer wa11; 

V = average vetocity in the region between the radius of 
c 

maximum ve toci ty and the inner wa 1 1. 

(7.62) 
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Ratkowsky tested his hypothesis by anatysing the data of other 

investigators, notabty Brighton and Jones (reference 7) •. The average 

ve'Locity in each of the two regions of f'Low was determined from the 

ve'Locity profiles. 

Combining equations (7.51), (7.58) and (7.62) as wett as (7.52), 

(7.61) and (7.63) we get; 

as; 

~ 
L = 

and M. = 
L 

2 ft p v'2 
p P 
D ep 

2 2 ft P V c c 
D ec 

(7.64) 

(7.65) 

The Reynotds numbers for each of the two regions of f'Low are defined 

V D P P R' = ep (7.66) ep I..L 

D V c P Rt = ec (7.67) ec I..L 

Ratkowsky found, by anatysing the data of Brighton and Jones, that 

the friction factor - Reynotds number retation agreed wett with the 

Nikuradse tine for turbulent f'Low in smooth pipes for Rt up to 3 x 105 
ep 

from the transition range (for the outer region). For the case of ft c 

versus Rt the agreement is very good for r /r > 0,6 but becomes ec c p 

increasingty worse as r /r decreases. c p 

Ratkowsky explains this by pointing out that the outer ve'Locity 

profile is in good agreement with smooth pipes. However, the inner 

profile does not agree with the ve'Locity distribution for smooth pipes 

and the agreement worsens as r /r becomes sma tle r. c p 

One simptified way of 'Looking at the annutus situation is to rea1.ize 

that the outer surface is concave to the f'LoWing ftuid (as is the watt of 

a pipe) and the inner surface is convex. The inner surface (according to 

Ratkoweky) may not be able to support a boundary layer to the same extent 

as the outer surface. 
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Brighton and Jones (reference 7) discuss experiments in concentric 

annuti with diameter ratios from 0,0625 to 0,562 and with conventionat 

Reynolds numbers from 46 000 to 327 000. They used a 200 mm diameter 

pipe with the centre pipe supported by struts at three axiat positions. 

Brighton and Jones took some effort to ensure futty turbu'Lent ftcw at 

the measuring section by artificiatty roUghening the inside of the outer 

pipe for 4,5 diameters from the in'Let. Futty devetcped ftcw was obtained 

in an entrance 'Length of 34,5 diameters onty with the aid of in'Let rough-

ness e'Lements and screens. The vetccity measurements were taken at four 

angutar tccations with a vetccity deviation 'Less than 0,5 per cent. Air 

and water were used and it was found that friction factors using water 

were 6 to 8 per cent tcwer than those of Rothfus and 6 to 8 per cent 

higher than the genera tty accepted vatues for smooth pipes. The friction 

factors for annutar ftcw were 1 to 10 per cent higher than smooth pipe 

ftcw values. The friction factors depended onty on Reynotds number and 

were independent of radius ratio (diD) for dID > 0,0625, for the range 

of vatues tested. 

Quarmby (reference 46) found resutts in agreement with Brighton and 

Jones, i.e. that the friction factor is independent of radius ratio. His 

resutts have 'Less scatter and tie c tcser to B1.asius' s curve 

(f = 0,079 R-O,25) than Brishton and Jones. The best fit for Quarmby's 
e 

resu tts gave; 

f _ 0;0844.R-O,255 
ea 

and he concludes that,the f versus Re retation ties between 

f = 0 087 R-O,25 , ea 

for Rand f defined conventionat\f. ea Quarmby .used a horilllontat rig (73 mm 

diameter pipe with cores giving diameter ratios from 0,347 down to 0,11) 
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and a verticat rig (44,6 mm diameter pipe giving diameter ratios from 

0,356 to 0,107) and a Reynotds number range from 10 000 to 90 000. 

Owen (reference 44) determined head tosses in three annutar pipes in 

the Reynotds number range from 4 000 to 700 000. 

The annuti tested were; 

(i) brass, having an' outer diameter D = 50 mm and an inner 

diamet'er d = 12 mm, giving a diameter ratio of 0,405 

according to Owen, 

(ii) steet, having an outer diameter D = 150 mm and a core 

of d = 50 mm giving an actuat diameter ratio of 0,392, 

(iii) steet, with the same outer diameter but with a core of 

75 mm giving an actuat diameter ratio of 0,568. 

Owen ptotted resutts on a conventionat friction factor - Reynotds 

number diagram using the hydrautic mean radius. He did not consider a 

modification of hydrautic mean radius. 

He shows that the friction factors for annutar pipes tie above the 

curves for circutar pipes, and the friction factor at a given Reynotds 

number increases as the diameter ratio (diD) increases. 

Jonsson and Sparrow (reference 24) found (for concentric annuti) that 

the friction factor was dependent on diameter ratio and increased as 

diameter ratio increased. (This is contrary to previous trends in which a 

radius ratio dependency has been found). However, the effect is very 

stight. 

In 1968, Robertson (reference 52) carried out a titerature review of 

work done to date on concentric annuti and after rejection of some of the 

data, corretated the remaining data, as shown in Figure 7.17, on the basis of 
f 

a ratio (F = fa~ ) of the friction factor in the annutus to that in a pipe. 
p~pe 

Some of the reasons for the scatter, particutarty for the data of 

Kratz and Atherton, may be due to inadequate approach tengths. However, 

it is doubtfut whether this can be used as a reason for the scatter in both 
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SYMBOLS 

I Becker 1907 
+ Winkel 1923 
<> Lonsdale 1923 
A Atherton 1926 
• Caldwell 1930 
x Kratz 1931 
• Lorenz 1932 
@ Piercy 1933 
4& Carpenter 1946 
II Frazier 1948 
a Owen 1951 
D Owen (Br) 1951 

V Rothfus 1950 
• Stein 1954 
at Deissler 1955 
.0-Barrow 1955 * Olson 1963 
~ Brighton 1964 
~ Brighton 1964 
1 Jonsson 1966 
I> Quarmby 1967 
~ Okiishi 1967 
@) Robertson 1968 

Turbulent-Flow Friction Factor for Concentric Annulus 
as a Function of Diameter Ratio • . " 

From Robertson (reference 52) 
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cases since Atherton's data are high and Kratz's are tow. 

Further reasons given for the scatter are the definition of the 

friction in the reference pipe. Atso, the inner core may not be perfectty 

concentric. The vatue suggested at din = 1,0 is based on the friction 

factor relations for a wide rectangular channet. 

(See Rouse's e'Lementary Mechanics of Ftuids, p 214) 

at a Reynotds number of about 7 x 104• 

9.2 Radius of maximum vetoci ty 

The approach of various authors (Rothfus et at, Ratkowsky, etc.) is to 

evatuate the ftow in two separate .layers in the annutus, separated by the 

radius of maximum vetocity (rm). This is an imaginary cyUndricat 

boundary across which there is no turbu'Lent shear interaction. 

For concentric annuti, in the laminar case, the tocation of rm is 

wett known and can be derived; 

2 2 r - r p c (7.41) r = m r 
2 toge(~) 

'c 
Radiat asymmetry is indicated by the above equation and this is atso 

evident in turbutent ftow, i.e. the radius of maximum vetocity is not 

midway between r and r • 
p c 

From vetocity profi'Les which are flat in the centrat region, the 

radius of maximum vetocity, in concentric turbu'Lent ftow, has proved 

difficutt to determine. There is considerab'Le divergence of opinion as to 

the tocation of r in turbu'Lent ftow. m 

Rothfus et at (reference 55) assumed that the tocation of 

in turbu1ent fto1l' was the same.sfor laminar ftow, i.e. 

(r ) 
m 
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Lorenz (from Quarmby) found rmt < rml, with Reynotds numbers up to 106• 

Mikrjkov (from Quarmby) found with din = 0,543 and Reynotds numbers 

between 60 000 and 90 000, for air, that rmt > rml,. 

Owen with din = 0,575; 0,405 and 0,392 and Reynotds numbers for 

water from 4 000 to 70 000, found rmt < rml,. 

Brighton and Jones found rmt < rml, and the difference increases as 

diameter ratio decreases but the position of rmt is independent of Reynotds 

number. The radius of maximum velocity was determined from the curve of 

velocity gradient which Brighton and Jones ctaim is more accurate than 

determining r from the velocity distribution curves because of ftatness 
m 

near the maximum velocity. 

The fact that r is closer to the inner wal,l, reduces the ratio of 
m 

shear stress at the inner wal,l, to th.&t at the outer wal,l,. The inner wal,l, 

shear force must batance the pressure force on a smal,ter annutar area as the 

point of zero shear stress moves towards the inner wal,l,. 

Quarmby found that rm~rml, < 1,0 and the divergence from unity is 

a function of Reyno tds number and (din) for Reyno tds number tess than 50 000. 

The resul,ts of both Quarmby and Brighton and Jones were found to agree 

wel,l, with Leung's equation which is given by equation (7.71). 

The position of the radius of maximum velocity retative to r as 
p 

given by Ratkowsky for the data of Knudsen and Katz (reference 29) and for 

the data of Brighton and Jones is given in Figure 7.18. 

Levy (reference j:4) determined the radius of maximum ve loci ty 

ana\ytical,l,y using experimental, expressions for the eddy diffusivity, 

substituting in the shear stress expression for turbutent flow in pipes, and 

equating the velocity distribution for the core wal,l, to that of the outer 

wal,l,. The anal,ytical, sol,ution is shown in Figure 7.19. 

Thus the studies of Knudsen and Kat.z (reference 26) and Rothfus et al, 

(reference 55) indicate that the radius of maximum velocity for Reynotds 
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numbers tess than 10 000 (based on the conventional. hydrau"Lic mean" ra!iiua) is 

identical. to the radius of ma%imum ve1,ocity for "Laminar f1,ow and the 

maximum ve 1,oci ty radius moves s "Light l.y towards the inner wa l. l. as the 

Reyno"Lds number increases. 

Randhava (reference 47) quotes an expression attributed to Leung et al. 

(unobtainable) which has been found by Randhava to predict avai"Labte 

experimental. data c1,oser than any other tested expression, i.e. 

rmt = rJ1 + (~) n-~ IG + (~) j (7.71) 

Compare with Levy's "curve on Figure 7.19. 

The resul.ts of using this expression wil.l. be discussed in Chapter 13. 

9.3 Radius of Maximum Ve 1,oci tI. eccentric annu"Li 

Wol..fe and C'Lump (reference 66) p1,otted experimental.l.y determined 

maximum ve1,ocity points together with points predicted from the sol.ution of 

the Navier Stokes equation for taminar f1,ow. The agreement between 

experiments and "Laminar f1,ow anal.ysis is good, but onl.y the one exampte 

is given by the authors. 

No l.iterature is avai"Labte on the radius of maximum ve1,ocity in 

eccentric annu"Li in turbutent f1,ow except for the ve1,ocity contours of 

Jonsson and Sparrow (reference 24). 

In Section 14 it wil.l. be shown how the radius of maximum ve1,ocity can 

be ca1,cu'Lated for the purpose of anal.ysing pressure f1,ow in the annul.ua. 

9.4 Ve1,ocitI distribution in annu"Li 

Before discussing ve1,ocity distributions in annul.i a brief review 

wil.l. be given on ve1,ocity distribution in pipes. 

The fol.1,owing regimes exist in turbutent f1,ow in smooth pipes: 

9.4.1 Laminar sub-"Layer: this "Layer exists adjacent to the wal.l. and 

in taminar f1,ow extends to the centre of the pipe - viscous stresses 

predominate and 

+ + v = y v 
(7.72) i.e. = 

. where 
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9.4.2 Transition zone: the viscous and inertiat stresses are comparable. 

Two a tternative equations are; 

v+ = - 3,05 + 5,0 tn y+ (reference 55) 

for 5 < y+ < 30 

and v+ = 5,75 log (,+ - 5,3) + 5,5 (reference 63) 

Squirds (reference 63) equation appties to both the transition region and 

the outer core. 

9.4.3 Futty turbulent flow regime in which inertiat stresses 

predominate: . this region extends to the centre of the pipe and can be 

divided up into the inner core and the outer core. The division is 

arbitrary and is onty made because certain velocity distribution 'Laws 

appty better to one or other of the regions. 

The most common form of velocity distribution 'Law in this region 

is (Nikuradse) 

(7.75) 

The form of equation (7.75) can be obtained by integrating von Karman's 

equation, viz. 

= K (7.76) 

Equation (7.76) is integrated close to the transition 'Layer and the constants 

are obtained from Nikuradse's experiments. 

9.5 Veloci~y distribution in concentric annuti 

The problem is immediatel,y seen to be more compticated than is the 

case for pipes since two velocity profiles are required instead of one. 

One profile extends from the pipe watt to the radius of maximum velocity 

and the other extends from the core watt to the radius of maximum velocity. 

One watt is convex in re'Lation to the flow and the other is concave. The 

fottowing experimenters have investigated the problem: Knudsen and Katz; 
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Rothfus and co-workers; Brighton and Jones; Sparrow, Eckert and 

Mincowycz (reference 62) (for cyLinders tongitudinat to the ftow); 

Quarmby, JonssOn and Sparrow, and Raridllava. 

Knudsen and Katz (reference 26) ptotted their own experimentatty 

determined data together with that of Rothfus and co-workers and arrived 

at; 

and 

+ 6,1 tog y + 3,0 
p 

+ + v = 4,4 tog y + 6,2 c c 

(7.77) 

(7.78) 

They admit that few data were avaitabte and it is untikety that these 

equations are the finat cor~etations. 

Rothfus and Konrad (see reference 57) corretated tocat vetocities in 

pipes and removed the Reynotds number effect by modifying the parameters 

v+ and y,f- thus; 

v+ =J ~ (yl-) t max 

and y+ = "ft (3m) 
'I) , 

The use of V+ and y+ breaks down, however, ctose to the watt. They 

predicted that V+ for parattet ftat ptates equate V+ for pipes if the 

ctearance between the ptates equate the pipe diameter, viz. 

v+ = V+ 
F P 

and 

. 4 b' The Reynotds number for parattet ptates is defined as ReF = 'I) 

Rothfus, WaUcer and Whan (reference 57) present a method for predicting 

tocat vetocities in pipes, concentric annuM and parattet ptates. Their 

corretation is independent of radius ratio and Reynotds number. They use 

the modified parameters of Rothfus, i.e.V+ and y+ ~d corretate resutts from 
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other experiments on the smooth pipe curve forannuti and ftat ptates. 

Figure 7.20a from Brighton and Jones (reference 7) shows v+ ptotted 
p 

against y+ in order to compare mean vetocity distribution measurements with p 

the "taw of the watt". 

The constants estabtished from Nikuradse's pipe ftow data in 

+ + v = Al.ny +B (1.79) 

are A = 2,5 and B = 5,5 and those estabtished by Ctauser according to 

Brighton and Jones, i.e. 2,44 and 4,9 are shown in Figure 7.20a. The vatues 

of v+ are in ctose agreement with the pipe ftow distribution and v+ = 
p . P 

5,5 + 5,75 tog y+ is a better fit for the outer profits. 
p 

The inner profi'Le (Figure 7.20b) (for y+ < 40) is found to agree wett 
c 

+ wi th pipe and boundary tayer ftows. For targer va tues of y the agreement c 

holds for higher radius ratios (diD = 0,562) with the constants A and B 

as given by, 

v+ = 5,62 tog y+ + 4,9 

This equation is in agreement with Sparrow, Eckert and MincoyYcz (reference 

62). 

Figure 7.21 shows the vetocity distribution in the vetocity defect form 

for inner and outer profi'Les. The outer profi'Le agrees wett with the 

constants and functions estab tished by Hinze, viz. 

where 6 

v -v 
max = 5,62 tog i + 0.8 + f (f) 

= r- r orr - r • p m m c 

(7.00) 

Thus the vetocity distributions near the outer watt fit the taw of the 

watt for att diameter ratios and for Reynolds numbers higher than 4 600. 

The resutts for the inner watt are in agreement with the taw of the watt for 

diD> 0,375. 

According to Quarmb,y (reference 46) the effect of radius ratio on the 

vetocity distribution is 'Less pronounced than the effect of Reynolds number. 

For a given radius ratio at tow Reynolds number, the Reynolds number 
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effect on the inner profite 111 oppoaite to the effect on the outer profite. 

+/:+ .' 'A The Vc Yc gradient increasea aa Reyno~s number increases but the 
+ + . ' v;tyP gradient decreaaes as Reyno'Ld.s number increases. 

The radius ratio effect is atao opposite for the inner and outer 

profiles. In the outer profite the Baynotda number effect is reduced as 

diD decreases. But for the inner prOfile the Reyno'Leis number effect is 

most pronounced for tover vatues .of (d/D). These effects are not 

particular~ noticeabte when scrutinising Quarmby's resu1ts. 

As d1...u.~'i._:ti;,o4'. III ..... , .~.-.:..~,~1.e., ~·~~\Q;··~o-',the 

veLocity profite ,in, a plain pipe, and the inner profite becomes essentia11y 

that for tongitud1n&1 ftow ezterna1 to a cyttnder. 

Quarmby concWdea that vetocity profites show an invo1ved relation 

with radius ratio and Reyno'Leis number. The inner profites, especia11y, 

show a strong Reyno'Ld.s number dependence, for Reyno'Leis number < 40 000 

Quarmby ,p.ves, 

+ 2,27 tol10 Y! + 6,6 for din 0,347 (7.81) Vc - .. 
... 

1,73 to'i0 Y! + 9,4 for dID 0,1785 (7.82) Vc .. -
+ 2,70 to'i0 y; + 3,98 for dID - 0,347 (7.8~) vp -
+ 2,62 to'10 y; + 4,6 for diD 0,1785 (7.84) vp .. .. 

'" " 

Levy (reference 34) derived equations for fu11y devetoped turbulent fto.., 

in an'annutus. Empir1ca1 eZpr8ssions for the eddy diffusivity for momentum 

(e) were taken from Reichardt, not too ctose to the wa11, and from Deissler, 

near the wa11 surface, and subatituted in 

T .. P ('oJ + c) : (7.85) 

which is the ezpression for the toca1 shear stress at any radia1 position in 

a pipe. Levy then substituted Reichardt's ezpression, which he postulates 

app1ies to the ftow regions on both Sides of the p'Lane .of-!lero shear for 

the annular ftow, into. equation (7.85) and tntelrates to get the veLocity 
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distribution for the watt and core regions. Unfortunatety, Levy's ex

pressions for velocity distribution are rather compticated and unwietdy 

but he does obtain fairty good agreement with the experimentat resutts of 

Brighton and Jones. 

Jonsson and Sparrow (reference 25) plotted velocity profiles for 

concentric annuti from din = 0,281 to 0,75 for a range of Reynotds 

numbers. (See Figure 7.22) 

The left hand curve is the outer watt profile, correspondingty Tpp 

is used as the shear stress and y is the distance from the outer watt. 
p 

The right hand curve is for the inner profile and 'I:' and yare . cp c 

respectivety the shear stress on the inner watt and the distance perpen-

dicutar to the inner watt. 

The tines that appear on the figure are given by; 

+ + + 3,8 (7.86) aa v = 2,78 l.n y 

bb + + (7.87) v = 2,56 l.n y + 4,9 

+ + (7.88) cc v = 2,44 l.n y + 4,9 

Line aa corresponds to Nikuradse's corrected data for circutar pipes and 

tines bb and cc are mean tines drawn through the data of Jonsson and 

Sparrow. The tine aa is in good agreement with measured outer profiles. 

For the inner profile the tine fatts above the data. Sparrow, Eckert and 

Minkowycz (reference 62) show that the effect of a convex surface is to 

+ + produce lower vatues of v~ at a given y~. 

Randhava (reference 47) accepted the conventionat logarithmic 

expression for the outer watt, 

He shows that an expression for the inner watt is 

(7.89) 
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2 + + v dv /dV 
where 13 = ( *c) = --2 --2 

v* d + d + P yP Yc 

2 2 r 2 r - r m c 
'{fl"~'9G} = r 1 2 2 

r - r p m 

and r = mt rc [[ + (~l 1_J I t + (::,j}here n = 0,343 (~."T1) 

Figure 7.23 BhoWB the variation of At with 13. 

Thus according to Randhava both constants vary with din. 

The ~ost significant veLocity distribution equations are summarised 

in Tab'Le 7.2. 

TABLE 7.2 

n = p or c (pipe or capBu'Le subscript) 

Source Inner prof! 'Le Outer Profi'Le 
(~)m.ax . ~Ca:psu'Le ~Pipe' 

A B A .B 

Knudsen and Katz 4,4 6,2 6,1 3,0 
(Reference 26) + > 40 + 30 Y Y > 

Brighton and Jones 5,62 4,9 5,75 5,5 0,562 
(Reference 7) 

Quarmby 
46) 

2,27 
(Reference 

6,6 2,7 3,98 0,347 

Jonsson and s~rrow 5,62 4,9 5,9 4,9 0,75 
(Reference 25 

Ro thfus, Monrad and 
SenecaL (Reference 55) 

5,75 5,5 5,75 5,5 0,65 

Randhava (Reference 47) AnaLyticaL 5,75 5,5 
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Note that the vatues for (d/D) are the maximum diameter ratios used max 

by the various authors. On~y Jonsson and Sparrow considered eccentric 

annu~i. The va~ues of .A. given by Quarmby appear to be in error. .A. ~though 

he stated that a~~ ~g vatues were to base 10, it appears as though the .A. 

vatues are associated with Napierian ~garithms and shou~ be adjusted to 

give .A. va~ues for the inner and outer profi~s as 5,23 and 6,22 

respective~y. 

10. Turbu~nt f~w in eccentric annutar ducts 

The ~iterature on eccentric annu~i is far ~ss pro~ific than on con-

centric annu~i. The ~inar case has been described ana~ytica~~y by 

Ca~we~~ (reference 9) and Redberger and Char~s (reference 49) and others. 

Turbu~nt f~w has been examined by Ca~we~~, Jonsson and Sparrow (reference 

24), Bourne et a~ (reference 5) and Robertson (reference 52). 

Ca~we~~ reptaced (D - d) for eccentric annu~i by an empirica~ 

function of (D - d) a~d the eccentricity (e). He stated that this 

had on~y a ~imited app~ication. He reptaced the hydrau~ic mean radius by 

(A/P)/[1 - 0,38 AjpJ. Jonsson and Sparrow carried out an experimenta~ 

investigation and aimed at determining both the detai~ of the f~w fie~ 

and the pressure drop and friction factor characteristics for turbu~nt 

f~w in eccentric annutar ducts. The eccentricity was varied from zero 

(concentric) to unit eccentricity (fu~~y eccentric). Contour maps showing 

tines of constant ve~city were constructed. From these, circumferentia~ 

distributions of the shear stress on the wa~~, were deduced. 

The experiments were conducted with air as the working f~uid. Annutar 

ducts having three diameter ratios were emp~yed; d/D = 0,281; 0,561 

and 0,750. (D = 104 mm). 

The conventiona~ Reyno~s number ranged from 18 000 to 180 000. The 

test section was 6,09 m ~ng and vertica~. 

Bourne et a~ (reference 5) carried out experiments in annu~i of unit 
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eccentricity (e = 1,0) onLy. The ReynoLds number ranged from 200 to 

20 000 so that they just overlapped with some resuLts of Jonsson and 

Sparrow. The test conduit was a 25,5 m diameter, smooth, extruded 

copper tube, containing smooth metaL rods of various diameters ranging 

from 6,35mm to 23,8mm. The experimentaL fLuid was water. 

Robertson (reference 52) reports friction factors in annuLi determined 

in the same 150 lIIlI1 pipeUne used by Owen and Frazier. Considerab'Le care 

was taken in c'Leaning out the pipe but Robertson states that the pipe was 

not smooth. It was found, in fact, that kID varied from 0,006 to 0,007 

with increase in ReynoLds number. OnLy two diameter ratios were tested, 

i.e. 0,1725 and 0,312. 

Some of the resuLts of Robertson were ptotted (by the present author) as 

Bourne suggests, (neither seems to be aware of the other's work) and a 

large discrepancy is apparent. However, Robertson's resuLts were for 

rough pipes. 

10.1 Friction factor in eccentric annuU 

The conventionaL method (see Section 4.3) of defining friction factors 

was extended to eccentric annuLi by various authors, Jonsson and Sparrow 

(reference 25), Bourne et ~L (reference 5). 

It wiLL be shown tater (Section 11) that the conventionaL approach 

(Section 4.3) is over-simpLified. Jonsson and Sparrow corretated friction 

factor information by a power taw reLationship (see Figure 7.24). The 

exponent 0,18 is used rather than the conventionaL 0,25 in the Btasius 

equation. For a fixed ReynoLds number, f decreases as diameter ratio 

increases. Atso, at a fixed diameter ratio and ReynoLds number, the 

friction factor decreases with increasing eccentricity. 

Bourne et aL (reference 5) presented their resuLts as f versus R e 

diagrams using the conventionaL friction factor and ReynoLds number based 

on the hydrauLic mean radius (D 4 d). ALL the resuLts presented in this 
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way indicate friction factors Lying beLow the SMooth pipe curve. Some of 

their resuLts for turbulent fLow are pLotted on Figure 7.25 indicating, as 

in the case of 'Laminar fLow, apparent changes in frictionaL coefficient as 

diameter ratio is varied. 

Figure 7.26 compares resuLts of Bourne ,et,,AL with those of Jonsson and 

Sparrow (ReynoLds nUmbers in excess of 18 000). Quite 'Large discrepancies 

are shown. However, Figure 7.27 compares resuLts of Denton and Dodge with 

those from Bourne et aL and they agree weLL. 

It can be seen from Figure 7.25 that the diameter ratio is an important 

variable when presenting resuLts in this way and there is a minimum f RO,25 
ea . 

at diD = 0,75. This concLusion is due to the conventionaL use of the 

hydrauLic mean radius by Bourne et aLe 

10.2 VeLocity profiles in eccentric annuti 

Jonsson and Sparrow are the onLy ones to have investigated veLocity 

profiles in eccentric annuti and present contour diagrams constructed from 

information obtained from veLocity traverses. A typicaL example for unit 

eccentricity and diD = 0,75 is shown on Figure 7.28. Each isoveL (tine 

of constant veLocity) represents a particu'Lar vaLue of v/vmax• The dotted 

tines were drawn normaL to the isoveLs. These are defined as gradient tines 

and in fuLLy deveLoped uni-directionaL fLow, represent tines of zero shear 

according to Jonsson and Sparrow. ActuaLLy they are Lines of zero re'Lative 

shear. 

The veLocities in the narrow part of the annuLus must reduce to nearLy 

zero. 

Jonsson and Sparrow aLso give veLocity profiles (see Figure 7.29) for 

eccentric annuLi. The agreement is not as good as for concentric profiles. 

Data corresponding to a fixed vatue of 9 (91 and 92 defined on Figure 7.29) 

represents a traverse aLong the noraaL to the waLL at the Location &. It 

can be seen that for 9 from goO to 1200 the experimentaL pOints Lie sig-
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nificantLy higher than the tine given by equation(7.86). both for inner 

and outer profites. For smaLter diameter ratios there is Littte simitarity 

between the data and the above e~uation. 

An aLternative representation is given as the vetocity defect taw; 

v - v max 

This is the equation given by Hinze for circutar pipes, where h(Y/6) is a 

correction factor and 6 is the distancej .between the waLL and maximum 

vetocity. The equation is superimposed on the data of Jonsson and Sparrow. 

For a given vaLue of e, v is the maximum vetocity in a direction normaL max 

to the waLL at that e, and 6 is the distance from the waLL to the 

tocaL maximum vetocity. The agreement between Hinze's ei:1,uation and the data 

is somewhat better than for the "taw of the waLL". There are significant 

departures of the data from the "defect taw" at targer vaLues of e and 

smaLter va~es of y/6. The detect taw itseLf has been found not to hotd at 

smaLL distances from the waLL, even in pipes. The use of the defect taw 

requires the magnitude and tocation of the maximum vetocity in a direction 

normaL to the waLL as weLL as the tocaL waLL shear. OnLy the tatter is 

needed for the taw of the waLL. 

10.3 CircunferentiaL pressure variation and entrance lengths 

Jonsson and Sparrow also found sLight circumferentiaL variation of 

pressure, in the fuLLy devetoped ftow region. However, they did find that 

hydrodynamic entrance tengths, defined as the distance from the intet to 

within 2 per cent of the fuLLy devetoped pressure gradient vaLue, to be 

rather targe. Jonsson and Sparrow showed that the hydrodynamic entrance 

tength increases as diD and eccentricity increase. 

10.4 Summary 

Ftow in annuLi has been discussed and the foLtowing concLusions are 

drawn. 
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It is obvious that the conventiona1 approach of the hydrau1ic mean 

radius concept cannot be app1ied to concentric and eccentric annu1i, 

because of shear stress variation. 

The standard friction e4uation assumes that the shear stress equation 

is constant from point to point around the circumference. If the skin 

friction stress varies around the perimeter of a conduit, the 1oca1 friction 

factor must a'Lso change. 

The overa11 friction factor (f) represents the integrated effect of 

the 1oca1 vatues on the pressure drop and may bear a complex reLation to 

the physica1 situation. Thus, the hydrau1ic mean radius concept is 1ike1y 

to be successfu1 on1y where there is uniform shear stress. 

Even in the case of a concentric annutus it is obvious that the 

hydrau1ic mean radius concept cannot app1y. An infinite1y thin wire in the 

centre ~f a pipe woutd have no effect on the hydrau1ic mean radius yet the 

ve10city at the centre woutd be zero. For a pLain pipe the ve10city is a 

maximum at the centre. 

11. Present . experiments and :AA&),l'sis of fiow in the annu1us 

As has been pointed out previous1y, the concept of the hydrau1ic mean 

radius is associated with uniform shear stress around the perimeter of the 

section. Even in the case of the concentric annu1us, the shear stress on 

the pipe wa11 is not equa1 to the shear stress on the capsute (or core) wa11 

and the conventiona1 approach has been found by many investi~ators to give 

resu1ts which do not 1ie on the universa1 friction factor - Reynotds number 

graph. In the eccentric annu"Lu!! case, it is even more apparent that the use 

of an unmodified hydrau1ic mean radius tacks justification. The most 

re1iabte experiments in the eccentric annutus are probab1y those of Bourne 

et ~1 (see Figure 7.25 and 7.27) whose resu1ts agreed we11 with Denton and 

Dodge. Their (Bourne e.t .aJ) method of presentation yietded changes in 

friction factor as diameter ratio varied. 

~ .. 
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11.1 Empirica1 approach from present experimenta1 resu1ts 

The procedure adopted was that in which the Btasius equation is assumed 

to be va1id and a pseudo hydrau1ic mean radius is used to achieve this con-

form1ty. The representative vetocity is chosen to be the mean vetocity 

in the annu1us (Va). 

The present series of tests on static eccentric and concentric annu1i 

were carried out for diameter ratios in the range 0,542 to 0,85. 

Assume that Darcy's equation may be written in the·form 

fL fi c a 
6hfa = 2g R 

P 
(7.91) 

where 6hfa is defined in Section 3.3 and where Rp is a pseudo hydrau1ic 

mean radius or characteristic length dimension and f is a smooth pipe 

frictiona1 coefficient retated to a ReynoLds number 

equation. 

f = 0.079 
RO,25 

e 

(R ) 
e by the Btasius 

(7.92) 

ReynoLds number being defined in this context for the annu1us as 

R e = 
4' R a p (7.93) 

The va1idation for writing equation (7.91) in terms of the pseudo 

hydrau1ic mean radius is given in Chapter 13, Section 3.3. 

From equations (7.91), (7.92) and (7.93) we obtain; 

[

....Q....Qa 1 ~ 4/5 

Rp = [~v"~t' 6~:a I ~ 
Experimenta1 resu1ts for R at different annuLar vetoctties and diameter 

p 

ratios from Figures 9.1 and 9.2, Chapter 9, are ptottedagainst the con

ventiona1 hydrau1ic m~an radius R (see Figure 9.13, Chapter 9). The 

effect of vetocity is s1ight and over a working range, a 1inear corretation 

for eccentric annu1i 

R = 1,25 R 
P 

----~ '. 
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a ppears va Lid. 

Figure 9.13 contains resuLts from the experiments of Bourne et aL from 

Figure 7.25 as weLL as the present resuLts and these are confirmatory. 

Inserting the vaLue R = 1,25R in BLasius's equation gives; . p 

f = ()te!t' (7.95) 
[1,25(D _ d) '/v]0,25 

<,a 

for fuLLy eccentric annuLar ftow. 

Combining equation (7.95) with Darcy's equation, gives the foLtowing 

head toss equation; 

6hfa/~ = 
L 2g 

c /
[4" 0,25 il 

0,239~va). (D - d)1,25J 
The graphicaL verification of this equation is shown on Figure 9.14, 

Chapter 9. 

(7.96) 

For concentric annuLi the pseudo hydrauLic mean radius is taken as 

Rp = ° ,81 R 

This is discussed further in Chapter 9. 

12. AnaLyticaL verification of !pAutar head toss retations 

The concentric and eccentri'c annuu;r.,,ttow experiments carried out for 
,,' 1-,.:.,.., 

this thesis wiLL be compared with other resuLts from the Literature in 

Chapter 13. 

In order to find an anaLytica,\-,;verification of the pseudo hydrauLic 

mean radius concept, the method of quasi-concentric potar co-ordinates 

<as for.utated in Section 2.2) was appLied to pressure ftow in the annutus. 

A brief outLine of pressure ftow in the ann~tus has been given in 

Section 1.2.1 where it was shown that in the generaL case the ftow in the 

annuLus may be both Laminar, in certain zones, and turbutent, in others, 

see Figure 7.3, Section 1.2.1.2. 

La.wjnarftow in the concentric and eccentric annuLi has been discussed .' 

in Sections 6 and 7. 
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In order to anaLyse the generaL case, and in the theory described below 

the concentric and fuLLy eccentric annuLi wiLL be treated as speciaL 

instances of the generaL case, it is necessary to decide on expressions 

for the velocity distribution in annuLar turbulent flow, the radius of 

maximum velocity in turbulent flow and a Reynol.ds number criterion for 

distinguishing between gross taminar and turbulent flow. 

12. 1 Determination of radius of maximUll ve loci ty 

As has been pointed out earLier (Section 9.2), the experimentaL 

determination of the radius of maximum velocity in turbutent flow (rmt ) 

is very difficuLt and various resuLts have been given for concentric annuLi. 

The onLy Literature avai table on the contour of maximum velocity in 

eccentric annuLi is that of Jonsson and Sparrow (reference 25) and Wotffe 

and CLump (reference 66). 

In the present anaLysis of the flow in a generaL eccentric annuLus the 

radius of maximum velocity is determined from the foLlowing iterative 

procedure. 

1. Assume for each quasi-concentric sLice of annuLus a vaLue for 

2. 

the radius of maximum ve loci ty, say equaL to the r vaLue 
m 

in 'Laminar flow (rmL). 

From a force batance on the areas between 

radius (r ), and the capsule radius (r ) 
p c 

r and the pipe 
lilt 

and 

respectiveLy, the shear stresses on the capsule and pipe 

waLLs can be caLcutated from assumed va'Lues of the pressure 

gradient. 

3. From the capsule and pipe shear stresses the velocity distribution, 

and hence the velocity at radius r can be caLcutated with 
m 

respect to each waLL, i.e. vmax c (for the capsule) and 

vmax p (for the pipe). 
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4. If these vetocities do not acree, the radius of maximum 

vetocity is a1tered and the procedure is repeated unti1 

v and v . coincide to wi thin some prescribed 1inli t. max c max p 

For the initia1 iteration v and v are not maximum 
max c max p 

vetocities. 

12.2 Determination of velocity distribution 

After the radius of maximum vetocity has been found, the vetocity 

distribution for each 4uasi-concentric annutar s1ice can be determined. 

After an extensiv~ study of vetocity distributions obtained by various 

investigators, it was decided to consider a three-part vetocity distribution 

taw. 

Some authors (e.g. Ross, reference 54) consider as many as six 

different regions, viz., 'Laminar sub-tayer, buffer zone, inner turbu 1.ent 

region, b1.ending region and outer turbutent region. 

For the eccentric annu1us ana1ysis, various vetocity distribution 

taws were fed into the computer procrAmme and the best agreement with present 

experimenta1 resu1ts, when using quasi-concentric potar co-ordinates and the 

finite element method of ana\ysis, (as described in Section 14) were 

obtained with the vetocity distribution equations of Knudsen and Katz in the 

core region. 

The f01towing equations are chosen: 

( 1 ) Laminar sub-tayer; 

+ + 
v = y n n (for y: < 5,0) (7.72) 

(2) Transition zone; 

The va1ues for A and B in the transition zones adjacent to the 

. pipe , andeapsu1.e wa 1'LB are found by combining the ve to city 

distribution taws in the taminar and core regiOns (see 

Appendix II). For example the va1ues of A and B in the 

transition region adjacent to the pipe wa11 are given by; 
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= (A "Log 30 + B - 5)/"Log 6 p p (7.97a) 

(7. 97b) 

The vaLues of A and B in the transition zone adjacent 

to the capsuLe waLL are simiLarLy ca1cu'Lated (Appendix II). 

+ The extent of the transition zone is given by; 30 > Y > 5. 
n 

Core region; 

Capsu Le profi Le + 4,4 + (7.98) v = "Log10 Y + 6,2 p p 

Pipe profiLe + 6,1 "Log10 
+ (7.99) v = y + 3,0 c c 

+ for Yn > 30 

where subscript n = .~ or c. 

The resuLts of the anaLy~is and comparison with experiment is given in 

Chapter 13. 

12.3 F"Low in eccentric annulus 

The f"Low can be ca1cu1.ated by considerin& the f"Low through each quasi-

concentric annuLar sLice. 

r 2n 

Qa = f p f 
r 0 m 

v rdr de 
p 

rdr de (7.100) 

where v and v are the point ve"Locities at the mid-point of sub-sLice area 
p c 

r(dr de) for the pipe waLL and capsuLe waLL ve"Locity distribution res-

pectiveLy. 

The integration is carried out both from the pipe and capsuLe waLL to 

the pOint where the maximum ve"Locity occurs (rmt ) in turbuLent f"Low. 

The integrated f"Low for turbuLent pressure f"Low can then be added to 

the taminar component, which exists towards the bottom of the eccentric 

annuLus. 

13. Reyno1ds number in annuLar f"Low 

Since the type of pressure f"Low existing in various zones of an 
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eo centric annu'Lus can varr trOll l,amiur, where the pp between capsulA and 

pipe wa1.1. is sma1.1., to turbu1.ent, where the caP ia 1.arge, it 18 neoessary 

to estabtish a criterion tor determining the &nit. e (aee Section 2.2) 

at which the t1.ow changes trOll \am1Xl&r to turbu1.ent. 

This transition, in practice, is natura1.'\f' cradua1. but tor the 

purposes ot &Xl& 1.ysis is assumed to occur when 1e1D0'Lds nwaber, in a 

quasi-concentric annulAr stice, exo.eds a oertain va"Lue. 

From an examination ot the 1.1terature on conoentrio annu1.1, it appears 

as thouch the transition trom lAIdnar to turbu'Lent t'Low oooure aore 

cradua1.1.y (when oonsideriDC a oonvsntios1. triotion tactor vsraua ae1Do\ds 

number diagram) thaD tor pipe t\ow. The oritioa1. vaLue ot :ae1JlO'Lds nlDlber 

a ppears to be between 2 000 and , 000 aDd it ill reaeosb'Le to .. a,.. a 

value ot 2 400 as tor circular pipe t'Low. 

The :aeyno'Lda number tor a oonoentrio annular aeotion i& detined &8 

P v (D - d) 
R. ap (7.102) 

e ~ 

For a quaai-conoentrio annu1.ar sUoe, the 1le1JlO\d& number oan be 

determined aa to1.'Lon: 

b • C - C rp ro 

B7drau1.1o _an radiWi (Rq.) • HI' o( 'to'iea 
wetted perimeter 

lil1H'! 7. J) . 
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b = -2 
(7.101) 

The Reynotds number tor the qu8si-ooncentric annular sUce (Req) is; 

4 R v 
R == 

9 ap 
eq v 

2 b v 
• R ap (7.102) . • = eq v 

The Reynotds number for the quasi-concentric annular sUce agrees with the 

concentric annular case since in this instance 

b 
_ D - d 
- 2 

for the critioal, va'Lue ot Req, Yap is the mean vel.ocity in the sUce tor 

1.aminar f l.ow. 

14. Procpdure tor yal,Uing tybu'Lent t1.Ow in the eccentric. appu],us 

The expressions governing annular ttow have been tormulatedand the 

anal,ytical, procedure tor sol,ving the problem can now be described. 

(1) The tol,l,owing parameters are chosen: 

(a) The pressure gradient (4P/L) 

(b) The diameter ratio (dID), 

(c) The eccentricity I. 

(2) Quasi-concentric section properties are evatuated as described 

in Section 2.2 

o 

Figure 7.31 
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Starting from the mid-radius, of the first s'Lice,OA the 

vetocity in taminar ftow is determined from equation (7.45). 

(4) The Reynolds number for the section c&nthen be ca1.culated 

from equation (7.102) and the vetocity above. 

(5) If the Reynolds number is less than a pres~ribed value 

(2400) the f tow can be ca 1.cu la ted from 

AQ = Yap AA 

(6) The shear stress on the pipe and capsul.e wa1.l.s can be 

ca1.culated from Tn = ~(dv/dY)n 
where (dv/dy) is the vetocity gradient at the capsul.e wa1.1. 

n 

(dv/dy)c or pipe wal.,l., (dv/dy)p. 

(7) These shear vatues can 'then be checked by a force balance. 

(This is simpl.y a check bui l.t into the computer programme). 

(tl) t:.l .. T cplJlJc + T ppbSp (7.104) 

where ASc ., ele_ntal. length of capsule perimeter, 

ASp = ew..ntal., 'Length of pipe perimeter. 

(8) If the Reyno1.ds number is greater than 2 400, ra1. can be 

determined from equation (7.41). Fora first approximation 

(9) 

A force balance is app1.ied 

to the quasi-concentric 

sl.ice in turbul.ent ftow 

thus; 

(7.105) 

(7.106) 
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(10) From equations (7.105) and (7.106) 

Mp 6S [ 22] "" 
r - r r 

~ .--Q. = P Ii ....£. (7.107) = 2 2 
"" /lAc 6Sp r • r - r p m c 

and 

+ v v v* c max c l'!IHi ....::..:e. = + v v* c v p ma% p max 

For 

v = v c max p max 

+ 

J:: v v* c max ~ (7.108) = = + v* c v p max 

From equations (7.107), (7.108) and (7.87) and (7.88) or the 

equivalent vetocity distribution equations 

2 2 + 
r - r r 4,4 tog y + 6,2 
pm....£. = c 
2 2 r + 

r - r p 6·, 1 'Log y + 3,0 m c p 

at y = r 
m 

where + v*c Yc 
and + v*p yp 

Yc = yp = 
'V 'V 

where v*c = J~ 
and v*p = J 1~ 

(11) From equation (7.10~) the radius of maximum vetocity (r) 
m 

can be found by an iterative process. 

(7.109) 

(12) For each sub-area (Aa) ftow can be catcutated by considering 

the vetocity profite retative to the pipe and capsule 

respectiveLy. 

(13) The mean vetocity in the annuLus for pressure ftow is then 

determined from 

f ap = 

. 
<. 

(7.110) 
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where the first two terms on the riaht hand side are for 

turbutent and the third tel'S is for l.aminar f'Low. The 

angte ~LT is the angte at which the f'Low changes from 

'Laminar to turbutent. 

(14) The gross friction factor and Reynolds number for the 

eccentric annu~ can be determined from 

(r - r ) p c 

Pv!p 
f -

(15) To check with the pseudo hydrautic mean radius concept, 

catcutate f from Anf and Re from 1,25R. 

15. End effects 

(7.111) 

For an individuat capsute of finite tencth there are end effects 

contributing to totat head 'Loss components, both at the teading face and the 

tait end of the capsute. 

These end effects must be apparent in both'the stationary and mobite 

capsute cases. In both cases the intet and outtet head 'Losses may be 

considered as functions of the .ean water ve'Locity retative to the capsule. 

Ixperizentat coefficients were determined in the former case (for 

static capsutes) and witt be extended tater to dynamic capsutes. 

The end effects assume a greater or tesser significance depending on 

the tencth of the capsute and compared with annutar 'Losses, have a smatter 

rote as tencth of capsute increases. 

15.1 Static caMute - intet energy 'Loss 

The intet head 'Loss witt be discusse,d in detai t in Chapter 9. At this 

stap it is sufficient to state that non-d1llenaionat va't,ues of the intet 
Ahi 

head 'Loss are expressed as -2 and an empiricat equation representing the 
V-/2g 

experimentat resutts for the static capsute vatues is; 

Ahi - = k' 
v2/2g 

(7.112) 
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In Chapter 9 it witt be shown that the vatue for k' is given by 

k' = 22(d/D)6 
e 

for eccentric annuti. 

7.70 

(7.113) 

No simpte corretation was found for concentric annuti and a poty-

nomiat of degree four was evaLuated by computer; 

k~ = - 28,37(~) + 180 ,37(~)2 _ 364,60(%)3 + 244, 15(~)4 (7.114) 

15.2 Energy tosses at outlet 

The resutts of experiments on outtet head tosses for static capsutes 

witt be deatt with in Chapter 9 where it witt be shown that outtet tosses 

can be expressed in the form; 

l1h o 

v2/2g 
= 

An empiricat fit to the experimentat resutts yields; 

;0 ~ 0,68 r 1d 2 _ ~ 2 

/2g L~ - (D") :J 

(7.115) 

(7.116) 

for eccentric annuti. For concentric &nnuti the constant in the above 

equation becomes 1,15 (see Chapter 9). 

The three equations, (7.96), (7.113) and (7.116) are adequate for 

catcutating the excess head toss across a static eccentric capsute in the 

workabte range, viz., 

l1H = l1hf + l1h. + l1h - hf cs a 1 0 C 
(7.117) 

The appropriate vaLues can atso be used in equation (7.117) for catcutating 
/ 

the head toss across a concentric &Dnutus 

16. Incipient motion 

The fottowing section is concerned with the interaction of the capsute 

and surrounding ftow at incipient capsute motion. 

The incipient vetocity (V.) is defined as the mean water vetocity 
1 

when the capsute is just on the threshotd of movement. At this vetocity the 

-""";;, 

1 

. ,. 
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tota~ drag on the capsute (form drag and skin friction) just exceeds the 

so~id to so~idfriction between the capsute and pipe wa~~, for non-vertica~ 

pipes, p~us the component of capsute weicht down the s~pe in an upward 

s~ping pipe. It wi~~ be shown tater that, in genera~, for a given 

capsute diameter the incipient ve~city increases with increasing capsute 

tength or density and the effect of increasing capsute diameter is to 

~wer the ~ncipieIit ve~ci ty •. 

The corresponding incipient head ~ss is defined as the excess head 

~ss across a tength of pipe tine containing a capsute compared with the 

same tength of capsute-free pipe, both measured at the incipient ve~city. 

The threshold of capsute movement is studied because it is the 

timiting condition of the mobite capsute case and a study of inCipient 

conditions yields one extreme point on the excess head ~ss as a function 

of mean water ve~city curves. The ana~ysis ,gives the water ve~city at 

which capsutes first begin to move and experiments with mohite capsutes~.1ti ~~ 

be shown to support the equation when extrapotated to zero capsute ve~city. 

It wi~~ be shown in Chapter 10 that the retation between mean water 

ve~city and capsute ve~city invo~ves the incipient ve~city as one variabte. 

F~w conditions around static capsutes have been shown to be amenabte 

to ana~ysis when supptezented by experimenta~ coefficients and the 

incipient case indicates a possibte form of empirica~ equation for excess 
. 

energy ~ss when the capsutes are moving. This wi~~ be discussed further in 

Chapters 14 and 15. 

16.1 Momentum and energy principles app~ied to incipient conditions 

Some of this materiat has a~eady been pub~ished with the prior consent 

of the supervisor (see Lazarus and Ki l.ner reference 31). 

App~ying the momentum equation to the water in the static capsute case 

yields (see Figure 7.32) 

. ~ . 

~. "~ 
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datu. 

Figure 7.32 

f nD(L1 + L2) + i nDL + (i ndL + Df ) 
oc" P c c c 

+ w [~2 (L1 + L2 +Lc) - '12 Lc] Sin ~ 
where T = mean shear stress on the waLL of the pipe in the oc 

(7.118) 

curvi Linear fLow region just upstream and just downstre~ 

of the capsu'Le. 

L1 = 'Length over which curvilinear fLow takes ptace upstream 

of the capsu'Le. 

L2 = 'Len,th over which curvilinear fLow occurs downstream of 

the capsu'Le 

i = mean waLL shear stress on the pipe in the eccentric annutar 
p 

section. 

i = mean shear stress on capsule. c 

Df = form drag on the capsule. 

and the 'Last term on the right hand side 

[zi. ~~ J i.e. w 4 (L1 + L2 + Lc) - 4 ~c Sin ~ is the component of water 

weight down the sLope in the controL voLume. 

The totaL forward dra, on the capsu'Le is the sum of the skin friction 

and f ol"ll drag, 
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(7.119) DT = Df + Tc ndLc 

Equation (7.118) can be written as, 

2 
~ [(Pi - P2) - w(Z2 - Z1)] = 

2 
t wal"l" forces + DT - + wLc Sin 'I 

(7.120) 

where, t wal"l" forces = T iD(L1 + L2) + f nDL oc p c 

2 P P 
••• ~ [(~ + Z1) - (If + Z2)] = t wal"l" forces + DT - Vb Sin 'I (7.121) 

where Vb = buoyancy force on capsu1.e. 

For equi Ubrium of the capsu1.e at incipience; 
I,. 

DT = I-LfW' Cos 'I + W';., Sin 'I (7.122) 

where W' = submerpd weight of capsu1.e = W - Wb 

I-Lf = soUd to sol"id static friction factor. 

From equations (7.121) and (7.122) 

2 P P 
~ [(wi + Z1) - (~ + Z2)] = t wal"l" forces + I-LfW' Cos 'I + W' Sin 'I 

(7.123) . .. 
Appl"ying the energy" equation to the s'Lopinc pipe; 

(~~_, ... ~ .. +Z2' = Ah~a + llhi + Aho + ~ .0c(L1 + L2) (7.124) 

P P2 Combining equations (7.123) and (7.124) to el"iminate (Wi: + Z1) - (Y' + Z2) 

and inserting the separate t wal"l" forces terms, yieMs 

2 ~ T 4L J ~ L\h + Ah. + L\h - P '0 = I-L W' Cos 'I + W' Sin 'I 4 fa 1 0 Dw f 

L\hf + L\h. + llh T 4 
• a 1 0 ~ = 

• • L - wD 
o 

Now for horizontal" pipes 

4 [I-LfW' Cos 'I + W' Sin 'I] 
nD2.L c 

(7.125) 

(7.126) 

where S c = specific gravity of the capsu1.e and the term Is c - 1 I indicates 

that friction may act a'Long the top of the pipe wal"l" where S < 1,0. , c 

The first three terms on theteft hand side are given by equations 
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( 7. 96), (7. 112) and ( 7. 116) • 

For the wa1.1. shear stress on the' pipe in the annutar section (ip)' 

,the fo 1.l.owing equation app1.ies: 

2 2 
(D - d ) - -wAhf 'It 4 = "C 'Jtl>L + "C 'ltdL a p c c c (7.127) 

For a static capsule and pipe wa1.1. havinC the same frictiona1. shear stress; 

i = i p c (7.128) 

This is wi thin about 8 per cent for diD > 0,51,. and improves as dID -- 1 for 

unit eccentricity (see Figure 8.13). 

• • • 

. 
• • 

~! _ CD - d) Ahfa 
w D - D L 

c 

Ah i Ah 
~,_~! = fS) ~ 

L w D ~ L 
c . c 

Inserting equation (7.129) in e4uation (7.126) gives; 

(7.129) 

and the inherent assumption in this equation is that the mean shear stress 

vaLue in the, eccentric annu'Lus is the same for the capsule and pipe wa1.1.. 

16.2 Equation for determining the incipient vel.ocity (Vi) 

From equations (7.96) and (7.129) and the retation between V and 'a 

for static capsules, viz. 

(7.131) 

we obtain; 

Ah (-) - (L) , y y d d 
[ 

0 239 ,,1,75 0,25 J 
fa D - ~ c 2g(D _ d)1,25[1 _ (~)2]1,75 (7.132) 

Thus equation (7.126) becomes; 

'1,75 ..2 
C1 'i + C2 ~ - C3 

= 0 

,>< < ",t, 

t 

j; 

Jr 
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where 
(7.134) 

(7.135) 

C = 
3 

(7.136) 

Equation (7.133) and (7.117) were soLved for V. and 6H on the Univac 1106 
1. cs 

computer for Il
f 

= 0,32 determined experimentaLLy (see Chapter 10) and 

different vatues of diameter ratio (d/D), capsule Length to diameter ratio 

(L /d) and capsute specific gravity (S) as weLL as different: pipe diameters. c c 

A comparison with experimentaL resuLts wiLL be given in Chapter 14. 

16.3 Incipient motion in verticaL pipes 

In verticaL pipes the soLid to soLid friction term faLls away and the 

intet, outtet and annu1ar head toss terms are modified and not equaL to 

those for fuLLy eccentric capsutes. 

Equation (7.125) yieLds, for verticaL pipes; 

6h
f 

+ 6h. + 6h _ i p :L c = (-nd ~ 2 I S - 1 I L 
a 1. 0 W. C C 

(7.137) 

where 
o 079' ( )0 ,25 L ,! ,75 ' 

= ' v C 1. 

6hfa 2 (0,2(D _ d)}1,25(2g)[1 _ (~)2J1.75 (7.138) 

6h1.. = k' ~/2g c 1. 

k' is given by equation (7.114) 

c [, 1 ~2~ 6h = 1,15 d 2 - 1 ~ 
o 1 - (D) g 

(7.140) 

The equation for excess head toss, equation (7.117), can be inserted in 

equation (7.137) and the excess head toss in a verticaL pipe becomes; 

(6H )! == tul + tul. + 6h c loS a 1. 0 
(7.141) 

i 4L 
= (S)2 Is - 11 L + p ,c - h D c c Dw fc (7.142) 

where (aHc)is is the totaL excess head toss in a non-horizontaL pipe. 
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Even though the first term on the right hand side of the above 

equation is reflected as a head difference on the differentia1 pressure 

transmitter (or manometer) it is simp1y the head due to the submer~ed 

weight of the capsute and the fl,uid head 10ss is thus (Mi ). where; 
c 1.S -

"C' 4L 
P c _ h 

Dw fc 

From equation (7.129); 

T 4L 
pc = Ah (1 _i) 

wD faD 

· . (~Hc)iS = ~hfa(1 -!) -h fc 

Ah (1 _ S) d = --h a D D fc 

and (~Hc>is = ~h (1 _ S) d 
+ (!>2 Isc - 1 I Lc --h a D D :tc 

From equations (7.141) and (7.145) 

. 
• • 

• · . 

~ha + ~hi + Mlo = Mla (1 - ~) -! hfc + (!)2 I Sc - 1 I Lc 

Ml. + ~h 
1. 0 

= (~)2 Isc - 1 I Lc - ~(~ha + hfc ) 

~hi + ~o +! lhllfa = (!)2 I Sc - 1 I Lc 

(7.143) 

(7.144) 

(7.145) 

(7.146) 

And, if equations (7.138), (7.139) and (7.140) as we11 as (7.131) are 

insert~g,._ .. in equation (7.146), this equation, together with equation (7.144) 

yietds the incipient ve10city and f1uid excess head 10ss for capsutes in a 

vertica1 pipe. 

The so1utions of incipient equations for horizonta1, vertica1 and 

s1opine; pipeUnes are discussed in Chapter 14. 

17. Mobile capsutes 

Up to this point the head 10ss in a pipe1ine, with a static capsule, 

has been determined and it has been shown that the excess head 10ss in the 

static capsute case consists of three components, i.e. 

Mics = ~h + ~h. + ~h .a 1. 0 
(7.117) 

For investigations of so1id to so1id friction between the capsute and 
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pipe waLL it has been shown that the Limiting case of static capsules, i.e. 

incipient capsute. motion, is a'Lso fuLLy determined. 

It remains now to extend the ana Lysis to mobi1..e capsu1..es. Laminar 

fLow in the annuLus of a mobi1..e capsu1..e water system wiLL first be deaLt 

with in Section 18. In this section it wiLL be proved· that the fLow in 

the annuLus consists of two superimposab1..e components, a pressure and a 

Couette component. 

In order to extend the anaLysis yet further to turbu1..ent fLow in the 

eccentric annuLus with end effects, in Sections 21 to 25, the Couette 

component in turbu1..ent fLow wiLL first be anaLysed in Section 19. 

18. Laminar fLow in.a concentric annutus with a moving core 

Equation (7.28) which is a form of the Navier Stokes equation in 

cyLindricaL co-ordinates can now be apptied to the case of Laminar fLow in 

the concentric annuLus with a moving core. 

~ _ ~.L (#) 
d.x - - r dr dr (7.28) 

Integrating twice, as before, yietds; 

and (7.147) 

The boundary conditions now become; 

v = 0 where r = r (pipe radius) p 

v = V when r = r (capsu1..e or core radius) c c 

B = .L dP r2 _ A 1.nr 4p. dx p p 

and V 1 (dP) 2 +B = -'4"" d.x r +A1.nr c p. c c 
r r 

A = _1 (.Ql.) (r2 _ i)/1.n (...2) - V /1.n(~) 4p. dx p c r c rc c 

substituting for A yietds; 
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(7.148) 

note that T = ~(~) 

(~) [_.!: + .L(r2 _ r2)/l.n(~)J _ ~ V c/l.n(~) 
dx 2 4r pc·. r r rc 

c 
. . T = (7.149) 

The first two terms on the right hand side are the same as for concentric 

annular ftow and the third term is the 8ubtracted effect due to capsuLe 

motion retative to the pipe. 

Equation (7.149) shows that the shear due to pressure ftow can be 

atgebraicatty added to the shear due to Couette ftow for taminar ftow 

round concentric capsules. If dP/dx = 0 in equation (7.149),then the tast 

term on the right hand side is due to Couette ftow. 

The shear stress at the capsule watt is; 

[ 

( 2 2 
dP r - r ) ~V r 

T = t - - r + P c J ---.£ /l.n(~) c dx c r r r 
2r l.n(~) c c 

c r 

(7.150) 

c 

and a simitar anatysis in the outer zone yieUds the shear stress at the pipe 

watt; 

(7.151) 

T = T + T 
C cp cc (7.152) 

and T = T +T 
P pp pc (7.153) 

. where T = shear stress on capsule watt due to pressure ftow cp 

T = shear stress on capsule watt due to Couette ftow cc 
T = shear stress on pipe watt due to pressure ftow pp 

T = shear pc stress on pipe watt due to Couette ftow 

Substituting for A and B in equation (7.147) yields; 

:;:. ~:;ii; } 

•. ~ 
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If V = 0, the expression reduces to that for taminar ftow in a 
c 

concentric annutus. 

The first two terms on the right hand side 'of equation (7.'154) are 

those due to pressure ftowand occur as tong as there is a pressure gradient. 

The third :term is due to Couet.te ftow and onLy occurs if V· 1= 0 
c 

The totaL vetocity vector at a pOint in concentric 'Laminar ftow with 

a moving core (or capsuLe) is thus 'shown to be composed of a pressure and a 

Couette component which can be aLgebraicaLLy added together. 

Equation (7.154) is a generaL equation and does not impLy that the 

ca psu 1,e is trave L'Ling under the infLuence of the pressure gradient. 

Equation (7.28) was a'Leo integrated by CharLes (reference 1~) but he 

did not arrive at the vetocity expression given by equation (7.154). 

CharLes obtained the foLtowing expression: 

v = _.L (.9l) (r2 _ r2) 
. 41J. dx P 

(7.155) 

He must have made some assumption not mentioned in his paper since this is 

not the resuLt of integrating equation (7.28). 

It can be shown that equation (7.155) is appLicable to a capsule with 

neutraL buoyancy. A 'Long cy'LindricaL capsule in which end effects ar~ isnored 

is considered to be traveL1,ing in a 'concentric position, re'Lative to the pipe. 

< < < < < < < < < < < <<< < < < < < < < < « < < < < < < <' < < ( < < , ~ ~ , " .... T 
P + llP 

- ;~ }~ 
P 

-
> ,) > >; > > > > >, >>> , > > > >.>>> > > > > > , » > > > » > > , > > > > »> > , 

-I 
Figure 7.33 . 

" .,~ , 

i 
, j 
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Summing forces on the capsule yietds; 

= - 1.1. 21tr(dx) * 
. . = - ~I.I. (:) 

Assuming (~) = constant and integrat"ing gives; 

where r > r c 

2 2 
r - r p (7.155) 

This is the same equation arrived at by Charles using a more compLicated 

technique and inserting some assumption not mentioned in his paper. 

The difference between equation (7.155) and equation (7.154) is that 

there is an impLication inherent in equation (7.155) that the pressure drop 

aLong the capsul.e is batanced by the shear stress on the capsule waLL. 

This is true if the onLy forces acting on the capsul.e are the pressure and 

shear forces aLong the capsul.e. The onLy case when this assumption is 

appLicabl.e is the neutraLLy buoyant capsule (l..s.minar fLow) and the veLocity 

distribution reaches a maximum vaLue at the capsul.e. (See Figure 7.34a) 

In a verticaL or sLoping pipe equation (7.154) appties, since there is 

an additionaL force acting on the capeute, due to the component of capsul.e 

weight, and the veLoCity can reach a maximum in the annuLus (see Figure 7.34b). 

Equation (7.154) appties to non-neutraLLy buoyant capsules since there 

is an additionaL force due to soLid to soLid friction and the component of 

capsule weight. This argument appLies to eccentric capsules onLy and the 

anaLysis was for concentric capsules. However, the anaLysis is extended to 

cover the eccentric annuLus case by means of the quasi-concentric annuLus 

concept. Charles's equation thus has' a very Limited appLication and 

equation (7.154) deveLoped in this section .is far more generaL. 
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(a) 
Figure 7.34 

, .. 
18.1 Discharu in the ap,pu],UB"'''~:f> an 4pfinite],v 'Lone ~oncentrica],],y 

orientated capsu],e (moving at ve'Locity V c) in ~inar f'Low. 

Laminar f'Low in the annuJ,us (Qa)' can be obtained in the fo]''Lowing . 

manner, where the point ve'Locity (v) is froll equation (7.154). 

and 

, 

r 
'p 

Qa = 2" J vr dr 

I 1.n(~ ) 
P 

r c 
r 

~dP) JP 2 2 = . 4~ di' [ (r. - r ) 
rc p. 

2 r 2 r 
= L 1.,n(...:£) 

2 r 
= L[1.,n...:£+tJ 

2 r 

rdr = 

Q = a 

2 
.L. [1.,n(L) - t J 
2 rp 2 2 

2 A.. 4. 2 2 r - r _ ~»&.)[L _ Lr _ p c 
4~ dX 4· 2 p r 

1.,n(~) 
rc 

. r 
2 p 

{f-( 1.n L - t)} J 2 r 
p rc 

"'~I 

'ii' 
V 
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Simp1ifying gives; 

2 
L 
2 

Qa = t(~)(r! - r~) Gr! + r~) 

C1n:1) 
rc 

Vc r~ J 
2 2 

r - r p c 

7.82 

(7.156) 

(7.157) 

V = mean vetocity in the annutus of a mobile capsule water ~ystem am 

• • (7.158) 

Note that the first term on the right hand side is the mean vetocity in the 

annu1us due to concentric 'Laminar pressure ftow with a fixed core (fap) 

(see equation (7.45» and the second term is the Couette ftow component 

• • V .. _ = V + V _ ap ac (7.159) 

This proves that the mean vetocity in the annutus of a mobile con-

centric capsule with taminar ftow in theannutus is composed of pressure 

and a Couette component. 

19. Couette ftow 

Couette ftow can be defined as ftow between two para1le1 wa11.s, one 

fixed and one moving in its own ptane. 

The nature of the ftow between the ptates may be laminar or turbulent 

and may exist with or without a positive or negative pressure gradient. 

Three types of Couette ftow can be defined here, depending on the 

geometry of the wa 11.s; 

(1) circutar Couette ftow with the wa11.scurving in the 

direction of ftow, (i.e. the ctassica1 viscometer), 
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(2) ptane Couette ftcw in which one ptane surface shears paratlet 

to another, 

(3) circutar Couette ftcw in which the watts are curved per-

pendicutar to the ftcw direction. This type of ftcw has 

not been defined or considered previousty and can be designated 

"curved Couette ftcw" or "cytindricat Couette ftcw" (e.g. one 

component of ftcw in the annuLus, which may be eccentric, 

between a capsute and pipe watt). 

19.1 Circutar Couette ftcw occurs between the watts of rotating 

cyLinders and was first investigated by Couette in 1890 (reference 12) in 

connection with viscometry. 

Circutar Couette ftcw with smatt ratios of ctearance to diameter, 

approach the case of ptane Couette ftcw. However, centrifugat forces are 

apparent. 

19.2 Ptane Couette ftcw 

A conceptua tty si.pte case, and in taminar ftcw, one which is used 

extensivety to introduce the ideas of viscosity; ptane Couette ftcw has not 

been examined experimentatty to a~ great extent. The onty references of 

an experimentat nature avaitabte, are Reichardt (reference 50), Robertson 

(reference 51 and reference 53) and Leutheusser and Chu (reference 32). 

19.2.1 Literature survey of ptane Couette ftcw 

Reichardt used a bett, 800 _ wide, which was suspended between two 

verticat putleys of 160 2m diameter (see Figure 7.35a)~ With oit as the 

test ftuid, taminar ftcw (evidenced by a tinear vetccity profile) was 

obtained at a Reynotds number; 

R' = 600 
e 

where uc b1 R' = e 'V 
(7.160) 
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According to the definition of Reynotds number used in this thesis 

(see equation 7.102) viz. 

R e = 
2b V a 

\I 

where and Va = mean vetocity between the pLates 

This corresponds to a Reynotds number Re 

• • • R = 2 400 e 

= 4 R' e 

(7.102) 

This is similar to the criterion for criticaL Reynotds number in circular 

pipe ftow. 

The criticaL Reynotds number found by Reichardt was about R' = 750 e 

corresponding to R = 3 000. e 

Figure 7.36 shows the vetocity profiles of Reichardt and the retation 

of Reichardt for turbulent vetocity profiles is discussed by Robertson and 

wi L1 be referred to betow. 

Robertson (reference 51) carried out experiments invoLving air as the 

test f'Luid. Robertson's apparatus consisted of a fixed and moving pLane as 

shown in Figure 7.35b. The beLt was 500 mm wide and the puLleys were mounted 

about 2,250 m apart. The beLt was driven at various speeds up to 26 mls. 

Vetocity profiles were measured using piezometer tubes. 

Robertson carried out experiments in the turbulent ftow region onLy at 

a fixed spacing distance of 2b1 = 49 mm. Some experiments were carried 

out with a fan, set up ahead of the Couette apparatus, which was used to 

btow enough air down the channeL to overcome the extra sidewaLL friction. 

This was done in order to overcome the principaL defect, from the 

ideaLization hoped for, which was that theaidpoint vetocity was 'Less than 

hatt the beLt vetocity (attributed to the presence of the fixed sidewaL1s). 

Figure 7.37 shows aLL the resuLts Biven by Robertson. These are for a 

range of Reynotds numbers (R') from 5 800 to 15 100, four with the fan e 

and beLt (B + F) and two with the beLt atone. 
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since u and p are constants. 
c 

7.95 

where 6S = surface area of capsule at a particular stice 
c 

6S = surface area of pipe at a particular stice. 
p 

~. 
........ --t--'-- ,bc 

\ 

........-l, 
\ 
\ 

6S I 
~capsute .. 11 

, , 

pipe 

b 

c 

I ..... ___ V_c ___ ... '"1\ capaute 

Figure 7.41 

The terms used in equation (7.17.0) are best il.1.ustrated in Figure 7.41. 

It shou1.d be emphasised that bpt bc and. 'I1c are tocal. va1.ues appl,ying at a 

particulAr toca 1 quasi-conoentric annutar section. 

From equation (7.170) 

b u 

1.011 ('v 9) j. ASp 10 ___ 
bu· AS 

l,og (c 9) 0 
10 v 

• A (7.171) 

where A is a constant val.ue, which, accoming to the method used for 

subdividing the annul.us, varies around. the annu l.us, increasing from the 

bottom to the top for an eocentrioal.\J travel.l.tng capeute. 

The oonstant (j,). i. a\v&ys poeater than unity necessitating b > b • P c 

From equation (7,171), 

bA u 1-A _.-.0_ (~) 
b - b • v o 

(7.172) 

The onlq unknown in equation (7.172) is bc ' And bc can hence be sol.ved at 
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att points around the annuLus by means of the Newton Raphson numericat 

iterative procedure with equation (7.172) in the form; 

V 1-A [V ]1-A 
F(bc ) = b! + (t) bc - 2~ b = 0 

where F denotes function of " ..•• 

Figure 7.42 shows an example of the way in which b varies from the 
c 

point where 'Laminar f10w ceases to the top of the capsute. The curve 

shown in this figure was determined by sotving equation (7.173) 

19.6 Curved Couette flow in an eccentric annular. section 

As was mentioned previousty, the f10ws in the annutus can be considered 

as comprising two components, pressure f10w and Couette f1ow. This section 

is devoted to the Couette f10w component and the fot1owing points witt be 

briefty discussed; taminar Couette f1ow, criterion for distinguishins 

between taminar and turbulent Couette f10w and turbu'Lent Couette f10w as 

regards the numericat computation. 

19.6.1 Laminar curved Couette f10w 

In Section 18 it was shown that the average ve1ocity' in the annutus 

due to couette f10w could be expressed as; 

for concentric annuti. 

2 2 
r - r .p c 

Emp10ying the method of quasi-concentric annuLi, the above equation 

can be repLaced by; 

~ C , (C 1') ] 
- rn1 r * V = V 0, 5/tn -C - 2 2 
ac c l' C C 

(7.174) 
r * rni - r1i 

Where Cr is the quasi-concentric radius and the subscript (i) denotes the 

sLice under consideration where i varies from 1 to n. The totat laminar 

flow in the annutus due to the Couette component is 

.. 
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tocu. of b where c 

u = u = V /2 c c 

---to-....... -------

v • 
0-

0,999 

',0 mla . 
! ~ 0,85, 

, 
7.97 

Figure 7.42 
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LT 

Qac = L Vac 
i=1 

M. 
J. 

7.98 

(7.175) 

LT = vaLue of i at which f'Low changes from 'Laminar to turbu'Lent. The 

shear stress on the capsu'Le wa 11 in 'Laminar f'Low at an ang'Le e around the 

perimeter is given by 

where 

For the pipe wa11 

v 
c 

C i 
C l' l.n(~) r J. r.I,J. 

v 
where (~~)p = - c 

C . 
C . l.n ( ..J:m:.

C 
) 

rIll. r1i 

(7.176) 

(7.177) 

Later on these shear va1ues wi11 be summed together with those for 

turbulent shear vaLues to find the average va1ues of the Couette shear 

components. 

The criterion for determining the s1.ice at which the f'Low changes from 

'Laminar to turbu'Lent f'Low was as fo1'Lows: 

R ec = 
2b V ac > 2 400 v 

where R =- cri tica 1 Reyno 1.ds number ec 

and V = l.aminar Couette f'Low in an annu'Lar s1.ice. ac 

An iterative process was fo1'Lowed to estab1.ish the critica1 Reyno1.ds number 

prior to the 'Laminar f~w ca l"cu'Lations. 

19.6.2 Turbu'Lent Couette f'Low in eccentric annutus 

After ca l"cutatinc va 1ues for 'Laminar f'Low up to the point where a s1.ice 

became turbu'Lent, the'next step was to find the 'Loca1 va1ue of bc and bp' 

i.e. bci and bpi. 

This was done by so1ving equation (7.173) as discussed. 
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Vb. 
Now R' =....£. ....Q.a;. ecc 2 'J 

Vb. 
and R' =....£. -R.3:. 

eCp 2 'J 

7.99 

and the locat vatues of v*c and v*p were found from equations (7.166) and 

(7.167). 

In order to find the flow in the eccentric annutus at each stice in 

turbu1ent flow, sub-stices were considered individuatty and the velocity 

distribution taws which were found to fit Robertson's ptane Couette flow 

data (equations (7.162), (7.163) and (7.164)) were used in a quasi-concentric 

stice to find the flow by summine the flows in each sub-stice. 

(For D = 74 mm and dID = 0,85, a typicat sub-stice area wouLd be 

0,03 mm2) 

To find the totat Couette flow, the flows in each sub-stice in 

turbu'Lent flow and each stice in 'Laminar ftow, were sUDllled and divided by 

the totat annutar area to give Vac (the average velocity component in the 

annutus due to Couette flow). 

The ave rase shear stress on the pipe and capsu'Le watt respectivety 

were found by summing elementat forces around the watts in Laminar and 

turbu1ent flow and dividinc by the appropriate perimeter. 

and 

where 

and 

The shear stress in turbulent flow being ca tcutated from 

T 
CC 

T 
cp 

v* c 

ll.tt-p 

= 

= 

= 

2 
P v* p 

V 
011~ ....£. 

2 tog R' ecc 
Vc 011~ 
2 log R' ecp 

The quasi-concentric vatues of the above being dependent on b . and b .• 
. C1 p1 

The resu tts of ana tysis of curved Couette ftow witt be discussed in the 

next section with regard to vetocities in the annutus due to curved Couette 

flow and in Chapter 8 with regard to shear stress and forces on the capsule. 

, 
, 
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19.7 

19.7.1 

Resu]'ts of curved Couette flow ana],ysis 

Effect of Capsu],e Ve],ocity 

7.100 

Figure 7.43 shows typica], ve],ocity distributions in curved Couette 

f],ow using the equations (7.162), (7.163) and (7.164) for plane Couette 

f],ow. These curves are at e = goO where the gap is 1argest and the 

diameter ratio (din) and eccentricity are kept constant at din = 0,85 

and e = 0,99 respective~. The on],y dependent variab],e is capsu],e 

ve],ocityV and the effect of this variab],e on the mean annu],ar Couette c 

f],ow ve],ocity component (Vac ) as we],], as wa],], shear stresses wi],], be dea],t 

with; the former in this Chapter and the tatter in the next. 

19.7.2 Effect of V on ve],ocity in annutus due to Couette f],ow (V ) c ~ 

The effect of V on V can best be seen on Figure 7.44 where Vac c ac . 

is p],otted against V with diameter ratio as parameter. 
c 

The curves are drawn at unit eccentricity but the effect of 

eccentricity on V is very s1ight, as can be seen from Figure 7.45 where ac 

the difference between the average annu],ar Couette f],ow ve],ocity is of the 

order of ~ (at din = 0,85 and Vc = 3 mVs) when the eccentricity is changed 

from zero to unity. Reverting to Figure 7.44, the most notab],e feature is 

the 1inear relation. between Vac . and Vc and Figure 7.46 shows the ratio 

(V Iv) as a function of diameter ratio yietding a unique curve regardless ac c 

of the vatue of Vc and atmost independent of eccentricity (e). 

The on],y other variab],e which can influence this curve is the abso]'ute 

value of pipe diameter and since, non-ciimensiona]' ve],ocity distribution 

taws were used, theactua], pipe diameter can have no effect as can be seen 

from Figure 7.47. 

Figure 7.46 is thus a unique ana],ytica], curve which can be described 

by the f ormu],a; 
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UnfortunateLy, no simpLe expression coutd be found for this 

reLation and for the purpose of caLcuLation it is expressed as a third 

degree po Lynomia L thus; 

(7.178) 

20. Continuity equation for mobile capsule water system 

The continuity equation states that the rate of change of the mass of 

water ABC D E F G H as it moves to A' B' C' D' E' F' G' H', in time (dt) 

is zero (see Figure 7.48). 

- .... V 

-

Figure 7.48 

Consider the generaL case of a stationary pipe with a capsuLe traveLLing 

at veLocity (V). The water veLocity in the capsute-free pipe has a c 

veLocity (V) where V < V. The mean veLocity in the annuLus of the 
c. 

capsute pipe system is Vam" 

Superimpose a veLocity V in the opposite direction to which the c 

capsule is traveLLing. In this case the capsule remains stationary and 

the water veLocity reLative to the capsuLe is (V - V ), the mean annuLar ----I..... c 
veLocity reLative to the capsule is (Vam - Vc) and the pipe waLL veLoc111. -reLative to the capsule is V • c 

.. 
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Figure 7.49 

Consider the votume of water ABCD moving to position A' B' C' D' in 

time (dt). The distance BB' is (V - V )dt and the distance CC' is c 

(v - V )dt. The votume A' B' C D may be ignored since it is common to am. c 

both ABCD and A' B' C' D'. 

From the definition of the continuity equation, and the fact that the 

water is considered to be incompressib'Le, the "loWltevA,.,B.:&'-4A4 = C D D' 0' 

2 
~D2 - d

2
)(fam - Vc)dt • • .2f(V - V c)dt = 

VD2 = Vam(D
2 

- d
2

) + Vcd
2 

'I - V (d/D)2 
V . c . . = 

1 - (d/D)2 .. --am (7.179) 

Atso Q = Q + Q a c (7.100) 

where Qa = ftow in annutus 

Qc = votume ftow of capsu'Le. 

21. A,na],ysis of generat case of mObiJ..e capsu'Le water system 
., 

Consider the annutar section ontyof a'mobi'Le capsu'Le water system. 

One way to deat with this system is to superimpose a capsule vetocity 

(V ) on the who'Le system in the reverse. direction to which the capsu'Le is c 

travetting, as was done when deriving the continuity equation. 

However, this approach 'Leads to the pipe watt travetting backwards 

retative to the capsu'Le and, atthoUBh this was hetpfut for the continuity 

equation, an atternative approach witt be used which appears to be more 

i, 

" : ~~ 
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frultfu'L. This is to app'Ly a capsute ve'Locity in the reverse direction to 

the capsule and water on'Ly, so that the pipe wa'L'L remains stationary and 

subsequent'Ly to super~pose the capsule ve'Locity effect thus; 

+ 

(a) (c) 

~ 

VI = V [1 - (~)] ap D 

Figure 7.50 

The system shown in Figure 7.5O(a) is equiva'Lent to the system shown .. 
in Figure 7.5O(b) (whiCh, can be described as the pressure component) p'Lus 

the Couette component in Figure 7.50(c) where 

v = Vap +V (7.159) am ac 

where V = mean ve'Locity in annu'Lus due to pressure component, ap 

V = mean ve'Locity in annu'Lus ac due to Couette component. 

The continuity and momentum equations can now be app'Lied to the annutar 

portion of system 7.50(b) and 7.50(c) respective'Lyand atg8braica'L'Ly added 

to give the comp'Lete system, Figure 7.5O(a). 

This approach has been shown to be va'Lid for 'Laminar f'Low, equations 

(7.150), (7.152), (7.154) and (7.158} and the assumption is made that it is 

app'Licab'Le and can be extended to turbulent f'Low aswe'L'L. 

Note that the f'Low ve'Locity in the Knnu'Lus • V - V as was the . T am c 

case when superimposing Vc on the who'Le system to get the ve'Locity retative 

to the capsute. 

Now V >rV - V J ap L' am c. 
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21.1 Pre,sY'e oOlponent 

1 2 

P' == I 
j ~~I~~~~~~~~~~~ 

d D 

Figure 7.51 

The totat foroe equation yie14.; 

2 2 
(p. _ p,)(D. - 4) • i DL + i dL 

1 2 4 pp 0 op 0 
(7.181 ) 

where i • .hear stres •. on water at pipe watt due. to preSlure ftcw. pp -'f • .hear .tre •• on wa1;er at oaptu1.e watt· due to pressure ftcw. op 

The pre •• ure dr0p between .eotions1 and 2 in the annutus has atready 
~ , 

been detined as w 6h
ta

• Seotion. 1 ani 2 are just inside the annulus. 

i DL+i dL 
.'. Ah • 4( pp C op Q) (7.182) 

fa w(D2 _ d2) 

21.2 COUltte 991R9P'nt 

The totat foroe equation 1'ie14., ' 

i 
00 

V 
o 

Figure 7.52 

o ~/ipo nDLo - ioo nelLo (7.18,) 

where i and i are shear stres.e. at the pi" and. oapsu1.e watt respeotive'Ly, po 00 

due to Couette ftc •• .. 
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Combining equations (7.181) and (7.183), 

2 2 
(p' - P2,)(D 4 d) • i DL + i DL + dL (f - ~ ) 

or 

1 pp c pc c c cp cc 

i • net shear on water at pipe. watt[due to water f1.ow p 

ve1.o0ity retative t.o pipe watt (Vam~ 

i = net shear on water at capsule watt[due to average c 

water ve1.ocity retative to capsute watt, i.e. 

(Va + Va - V) or (' - V ~. P c c am cd 

i.' +T andi =i +i p pp pc c cp co 

i DL + i dL 
P 9 c c 

2 2 
weD 4 d ) 

(' +, )DL +dL (i - ~ ) pp pc c c 9P cc 
. 2 2 

weD 4 d ) 

Ahfa = 

(7.184) 

(7.185) 

(7.186) 

There are thus two methods for deatine with the f1.ow in the annuLus between 

the pipe and mobile capsule; 

Firstty, from equation (7.185) 

, DL +, dL 
P 0 c c 

. 2 2 
wCD 4: d ) 

and in this case ~ and , are the cross average shear stresses on the , p c 

water at the pipe and capsule wa 1.1.8 

where ip is assumed to be a function of 'am 

and ~ is assumed to be a function of (f - V ) c am c 

Secondty, from equation (7.182), 

4('· DL + i dL) 
Ah _ pp 9 cp g' 

fa w(D2 _ d2) 

since the Couette shear forces f DL a~ l dL are equal. and represent pc c cc c 

force on the pipe and capsule watts due to the motion of the capsule retative 

to the pipe. 
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In this case Tpc = f(Vac ) 

Tcc - f(Vac ) 

and 

and 

7.111 

T = f(V ) pp ap 

T = f(V ) cp . ap 

Both approaches shoutd be compatibte. However,-the former method 

is tess precise since gross va1ues were used and the functiona1 retations 

were more difficu1t to determine. This wi11 be termed the "gross" method. 

The tatter method is more tedious to app1y and a numerica1 integration 

technique is used. This appears to be more e%act and gives better agree

ment with e%perimenta1 resu1ts (see Chapter 15). This method wi11 be 

termed the finite etement method since sma11 but finite etements of the 

annu1us are considered in the ana1ysis. 

22. Tota1 fOrce eguati9n 

Consider a steady state retative to the capsute. The form and skin 

friction drag on the movinr oapsute just balance the s01id to s01id friction 

force p1us the shear resistance due to Couette flow on the capsute. 

App1ying the tota1 force concept to a steady state water capsule system, 

we get, when considering the forces acting on the water (see Figure 7.53); 

....... -
l' 

OC 

~ -..-
pp pc >----

T 
CC 

-I 
~ .......-oc \ 

1.-.- P , 2 , .....-
1......-
I , ---

Figure 7. 53. 
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_T\2 
(P1 - P2)~4 = ~ iO(L1 + L '+ [T iOL + T ~dL J + Df oc ~ pp c cp c 

+ [T -1'\L - i 'It<iL J pc ~ c cc c (7.187) 

where ~ = shear stress on wa 1,1, of pipe in curvi Unear ftow region oc 

upstream and downstream of mobile capsule. 

L
1

, L2 = Length over which curvi Unear ftow takes p'Lace upstream 

and downstream of mobile capsule. 

~ = soUd friction force on mobile capsule. 

Df = form drag on mobile capsule. 

The total, drag on the capsule in the direction,·of ftow is the sum of 

the skin friction drag and the form drag. Thus; 

DT = Df + [T ndL - T ~ J (7. 188) cp c cc c 

For the mobile capsule the total, drag is in equil,ibrium with the sol,id 

to sol,id friction and the component of capsule weight down the stope; 

• . . 
Equation (7.187) can be written as 

2 

(7.189) 

~ [P1 - P2 - w{z2 - z1)] = d2 
E wa 1,1, forces + DT - .,...L c sin ~ 

where E wal,l, forces = ~. iO(L1 + L2) + T iOL + T iOL oc pp c pc c 

i.e. the wal,l, forces on the water at the pipe wal,l, due to water ftow. 

= E wal,l, forces + ~fW' cos ~ - ~fLF 

+ WI sin ~ (7.190) 

where ~ = Uft force on the capsule 

. :.:". 
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and where WI 
2 

= W - 2t~ wLc 
2 

= .xL wL I s - 1 I 4 c c 

7.113 

In words, this equation (7.190) states that the totat change in force 

between section 1 and 2 is equat to the sum of the shear forces on the 

water due to pressure ftow at the pipe watt, ptus the shear forces on 

the water at the pipe watt due to Couette ftow, ptus the sotid to sotid 

friction force on the capsute at the pipe watt due to the reduced weight 

of the capsute (reduced as a resutt of buoyancy and tift forces), ptus the 

component of capsute weight down the stope. 

When apptying the energy equation to the mobite capsute pipe system, 

Bernouitti's equation states that,the totat head at section 1 equate the 

totat head at section 2, ptus head tosses from 1 to 2 (see Figure 7.53). 

The head toss in the annutus has aLready been discussed and the other head 

tosses are due to contraction and expansion as the water passes over the 

teading and traiting faces of the capsute, ptus head tosses due to curvi-

tinear ftow upstream and downstream of the capsutej 

(7.191 ) 

This is the same equation as the energy equation for static capsutes 

except that the te1'll8 tllifa , tllii and tllio are modified as discussed 'Later; 

Combining the energy equation (7.191) and totat force equation (7.190) 

yie1.ds 
2 4L 

~4 r6hf + tlli. + 6h - ---.£.D (T + T )1 = J.Lf WI (cos ¢ - Lr) L a 1 0 W pp pc~ 

. . 4L 
D2[6hf + 6h. + 6h ~T + T )] a 1 0 - wD pp pc 

where Lr = tift ratio = tr/WI 

+ WI sin ¢ 

= d
2 

Lclsc - 1 I 
[J.Lf(cos ¢ - Lr) + sin ¢] 

(7.192) 
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i.e. 
lUl + Ah + lUl 

fa i. 0 -!-(f + f ) = 
L wD pp pc 

c 
(%)2 ,sc - 1 I 

[~f(cOS ~ - Lr) + sin ~] 

For horizontaL pipes; 

lUl + lUl + Ah 
fa L i 0 -~(fpp + fpc) = ~f(~)2ISc - 11(1 - Lr) (7.194) 

c . 

The excess head Loss across the mobile capsule is; 

Ali = lUlf + Ah. + Ah - hf c a 10 p 

= lUl +Ahi+Ah a 0 

This excess head Loss can be expressed in three ways from equations 

(7.185), (7.186) and (7.194) 

ARc = 

or AR = c 

or AR = c 

f, DL + f dL 
p c c c 

(D2 _ d2) 
w 4 

(f + f )DL + (f - f )dL 
pp pc 9 cp cc c + Ah + lUl _ h 

(D2 _ d2) i 0 fc 
w 4 

(d)21 I( ) 4LC(f + f ) - h ~f Lc D Sc - 1 1 - Lr +n;- pp pc fc 

(7.195) 

(7.196) 

(7.197) 

The three equations above can easiLy be written for verticaL or 

sLoping pipes from equation (7.193). 

For verticaL pipes (for example) equation (7.195) and (7.19q) must 

be modified by addinc in the term (d/D)2 ,Sc ~ 11 on the richt hand side 

and equation (7.197) is modified by subtracting the first term on the 

right hand side and adding in the (d/D)2 I S·O- - 1 I term. 

The vaLues of f and fare atao aLtered to take into account 
pc pp 

the variation from unit eccentricity. Even in the horizontaL pipe f pc 

and f are adjusted (in the finaL computerization) to take into account pp 

variation from unit eccentricity when capsule Lift occurs. 

These three equations, (7.195), (7.196) and (7.197) wiLL now be 

deaLt with separateLy. Two of them, (7.195) and (7.196) can be used for 
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determining the totat head toee. acroee the capeute anatyticatty. 

23. Gross method of determinipg the totat excess head toss across 

amobite capsute (Equation 7.195) 

In words, equation (7.195) states that the tot~t excess head toss 

across the caps ute (6Hc) is the sum of the presaure head a due to 

energy disaipation in totat shear force on the capaute and pipe watt ptus 

the intet and outtet head tosaea Jl:i.nus the head toaa that woul..d have 

occurred in a tength (L) of capaute-free pipe. c 

Each of the terms on the right hand side of equation (7.195) haa to 

be evatuated for the mobite capsute aystem. 

23.1 Inlet and outlet tosses 

It haa al.ready been shown for atatic eccentric c&pautea that; 

- f2 (~)6 + 0.686 
= c~ ~ (7.198) 

where V is the mean vetocity in the capaute-free pipe retative to the 

capaute. 

Thus if the capaute vetocity is Vc then V can be reptaced by 

(V - V) which ia atitt the mean water vetocity in the pipe retative to c 

the capau te and; 

(7.199) 

If the mobite capaute water system ia replaced by the system wherein 

a backward vetocity (Vc ) is auperimposed, then thia approach aasumes 

that the backward pipe watt movement haa no effect on the streaal.ine 

patterns at intet and outtet enda of the capaute. 

The onty effect woul..d be to modify the vetocity diatribution and, 

aince equation (7.198) waa determined for a ranee of average water 

vetocitiea, it ia untikety that the modification woul..d cause aerious error. 
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Ateo, it is wett known that head toss coefficients for sudden 

contractions and .expaneions in circutar pipes are not greatty affected 

by the vetocity in the pipes. 

23.2 Annutar head tosses 

The next point to consider in the "gross" anatysis is the 

determination of T and T in the first term on the riBht hand side 
p c 

of equation (7.195). 

The terms Tp and Tc represent average vatues of the totat (i.e. 

Couette pLus pressure cOBponents)shear stress on the pipe and capsule 

watts respectivety. 

It is obvious that the tocat vatue" witt vary considerabty, 

particu'Larty in an eccentric annutus with a moving sotid capsule. The 

Couette terms inctuded in T and Tare ateo mean average vatues for p c 

the capsule re'Lative to the pipe. 

Conventionatty, for pipe ftow the shear stress on the watt of the 

pipe is; 

T = f tpv2 

and it seems feasible to consider the shear stress, in the annutus, on the 

pipe watt, as; 

T = f tpv2am p aw. 
(7.200) 

where Vam is a representative vetocity,in the annutar region of a mobile 

capsule,re'Lative to the pipe watt and may be taken as the vetocity in the 

annutus. 

faw = an equivalent friction factor, which satisfies 

the above equation (7.200) for the annutar region, 

on the pipe watt in the mobile capsule case and 

for smooth capsules, can be determined from the 

B tasius type equation. 

The shear stress in the annutus on the capsule itsetf can be taken as; 

T = f tp~ c ac r 
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where V = an equivalent vetocity in the annutar region retative to r 

the capsule (v = V - v ) r &11 c 

f = an equivalent friction factor for the mobi18 capsule which 
ac 

satisfies equation (7.201) and can be catcutated using a 

pseudo-hydrautic mean radius and the velocity retative 

to the capsule. 

There are certain assumptions inherent in the above which witt be 

discussed tater. 

It must be borne in mind that friction factors and vetocities are 

equivalent values causing ~he above equations to be satisfied. 

The above expressions for ip and ic are not quite correct in the 

tight of previous definitions as can be seen from the fottowing reasoning. 

It has aLready been shown that apptyinc the totat force equation to 

the water in the mobile capsule annutus yietds; 

w Ahfa = (7.202) 

and Ahfa is composed of two components; the excess head toss and the 

head toss in a capsule 18ngth of capsu18-free pipe. 

ah 
fa 

This equation is vatid for static capsules and is assumed to have the 

same form for mobi18 capsu18s. 

From equations (7.202) and (7.203) we get; 

i D + i d _ P c 
- CD + d)(D- d' (7.204) 

From the anatysis of static capsules 

(D - d) Rp = 1,25R = 1,25 4 
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f t V2 
a P am . . 1,25(D - d) = (D + d){D - d) 

. 
• • f t P v2 (D + d) = T D + f d 

a am 1,25 p c 

Hence it is now assumed that 

and 

~ D 
P 

~ d c 

P v2 D 
f t am = aw 1,25 

2 
= f t p Vr d 

ac 1,25 

(7.205) 

(7.206) 

(7.207) 

Thie is not to imp1y that the actua1 va1ues of T and ~ can be found 
p c 

from these expressions. These are equivalent vaLues for the shear stresses 

enabting a so1ution to be found for equation (7.195). 

Thus equations (7.200) and {7.201) are shown to be incorrect in the 

tight of the definition of 6ha and equations (7.206) and (7.207) app1y 

instead. 

Equation (7.195) can now be written as; 

2 4Lc [ P V2 
D P V

2 
d ] 

6H e'(V V) f t am + f t r - h 
c = 2 - c + w(D2 _ d2) aw 1,25 ac 1,25 fp 

(7.208) 

for horizonta1 pipes, 

where f = °.°12 
aw (R )0,25 

epw 

(7.209) 

and f = °.°12 
ac (R )0,25 

ecw 

(7.210) 

V (D - d) 1,25 
Let R = am 

epw \I 
(7.211) 

(V - V )(D - d) 1,25 
and R am c = ecw \I 

24. Method of determining the tota1 drag and tift force on a mobile 

capsu].e 

Equation (7.197) cannot be utitised for the determination of the tota1 

head toss across the capsule sinoe the 1ift force (~) is unknown. 

+~;,~'!+ 
" 
't 

;''<' 
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However, the equation can be used for finding the force tending to move the 

mobile capsute if the tota~ head ~ss across the capsute is determined. 

In words, equation (7.197) may be expressed as fo~~ws:-

The excess pressure drop across the capsute is equa~ to the 

pressure ~ss due to so~id to so~id friction of the capsute 

on the pipe wa~~ p~us the shear stress on the pipe wa~~ due 

to pressure and Couette f~w minus the pressure drop which 

woulA occur in a tength (L) of capsute-free pipe. c 

This concept of the tota~ force transmitted to the pipe wa~~ by the 

water and capsute can be extended to the s~ping and vertica~ pipes as 

shown in Section 22. 

Instead of considering the forces on the pipe wa~~ we can now app~y 

equation (7.197) in order to find the tota~ drag force on the capsute. 

If thecapsute is not acceterating, the nett force on it must be 

zero and the nett forward drag is just in batance with the tota~ resisting 

force. From equations (7.188) and (7.189) we get; 

DT = Df + [~ ndL - ~ ndL ] = ~f W'(cos ~ - L ) + W sin ~ (7.213) cp c cc c r 

which for horizonta~ pipes reduces to; 

------.. ~.~---------------
Df + ~ ndL = ~f W'(1 - L ) + ~ ndL cp c r cc c (7.214) 

Referring to f1uid drag forces, equation (7.214) can be rearranged 

to give 

and inserting equation (7.194) we get; 
2 

nJ2:4 (l\H + h
f 

) - (~ + i ) nDL = c c pp pc c 

where Dtf = tota~ drag force in the direction of capsute motion. 

(7.215) 

(7.216) 

Thus, there are two ways of expressing the fluid drag on the capsule, 

equations (7.215) and (7.216), and these expressions must be both compatibte 

and equa~ to the so~id to so~id retarding force. 
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The Couette and pressure shear components, on the capsule, in 

equation (7.215) can be reptaced by the gross shear stress on the capsule 

wal,l" thus; 

DTf = Df + Tc ndLc = ~f W'(1 - 1r) 

Atso the independent pressure and Couette components on the pipe wal,l, in 

equation (7.216) can be reptaced by the gross val,ue thus; 

= 6H -:r nD1 + h
f 

= iJ.f W' ( 1 - 1 ) c P c c r (7.217) 

From equation (7. ~a5) and (7.216) 

2 (A'C' + h ) wnD u.u.c fc 
4"' W' 

(T + T ) -1'\1 pp pc ~ c 
W' (7.218) 

. . = (7.219) 

The expression on the right hand side of equation (7.219) is the nett 

fl,uid force on the capsule causing capsule motion divided by the submerged 

weight of the capsule. 

This expression is, of course, the same as equation (7.197) and 

since it wil,l, be shown that al,l, the terms on the right hand side can be 

measured or ca1,cutated, the equation is useful, for the determination of 

the l,ift ratio' {L:r) , if the coefficient of sol,id to sol,id friction is 

known. 

If the capsule is tifted completel,y off the pipe bed, equation (7.219) 

Yie1.ds; 
41 

6H' , I = (T + T ) ~ - h c pp pc Dw fc (7.220) 

This equation states that, if there is no physical, contact between 

the capsute and pipe wal,l" the excess pressure head toss across the 

capsute is the total, shear force on the pipe wal,l, (due to Couette and 

pressure ftow) minus the circular pipe head toss in a capsute-free pipe 

of "Length (1 ). 
.c 

This equation (7.220) is general" and appl,ies to stoping and vertical, 
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pipes if the component of capsule wei~ht is taken into account so that, 

for verticat pipes; 

2 4L 
(~H ), = (Dd) IS - 1 I L + (T + T ) nwC - h

f c s c c pp pc c (7.221) 

which is simitar to equation (7.142) except that T for pressure ftow is 
p 

repLaced by (T + T ) for pressure ptus Couette ftow. pp pc 

25. Finite element method of anatysis 

Equation (7.196) provides an atternative(to the "gross" method) 

anatyticat procedure for finding the totat excess head toss across a mobile 

capsu"Le (~c). 

The fottowing points have been deatt with:-

1. In Section 1 the type of ftow existing in the annutus of a 

mobile capsule was discussed and it was exptained how sections 

of the annutus (in the eccentric case) can be Laminar whilst 

other sections have turbulent ftow. 

2. It was also shown in Section 21 that from the anatogous case 

of taminar ftow in the mobile capsule annutus, the .average 

vetocity for turbulent ftow is assumed to consist of two 

components, the pressure and Couette component, 

Yam = Yap + Vac 

3. A method for anatysing Laminar and/or turbulent pressure ftow 

in the annutus of an eccentric capsule has been discussed 

in Section 14. 

4. Finatty Laminar and/or turbu"Lent Couette ftow has been 

anatysed in Section 19. 

The finite e"Lement method can now be exptained. 

25.1 Method of ap§tysing the mobile capsule yater system by fipjte 

e'Lements 

Basicatty, the method is one of intecrating the pressure and Couette 

If";,~ ';! 

1,',c~"'" 
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ftow co.ponents using finite ete.entaL areas of annuLus. 

Starting fro. riven vaLues of .ean water vetocity (V), capsuLe 

vetocity (Vc) and capsute and pipeLine reo.etry, the excess head toss 

across the capsuLe can be ca'Lcutated. 

Also, once aLL the ter.s on the right hand side of equation (7.219) 

have been found and the vatue for soLid to soLid friction (~f) .easured, 

the Lift ratio (L) can be ca'Lcutated. 
r 

Further.ore, equation (7.220) can then be used for ca'Lcutating the 

eccentricity, since (fpp) and (fpc) correspond to particutar eccentricity 

vatues and aLL other ter.s in equation (7.220) are known. The vetocity at' 

which the capsute just starts to Lift ca. a'Lso be found since the 'Lift 

ratio is just equaL to unity under these conditions. 

The above ca'Lcutations were carried out OB the Univac 1106 co.puter 

and a detaiLed description of the programae, together with a 'L1sting is 

given in Appendix II. At this stage, rather than detai'Ls of the- prograaae, 

a brief outLine of the finite ete.ent anaLyticaL procedure is given. 

25.2 OutJ,ine of finite eJ.e.ent anaWis for .obiJ.e capsuJ.e water slste. 

1. Given; the capsuLe characteristics, e.g. capsuLe diaaeter (d), 

pipe diueter (n), capsuLe Lencth (Lc)' specific gravity (Sc) 

and stope of pipe'L1ne. At arbitrariLy chosen vaLues of (V) the 

excess head toss (AHc) and capsute vetocity (Vc) as deterained 

experiaentaLLy, are a'Lso fed into the co.puter. 

There are three rounds to the aain prograaae and this wiLL be 

deaLt with in Appendix II in detaiL. The first round assuaes 

that the experiaentaL vaLue of excess head toss (AHc) is 

correct and ca'Lcutates the capsuLe vetocity (V). The second c 

round uses the experiaentaL vatue of (Vc) to find (AHc). The 

third round uses a se.i-e.piricaL vatue of (Vc) (discussed in 

Chapter 10) to find (AHc). 
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2. Fro. equation (7.130) and (7.133) the incipient ve'Locity (Vi) 

and incipient excess head 'Loss (6Hci) are catoutated. The 

incipient ve'Locity is required tater for deteraining the 

capsul.e ve'Locity (V) fro. the sem-e.pirical, _thod 
c 

3. 

(discussed in Cha,ter 10). Equation (7.133) is sol,ved by.eans 

of the Newton Raphson iteration. 

By successive approxiaatioBS a vatue for (V ) is found as 
c 

discussed be 'Low, which ensures that the ca tou"La ted va l,ue of 

(6H) corresponds to the experiaental, vatue. The fol,'Lowing 
c 

catoutations are repeated until, this is so. 

4. The average ve'Locity in the azmutus of the .obil.e capsul.e 

5. 

water syste. (V ) is catoutated fro. equation (7.179). a. 
The Couette co.ponents of ve'Locity (V ) and shear stress ac 

due to Couette f~w on the capsul.e and pipe wal,l, (T ) and cc 

(Tcp) can next be catoutated as fol,'Lows. A vatue for the 

eccentricity (e) of unity is assuaed at this stage and this 

val,ue wil,l, atao be adjusted by successive approxiaations. 

6. By considering each quasi-concentric annutar sl,ice the 

average ve'Locity in 1,aainar Couette f'Low can bedeterained 
• 

fro. equation (7.174). The shear stresses on el.e.ents of the 

pipe and capsul.e wal,1,s are ca1.cutated fro. equations (7.176) 

and (7.177) in taainar Couette f'Low. 

7. The Reynotds nuaber for each s'Lice is tested and the above 

catoutations are terainated at the s'Lice, yietding the critical, 

Reynotds nuaber. 

8. If the Couette f'Low co.,onent in the s'Lice under consideration 

is turbul.ent, the distance (b ) 
c 

fro. the capsul.e wa l,l, is found 

where the turbul.ent Couette ve'Locity co.ponent is equal, to the 

vatue of V /2 fro. equation (7.173) and the Newton Raphson c 

iterative procedure. 

:;J"\,", 

,,' ..... i~"'.i :;.i:!s)hi~' 
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9. The Reyno tds nUllbers for the ftow in the vicinity of capsuLe 

and pipe wal,ts are 

V b 
Rt = C c 

ecc 2v 

ca 1.cutated fro. 

and Rt ecp 

V b 
c P 
2v 

10. The shear vetocities for capsule and pipe wal,ts for turbulent 

11. 

Couette ftow in an ete.ental, area of quasi-concentric annuLus 

are ca1.cutated fro. 

~ 0,19 
= 2 tog Rt 

10 ecc 
and 

Detel'lline the Couette shear stress co.ponents 

strip of pipe and capsule wa 1,1, (~5p and ~5c) 
2 

T = P u...c cc 

and T 
2 = P u...p pc 

on an e te.enta 1, 

fro. 

12. Find the average shear stress due to Couette fl,ow, on the 

capsu'Le and pipe wal,ts by S1]-j~ the ete.ental, products of 

1aainar and turbutent shear stresses co.ponents fro. 

T = E T 65 /TrA cc cc c 

13. The average vetocity in the annul,us due to Couette ftow is found 

as fol,tows: 

Fro. the equations for turbutent Couette ftow vetocity 

distribution, the ftow in each sub-sLice of ete.ental, 

area in the quasi-concentric annul,us can be found fro. 

~q = u 6a ac 

and the Couette ftow co.ponent in an ete.ental, sl,ice 

can be found fro. 

6(~ac = E ~qac 

14. Detel'lline the total, ftow in the annuLus due to the Couette 

co.ponent by sUJlJling a 1,1, the e te.enta 1, ftows in taainar and 

~*""",.: .. ,~: 
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turbu'Lent f'Low 

Q - 1: ~Q ac ac 

15. Hence the .san Couette flow velocity in the annutus is 

detel"llined fro. 

16. The flow ve'Locity in the annul,us due to the pressure flow 

coaponent can next be obtained by subtraction, i.e. 

v = V - V ap aa ac 

17. The fol,'Lowing etucidates the aethod for obtaining the retation 

between the annutar head loss due to pressure flow (~hfa) as 

a function of Vap. 

In the pureLy nuaericaL procedure it is necessary to start with the 

pressure gradient in the annutus (~P/L) and froa the finite e'Leaent 

aethod recounted in Section 14, a val,ue for V can be found. If this ap 

vatue does not agree with Vap in step 16, the procedure is re,aated 

untiL agreeaent is reached. 

This is essential,Ly a tengthy iapl,icit procedure and invol,ves repeating 

the en~ire finite eteaent anaLysis, for pressure flow in the annuLus, 

severa L tiaes. 

FortunateLy, a auch shorter aethod was found invoLving the pseudo-

hydrauLic aean radius concept discussed in Section 11, for annuLi of unit 

eccentricity. This concept was extended to eccentric annuti in generaL 

and when succeeding approxiaations were done with e ~ 1,0 the eapiricaL 

retations deve'Loped were quite satisfactory. It wiLL be shown tater 

(Chapter 13) that the finite eteaent anaLysis for pressure flow agrees 

extreaeLy weLL with the pseudo-hydrauLic aean radius anaLysis (at any 

eccentricity) and, hence, with experiaent. 

The vatue of ~hfa can thus be ca1.,cutated froa equations (7.94) and 

(7.96) • 

i 
i 
1 
,~ 
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18. The finite eteJlent anatysis for pressure ftow is next used for 

calcutating the average shear stress vatues on the pipe and 

capsute watts, i.e. (:r ) and (:r ) in pres sure f tow. pp cp 

19. The intet and outtet head tosses as functions of (V - V c) 

are next ca 'Leu ta ted from equation (7. 199) • 

20. The excess head toss across the mobite capsute is deterained 

from 

21. The total, shear stress on the pipe watt due to pressure ptus 

Couette ftow is next determined 

= (:r +:r ) pp pc 

22. The excess head across the mobite capsute is next calcutated from 

23. 

equation (7.220) 

4L 
i. e. AR' " = nwC (:r +:r ) - hf c pp pc c 

This vatue is for the case of no contact between capsute and pipe 

wa 1,1,. 

If the difference between Ali and ~H"'(i.e. ~ = ~H - ~H"') c c c c c 

is negative then the capsuLe has tifted off the pipe bottom. The 

eccentricity ratio (c) is decreased by a prescribed finite 

increment and the entire calculation repeated until, AH - ~H'" < - c c 

a smattcprescribed vatue, (i.e. when ~Hc * ~H;') the 

theoretical, eccentricity is attained and the first vetocity at 

which this phenomenon occurs corresponds to the vetocity at 

which the capsute first tifts off the pipe bottom. 

24. If ~H~' I < ~Hc then the capsute does not tift off the pipe 

bottom and equation (7.219) can be used for calculating the force 

on the capsule divided by the submerged weight of the capsute as 

wett as the tift ratio (Lr ). 

25. The whole calculation is repeated three times as discussed in 

- '\-
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6H c 
is 

assumed correct and the ca,sute vetocity (v ) 
c 

is evatuated by 

successive approxiaations (i~e. the whote catcutation is 

repeated for different v c 
va'Lues unti't the ca tcu ta ted 

very c'Lose to the experillenta t va tue of 6H • c 

The coaparison of experiaentat and anatyticat resutts witt be 

6H c 
is 

discussed in Chapter 15 and any discrepancies aust be ascribed to either 

experillenta t errors or ana tytica t assUll,tions. Experillenta t errors have 

been deatt with in Chapter 6 and anatyticat assUllptions witt be deatt with 

in Chapter 15. 
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~ ~p fA, - .....---- P-:T1 .. ~ --- P v np, ~ ....... 
~ 

t t f t .. 
P WI P 

Figure 8.1 

1. Norma1 forces 

The norma1 pressure forces are at right ang1es to the capau1e surface 

at a 11 points. The pressure forces vary in a longi tudina 1 and circllJ!l-

ferentia1 direction in a .ore co.p'Licated II&IlIler than shown,above. 

In genera1 the pressure forces iapart a forward drag to the capsu1e. 

Any net vertica1 components of pressure, in a horizonta1 pipe, woutd impart 

a 'Lift to the capau1e and possiblQr a .oaent about the centre of gravity, 

a1though there can be no .o.ent when the capsu1e is not in contact with 

the pipe wa11. 

2. Tangentia1 forces 

Shear forces act tangentia1lQr to the surfac~ at a11 points. These 

tangentia1 forces are, in genera1, 1ess significant than the noraa1 

pressure forces when so'Lid to so1id frictiqn is present. 

The resu1tant co.ponent of shear forces para11e1 to the pipe axis JlB.y. 

impose a forward or backward drag on the capsu1e and the perpendicu'Lar-

components wi11 usua11y cause 1ift effects and possib1y moments. 

The flow of water in the annutus gives rise to skin friction which JlB.y 

be divided up into two components; the co.ponent due to pressure flow 

which causes a forward drag skin friction force, and the Couette flow 

component due to the move.ent of the capsu1e re1ative to the pipe wa11, 
/ 

which causes a backward skin friction drag. 

The effects of pressure flow stresses and Couette shear stresses 
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'. 
a'Long th~ capsu'\.e vary fro. point to point aroulld the perirleter and, the" 

net~ffeet maybe a backWard or forward drag force. In soat instanoe~ 

JIlobi'Le capsu'Les the net effect constitutes a backWard drag force. 

3. 8014d to 8014d frictiqp.,forc'l. 

The so14d to so14d wa1.1. friction, if it exists, alMaystendsto ~ppo.e.,}!' 
.)., 

" . . ~. 

capsu'Le JIlotion. The coefficie·nt 'of friction betwee'pthe capsu'\.e andJ:i,"-: 

. wa1.1. is of significance both fro. the point of vie" of thedyria1l1ctf~'~ 

the kine_tics. 

The coefficient of friction steas fro. one of the two basic taws of 

friction. The friction force is proportiona1.to the 'Load between the 

surfaces, i.e. 

. Friction force 
~f = Load 

The other basic 'Law of friction is that the friction is independent 

of the area of contact between the so1.ids. 

Sometimes quoted as a third taw, is the observation by Cou'Lo.b (in 

1781) who _de a ctear distinction between static and kj,net:1,c (dynaaio) . 

. ", ;iri6tidri:'\' B:~"~ho~~··tliat ·th~·j~~~t~1:~~l~i~b~,c'g~ti,.~ii~'i~~~ialht:;~e~,?>.·· .' 
., . .. . 

. '. . '.' 

than the former and the thix-d law is that the kinetic friction isnearl¥ ; . 
, ,', . 

independent of the speed of s l,1dinc,. 

Cou'Lomb considered that the frtction Ia1ght be due toaQ'\.ecular 

adheSion between the surfaces but· re jeoted this, becauSet if it were so , the 

friction shoutd beproport1ona1. to the area of contact. 'He c0a81dered·the 
,. , .... .. ;.. . 

inter 'Locking of the surface asperities-caUsed the friction and ·r8pi'~UJ~l1t.d' ,::; 

the work of 1.ifting the toad over these asperities. 

In fact, h18 first view is .or.e correct (reference 6) and friction 

is 'Larp\J' due to adhesion between the surfaces. 

3.1 Surface c1ean]4.ness 

The most important factor affecting the coefficient of friction is "~,J'~ 
surface o 'Lean14ne ss (reference 6). 

.. ~." ... 
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Even a singte motecutar tayer of grease from the atmosphere or fro. 

the fingers may produce a very targe change in friction. . 

3.2 Roughness 

A most significant fact is that surface c1.eanUness is far aore 

important than surface roughness. The tatter has on~ a saatt effect on 

the friction. 

This is a most iaportant point since corrosion or wear of the capsul.e 

or pipeUne (if steet) coutd be expected to have very Uttte effect on the 

capsule independent variab1.es. 

For ptastic pipes and capsutes, roughening the capsulell',: providing 

they are of the same aateriat, wou1.d have very Uttte effect. This was 

verified experimentat~ and witt be discussed in Chapter 11. 

3.3 Capsu1.e ve toci ty 

The static friction (~f) is accepted as being somewhat greater than 

the kinetic friction (~:p but the difference is not usuat~ very ereat. 

This is because the basic aechanisa is essentiatty unchanged. 

It is conventionat~ accepted that this is not so since the mechanisa 

of kinetic friction is, for aost engineering purposes, different from that 

for static friction. For exaapte, with increased speed of sUding, 

frictiona t heating may cause softening or ae tting of the surface tayers. 

This is obviousty not the case with capsul..essUd:lng in a pipetine and, in 

fact, onty occurs at extreaety high speeds with aetats. 

3.4 The mechanism .of frictiop 

Even the smoothest of surfaces is rough on an atoaic scate. Contact 

onty occurs at the tips of the :peaks. Over the rest of the surface there 

JlB.y be targe gaps. The gaps are coaptetety separated. The toad is thus 

borne on the tips of the asperities. Over these regions, where intillB.te 

contact takes ptace, the materiats. becoae; in effect, a continuous s<;>1.id/:· 
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When the surfaces s1ide over one another the junctions must be sheared and 

the force to do this is equa1 to the frictiona1 resistance. These ideas 

have been verified experiaenta11y by means of the electron micrograph an4 

these microscopic studies have shown one .ateria1 adhereing to the other. 

If the materia1 to be sheared has a aean shear strength (s) and a 

rea1 area of contact (a) then according to the two basic taws of friction, 

the area of contact is proportiona1 to the toad and independent of the 

size or shape of the surface, (see Figure 8.2). 

Figure 8.2 

The sketch shows ptastic defor.ation at the points of rea1 contact 

1.I. = F/W - as/aP = sip 

where P = yietd pressure of the .ate~ia1. 

Experiments (reference 6) show that (s) is equa1 to the butk shear 

strength of the softer .ateria1 of a s1iding pair. 

The .ateria'La used for most of the capeu'Le experiments were 

Po1yvinytchtoride (P. V.C.) and Po1y.ethy1.aethacrytate (Perspex) for the 

X
· pipes. These ~~, which are thel'll.oPtastics~Vinge°'LeCutar 

chains and~oefficients of friction, when both stiding surfaces are of the 

same materia1, of 0,4 to 0,5. 

The va1ues are of the sa.e order as those of meta'La. If a study, of 

these non-meta1tic sotids, is aade of the surface daaage produced during 

s1iding (reference 6) it is found that there is lI&rked "adhesion, p1ucking 

and transfer of the ptastic fro. one surface to the other". 
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When s1.iding on metals (e.c. brass capeu'Le in Perspex pipe) there' is 

not onlq transfer of p1.&stic to t~ .eta~ but transfer of metal, to the 

p\astic. 

The mechanism of friction (reference 6) is essential,l,y the same as for 

meta ls and the coefficient of friction BAy apin be taken as sip. 
One IlAjor difference between the frictional, behaviour of these 

_terials and metals is the effect of toad. With metals the deformation 

at the region of contact is directl,y proportional, to l..oad. With ptastics 

the coefficient of friction increases as 'Load is reduced and this effect 

can be very lI&rked at 1.iCht 'Loads. This is due to their visco-e'Lastic 

property so that the contact deforu.tion is not trulq ptastic •. 

When a capsu'Le travels ~down a pipel..il).e, in contact with the pipe, 

the sol..id to sol,id friction is profoundlq aodified by the presence of the 

vater which acts as a l..ubricatiDC fl..u1d. 

'.5 Elqid lubrication 

The moving surfaces are separated by a continuous t~. ofl,ubricant 

and resistance to motion arises fro. the viscosity of the fLuid. 

It seems l..ikel,y that surface, rousbness shoutd have an effect in this 

case since, if the separating fi 1.a is comparab'Le with the size of surface 

asperities, the f'Luid resistance is supp'Lemented by s.o1.id to sol,id contact. 

For hydrodyn&llic l..ubrication the distance between the capsu'Le and pipe 

wal,l, depends on a parameter of the type ~.vc/p where p is the pressure 

between the surfaces. If the capsu'Le vel..ocity (Vc ) is 'Low or the pressure 

hiCh, the separation can become 'Less than the heieht of the asperities . and 

the surtaoeeV1tt rub and be separated in ptaces by onl,y a thin tayer of 

vater. ~is is known as boundary 'Lubrication. The conditions for this. 

type of aixed l..ubrication orseJd.bydrodyn&llic 'Lubrication are satisfied 

when pressures are high and capsu'Le ve'Locities very 'Low." 

The frictional, force JlAy be expressed as the sum of two terms: the 
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force required to shear eo'Lid junctions anel the force required to shear 

the wbricant fila. 

4. Combination of the above forces 

The aotion of the cape ute depends on the interaction and -BPi tudes of 

the above forces. 

When the capeute is static the ,ressur8 forces on the capeute ends 

p'Lus the skin friction on the capeute surface in the annu'Lue is in batance 

with the so'Lid to so'Lid friction and the friction coefficient (~f) is 

tess than the 'Lilli t in&' va we. 

When the mean water vetocity (V) is greater than the incipient 

ve'Locity (Vi)' the capeute becine to s'Lide atong the pipe botto •• In 

this case the pressure drag and the skin friction drag cause the aotion 

and are forward actin&' and must exceed the so'Lid to so'Lid friction force 

p'Lus the component of capeute weicht down the stope (in an upward stopiIl&' 

pipe in the direction of ftow), white the capsute is acceteratinc. And 

when a steady state is reached a'L'L forces are again in batance. 

Increasing the vetocity sti'L'L further causes a reversa'L of the eld.n 

friction force on the capsute. This is because the Couette shear force 

doainates the shear force due to pressure ftow. At the S&lle tille the so'Lid 

to so'Lid friction force is decreased and this is due to a reduction in the 

downward force component on the capeute brought about by tift forces. 

Increasing the water vetocity yet further causes the capeute to 'Lift 

off the pipe bottom and the ,ressure drag (forward) ie .... t in batance with 

the skin :friction drac (backtrarcls)wllena steady state is reached. 

In this instance the tift force is just in batance with the submerged 

weight of the capeute. 

5. Lift. drag and buoyancY forces 

These forces are a resu'Lt of the noraa'L pressure forces and the 
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tancentiat shear foroes. 

The 'Lift foroe is oaused by the tanpntiat and. norut foroes with the 

tatter effeot dollinating. The drag foroes are a'Lao oaused by ooabinations 

of norma t and. tancentia t foroes with the f oraer effetre"'1nid.Y1&ting-·1f so tid 

to so'Lid friotion is present. 

The bUOyanO~oroe is defined as that upward foroe whioh aots on the ,. 
subaerpd oapsu'Le at rest. And. this va tue is assUlled to be maintained 

when the'oapsuta is .obita so that 'Lift foroes are defined as those 

vertioat~ upward foroes over and. above the buoYanoy foroe ooaponent. 

The above definitions are used beoause of the diffioutty in separating 

buoyanoy and 'Lift foroes in the .obi te oaJBute oase. 

The 'Lift and drag foroes witt DOW be disoussed separatety. 

6. Drag foroes 

The totat drar foroe oan be divided up into two ooaponents, the fora 

drag and. the skin friotion drag. The tatter oan a'Lao be divided (soaewhat 

arbitrari~) into skin friotion drag due to pressure flow and that due to 

Couette flow. 

forward. drag 

for vo < V 

baokYard drag 
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7. Form drag for statio oapsules 

The form drag on the oapsu'Le depends on the oapsu'Le shape (or fora) 

and for the oytindrioat oapsu'Les oonsidered, the size (diameter and 'Len,th) 

of oapsul..e is the onty oriterion of fora draB at a fixed vetooity. It is 

basioatty the end effeots whioh give rise to fora draB. Th$ fora drag is 

essentiatty due to the pressure differenoe aoting on the upstream and dovn-

stream faoes of the oapsu'Le. 

For a finite oapsu'Le the end effeots aodify the pressure and shear 

foroes aoting on the oapsute. Separation fro. the ancutar upstream faoe 

of the oapsute, together with expansion downstream of the oapsule (oausing 

a wake) give rise to streamLine ourvature, and these inertiat effeots 

inftuenoe the form drag, if the water vetooity retative to the oapsute 

is positive in the direotion of ftow. 

The form drag (Df) oan be expressed as fottows: 

D
f 

.. feR , fora) A fpC'IJ' _ V )2 
e 0 0 

.. CD A (p/2)(V _ V )2 
o 0 

(8.1 ) 

where ('IJ' - V) is the averase water vetooity ret&tive, to the oapsute and 
o 

Ao is the frontat area of the oapsule. Vo = 0 for statio oapsu'Les. 

For oytinders in an infinite aediua, the vatue of CD varies fro. 

1,12 for a oiroutar ftat ptate 

L/d = 7,0. o 

(L /d == 0) o to 0,99 for a oyLinder with 

The fottowing vatues are given by Rouse (Ftuid Meohanios for Hydrautio 

Engineers p 228) .for Reyno1.ds nuaber > 103• 

, 

CD 1,12 0,91 0.,85 0,87, 0,99 

L /d 0 1 2 4 7 
0 

For oapsu'Les it is obvious that watt effeots witt be highty signifioant, 

part10utarty for. eooentrio oapsutes, in a o'Losed pipe. And it is tikety 

that these boundaries witt .odify the fora drag .arkedty. 
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On1,y in the most e1.ementary oases oan CD be detel'llined ana1,ytioal,1,y 

and the study of dra~ ooeffioients has reu.ined tar~e 1,y e:z:perillenta 1,. 

For inoipient oapeu1.es the fol'll dra~ oan be detel'll.ined fro. equation 

(7.119) and 

= ~ W' oos ¢ + W sin ~ - ~ ndL f 0 0 

From equation (7.127); 

- (2 2)/ -'t ndL = wAhf nD -d 4-'t nDL o 0 a p 0 

For horizonta1, pipes; 

• • • 

DT == ~fW' =' ~f Wrd2/~Lo"~0 - 11 

From equation (7.126); 

• • • 

~f.<nd2 /4) wLo fSo - 11 = (Ahfa + 6hi + Aho - ~p 4Lo/WD) (nD
2 
/4)w 

+ ~ nDL 
p' 0 

= (nd2/4)w 6hfa + (nD2/4)W(6hi + Aho) 

= A W(Ahfa + (D/d)2(Ah. + Ah » o J. 0 

Now Ahi + Aho = 1/2g{k' + i o(1/(1 - (d/d)2) - 1)2 ) v2 

• • • 

= (1/2g)C2 (~) 

and Df • CD Ao ;.p(V ... V 0)2 (S.2) 

where CD = 2, 6hfa/(f)2 + (D/d)2 C2 and Vo = 0 for statio oaps~tes 

= ~'[Rp( 1 - (d/D)2)2}:+(D/d)2 C~ 

For a1,1, vatues of ~i&JIeter ratio diD the first tera on the right 

hand side is negl,igible if the oapsule is not too 1,0~, i.e. L /d < 4,0 
o 
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compared with the second tera. 

• • CD = C2 (D/d)2 

and for eccentric annuLi the fora drag coefficient (CD) can be written as 

CD = r22 (d/D)6 + O,68~.· - 11 2] (D/d!2 (8.3) L .' ~- (d/rt J 
For mobite capsutes the fora drag .• given by equation (8.2)' 

and is a function of (V - Vc),~ Sin'Ce it,is pos.sibte for Vo to be greater 
• -<- ., 

than V the fora drag.ay act backwards aLthough this is not generaLLy so 

because in the mobite capsute case 6hfa becomes significant. Figure 8.3 

shows the vaLue for the fora drag coefficient in an infinite mediwa co.-

pared with the coefficient determined for the eccentric annular case of the 

capsute (the concentric fora drag coefficient has a simiLar pattern). 

It is ctear that boundary effects are enormous and the boundary 

proximity causes a high fora drag increase at high diameter ratios. 

It is easy to see that the fora drag coefficient increases with dia.eter 

ratio since the pipe waLL is cLoser to the capsute waLL for Bore of the 
."." , : '; . ' . ~; :", I:; ," 

peri.eter thus. decreasing the skiA·frl,cttion·dtie toipress*e ftow. 

At dID = 1,0 the capsu\e ve~.~ity,(V¢) .·;ust f4ll&L ~he mean wate'r 

veLocity (V) and aLL the forward drag beco.es fora drag. It becomes 

meaningtess to speak of a dragcoeffioient in such a situation and the drag 

coefficient tends towards infinity •. • 

8. Skin friction drag due. t.o Couet·te fLow 

Due to capsute motion the additionaL co.ponent of ftow in the annuLus 

is design~ Couette fLow and the shear force on the capsute.waLL is a 

backward drag which aLways opposes capsute .otion. 

There can be no fLow relative, to the capsute at the surface of the 

capsute itse1..f and the same appLies to the pipe waLL •. 

In this section it wiLL be shown how the Couette shear stress isdis~ 

tributed around the capsute and the effect of capsute veLocity, eccentricity-" 
~ ( .... ~ . 

'/~ . 
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diameter ratio and pipe diameter on the shear stress due to Couette f'Low 

wi l,l, be dea l,t with. 

8.1 Effect of capsu1,e velpcity on Couette shear stress 

Figure 7.43 shows ve'Locity distributed curves for annutar, curved 

(cyl,indrical,) Couette ftow as wel,l, as shear stresses on the water due to 

the motion of the capsu1,e retative to the pipe wal,l,. 

Consider the top vetocity profi1,e (i.e. Vc = 3 m/s) the average shear 

stress on the pipe wal,l, due to Couette f'Low is T = 7,937 Pa. This is pc 

for a variation from top to bottom of T = 4,78 Pa to 53,8 Pa, roughl,y 
PC. . 

11 to 1. Simitarl,y the average shear stress on the capsu1,e due to Couette 

ftow is sUghtl,y greater. 

Tcc = 9,323 Pa 

with a variation of T = 53,9 Pa at the bottom to T = 6,6 Pa at the cc cc 

top. roughl,y 8 : 1. 

Thus, the shear stress (due to Couette ftow) on the capsu1,e wal,l, is 

greater than that on the pipe wal,l, (according to the diameter ratio diD) 

and the ratio shear stress at the bottom to shear stress at the top is 

greater for the pipe wal,l, than the capsu1,e wal,l,. This is obvious since the 

shear stress at the bottom, where the pipe and capsu1,e wal,1,s are paral,1,el" 

must be identical, for both wal,1,s. 

Note that the contour of u = V /2 is auch c'Loser to the capsu1,e·than c 

the pipe wa l, l,. 

Figure 8.4 shows how the shear stress, due to Couette f'Low, is dis-

tributed around the capsu1,e perimeter with capsu1,e ve'Locity (V ) 
c as 

parameter at a fixed eccentricity (s = 0,99) and diameter ratio 

(d/D = 0,85). These curves are derived from the finite e1,ement anal,ysis 

for Couette f'Low using quasi-concentric potar co-ordinates. 

The shear stress is highest where the gap (G = 55 ~) is smal,1,est, 

at the bottom, in tal11inar f'Low, and the val,ue of T cc decreases rapidl,y 
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untit & * n/4 when the Couette f10w becoBes turbutent with a sudden 

increase in shear stress and then a graduat decrease untit & = n where 

the gap is widest at the top of the pipe. The Couette ftow component 

becomes turbutent at decreasing angtes around the peri.eter (&) as the 

caps ute vetocity increases and the transition occurs over a wider shear 

stress range (1' ). cc 

It shouLd not be assumed that the pattern of chanse frOB taminar to 

turbutent Couette ftow is correct when pressure ftow is superiBposed, and 

it must be emphasised that these curves are essentiatty anatyticat. 

Cytindricat curved Couette ftow is not discussed in the titerature and no 

experimentat resutts are avaitabte. 

8.2 Effect of eccentricity on Couette shear distribution around 

oa.;psu-tes 

The curves shown on Figure 8.4 are for one eccentricity. The effect 

of eccentricity is considerabte. as wouLd be expected, and at unit 

eccentricity the shear stress tends to infinity at the point of contact 

between capsute and pipe watt (since dv/dr .-flO). 

Figure 8.5 shows the effect of eccentricity (e) on the shear stress 

variation. As the eccentricity decreases fro. 1,0 to 0,95 there is a 

400 : 1 ratiO of shear stress on the capsute watt at & = 0,01n (at the 

bottom). 

At tow eccentricities (e < 0,8) the eccentricity does not have a 

great inftuence on the angte at whioh the ftow change frOB tailinar to 

turbutent, and (at V = 3 mls) c the ftow is turbutent around the entire 

annutus. Whereas, at higher eccentricity vatues (e > 0,8) the ftow 

becomes turbutent at ever increasing vatues of & as the eccentricity 

increases towards unity. 

8.3 Effect of eccentricity on average Couette shear on capsutes 

Figure 8.6 shows the average vatue of shear stress on the capsute due 
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to Couette ftow (Tcc) as a function of eccentricity ratio (e) with 

capsute vetocity as parameter. There is a sl,ight discontinuity in the 

average shear stress val,ues (Tce). This occurs when the ftow changes frOIl 

cOllptete turbutence to combined 1.aminar and turbutent f1,ow. 

Combined 1.aminar and turbutent f1,ow occurs at tower eccentricities as 

the capsute ve1,ocity is decreased. This is because coaptete turbutence is 

maintained at higher eccentricities as capsute vetocity (and hence V ) ac 

increases. 

At a particu1.ar capsute ve1,ocity the average Couette shear stress on 

the capsute (f ) increases very sl,ight~ with eccentricity increase, until, cc 

cOJlptete turbutence is no tonger evident. In the combined taminar and 

turbutent region the average shear stress increase with eccentricity, is 

more rapid (particu1.arl,y at high capsute vetocities) and becomes asymptotic 

to the abscissa val,ue of unit eccentricity. This is due to high tocal, 

vatues of. near the bottom in 1.aminar f1,ow where dv/dy for Couette cc 

ftow becomes infinite when the caps ute touches the pipe wal,l,. 

Simi1.ar curves are obtained for the average shear stress, due to 

Couette ftow, on the pipe wa 1,1,. 

8.4 The effect of diameter ratio on Couette shear stress distribution 

around capsu tes 

Figure 8.7 shows • as a function of e for varying capsute diaaeters cc 

in a pipe of fixed diameter (D = 74 am) at a constant capsute ve1,ocity 

(V = 3 m/s) and eccentricity (c = 0,999). c 

The graph is symmetrical, about the vertical, axis of pipe and capsute at 

an abscissa val,ue of n. 

Considering a particu1.ar capsute dialleter, the shear stress around the 

perimeter, due to Couette f1,ow, decreases rapidl,y until, the f1,ow becomes 

turbutent, at which angte there is a discontinuity. For the second 1.argest 

capsute shown (d = 63 mm) there is an approximatel,y 100 : 1 decrease in 
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shear stress from the bottom of the capsute to the angte (a = 0,18~) when 

the f'Low ceases to be 'Laminar. This ratio decreases considerabl,y with 

diameter ratio, because the surfaces of capsute and pipe wal,l, are tess 

paral,tel, at the point of c'Losest contact, as diameter ratio decreases. 

Laminar f'Low is maintained to a greater extent around the capsute as 

diameter ratio increases. This is because the distance between capsute and 

pipe wal,l, is tess at a greater angte around the perimeter. Proceeding around 

the capsute perimeter in the turbutent regime, the shear stress decreases 

initial,l,y and then begins to rise again, the minimum val,ue in the turbutent 

regime occurring at an ever increasing angte as diameter ratio increases. 

This is because the 'Local, shear stress val,ue is a function of the 'Local, 

val,ue of the shear ve'Locity squared, which is in turn a function of the in-

verse of Rt 
ecc· 

. . 
Figure 8.8 serves to il,tustrate the way in which band b (whose 

c 

'Local, val,ues are bCi and bi ) vary with angte (a). The val,ue of bci 

is shown in po'Lar co-ordinates in the top figure and the 'Lower figure is an 

expanded view of the perimeter showing 'Local, val,ues of band bc for two 

different diameter ratios (i.e. diD = 0,85;. and diD = 0,54). 

For the 'Large diameter ratio (diD = 0,85) the val,ue of b increases c 

with angte increase up to ~ radians, about which axis the figure is 

symmetrical, •. In the case of the saal,ter diaaeter ratiO, the Couette f'Low 

force ba'Lance yietds a val,ue of b which increases up to approximatel,y c 

0,35~ radians and then decreases. Reverting to Figure 8.7 it can be seen 

tha t the minimum va l,ue of 't' CC occurs at about 0,35~ radians. 

Since, bpi = b. - b. and for both diameter ratios given in Figure 8.8, 
J. CJ. 

bp increases with a, it can be expected that the shear stress distribution 

around the pipe wal,l, in Couette f'Low, woutd not show a minimum shear stress 

val,ue in the turbutent regime. This is verified on Figure 8.9 which shows 
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an ever decreasing shear stress on the pipe waLL around the perimeter except 

for the discontinuity between 'Laminar and turbutent fLow. 

8.5 Effect of diameter ratio on the average shear stress on pipe and 

capsute waLL 

Figure 8.10 shows average shear stresses (Tcc 

of diameter ratio keeping eccentricity (e = 0,999), 

and T ) as functions pc 

capsute veLocity 

(v = 3 m/s) and pipe diameter (D = 74 am) constant. c 

As has been shown previousLy, the average Couette shear stress on the 

capsute T 
CC 

is invariabLy higher than that on the pipe waLL, and both 

vaLues increase with diameter ratiO tending towards an infinite asymptot, 

at unit diameter ratio (in which case e = 0). 

8.6 Effect of pipe diameter on average Couette shear 

Figure 8.11 shows the average Couette shear stress on the capsute (Tcc) 

pLotted against pipe diameter. A typicaL diameter ratio (diD = 0,85) is 

shown and other diameter ratios yieLd similar curves. Three eccentricity 

vaLues are given and a range of capsute veLocitie,s are represented. 

The most significant feature of this graph is the increase of aver~e 

capsute Couette shear stress as pipe diameter is decreased. 

A particu'Lar vaLue of Tcc corresponds to a higher veLocity in a 

Larger pipe. The pipe diameter giving a T vaLue of (say) 8,0 Pa at cc 

V = 2,5 m/s is D = 57 mm and the same Couette shear stress wouLd be c 

generated on a caps ute in a 'Larger pipe diameter (D = 103 mm) at 

V = 3,0 m/s keeping the diameter ratio and eccentricity constant. c 

This corresponds to circu'Lar pipe fLow where waLL shear stress is 

tess in 'Larger diameter pipes at a constant aean water veLocity since 

t -2 
T = f P V 

and f decreases with increasing pipe diaaeter (in smooth pipes). 

A further pOint to note in connection With figure 8.11 is that increase 

in capsute shear stress, due to Couette fLow, with pipe diameter reduction,. ".: 

"';;,.)0 
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at a constant capsule vetocity, is accentuated as eccentricity increases. 

For example, reducing the pipe diameter by hatt, from D = 150 mm to 

75 llIlIl, at V = 2,5 m/s c causes a 17,8 ~ increase in the vatue of T at cc 

£ = 0,95. Whereas, the same diameter reduction at the sue capsule vetocity 

and an eccentricity of e = 0,999, resutts in a 62 ~ increase in the vatue 

of 't' • cc 

A third point to note is that absotute changes in 't' 
CC 

with pipe 

diameter decrease, are simdtar at different capsule vetocities. 

To sum up: Of most significance is the tremendous effect that eccen-

tricity has on the shear stress due to Couette ftow and hence the backward 

drag on the capsule. This is mainty due to the targe stresses at the 

bottom in the taminar ftow region. The other noteworthy features are the 

effects of diameter ratio, capsule vetocity and pipe diameter, att of which, 

when increasing, cause an increased backward shear on the capsule watt. 

9. Skin friction drag due to pressure ftow 

The shearon the capsute watt due to pressure ftow atways imposes a 

forward drag. and wouM appear to be a function of the capsute surface area 

(d2L) as wett as the average water vetocity retative to the capsule. c 

However, the excess head toss acroes the capsute is a'Lso a function of the 
. ,,:': " ~, . . 

\' .~.~".'\" ~ '). ; .. ~. "t',,:-:,,-: ,:,·)~~".:~:;'i:"~1; 

pipe surface area in the capsute2loriea~wetl,'asthe water vetocityretativ.~ 

to the capsute in this zone. 

These were the assumptions for .the gross method of anatysis. For the 

finite etement method, the excess head toss was assumed to be a function of 

the pressure ftow ve toci ty in the annul"us (V ap). 

9.1 Effect of pressure ftow vetocity component (V ) ap 

Two components of ftow vetocity were assumed in the annutus, i.e. the 

pressure component (Vap) and the Couette component (v ). ac It is assumed 

in the finite etement anatysis that the tatter is unaccompanied by pressure 
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drop so that the skin friction drag (forward) on the capsuLe due to the 

pressure f'Low component is a function of Vap. 

Figure 8.12 shows the drag force (forward) on the capsuLe as wett as 

the pipe watt, as determined from the finite etement anatysis for pressure 

f'Low onty (using the ve'Locity distribution 'Laws mentioned in Appendix II). 

The curves show how the forward drag increases with V and this is ap 

expected. 

These curves were a1so p'Lotted on 'Logarithmic paper and the force on 

the capsute, due to pressure f'Low , , is re'Lated to V via a power 'Law; cp ap 
1,73 

F = f(V ) c ap 

Two sets of curves are shown on Figure 8.12 for different diameter 

ratios and it is ctear that as diameter ratio is decreased the ratio of 

force on the capsute to force on the pipe is increased. 

general/t.'Y'li~·~,.!ilO._l __ ~.~,~lt'.atios. 

The effect of diameter ratio on the pipe to capsuLe force ratio can 

best be seen on Figure 8.13, which iSll&inty for concentric annuti and 

shows that the rapidity of increase in the force ratio with decreasing 

dIn is much I'reater for eccentric than for concentric annuti. 

Figure 8.13 is obtained from equations (7.51) and (7.52) us~ the 

radius of maximum ve'Locity from equation (7.41) for the concentric 'Laminar 

case and Randhava's eq~tion, (7.71) (from Leung) for turbutent f'Low. It 

is cl;ear from this Figure (8.13) that the ratio T ITc is tess for . pp' p 

1.am1nar than for turbuLent f'Low. 

There is experiment at evidence that the ratiO 

making use of Randhava's equation, may be too 'Low. 

T IT . as given by pp' cp 

The sotid point (at dIn = 0,476) was obtained by direct measurement· 

of the force on the pipe watt (reference 33). 

Briefty, this was done by fixing the core in position and suspending 

':',~ 
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the pipe on a weight batance so that the force reduction, due to upward 

flow of water in the annutus, coutd be deterained directty. 

By measuring the pressure drop, it was possibte to obtain the totat 

force on the pipe and core from the force batance equation. The measured 

force on the pipe coutd then be subtracted from the totat force to get 

the force on the core. It can be seen from the graph that the measured 

force ratio (' I' ) (due to pressure flow) is about, 14 ~ higher than pp' cp ]G 

that catcutated when using Randhava's equation. From the postutated dotted 

curves it is apparent that as diameter ratio increases the discrepancy 

decreases and is of the order of 11 ~ at diD = 0,85. 

For comparison, the force ratio, force on pipe : force on capsute, is 

a tao shown. This curve was obtained from the finite e tement ana tysis usiIlB 

quasi-concentric potar co-ordinates and the velocity distrib~tion of Knudsen 

and Katz. This is shown for turbutent flow and unit eccentricity. 

Figure 8.14 shows, for the s~e diameter ratio (diD = 0,851) at a 

fixed eccentricity of unity, how the pressure shear stress varies around 

the capsute perimeter, with t~e velocity due to press~e flow in the annutus 

(Vap) as parameter. The most significant features are, firstty, the sub

stantiat circumferentiat variation with the targest shear occurring at the 

widest gap and, secondty, the increase in shear stress with velocity which 

occurs att the way round the circumference. 

The change from taminar to turbutent flow atways occurs a fair way 

aro~d the circumference and even at the highest velocity, 23 ~ of the 

circumference is in t&minar pressure flow. This vatue increases to 30 ~ as 

the ve loCi ty is reduced to Vap = 1,18 m/ s ;1. A 55 ~ ve loci ty reduction 

causes a 30 ~ increase in the amount of Circumference in t&minar flow. The 

ci+cumferentiat variation ot shear stress is in direct conftict with the 

shear stresses imposed by Couette flow and the effects of this witt be 

discussed in Section 10. 
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9.2 Effeot of eooentrioity on pressure 'shear (T ) around oapsule 
op 

Figure 8.15 shows the effeot of eooentrioity on the oiroumferentia1, 

shear stress distribution. This effeot is s~bstantia1" the shear stress, 

at zero eooentrioity, being uniformty distributed around the oapsule and 

the variet.1on from uniformity inoreasing steadity as eooentrioity' inoreases 

towards unity. Note that the shear stress has the same va1,ue quarter way 

round the oiroumferenoe, regardless of the eooentrioity. 

The top insert ourve shows how the shear foroe on the oapsule due to 

pressure ftow deoreases with eooentrioity. The effeot of eooentrioity is 

stight giving a tota1, (»ressure ftow) shear foroe reduotion of on1,y about 7 ~ 

as eooentrioity ratio (I) is inoreased from zero to unity. 

The numerioat ana1,ysis for resu1,ts given on Figure 8.15 was oarried 

out for a oonstant annuLar head toss (Ahf /L =.,25) and this meant that a 0 T 
the vetooity in the annutus (Vap) ohanged stight1,y for different eooen

trioities. Figure 8.15 (top insert) shows that the effeot of inore~sing 

the eooentrioity is to oause a stight inorease in the vetooity (Vap) and 

this effeot is partia1,1,y responsib'Le for the stight reduotion in the foroe 

on the oapsu'Le wat1,. Nonethe'Less, it is o'Lear that eooentrioity. does not 

great1,y affeot the average pressure foroe on the oapsule as opposed to the 

Couette shear where eooentrioity exerts a tremendous effeot. The oombined 
'Ji; 

effeot is disoussed in Seotion 10. 

Figure 8.15 atao shows how eooentrioity inorease oauses the oapsu'Le 

taminar region to fa1,1, away at eoo~ntrioities other than unity. The dotted 

ourve indioates ohange from Laminar to turbu'Lent ftow and on1,y the ourve 

for 1 = 1 is affeoted. 

Figure 8.16 shows how the forward pressure drag on both oapsu'Le and 

pipe wa1,1, is affeoted by eooentri~ty and the stight deorease in oapsute 

drag, due to pressure ftow, is aooompanied by an inorease in drag at the pipe 

wa1,1, as eooentrioity ratio (I) inoreases. 
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TlUs means that the ratio of p~ee.sure drag on the pipe wa11 to pressure 

drag ~~"the capsute wa11;' ('p'~~)':'::';'{~cr~~~~~with .e'~~"~~~~ on'the 

tower part of the figure. 

9.3 Effect of diameter ratio QR shear stress distribution and average 

forward drag on the capsule due to pressure ftow 

Figure 8.17 shows how the capsule shear stress distribution increases 

around the circumference with diameter ratio (diD) as parameter for a 

fixed va we of annu tar head toss (Ahf IL = 0,25). a c There is a substantia1 

increase of shear stress at a11 points around the Circumference as diameter 

ratio decreases. At the same time, tess of the annu1us has taminar ftow,so 

that, for a diameter ratio (diD = 0,95), almost ha1.f of the annuLus per 

metre tength is in the taminar regiae, whitst, for (diD = 0,543) on1yabout 

15 ~ of the annuLus is taminar. 

The effect of diameter ratio on the tota1 drag force is shown in the 

top of the diagram (Figure 8.17) and the shear stress distribution increase 

With diaaeter ratio decrease is manifest as an increase in the average force 

on the capsu'Le. A 1though the effect of diaaeter ratio does tend to drop off 

betow diD = 0,6. Atso shown on the diagram for constant e and 6.hfa/Lc 

is the way in which the pressure ftow vetocity component increases as diD 

is reduced. 

This resu1t is expected since there is tess obstruction to the ftow 

with decreasing diameter ratio. 

9.4 Effect of pipe diameter on capsute force due to pressure ftow 

Figure 8.18 indicates how th~ force on the capsu'Le due to pressure ftow 
i 

varies as the va1.ue of V increases With pipe diameter (D) as parameter. ap 

The increase in' withV 1s expected (see Figure 8.12) and at a cp ap' , 

fixed vetocity the pipe diameter (D) has the effect of accentuating the 

pressure ftow force on the capsule. Approximate1y dotb1..ing the dioeter (D) 

from 74 mm to 150 mm increases the force on the capsu'Le by about 75 ~ (at 
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v = 2 m/s). The dashed curves are constant pressure gradient contours ap 

(Ahf /L) and for the above pipe diameter increase there is a cQnsiderab~ a: c 

reduction on the hydraul,ic gradient, a fixed hydraul,ic gradient corresponding 

to a much tower vetocity (V ) as pipe diameter iSdecressed. ap 

The diameter ratio and eccentricity ratio.are hetd constant (d/D = 0,85 

and e = 1,0). 

10. Interaction of total, drag forces on capsule 

This section deals with the part ptayed by each component of the drag 

on mobile capsules. 

Equation (7.217) can be written as fol,tows: 

2 
(~ + h ) .&lL\w _ -1\L (:r +:r ) 

c fc' 4' nu c pp pc 

(8.4) 

and from equation (7.182) 

:r nDL = w~ n(D
2 

- d
2

) -:r ndL 
pp c fa 4 cp c (8.5) 

Substitut1nc equation (8.5) in equatioJl (8.4) gives: 

2 
wA L IS - 11 ~ (1 - L ) = (Ah + Ah.lii..i!i Ah .. ~"\:£ w - WAbs2'~; . c c c f r fa' L'l . oJ 4 -~a 

n(D2 _ d2) 
4 +:r 'ltdL - i nDL cp c pc c (8.6) 

Adding the shear force on the capsute due to Couette ftow (i 'ltdL) to cc c 

both sides and simpl,ifying yietds; 

+:r 'ltdL -:r 'ltdL = 0 cp c cc c 

Equation (8.7) can be written as 

..... 
where Df 

Df - ~ + Dsfp - Dsfc . = 0 

= w(~f + (D/d)2(~. + ~ )) a L 0 

= form drag (forward) 

(8.7) 

(8.8) 

(8.9) 
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A wL'ls - 11 ~f( 1 - L ) c c c r (8.10) 

= soLid to solid frictionaL force (backward). 

-D = T ndL sfp cp c (8.11 ) 

-. skin friction drag due to pressure fLow in annuLus 

(forward) • 

(8.12) 

= skin friction drag due to Couette fLow in the annuLus • 

(backward) • 
~ 

Dsf = Dsfp - Dsfc (8.13) 

= totaL skin friction drag on the capsuLe (forward). 

Note that in most instances D f > D f so that D f actuaLLy acts s c s p s 

backwards on the capsuLe. 

If there is no contact between capsuLe and pipe waLL, then 

(8.14) 

Figures 8.19 and 8.20 show the various drag forces acting on a capsuLe 

of diD = 0,85 in a horizontaL pipe, D = 74 mm diameter. 

In the case of Figure 8.19 the Sf is 4,0 and for the capsuLe represented 

in Figure 8.20, SG.= 1,87. It wiLL be shown tater (see Chapter 12) that 

the former capsuLe is not LikeLy to Lift off the pipe bottom in the veLocity 

region tested, whereas, the tatter is. 

10.1 Form drag 

Referring first to the form drag; Figure 8.19 shows that for the 

heavy capsuLe, the form drag (Df) drops steadiLy with capsuLe veLocity 

and this is to be expected since Df is a function of 6hi and 6h, o 

both of which depend on the veLocity defect (v - V ) c 
and this quantity 

reduces as the capsuLe speeds up relative to the mean water veLocity. 

The form drag tends to LeveL off at high veLocities and in figure 

8.20 it is apparent that the form drag of the Lighter capsuLe starts to 

increase when the capsuLe veLocity (V ) 
c is greater than about 2 m/s. 

This is attributed to the increased contribution of 6hfa as the pressure 
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ftow in the annulus increases. Figure 8.21 shows the inftuence of average 

water vetocity (V) on the capsul.e vetocity (Vc), the vetocity in the 

annutus due to pressure ftow (Vap), the vetoci ty in the annuws due to 

Couette flow (Vac) and the average vetocity in .the annutus tv ) for am 

the two capsul.es under consideration. It is cl.ear that even though the 

pressure ftow in the annuws (Vap) is generatty l.ess for the tighter 

than the heavier capsul.e, the form drag rises in the former and not the 

latter case because the percentage contribution of ~hfa to the form drag 

is greater for the tighter capsul.e. This is because the capsul.e vetocity 

is greater for the tighter capsul.e, thuS reducing the ~. and ~h 
~ 0 

contributions to the form drag. 

10.2 Net skin friction drag 

It is clear from Figure 8.19 that as capsul.e vetocity increased the 
.- -skin friction drag due to pressure ftow (D ) sfp and Couette ftow (D ) sfc 

both increase correspondingty but they act in opposite directions. 

The vatue of D sfp is atmost invari~bty dominated by D f 
.' s c 

the net skin friction drag acts backwards. 

so that 

Figure 8.22 shows the average vawes of the skin friction drag due to 

the two components of ftow, on both the pipe and capsul.e watts. For the 

pipe wat1 the components are additive and for the capsul.e watt subtractive, 

i.e. -'t' 
C 

- -= 't' - 't' • 
CC cp, 

Figure 8.23 shows the totat average shear stress on the pipe and 

capsul.e watts. The shear stress on the pipe watt (T ) 
p 

increases, whereas 

the shear stress on the capsul.e watt (T ) 
c increases whi.l.e the capsul.e is 

stationary, but as soon as the capsul.e starts to move (the incipient 

vetocity V. is indicated on the diagram) a reversat of the shear stresS 
~ 

on the capsul.e watt occurs and the vawe of Tc then 

in a backward direction, retardingcapsul.e ~otion~' 

Reverting to Figure 8.20 for the tighter capsul.e at the same diameter 

.... ~. 
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ratio, the dotted curve for the skin friction drag due to .. Couette ftow 

indicates a decreasing drag as cap$ule vetooity increases up to about 

1,5 m/s at which state a reversal, occurs until, about 2,0m/s and then the 
+ 

vawe of Dsfc continues to decrease. This pattern is ref1..ected as a 

net shear stress on the capsu1.e seen on Figure 8.24, where the abscissa 

is now V • 

. Tracing the net sheax sifree.BcW:-ve O~ the~apsu~.frQJl V =0 to 
\ ,'" ' .. ~-: ~ 

v = 3 m/s the fol,towing phenomena are noted: 

The va l,ue of l' 
c first increases until, the Couette shear ex-

-+ 
ceeds the pressure shear (icp) and a reversal, occurs at incipience as for 

the heavier capsule. The shear stress (i ) 
c then becomes increasingl,y 

dominated by the Couette component (icc) as V increases, and at about 

1,3 m/s the net shear reverses again and starts to increase, and the reason 

is that, at this point, the capsule starts to l,ift and the Couette shear 

decreases at both the pipe and capsule wal,ls due to an eccentricity re

duction (see Figure 8.6). The way iII. which the separate pressure and 

Couette components infwence l' c and can be seen on Figure 8.25. 

According to the anal,ysis from which these curves were derived, equation 

(7.220) becomes operative as soon as the excess head toss across the capsute 

"-AH~II calculated from equation (7.220) exceeds the measuredval,ue of AHc 
- ./ . 

and the eccentricity is adjusted to give the val,ues of 'r. and l' to 
",'PP/ pc 

satisfy equation (7.220). This exp'Lains the reduction of l' and l'cc. 
~, 

The ca'Lcu'Lation does not take into account any of the other 'Lift 

forces (which are discuSsed in Section 11), and so the eccentricity remains 

very ctose to unity in the ca'Lculation, and as capsu'Le vetocity increases 

further the shear stresses due toCouette ftow continue to increase. 

This accounts for the reversal, of shear stress that occurs at about 2,3 m/s. 

The above reasoning can be emp toyed in a simi'Lar way to exp'Lain -the 

shear reversals that appear to occur on the pipe wal,l, due to Couette ftow • 
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These patterns indicated on Figure 8.24 are not necessarity correct 

in practice, since the eccentricity continues to decrease after V = 2 m/s 

(see Chapter 12). 

10.3 Distribution of net shear stress on capsule 

Atthough the average shear stress on the capsule (:r ) c gives rise to 

a backward drag, the actuat vatues of shear stress 

perimeter may act either way. 

(.) around the c .. 
Figure 8.26 shows the distribution around the capsule of the pressure 

and Couette components of shear for the two capsules considered. The 

mean water vetocity is V = 2 m/s for the heavy capsule and V = 3 m/s 

for the tighter one. In order to obtain the net shear stress distribution 

around the capsule, the Couette component is subtracted from the pressure 

component as shown on Figure 8.27 for the heavy capsule and on Figure 8.28 

for the tight one. 

It is of interest to note that the two curves associated with the 

heavy capsule on Figure 8.26 show a chan.ge over from laminar .to turbulent 

ftow between e = 25 ~ and 26 ~ of n and Figure 8.27 shows that for 

e < 20 ~ to 30 ~ of n the shear stress on the capsule (. ) 
c acts 

backwards and around the rest of the perimeter. acts forwards. 
c 

Thus, for most of the perimeter .• c acts forwards and the ftow is 

turbutent. Nonetheless, the net average shear stress on the capsule (:r ) 
c 

is backwards and the shear on Less than 20 ~ of the perimeter in laminar 

ftow compLetety dominates the forward component (i.e. * • Cc = 36,581 .and 
~ 
• = 8,754) or the Couette component (backwards) is much greater than cp 

the pressure shear component (forwards). 

A quick glance at Figure 8.27 is thus mis'1eading since the Couette 

shear (.cc) is concentrated mamty at the bottom of the pipe where the 

gap approaches zero (and dv/dy ~ m) generating aCouette shear which 

tends to infinity at the point of contact. 
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Figure 8.28 is the composite diagram derived from the curves on 

Figure 8.26 for the ~ighter capsuLe. Ch~e over from 'Laminar to turbuLent 

f~w.in this case occurs at e = 0,18n for the Couette component and 

0,28n for the pressure component. 

This is cLear~y impossibLe in practice since the f~uid cannot be both 

'Laminar and turbuLent at the same point, and this is a source of error in 

the theory, which is mere~y an ana~ytica~ technique for dea~ing with the 

probLem. This point wit~ be dea~t with further in Chapter 15. 

Figure 8.28 shows a discontinuity in the curve at about e = 0,18n 

and this is due to the discontinuity in the Couette component when 

changing from 'Laminar to turbuLent f~w. In this case, about haLf of the 

perimeter is subject to backward shear (e < 0,53n) and the f~w may be 

'Laminar or turbuLent. The forward co~podent is comp'Lete~y turbu'Lent and, 

in this case (the ~ighter capsuLe at a higher ve~city), the backward shear 

is even more dominating than in the previous case. 

10.4 Ve~city distribution in annu~us 

Figures 8.29 and 8.30 show ve~city distributions for the two capsuLes 

(SG = 4,0 at V = 2 m/s and SG = 1,87 at V = 3 m/s). The top haLf of 

the diagrams show ~~ tudina~ ve ~ci ty distribution at the top and bottom 

of the c'apsuLe (view A and view B) , and the bottomh&1.f6f: 'the diagrams'" 

shows ve~city distributions around the perimeter. In both cases the 

pressure and Couette components are shown dotted and the summation is 

shown in fu ~~. 

In Figure 8.29, the top diagram shows that dv/dy (at the capsuLe 

wa~~) is such as to give a forward shear at the top of the capsuLe 

(e = n) and when proceeding around the perimeter from the top dv/dy 

gradua~~y decreases and becomes zero at about e = 0,28n. As e decreases 

yet further dv/dy changes direction, increasing in a negative sense and 

becoming infinite at e = 0 '(for zero cLearance). The ve~city 

',i 
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distribution at the bottom (view B) is atso shown and this is the dis-

since the pressure ftow tends to zero at the point of contact •. 

Considering the tower haLf of Fisure 8.29, it is clear that the 

Couette component of ftow decreases as e increases; extremety rapidty 

betow e = O,6'Jf and then very &'l'aduatty. The Couette f'Low is almost 

constant around most of the annutus. The pressure ftow increases steadity 

with e (Jonsson,and Sparrow (reference 25) found simitar resutts 

experimentatty" see Figure 7.28) except for the sUght discontinuity at 

about O,26'1t where t~e ftow chances from taminar to turbutent. There is no 

discontinuity when the Couette component of flow chanees from Laminar to 

turbulent. 

The composite ftow distribution around the annutus thus decreases 

betow 9 * O,06'Jf and then rises steadity (except for the transition 

discontinuity) untit e = 'It. 

. , 

Figure 8.30 shows simitar distributions to those given in Fisure 8.29, 

except that at the top (view A) the vetoci~y sradient at the capsule watt 

is less steep resuttiIl& in a tower shear stress at this point (. = 5,5 Pa) c 

as opposed to 16 Pa for the heavier capsule). Since this capsule tr~vel.e 

faster than the heavier one, less of the ftow vetocity component in the 

annu'Lus is due to pressure ftow (i.e. V is reduced by about ~4f). ap . . . 

This atters the shape of the vetocity distribution because the Couette 

component has a greater inftuence. As the capsule SG is further decreased 

the, net ve toci ty distribution approaches the shape of the Couette com

ponent of vetocity distribution, causing a reversat of dv/dy at the 

capsu1r watt. 

At the bottom (view B) the -ielocity ~dientis atsoless than for the 

heavier capsule (the diagram is deceptive because the magnification is tess 

than in Figure 8.29 owing to ctearance at the bottom. In Figure 8.29 the 

gap between capsute and pipe watt approaches zero at the bottom, whereas it 

is finite on Figure 8.30). 
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The vetocity distribution around the perimeter (tower ha1.f of Figure. 

8.30) is simitar to that shown on Figure 8.29 even though both the mean 

water vetocity (V) and the capsute ve'Locity (v ) c are tess in the tatter 

case. This is because the pressure f'Low component is so much tess for the 

'Lighter capsute, giving rough'Ly the same mean annul,ar vetocity (Yam) in 

both cases. 

10.5 Friction drag 

Reverting to Figure 8.19, it is ctear that the friction drag increases 

as capsute vetocity is decreased, and this is ascribed to an intensification 

of the 'Lift force as the capsute speeds up. 

In Figure 8.20 for the 'Lighter capsute, the friction drag decreases 

to zero at about V * 2 m/s and in this case the capsute tifts comptete'Ly c 

off the pipe bottom. 

Figure 8.31 shows the 'Lift force (~) for the two capsuLes con

Sidered, and the va'Lue of Lr for the 'Lighter one (submerged weight 

WI = 8,0 N) approaches 8,0 N indicating zero vertica'L forces and, con-

sequent'Ly, 'Lift. 

As an aside: 

This figure indicates zero 'Lift at incipience for the tight capsute and a 

positive 'Lift for the heavier one. 

It is ctear that 'Lift at incipience is a function of the incipient 

vetocity (Vtf and this ve'Locity is higher for the heavier capsule (i.e. 

V. = 0,429 m/s as opposed to V. = 0,242 m/s for the tight capsute). 
1 1 

It is al,so certain that any positive water vetocity wi'L'L induce a 'Lift 

force whether the capsute is stationary or not. These points wi'L'L be dea'Lt 

with in the section on 'Lift forces, (see Section 11). 

10.6 Retative va'Lues of the drag forces 

It is evident from Figures 8.19 and 8.20 that both form drag (Df) 

and so'Lid friction drag (~) are predominant at tow capsule vetocities 
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~. the skin friction drag (Dsf ) onty becomes appreciable as V c 

increases. 

At higher vetocities it is the form drag and skin friction drag due 

to Couette ftow that have an increasing infl,uence. In al,l, cases the skin V 
friotion drag due to Fore ftov pl.ays tho 1;east sicnifioant ro1;e. /\ 

10.6.1 Backward drag 

The l,ighter the capsule of the same geometry the sooner the sol,id 

friction drag decreases', to be reptaced by skin friction drac due to 

Couette ftow as the main retarding force. 

The sol,id friction drag (~) is less than the skin friction drag 

due to Couette ftow at capsute vetocities (V) greater than 0,8 m/s for 
c 

a capsule of diD = 0,85 and SG = 1,87 (see Figure 8.20). Increasing the 

~ -SG to 4,0 raises the val,ue of Vc where Dsfc > ~ to about 2,6 mls. 

The ratio Dsfc : ~ increases with capsule vetocity increase, tending 

to infinity when the capsule to wal,1, clearance becomes finite. This ratio 

increases more rapidl,y as SG is decreased and less rapidl,y as diameter 

ratio is decreases, (see Figure 8.32). 

The absol,ute val,ue of D- as wel,l, as D is tess at tower than -F . sfc 

higher diameter ratios because the submerged weight and surface area of 

the tower diameter (dimensional, l,y simi tar) capsule is less. 

10.6.2 Forward drag 
~ 

For both SG's (1,87 and 4,0) at diD = 0,85, the form drag (Df) due 

to pressure differential, on the end faces of the capsule, is of the order 

10 times greater than the forward skin friction drag due to pressure ftow 
....... 

(DSfP). Al,thousn the ratio (Df/DSfP) decreases as capsule vetocity 

increases} For diD = 8.5 and SG = 4,0 the ratio Df/DsfP decrease; from 

13,6 (at ~ = 1,0 m/s and V = 0,677 m/s) to 7,0 (at V = 3,0 m/s and c 

Vc = 2,828 m/s). For diD = 0,85 and SG = 1,87 the ratio D!DsfP 
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decreases from 14,0 (at V = 0,5 m/s) to 9,8 (at V = 1,0 m/s) and 

6,55f (at V = 3,0 m/s). The ratio (Df/DsfP) atso decreases with velocity 

increase at other diameter ratios and the decrease is sUghtl,y accentuated 

as diameter ratio is reduced, (e.g. diD = 0,541 and SG = 4,0) the ratio 

(Dr!D
sfP

) decreases from 13,0 at V = 1,5 m/s to 6,0 at V = 3,0 mls. 

The abso1ute vatues of the form and skin friction drag due to pressure 

flow are atso tess at reduced diameter ratios and this batances the 

backward drag components, (see Figure 8.32). 

10.7 Effect of tength to diameter ratio on drag force components 

Figure 8.33 shows that the effect of increasing the tength to diameter 

ratio is to increase a11 four drag components at a particutar capsute 

velocity (v). c 
The dotted curve shows that the so1id friction drag is 

greater than the backward skin friction drag due to Couette flow at 

sUght1y decreasing velocities as tength to diameter ratio is reduced. 

At a capsute velocity of 1,0 m/s, increasing the tength of the capsute 

sixfold (from L /d = 2 to L /d = 12) causes the form drag to be in-c c 

creased rough1y sixfold, and these factors remain rough1y constant over 

the range tested. 

The differences in soUd friction drai, for different capsute tengths, 

gradua 11y decreases as capsu te ve loci ty increases and the capsu tes tend to 

Uft. 

Since skin friction drag due to Couette and pressure flow depends on 

the surface area of a capsute, increasing the tength causes the skin friction 

drag, in both directions, to increase. The absotute va1ues of skin friction 

drag differences for increasing capsute tength are accentuated as caps ute 

velocity is increased. 

11. Lift forces on capsutes 

The 1ift force on a capsute is defined as the net force acting 

.. ~ 
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perpendicutar to the fl.ow direction (in a horizonta~ pipe) over and above· 

the buoyancy force on a static capsu~. 

Five regimes of orientation are considered. 

1. The capsu~ is in comp~te contact with the pipe wa~~ (i.e. 

the static capsute and the capsu~ at incipient vel.ocity) •. 

2. Semi-hydrodynamic tubrication exists; where so~id to so~id 

friction (at the asperities of the surfaces) and f~uid friction 

due to shearing of the f~uid fitm are both present and no ~ift 

occurs. There is a s~ight etastic expansion of the capsu~ and 

a reduced reaction. 

3. Microscopic ~ft occurs; where there is a nomina~ amount of so~id 

to so~id contact but where c~arance between the capsu~ and pipe 

wa~~ wou~ be 1nvisib~ to the naked eye. Liquid shear is the 

dominating shear force present. There is a s~ight upward ti~t 

at the nose of the capsu~. 

4. Macroscopic ~ft is apparent; where on1y at the rear of the 

capsu~ is in contact with the pipe wa~~ and ~quid shear pre-

dominates. 

5. Free trave~ with the capsu~ comp~te~y suspended (~> W'). 

The theory of incipient capsute motion assumed no ~ftand it wi~~ be 

seen in Chapter 14 that there is good agreement between theory and experi-

ment at incipience. T.he ~iftforce8 for static and incipi,ent capsu~s 
, '. ,'" . ",' . ' 

are insignificant compared with the submerged weight of the capsule. It 

is on~y when the capsules are mobi~ and moving at fair~y high vel.ocities 

(of the order of 2 to 3 mls) that ~ift forces become appreciab~y targe. 

The device of dividing the ftow around the capsu~ into two components 

(i.e. the Couette and the pressure fl.ow component) i~.convenient for 

exptaining the mechanism of ~ft. Lift forces, generated by pressure 

fl.ow through the annutus, wi~~ be dea~t with and this wi~~ be fo~l.owed 
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by secondary Lift effects and Lift due to the Couette component of fLow. 

The foLLowing sections wiLL now be deaLt with: 

(1) Stream Lines around a static capsuLe. 

(2) Primary ,Lift due to pressure fLow and streamLine curvature 

in the annuLus. 

(3) Secondary Lift due to end effects. 

(4) Secondary Lift due to secondary fLow. 

(5) Lift due to Couette component of fLow. 

( 6) Combined effect of pressure and Couette fLow. 

11.1 StreamLine patterns around static capsules 

In the static capsuLe tests, smaLL particLes of soLid materiaL in the 

water, as weLL as smaLL air bubbLes, were observed, in order td bui'Ld up 

an idea of the streamLine pattern. 

Figure 8.34 is a composite diagram combining these observations with 

conjecture. 

At the 'Leading edge of the capsuLe separation occurs more towards the 

top and vortices are generated by the water fLowing through the annu1us. 

The amount of separation is LikeLy to increase with diameter ratio and 

mean water veLocity;· At very Large diameter ratios the separation is 

inhibited by the proximity of the pipe. 

A vortex aLso occurs at the bottom of the upstream face, due to the 

zone of stagnation, and this vortex is LikeLy to diminish as soon as the 

path of Least resistance (see section 11.2.1) of the water is through the 

annuLus. 

The vortex is in the shape of a partiaL toroid extending around the 

Lower fraction of the upstream edge of the capsuLe. At the downstream 

face of the capsuLe, the water Leaving the annutus generates a Large weak 

vortex as shown on Figure 8.34, and it is LikeLy that this vortex, shown 

onLy in a verticaL pLane, exists in other pLanes as weLL, dying out 

. . 
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towards the bottom of the crescent where the jet vetocity is LikeLy to be 

Less. A smaLler reversed vortex occurs in front of the capsule near the 

bottom of the pipe to maintain continuity. 

The forces generated by the postutated streamLine patyerns are upward 

on the back face of the capsule and may be either way on the front face 

aLthough they are more LikeLy to be upward. 

It is extremety difficutt to draw the streamtine pattern for the 

mobite case. For stow moving capsules (v < < V) c the streamtines are 

tikety to be simitar to those shown for the static capsule. 

For rapidty moving capsules (v > V) c the stream tines reLative to 

the capsule woutd (in certain regions, where the water vetocity is Less 

than the capsule vetocity) approximate the static capsule pattern in 

reverse. 

11.2 Mechanism of tift 

11.2.1 Primary tift due to streamtine curvature 

Consider the tine of streamtin~in a verticat ptane in the centre 

of the pipe upstream of the capsule where V «V. 
c 

The streamLine of maximum vetocity in the centre of the pipe, if the rJ 
capsule were concentric, woutd tend tO~isperse~venty around the perimeter ( , 

of the capsule. In the case of a futty eccentric capsule the verticat 0 

components of this streamtine can ontypass over the top of the capsule 

since there is no space between the bottom of the capsule and the pipe 

watt. 

By the principle of teast resistance (Leonardo da Vinci stated that 
/. 

lIprocesses in nature occur on the short'est path"), the other components of 

this centrat streamtine woutd tend to pass through the crescent annulus 

formed by the space between the capsule and pipe waLL, more towards the 

~ .. ~ top where the gap is widest than towards the bottom. The reason for this 

being that the vetocity must be z.ero at the capsule and pipe watt and tend. 
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towards a maximum between the two watts. Consequentty, there is least 

restriction to ftow where the watts are further apart. 

Streamtines in a verticat pl.ane, ctose to the bottom of the pipe, can 

onty be forced upwards to pass through the annutus. Those in the verticat 

pl.ane at the top of the pipe need not change their path to fottow the tine 

of Least resistance. 

Next, consider streamtines in a horizontat pl.ane at the .pipe centre 
.. 

" tine. Those nearer the centre of the pipe can onty pass over the top of 

the capsule. Those, nearer the pipewatt, can onty curve upwards since the 

annuLar space increases towards the top. 

Att other streamtine pl.anes can be considered in a tike manner and 

it can be reasoned that the preferred orientation is always towards the 

Largest distance between the pipe and capsule surfaces. 

An atternative visuatisation to thatc&bove, i.e. pl.anes of stream-

tines passing through the centre of the pipe, is to imagine coaxia~ ci~s 

in the capsule-free section of the pipe; the diameter of each circle 

differing by a smatt finite amount. The outermost circles of streamtines 

are in a zone of tow ve toci ty due to pipe watt proximi tf.. 

As the neighbourhood o! th~ capsule is approached the to~st stream-
.;" 

tines can continue unreta.rded,l,,;b.ere8,~ the. Qnes nf.'ar th~, bot.~oJll can onty., 
.,' ." ,"',. '.': . ,,' : . . -" .~:: . 

~ . 
be diverted upwards. A ring of high vetocity streamtines near the centre 

of the pipe wou1.d have to curve around the capsule when encountering the 
-' -,' 

upstream face of the capsule and, for an eccentric capsule, it is clear that 

the diversion must be eccentric. Again, by the principle of least 

reSistance, the ring of $treamtines must assume a preferred orientation 

where watt proximity offers teast resistance. 

The above reasoning makes it easier to visuatize streamtine patterns 

passing around the capsule. It is clear that att the streamtines Originate 

from a region of hydrostatic pressure distribution since streamtines are 

paratlet upstream of the capsute-. 
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If the obstructing capsule gives a modified orientation of stream-

"Lines, with higher ve 1.oci ties a 1.ong the top of the capsu'Le, the pressure 

there must be tess according to Bernouit"Li's equation, causing a net tift 

force on the capsute. The pressure distribution is not hydrostatic and 

the stream"Lines are not parattet. 

From the ve1.ocity contours of Jonsson and Sparrow (see Figure 7.28) 

for a stationary eccentric annutus, it is ctear that the ve1.ocity diminishes 

where the angular space diminishes and this is to be expected, as dis-

cussed eartier. 

However, Jonsson and sparrov~as~.ssure distributions ~ 
around the eccentric annu.tus and found a sUght pressure reduction towards 

the top of the annutus which diminishes as entrance length increases with 

a substantiatty Larger difference as eccentricity increases. 

It must be remembered that they considered futty deve1.oped steady 

f1.ow and end effects were not taken into account. The effect of a finite 

capsule is to introduce the streamtine curvature atready mentioned and 

this causes a pressure reduction at the top of the annutus not found in 

the futty deve1.oped steady f1.ow examined by Jo.nsson and Sparrow. 

Streamtines, travetting around the top of the capsule, wouLd atso have 

greater energy tosses due to entrance effects than those near the bottom 

and this atsodiminishes the pressure at the top of the capsule. 

If the capsule vetocity exceeds the mean water vetocity and the ftow 

in the annutus is generatty backwards (i.e. v > V ) c am re lAtive to the 

capsule, then the situation woutd be simit&r to that described above, but 

in reverse. 

11.2.2 Lift due to end effects ... 

Assume that the capsule ve1.ocity is tess than the mean water vetocity. 

In the capsu'Le-free zone, one co-axiat circle of streamtines must have the 
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water vetocity is faster and outside the circle stower than the capsute 

vetocity. 

There is, thus, a movement of water around the rear face of the 

capsule, into the deficient areas, similar to the static capsute case. 

This outward movement of water passes around the peripher:y of the 

capsute near the top and causes a zone of streamLine curvaturs: near the 

bottom of the upstream face, and breakaway near the top. 

««(1«« ««tl' I«{ ''«««« (tlel"e «., < «««< 

Figure 8.35 

At the teading edge of the capsute there are two methods of inducing 

tift. 

1. StreamLine curvature upstream of the capsule causes a verticaL 

shear on the upstream face which can onLy act upwards, 

(Figure 8.35 (1)). 

2. Breakaway from the upstream surface of the capsule caused by 

streamLines traveLLing verticaLLy upwards over the capsule, which 

separate from the edge. This causes an eddy, semi-toroidaL in 

shape, which forms around the upper edge of the capsule 

(Figure 8.35 (2)). 

In the case of an eccentric annuLus this effect must be more pro~ 

nounced at the widest part of the crescent annuLus. This induces a tow 

pressure region just above the capsule at the leading edse. What is meant 

by the teading edge of a capsule? If the water is moving generaLLy 
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retative to the capsule, in the direction of capsule ftow (v > V ) 
c 

the 

Leading edge is at the rear end. But if V >v the water ~eneratty moves c 

from nose to tait and the nose end is the teading edge. 

The end effects described above couW, thus, resutt in either a nose 

up or tait up orientation. This witt be discussed further in Chapter 12. 

The front end is atso subjected to tift forces. The vortex shown on 

Figure 8.34 at the front of the capsute gives rise to back ftow which 

riles to meet the annutus stream in front of the capsule nose, and as it 

rises an upward shear is produced. The smatt vortex in front of the capsule 

at the bottDm gives rise to a stight downward component. 

Since the vortex in front of the capsute is tikety to be weak, any 

verticat tift generated by this mechanism witt be stight. 

11.2.3 Lift due to seconda;r ftow 

It is difficutt to separate this tift component from that due to 

primary stream tine curvature. None the tess, secondary ftow does exis t and 

is tikety to generate a secondary tift effect. Secondary ftow is defined 

as components of ftow other than &%iat and those due to primary streamtine 

curvature. 

There are two sources of secondary ftow. 

1. As a resutt of the streamtine pattern described eartier, it is 

mandatory for circumferentiat vetocity components to exist in 

addition to &%iat components. 

2. In addition it is wett known that secondary flows exist in att 

straight pipes of non-circular cross-section. 

11.2.3.1 Secondary ftows as a resutt of overatt streamtine curvat~:-. 
In the case of a capsule, which is tateratty conaentric and verticat\f 

eccentric, secondary ftow components occur, which may be circumferentiatty 

sY'JlIletrica t, (Figure 8.36). 
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Figure 8.36 

For' retativel,y short capsu'Les, the upward spiral,l,ing component coutd 

predominate since the downward component may onl,y occur after the water 

has 'Left the immediate vicinity of the capsute. 

Even for 'Longer capsu'Les there coutd be a predominairtl,y upward com-

ponent, since the spiral,l,ing cycte woutd start off with an upWard component 

and, untess the capsule were the exact tength for a comptete period to 

occur, there woutd stil,l, onl,y be out-of-batance upward velocity components 

in the vicinity of the capsute. 

a tateral,l,y eccentric orientation periodical,l,y, the water, as in the case 

of a vertical,l,y eccentric capsu'Le, tends to flow towards the widest part 

of the annutar gap at the top. In the case of an obl,iquel,y eccentric 

capsute, the water tends to flow towards the widest gap, between capsute 

and pipe wal,l" which is not at the top.. As the capsu'Le rol,1.s periodical,l,y 

up each side of the inside pipe wal,l" further secondary circumferential, 

f'Lows are generated. The evidence for this is an observed periodic 

spiral,l,ing of the capsute as it trave1.s aloIlB, which is superimposed on 

the 'Longi tudina l, motion. 

These circumferential, velocity components give rise to vertical, shear 

components around the circumference, which coutd induce l,ift. 
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11.2.3.2 Secondary ftows due to infinitety tong non-circular cross-section 

The secondary ftows described above are further augmented by secondary 

ftows generated in the triangUlar sections at the bottom of the pipe. 

pipe 

Figure 8.37 

The water ftows towards the bottom corners of the curved triaIl&'tes atone 

the bisectrix of the anctes and then outwards in both directions. 

Momentum is transported from the centre to the corners and hi~h vetocities, 

a.s shown in Figure 8.37, are generated. 

11.2.4 Lift due to Couette f'Low (Lift due to 'Lubricatill&' fi 1m) 

It witt be shown in Chapter 12 that the capsutes pneratty travet in 

a nose up position. This means that the capsute stides on a wedge of 

water which thickens towards: the>~t of the capsute. The v.~J.ty of 

the water is zero at both the capsute and pipe watts. Relative to the 

capsute the vetocity must change from zero to Vc at the pipe watt. 

According to Figure 7.28, the pressure ftow component of vetocity (Vap) 

is negtigibte in the narrow recion near the bottom where the capsute watt 

approaches the pipe watt. 
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In a capsule water system, where the capsule has tifted, the ftow, in 

the region shown shaded in Figure 8.38, is, virtuatty, entirety due to the 

Couette ftow component and is similar to that found between parts of a 

machine in retat ive motion (such as a stipper and~~+YheiC. c~.AI~face 

is stiding on a fixed face with a thin tayer of ftuid preventing contact. 

It can be seen on FiBUI'e 8.5 that the ftow condi tiona are 1.aminar for 

Couette ftow up to an angl.e (e) of about 0,.16'1t for c > 0,95 at a. 

capsule vetocity (v) 
c of 3 m/s for a fairty targe diameter ratio 

(diD = 0,85). 

It witt be shown in Chapter 12 that, depending on the SG of the 

capsule, the above conditions represent a targer clearance (C) than 

actuatty occurs, i.e. c > 0,95 means that the gap C <0,825 mm and 

for SG = 3,7 the maximum ctearance (C) is less than 0,7 mm. so that 

laminar ftow certainty occurs for a totat inctuded angte of at least 

0,32'1t when the capsule just tifts. 

11.2.4.1 Viscous tift between plane surface~ 
y 

V 
.. c 

x 

I. .. L CI ~ 
al~~.·------· _c ____ ~~~ Fi«Ure 8.39 
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The standard equation for pressure drop. in the x 

Prand tf reference 45) i. 

direotion (e.g. ) 

dF/dx = lli rv ch 
_ Ql 

h3 l-2 ~ ( 8.15) 

where Q = ftow between two fLat pLates a distance h apart. 

This equation is quite simp1,y derive.d by integrating the basic equation 

for Laminar ftow between two f1.at pLates (dF/dx = I..L d2v/dx~ tWice, 

inserting the appropriate boundary conditions and integrating a third time 

to find Q (the Couette ftow between the ptates). 

If the surfaces are para 1,l.e 1" h = constant and integrating equation 

(8.15) yie1ds 

12 [V h J p = ~ + -Q x + const._ (8.16) 

If the pressure is the same at each end (e.g. P = 0) then const. = 0 

and [Vch/2 - Q]= 0 (from e~tion (8.16» and dP/dx = O. This means 

that 'no vertica1, toad can be supported. If a toad is supported, the 

pressure must rise with x and decrease again at x = L , i.e. c dP/dx 

must be a variable and from equation (8.15) h must be a function of x. 

Therefore, the surfacmmust be inc1,ined to each other. 

From Figure 8.39 it can be seen that 

h = (a - x)6 

and it is easy to show (Prandt1, reference 45) that 

p 
m = 

V L2 
I..L c c 

h2 (2a - L ) 
m· c 

where P = mean pressure supporting the toad 
m 

( 8.17) 

h = mean thickness of. f1,uid fitm (mean gap between capsule and 
m 

pipe wa 1,1,). 

The fo1,towing shows how cl.earance due to the 1,ubricating fitm can be 

ca1,cuLated for a capsul.e trave1,1,ing at V = 4- m/s c assuming that the ftow 

in the Laminar Couette region is simi tar to ftow between fl,at pl,ates. 

Consider a capsu1,e of diameter ratio dID = 0,85; 1,ength to diameter 
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ratio, L /d = 4,0 and SG = 3,62 c in a 74 mm diameter pipe. The total, 

submerged weight is W' = 19,4 N (i.e. inc'Luding buoyancy forces). If 

the 'Lubricating effect is assumed to act onl,y in the region of taminar 

ftow, see figure 8.38, then the bearing area is 0,007 m2 and the average 

pressure is P * 2,77 kPa. m 

By inserting the above va~ues in equation (8.17) it can be shown that 

the front clearance is 0,3 mm With the back clearance 0,1 m. From Figure. 

12.5 it is seen that these ctearance val,ues correspond to a measured 

capsute vetocity of about 2,2 mls. 

The etementary ca1.cu'Lation above thus gives a capsu'Le vetocity (v ) 
c 

of about twice that measured, for an average ctearance of 0,2 mm. This 

is exp'Lained be tow. 

It is not surprising that the clearance given by the 'Lubricating fitm 

anal,ysis is an underestimation of the measured val,ue since there are other 

factors contributing to capsule tift as mentioned eartier. Even that part 

of the l,ift component, due to the 'Lubricating effect atone, is l,ikel,y to 

be in error because assumptions made in deriving equation (8.17) are not 

compl,ied with in the capsute case. The main assumptions are as fol,tows:-

1. The anal,ysis assumes p'Lane surfaces which are paral,lel, to eaoh 

other at right angLes to the motion. The curvature of the capsute· 

and pipe wal,ts as wel,l, as the non-paral,tel, nature of the surfaces 

are both sources of deviation from the ideal,ised theory. Al,though 

the former is less of a source of error than the 'Latter. 

2. The surfaces are also assumed to be of infinite extent, normal, to 

the direction of motion, which means that no transverse components 

of ftow are considered. It is evident that, in a capsute of finite 

length, the water is squeezed out of the narrowest section and passes 

around the capsule perimeter towards the back of the capsule. 

ALthough this escape of water is tikeLy to reduce the pressure 
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in the Lubricating layer, it does give 

rise to secondary fLow which induces capsuLe 

tift due to shear around the perimeter as 

discussed in Section 11. The secondary 

tift effect is probabLy less significant 

than the tubricating fitm effect and the 

reduction in the latter is not tikeLy to be compensated by the former. 

3. Viscous forces are the onLy ones taken into account in the theory. 

However, an upward component of pressure in the turbulent region, 

beLow the centre of the capsute, is atso induced by a similar 

mechanism to the laminar effect at the bottom. This effect is far 

tess significant than the viscous tubricating fitm beLow the capsute 

for three reasons: firstLy, the c1.earance between the capsute and 

pipe waLL increases around the perimeter from the bottom: secondLy, 

the pressure forces causing Lift must be at right angles to the 

capsute and the verticaL components decrease steadiLy, becoming 

zero at the capsute centre-tine, and thirdLy, there is an opposing 

effect which is manifest in the turbulent region above the centre

Line of the capsute. The pressure distribution around the capsule 

due to the Lubricating effect is shown quaLitativeLy in Figure 8.40 

Figure 8.40 

laminar Couefte fLow 
,~~. 
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Note that if the downward force due to the submersed capsule weicht is 

kept constant and tift effects, other than that due to viscous 1.ubricatinc 

fitm, are ignored, then; 

2 
h (2a - L ) oc. V m c c 

A l.,so if (2a - L) ,is assumed constant; c 

h oc ItT 
m ""c 

(8.18) 

Increasing capsule ve'Locity (V c) from 4 to 6 m/ s causes an h 
m 

rise from 0,6 to 0,73 mm from equation (8.18). At the s~e time Couette 

f'Low, retative to the capsule, decreases at the bottom because the capsule 

rises into a 'Lower ve'Locity fietd (retative to the capsule), and a hicher 

ve1.,ocity fietd at the top of the capsule. The capsule Uft is thus 

restrioted as capsule ve'Locity increases. 

11.2.5 Lift due to combined effect of pressure and Couette f'Low 

The pressure f'Low component causes' a high ve1.,ocity fietd, retative to 

the capsule, at the top where the gap is l.argest, and this causes a cir-

cutation pattern around the capsule. 

Couette f'Low causes a backward ftow rel.,ative to the capsule, and this 

reversed ve'Locity further ampl.,ifies the circutation pattern around the 

capsule (Figure 8.41). 

< 'I <, (<< I t (Ie '(t ( tll« '4 (I ('tc' I < t'el</tl't It« <{tt' I(<<'letltllttl 

• v 

Figure 8.41 

When the capsule Ufts in a nose-up orientation the circulation is 

increased towards the centre of the capsule (Figure 8.~). 

, " ~ 

.~. \ 
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Figure 8.42 

In order to batance the circutation around the capsule, vortices are 

cast off at the traiting edge initiat~. 

These cast off vortices are in the same direction as those 

described eartier for static capsules, which create upward shears on 

the back face of the capsule. 

11.3 Calculation of 14ft ratio neglecting secondary ftow and 

tubricating fitm effects 

The tift ratio is defined as the tift force divided by the submerged 

weight of the capsule. 

The vatue for Ilf (1 - Lr) can be obtained from equation (7.219) 

and Figure 8.43 shows how this parameter, which represents the totat 

excess force acting across the capsule zone, minus the force due to skin 

friction on the pipe watt, changes with V and diameter ratio as parameter. 

As V increases Ilf (1 - Lr) ~ecreases regardless of diameter ratio, but at a 

greater rate as diameter ratio increases. This is because the excess head 

toss across the capsule increases with corresponding increase in the sub-

tractive shear on the pipe watt as vetocity increases. This teads to the 

representation of L as a function of ii, 
r 

a l.so shown in the diagram 

(Figure 8.43). The tift, and hence the vatue of L , must be zero at 
r 

V = 0 and increases in the manner shown, the higher diameter ratio capsutes 

f. 
I' 
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attaining a greater 'Lift force per unit submerged weight. And it wi'L'Lbe 

shown in Chapter 12 that increasing the diameter ratio (up to diD * 0,95) 

causes incipient 'Lift at progressive'Ly 'Lower ve'Locities. 

Figure 8.44 shows the 'Lift ratio as a function· of capsute ve'Locity with 

diameter ratio as parameter. The dotted curves indicate zero 'Lift at 

v = O. This is incompatib'Le with the previous figure. On Figure 8.43 
c 

the arrows indicate incipient ve1,ocit,. and the tift ratio vaJues at these 

points can be transferred to Figure 8.44 showing, by means of the ,:n'I~"" 

'Lines, positive va'Lues of L at V = O. This revea1.s one erroneous r c 

assumption in the theory, i.e. zero 'Lift at incipience. 

Figure 8.45 shows the va'Lue of L as a function of capsu'Le ve'Locity 
r 

for different density capsutes, and it is clear that the tift ratio must 

increase as the submerged weight of the capsu'Le increases. 

It woutd appear that the tightest capsu'Le, (SG = 1,87) approaches a 

unit va'Lue of L at V * 2 m/s and if the theory were correct this r c 
woutd be the incipient 'Lift vetocity. 

However, it wi'L'L be shown in Chapter 12 that incipient tift actua'L'Ly 

occurs at a much 'Lower velocity (for this capsu'Le at about 1,6 m/s). 

The primary purpose of the theory described in Chapter 7 was not to 

ca1,cul.ate tift forces on capsu'Les. This was mere'Ly a side issue, the 

main one being to ca1,cul.ate energy 'Losses across capsu'Les. It wi'L'L be 

shown in Chapter 15 to what extent this was successfu'L. 

The theory does not take into account 'Lift forces due to 'Lubricating 

fi 1m effect, and secondary f'Lows ("probab'Ly the main causes of tift). The 

foregoing three figures serve more to indicate trends than an accurate 

estimation of 'Lift forces. 

12. Modes of trave'L of capsule 

As has been stated ear'Lier, the sum of a'L'L forces on a non-acce'Leratinc 

capsute must be zero and the forces act in such a way as to maintain the 
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capsute in equiLibrium. 

Restricting the foLtowinc to horizontaL pipes, the capsules have been 

observed to traveL basicaLLy in one of three ways; that is, in contact 

with the pipe bottom (or top), compl..eteLy suspended, or traveLUng nose-up 

wi th the rear end traiLing a tong the pipe bottom (or vice versa for SG < 1). 

This is a vast oversimpLification of the basic modes of traveL and the 

above patterns may be modified to inctude; combinations of the above 

three modes (i.e. adopting different positions intermittentLy), roLting up 

the side of the pipe waLL, yawing (axis of capsu'Le not paraLl..eL to pipe 

axis in pLan) pitching (intermittent nose-up and horizontaL) and rotating 

about their own axis in the direction, of ftow. 

12.1 Capsule and pipe waLL in contact 

When traveLLing in contact with the pipe bottom, the skin friction drac 

pLus the soUd to soLid friction drag is in baLance with the form drag in 

a direction para L l..e L to the main f'Low, and the Lift and buoyancy forces 

are in baLance with the weight of the capsul..e in a perpendicutar direction 

to the main ftow. 

I~ 
LL " j iii ;Ii ILI"_iI 

D
f F + b.P 

l' .. c ., - -- ,-

Dsf --== 1'1 tl' --p V 
DF l' -c -, , -" -, -, , 

W' 

Figure 8.46 

Any moments acting on the capsul..e (due to the ftuid) mereLy have the 

effect of distributing the reaction on the pipe bottom. 
-i' 
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In this instance, there is Like Ly to be a cLockwise moment due to 

fLuid forces. This is because the skin friction draB, due to pressure 

fLow, acts forward and more towards the top of the capsule (see FiBure 

8.17). Whereas the Couette shear acts backwards and more towards the 

bottom of the capsule (see Figure 8.7 fGr example). 

An additionaL factor causinB a clockwise moment is the ftow around 

the upstream face of the capsule, which causes a Low pressure reBion at 

the top of the rear face and a shear stress verticaLLy upwards on the 

rear face (see Section 11.2.2). 

This cLockwise moment is not sufficient to cause macroscopic capsule 

Lift since the capsule onLy tifts at mean water veLocities of the order 

of capsule veLocity (see Chapter 12). 

12.2 TrayeLLing free 

When traveLLing free of the pipe bottom, the form draB is in batance 

with skin friction dr&B in a direction paraLleL to the main fLow. And 

the tift forces are in batance With the submerBed weiBht of the capsule. 

In this case no moments can be transmitted to the pipe waLL. The 

capsule adopts a particutar orientation resuLting in a net zero moment. 

~M=O 
~ 

" II. '~ I. I 1'". 

Df 
,. - c 

~ . - -P+AP- D • - P - sf -
""" 

W' 

Figure 8.47 

Consider the case where V > V. There is a co-axiaL circte of c-

streamtines simitar to that described previousLy (for V <V) c wherein 
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, 

a. 85 

the capsule vetocity is tess than the 10cat water vetocity and outside of 

which the water vetocity is less than the capsule vetocity. 

In this case consider .the front of the capsule. The capsule over-

takes the water outside the circle and the ftuid inside must move upwards 

and outwards into the deficient zone at the front of the capsute. 

This is best visuatised by considering a stationary capsule with the 

pipe watt moving backward at a velocity (V,) J. and the water movinc . '.. c .. 

forwards at a vetocity (v - V) at any point in the capsule-free pipetine 
c 

section (see Figure 8.48). 

V 
C .... _--11----

~ 

V-i--
c 

, W' 

Figure 8,1-8 
, 

~ . 
...... 

Assume that the capsule does. not Uft in this situation. 'Att the 

streamtines curve up towards the top of the crescentannutus, and the 

vetocity in the region A is higher than at the bottom in region B. 

There is a stagnation zone on the f·ront face towards the bottom causing 

an antictockwise moment about the point C. 

This moment is further amptified by the shear due to ftow over the 

capsule surface, and tow pressure due to breakaway behind A as wett as 

at D. 
, 

As the vetocity: ·CJt:.·.va~rel&t:1:ve to the capsule increases the 

moment increases and a vetocity is reached when the antictockwise moment 

is sufficient to overcome the clockwise moment about C due to the 
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submerged weight of the capsu1.e. 

As soon as tift occurs, the water is ab1.e to f'Low around the capsu'Le 

towards the bottom in the region of B. Atthough there is Uke ty to be a 

great dea t of turbu1,ence near B. 

The water, wett upstream of the capsule (on the right hand side of the 

relative motion diagram, Figure 8.48) originates from a hydrostatic 

pressure region, and f'Lows around the capsu1.e in a restricted area towards 

the top, causing a 'Lower pressure than in the capsu1,e-free zone, since 

there is relativety titt1,e energy toss for these upper streamtines. 

The water from the stagnation zone B, where the pressure is hither 

than in the capsule-free section of the pipe, is now able to f'Low under 

the capsu'Le at an even higher ve'Locity. 

However, the water passing around the bottom of the capsule has 

incurred a greater energy 'Loss travetting from the hydrostatic pressure 

distribution region than that which .p&spes around the top, even though 

the vetocity under the capsu1.e is ereater than above. This is because 

it has passed through the highty turbu1.ent high pressure zone at B. 

As the capsu1,e tends to tift even more, the ftow around the capsule 

tends to become more symmetricat, since the capsule eccentricity decreases. 

This causes 1.essenergy 'Loss for streamtines passing around the underside 

of the capsu1.e since f'Low conditions are not so restricted at B, and 

the pressure decreases at B thus putting the capsule down into an 

equitibrium position. 

Any further increase in ve'Locity around the capsu1.e causes a pressure 

reduction around the upper and 'Lower sections of the capsu1.e, which tend 

to be less different as the c1,earance at the bottom decreases. 

In_addition to the above, once the capsu1,e has tifted substantiat1,y, 

the 'Lubricating fi 1m pressure, a'Long the underside of the capsule, 

becomes significant and the resuttant force acts behind the midd1,e. 
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If the incLination of the capsule is increased due to the anti

ctockwise moment, the point of apptication of the tubricating fiUn 

pressure moves further back causing a ctockwise moment and tending to 

stabiLise the capsule at different vetocities. At equiLibrium the net 

moment on the capsule is zerQ. 
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PAR T IV 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

"PhllSi.os i.s Bald to be an empi.M.(I(%Z 

Sai.tm"B basBd upon obsertVati.on 

and Bu:pBM.mtmt. " 

Bertrand Russell 

,1 
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9.1 

CHAPTER 9 

HEAD LOSSES AcRoss STATIC . CAPSULES 

The apparatus used for static capsule tests was described in Chapter 4 

and is shown diagrammatically in Figure 9. 1. 

The applicability of the static capsule investigation was dealt with 

in Chapter 7, Section 3.1, and the object of studying static capsules was 

given in Chapter 7, Section 3.2. Definitions of energy losses for static 

capsules are shown diagrammatically on Figure 7.7, and discussed in 

Chapter 7, Section 3.3 

Experimental results of static capsule tests will now be dealt with in 

the' following sequence; hydraulic grade lines for eccentric and concentric 

capsules, energy losses at inlet and outlet for eccentric and concentric 

capsules, and finally annular losses. 

1. Hydraulic Grade lines and energy lines 

Figures 9.1 and 9. 2 show hydraulic grade lines and energy lines for 

static capsules orientated eccentrically. Three different velocities at 

each of three diameter ratios are shown, and for each curve pressure heads 

were measured at positions indicated on Figure 9.1.. A notable ,feature of 

these 'curves is the sharp dip in the hydraulic grade line at the inlet. 

Figures 9.3 to 9.5 show hydraulic grade lines and energy lines fOr 

static capsules concentrically orientated, and the curves are slightly 

different from those for eccentric capsules. At inlet, there is no sharp 

dip in the hydraulic grade line. Whereas at outlet, a slight dip is 

apparent. 

This is difficult to explain, and will be discussed further in the 

next section. 

2. Inlet head losses for static capsules 
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9.7 

The inlet head loss for static capsules is a case where flow converges 
I 

from the circular pipe flow condition to the annulus condition. As . such, 

no information could be found in the existing literature. 

The concentric and fully eccentric positions are extremes of the 

general situation and are, basically, the only two cases of concern :for 

static capsules, in the present context. 

It can clearly be seen from Figures 9.1 and 9.2 that, for eccentric 

annuli, there is a sharp local drop at the inlet due to the increased 

velocity in the restricted area of flow just downstream of the inlet face. 

this is due to contraction and re-expansion of the streamlines which are 

asymmetrical in the case of the eccentric annulus. Consider a stream-

line almost parallel to the upstream face at right angles to the axis of 

the pipe. This streamline cannot turn through a right-angle and must 

cause a contracted area just downstream of the leading edge. In the 

eccentric annulus case, the contraction is asymmetrical around the peri-

meter of the capsule, with a maximum contraction at the top and zero con-

traction at the bottom of· the capsule. Furthermore, the contraction of 

the stream only· takes place along the capsule side of the annUlUS, whereas, 

along the pipe wall, no contraction occurs. 

Boundary layer growth along the capsule starts after the leading edge. 

However, for the pipe wall, the boundary layer exists before contraction. 

The laminar sub-layers for the capsule and.pipe are, in all probability, 

not of constant thickness circumferentially, in the eccentric case, due 

to the variation in velocity around the perimeter of the annulus. The 

pipe and capsule laminar sub-layers approach each other towards the 

bottom of the pipe, in this case, and must merge with one another befOre 

this point. 

The energy loss is,in fact, largely due to the expansion downstream 

from theyefta contracta. Eddies are generated and energy is lost keeping. 

"}; 

'."'-~ 
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9.8 

them in rotation. 

The above indicates that the velocity distribution, just upstream and 

downstream of the inlet section, is extremely complicated. 

The non-dimensional value of the inlet head loss in conventionally 

expressed as flh.I(V
2
/2g) and if this value is plotted against dID an 

1 

empirical equation representing the experimental results for the static 

capsule values is 
-2 

flh./(V /2g) = kt 
1 

(7.112) 

This is shown in Figure 9.6 for the different flows and diameter ratios. 

And for eccentric annuli. 

kt = 22(d/D)6 
e 

(7.113) 

It has already been pointed out that the sudden dip at inlet is suppressed 

for concentric capsules. One possible explanation is that the pressure 

tappings are at the top and sides of the pipe (i.e. tappings 5.6 and 7, 

Fiaure 9.1). And it is only in the case of the largest diameter ratio 

(diD =0,85) that one side tapping is mainly responsible for the pressure 

dip (Figures 9.1 and 9.2). For the eccentric capsule there is probably less 

contraction just downstream of the inlet face. at the same velocity. since . ! 
the flow is evenly distributed arowd the perimeter. Another possible 

reason for the low pressure in the eccentric case is the secondary stream-

line curvature towal'ds the top of the crescent annulus (as described in c':,"',,,. 

Chapter 8) at inlet. 

Note that inlet and outlet head losses al~e somewhat unconventionally de~ 

fined in Chapter 7 , Section 3.3. Conventionally, the head loss is defined 

as existing between sections upstream and downstream of the contraction 

where the streamlines are paZ'allel. Note also that the diagrams are essen

tially for wall streamlines, there &reno pressure tappings on tl\e capsule. 

Figure 9.7 shows the inlet head loss for concentric annuli as a , 
function of the mean water velocity (V) and Figure 9. 8 shows the nOn-

dimeaaional presentation. 

" 
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The dotted curves on Figures 9.6 and 9.8 will be discussed in Chapter 

13. 

Unfortunately, no simple correlation was found for concentric annuli 

as opposed to eccentric capsules. And a polynomial of degree four was 

found by computer analysis for the concentric inlet head loss coefficient, 

i.e. k' = -28,37(d/D) + 180,73(d/D)2 - 364,60(d/D)3 + 244,1S(d/D)4 (7.114) c . 

(The concentric results for inlet head loss are superimposed as a broken 

line on Figure 9.6.) 

3. Outlet energy loss for static capsules 

Referring to the hydraulic gradients (Figures 9.1 to 9.5) it can be 

seen that, at the outlet, the changes in hydraulic grade line are not so 

pronounced as at the inlet. In this case, the flow diverges from the 

annulus condition to circular pipe flow and large eddies may be formed, 

downstream of the capsule, which dissipate energy. 

The reasons for the energy losses being less pronounced than at the 

inlet section are: 

3.1 At the outlet, some kinetic energy is converted to pressure energy 

and this dispersion takes place in an unconfined area (compared with the 

contraction at inlet). 

3.2 The pattern of rapid contraction followed by confined expansion at 

inlet leads to greater pressure changes than the relatively unconfined ex-

pans ion at the outlet end. 

3.3 The streamlines at the outlet end, although initially asymmetrical, 

in the eccentric annulus case, expand into a region which is symmetrical. 

3.4 The velocity distribution in the annulus at outlet is not affected, 

in the case of the eccentric annulus, by asymmetrical contraction as at 

the inlet. 
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3.5 The boundary layer in the annulus (concentric or eccentric) is pro-

bably fully developed both along the capsule and pipe wall. 

From the foregoing it seems hopeful that the expansion loss as used 

for concentric pipes may prove more fruitful in the capsule case than is 

the case at the inlet (see Chapter 13). 

The expansion loss for concentric pipes is normally taken as the square 

of the velocity difference divided by 2g. Applying this concept to the 

capsule problem leads to a head loss of 

6h I(V2/2g) = (1/(1-(d/D)2) _1)2 
o 

(7.115) 

This equation is plotted together with the results from the eccentric cap-

sule experiments in Figure 9.9, where it may be seen tha~ the trend of 

both sets of results is similar, but the capsule outlet head losses are 

less than those indicated by the concentric theory for the capsule case. 

An empirical fit to the experimental results yields the equation 

And for the eccentric annulus the outlet head loss coefficient (k ) 
oe is 

given by: 

k = 0,68 oe 
(9.1) 

Typical 6h o versus V curves for the concentric annulus are shown on 

Figure 9.10. And these values when plotted non-dimensionally on Figure 

9.9 yield the outlet head loss coefficient for concentric capsules 

k = 1,15 oc 

The outlet head loss coefficient for concentric capsules is thus 

(k ). 
oc ' 

(9.2) 

15% 

higher than the sudden expansion loss derived from the conventional pipe 

formula. And in the case of the eccentric annulus the coefficient is 

32% lower. 

An explanation for the above phenomenon is attempted in Chapter 13. 
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4. Annular losses for static capsules 

The empirical method of analysing annular friction head losses was 

described in Chapter 7, -Section 11.1. The Blasius equation was assumed 

valid and the mean velocity in the annulus V was chosen as the rea 

presentative velocity. A pseudo hydraulic mean radius was introduced to 

render the Blasius equation applicable. 

The definition of annular head loss given in Chapter 7, Section 3.3 

is unconventional. Frictional head losses in pipes are defined for fully 

developed flow. Whereas, the hydraulic gradient in the capsule annulus 

is given by the best straight line through the points representing pressure 

along the annulus, (e.g. see Figure 9.1), and the flow is not fully developed. 

By substituting the hydraulic gradient (t.hf IL ) a c in equation (7.94) 

the pseudo hydraulic mean radius (R ) 
p is obtained. 

Figure 9.11 shows the annular head loss (t.hf' ) _a determined from the 

concentric capsule hydraulic grade lines on Figures 9.3 to 9.5 as a 

function of the mean water velocity (V) • The velocities are converted 

to mean annular velocities via; 

And inserting these experimentally determined values in equation (7.94), 

Figure 9.12 is obtained. 

is valid and 

for concentric annuli. 

further in Chapter 13. 

Over the experimental range a linear correlation 

R = O,95R 
P 

(9.3) 

The dotted curves on Figure 9.12 will be discussed 

Substituting the values from Figures 9.1 and 9.2, for eccentric annuli, 

in equation (7.94) yields Figure 9.13. 

Superimposed on this Figure are the present analytical results as well 

as experimental results of Bourne et al (discussed further in Chapter 13). 
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Inserting the value of R for eccentric annuli in Blasius's equation 
p 

gives equation (7.95) for the friction factor in the annulus (€ = 1). 

And the graphical ve~ification of equation (7.95) when combined with 

Darcy's equation is given on Figure 9.14. A similar operation is per-

formed for concentric annuli using the appropriate pseudo hydraulic mean 

radius. 
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CHAP,tER 10 

CAPSULE KINEMATICS 

1. The kinematics of mobile ca2sules 

The meaning of the term kinematics in the following context is re-

stricted to that part of the mechanics of capsule motion which deals with 

quantities derivable from units of space and time. 

Although the various forces (pressure, shear, gravitational and solid 

friction) are the causes responsible for moving the capSUles, the kinematics 

is concerned solely with the effects of the mot;i.on on the displacement and; 

time relations of velocity and acceleration. 

To describe the motion of a capsule, a fixed co-ordinate system must 

be established and the capsule velocity (v ) 
c 

will be taken to mean the 

displacement of the capsule per unit time relative to the pipeline. To 

a stationary observer (relative to the pipeline) the flow of solitary cap-

sules will thus represent an unsteady condition wlth time. A steady 

state can only be achieved when the observer is stationary relative to the 

capsUle (in which case Vc = 0). 

An accelerating capsule represents a higher order unsteady state and 

care was taken to ensure that all experimental data were statistics of 

non-accelerating capsules (that is, a steady state relative to the cap-

sule) • 

The rest of this Chapter will be devoted to the effect of the numerous 

variables inVolved on the capsule kinematics, preeeeded by a brief 

discussion on the acceleration tests. 

2. Acceleration 

The purpose of carrying out these tests was to determine the adequacy 

of the experimental pipeline length rather than an actual study of the 
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behaviour of an acceleratin~ capsule. The essential objective was to es-

tablish whether the pipelines were long enough to achieve a constant cap

sule velocity at the section where this statistic was measured. 

Capsules of specific gravity 0,39; 1,05; 1,77; 3,2 and 4,8 were 

used for acceleration tests in the 74 rom diameter pipeline at a diameter 

ratio diD = 0,95 at V = 3,04 m/s; V = 1,265 mls and V = 0,792 mls 

and capsules of specific gravity 1,05; 1,71; 3,2 and 4,8 were tested 

in the 74 mm diameter pipeline at a diameter ratio diD = 0,542 at 

V = 3,03 mls and 1,68 m/s. 

Figures 10.1, 10.2, 10.3, 10.4 and 10.5 show capsule velocity as 

ordinate plotted against the distance travelled from the inlet of the 

pipe for the different specific gravities, capsule velocities and diameter 

ratios. The acceleration tests inVOlved about 600 experiments. 

However, the only variables requiring measurement were the photo cell 

position, the capsule velocity and mean water volocity, rendering the ex

periments comparatively quick and simple to perform. 

The acceleration tests were carried out in the 74 mm diameter pipe-

li"1~~ only. It is obvious that when starting from rest the capsule must 

accelerate at least part of its way when travelling through the pipe. The 

44 mm diameter line was a closed circuit. Accelerations were simply due 

to bend decelerations and were thus slight compared with the 74 mm dia-

meter pipe. The experience gained in operating the large pipe enabled 

the design lengths of the 44 mm diameter pipe to be determined with 

confidence. 

The results on Figure 10.1 indicate that for a diameter ratio 

(diD) = 0,948 and a mean water velocity of 3,04 mls the heaviest cap

sule which has the most inertia requires the lopgest acceleration length. 

Although, at 1,52 m from the pipe entrance, the velocity is within 

2% of what appears to be the steady velocity at 10,66 m from the 
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entrance. 

It is clear from Figures 10.2 and 10.3 that at lower mean water velo

cities the pipeline length is more than adequate for the higher diameter 

ratios. The following two Figures (Figures 10.4 and 10.5) indicate that 

at a lower diameter ratio (dID) = 0,542 the highest specific gravity 

capsule (Sc) = 4,8 again requires the longest acceleration length. 

These results were considered sufficient to prove that the length of 

pipeline was adequate as far as steady capsule velocities in the test 

section, about 10 m from the pipe entrance, were concerned. 

3. Dimensional Analysis 

Dimensional analysis isa useful tool where experimental data are 

available and the variables enter the problem in too complex a manner for 

more detailed analysis. The variables involved in the phenomenon are 

known while the relation between them is not. 

Such is the case with pure water flow in a pipe where there are far 

fewer variables than in the capsule proble~. The analysis of concentric 

annular flow with a stationary core (see Chapter 7) indicates the degree 

of complexity introduced by even one more v~iable. For a number of 

variables the complexity increases ~~~y~old, and an analytical solution 

becomes impossible. Resort can then be made to dimensional analysis ·to 

indicate a form of grouping of variables. 

We are concerned with the capsule velocity evc ) and the influence 

thereon due to the following variables. 

V = mean water flow velocity 

d = capsule diameter 

D = pipe diameter 

Pc = density of capsule 

P = density of vehiCle (fluid) 

L = capsule length c 
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lJf = coefficient of solid to solid friction between 

capsule and pipe wall 

k = roughness size (mean) of pipe 

k = roughness size (mean) of capsule c , = slope of pipeline 

lJ = viscosity of fluid 

If the capsule velocity (V ) is made a function c 

it can be shown by dimensional analysis that; 

d Pc L k k 
pVD <f» V IV c c = f('D' p' d , lJf , d' d , c lJ ' 

This equation indicates that the velocity ratio 

of the above variables, 

(10.1) 

(V IV) can be plotted 
c 

against the Reynolds number (pVD/lJ) while holding the other parameters 

constant. The above equation is, of course, only one solution and others 

could be given. It i~fUl for showing the effect of the variables on 

the velocity ratio. 

For a constant pipe diameter (D) and fluid kinematic viscosity (v), 

the velocity ratio can simply be plotted against the mean velocity (V). 

It will be shown later that this form of plot is not the best from the 

point of view of grouping variables •. However, the velocity ratio (V IV) 
c 

is shown plotted against V on Figures 10.6 to 10.9 for the following 

reasons. Firstly, these Figures were drawn out before it was realised' 

that a better, less obvious, form of presentation would be found later and 

secondly, as was mentioned before, this form of plot is useful for dis-

cussing the effect of variables. 

4. Velocity ratio 

Figures 10.6 to 10.9 show the velocity ratio plotted'against the mean 

water velocity for the 74 mrn diameter pipeline on a horizontal slope. 

Capsules numbered 1 to 24 were used in these experiments comprising four 

diameter ratios of ~ix specific gravities each. Each graph is for a , 

particular diameter ratio and fixed capsule geometry but varying specific 

gravity. 

.. 
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As the mean velocity of the water increases the velocity ratio increases, 

rapidly at first, but at a steadily decreasing rate until the ratio becomes 

constant. (The constancy is only achieved for dID = 0,95 and neutrally 

buoyant capsules at other dID ratios.) 

However, it will be seen in Chapter 12 that increasing the mean water 

velocity further would yield a constant velocity ratio far all the cap-

sules tested. 

This characteristic trend is found for all diameter ratios, length to 

diameter ratios, specific gravities and Slopes. 

Far the largest diameter ratio (dID ~ 0,95), see Figure 10.6, the 

constant velocity ratio is reached and is at least unity (for the heaviest 

capsule) and the ~ specific gravity capsules have velocity ratios ~ 
which are greater than unity once the velocity ratio has become constant. 

The neutrally buoyant cpasule has a velocity which is consistently 

greater than the mean water velocity. 

Figure 10.6 also indicates that as the specific graVity of the capsule 

increases the velocity ratio becomes unity at increasingly higher mean 

water velocities. 

This appears to indicate that solid to solid friction, between the cap-

sule and pipe wall, has less effect as the capsule ~_ and as the r 
specific gravity of the capsule decreases. 

If the velocity ratio reaches a constant value any change in the mean 

water velocity (V) produces a corresponding change of capsule velocity. 

The capsule is thus subject to the same influences as a mass of water parti-

c.les, neglecting internal shear. This seems to imply that solid to solid 

friction has become inoperative when 

further discussion see Chapter 12.) 

v IV reaches a constant. c (For 
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Figure 10.8 (for diD = 0,68) shows that only the neutrally buoyant 

capsule attains a state where V IV is a constant. 
c The capsules of 

specific gravity other than unity do not attain velocity ratio valUes that 

are constant except in the case of the largest diameter ratio (diD = 0,95). 

To sum up: The effect of increasing the mean water velocity is to in-

crease the velocity ratio in all cases. In some cases, a constant velo-

city ratio is reached and this occurs sooner as the diameter ratio in-

creases and the specific gravity (relative to water) decreases. It seems 

likely that lower diameter ratio capsules will also reach a constant velo-

city ratio if the mean water velocity were sufficiently high. 

5. The specific gravity effect on the capsule velocity 

The solid to solid friction between the capsule and pipe wall depends 

on the relative density (or specific gravity) of the capsule, other capsule 

properties remaining constant. In the zone where solid to solid friction 

predominates (at lower velocities) the heavier capsules require a higher 

incipient velocity and thus commenC~rto travel at higher water velocities 

and also continue to have capsule velocities less than for lower specific 

gravities. 

However, in the zone where solid to solid friction is assumed to be in-

operative (i.e. where the velocity ratio is a constant) the heavier cap-

sules do not appear to travel much slower than the~capsules and 

this fact adds support to the hypothesis of capsule lift. 

It will be shown in Chapter 12 that the heavier ~psules travel in a 

lower velocity field even after lift off. 

The capsules numbered one and three (Figure 10.6), although of differ-

ing specific gravities, 0,426 and 1,77, have submerged specific 

gravities that are close, i.e. 0,574 and 0,77 and it is clear that the 

velocity ratio curve for these two capsules is similarly close. 
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This pattern is consistent at other diameter ratios, for example, 

capsules numbered 19 and 21 at diameter ratio 0,543 have submerged 

specific gravities of 0,583 and 0.75 and the velocity ratio curves are 

again close (see Figure 10.9). 

This indicates that the submerged density ratio «p -PYP = S -1)"~s a c c '1 j 

more significant variable than the density ratio and this parameter was 

adopted instead of the specific gravity. 

A further conclusion is that it makes no difference whether the solid 

to solid friction is between the top of the capsule and the pipe or between 

the bottom of the capsule and the pipe. 

Thus capsules of submerged specific gravities of zero will experience 

no solid to solid friction and should travel concentrically along the pipe 

axis. Also, these capsule velocities should be greater than the mean 

water velocity. 

Since the mean water velocity can be computed by sampling the entire 

velocity distribution it takes into account the low velocities near the 

wall. A small diameter capsule travelling concentrically will thus 

sample the highest velocity region. 

Thus capsules whose specific gravities approach unity should increasingly 

travel at higher velocities and for these capsules, as the diameter ratio 

decreases, the capsule velocity should increase. The opposite is true 

for capsules of significantly high specific gravity. 

This trend is illustrated on Figure 10.10 which is a plot of diameter 

ratio (d/D) against velocity ratio (V /'1), 
c 

once the velocity ratio has 

become constant, for neutrally buoyant capsules. 

A further noteworthy characteristic of neutrally buoyant capsules is 

that the velocity ratio is independent of the mean water velocity over a 

wide range. This is true for all diameter ratios and the effect would be 
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even more apparent if the specific gravities were exactly unity. 

The approximately neutrally buoyant capsule (no. 2, specific gravity 

= 1,065) of diameter ratio 0.95 has a velocity ratio independent of the 

mean water velocity from 0,9 mls upwards. At lower diameter ratios, the 

velocity ratio seems to be independent of the mean water velocity at higher 

mean water velocities, e.g. about 2,5 mls for diameter ratio 0,543 

(see Figure 10.9). No significance is attached to this trend since the 

specific gravities were:not exactly unity, and for submerged- specific 

gravities greater than unity this pattern is expected as will be discussed 

in Section 7. 

The effect of submerged specific gravity on the velocity ratio is far 

more apparent as the diameter ratio decreases. In fact, for a diameter 

ratio of 0.95, the velocity ratio difference between the capsules 

(Figure 10.6) due to the effect of specific gravity is only 0.235 (i.e. 

0,8 to 1,035) for a specific gravity ratio of 4,84 to 1,065. This 

is at the mean water velocity where the effect is most apparent, viz. 

0,5 m/s. Compare this with the 0,543 diameter ratio capsules (Figure 

10.9). At the velocity where the effect is most noticeable (viz. 1,5 m/s), 

the difference in velocity ratio is 0.85 for a submerged specific gravity 

ratio of 4,77 1,06. 

Thus for the two diameter ratios 0.95 and 0,543, the change in 

veloci ty ratio for the l~ is 3,62 times that of the f~r for a 

specific gravity ratio of 4,5 to 1. 

Figure 10.11 shows velocity ratio (v IV) plotted against the sub
c 

merged specific gravity (S -1) and the variation of the latter is seen to 
c 

have a far more significant effect on V IV as the diameter ratio de
c 

creases. Or, the greater the diameter ratio, the less the effect on 

V IV for changes in specific gravity. c 
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6. Kinematic correlation 

Since the curves on Figures 10.6 to 10.9 for different specific gra-

vities and diameter ratios seem to form families of curves when plotted in 

this way it is possible that some form of non-dimensional grouping can be 

found. This was done in three steps. 

6.1 The first step was to attempt the bringing together of all the curves 

representing the velocity ratio against mean water velocity for different 

specific gravities. 

In Chapter 15 it will be shown that v/lgDls -11 is a significant parac 

meter for representing the dynamic effects on a non-dimensional empirical 

basis. This has a similar form to the Froude number for open channel flow 

with the inclusion of the submerged specific gravity (or density ratio) 

term and can be designated the "densometric pipe Froude number based on 

the mean water velocity." 

This is not meant to imply that the parameter is a Froude number (which 

is usually restricted to open channel flow) but rather that the form is 

similar, thus; 

F dm = y/lgDls -11 r c 

Frdm is first of all plotted against velocity ratio (see Figures 10.12 

to 10.15). 

Figure 10.16 is a summary of Figures 10.17, 10.18, 10.19 and 10.20 which 

represents the same form of non-dimensional plot as discussed above. 

However these data 'points are for a sloping pipe from Figures 10.36 to 

10.39 (which will be discussed later) and indications are that the method 

is applicable to different density capsules on sloping as well as a 

horizontal pipe. 

To test the applicability of this method of correlation yet further, 

data from Ellis (reference 16) is represented as shown on Figures 10.21 

'. 
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and 10.22 for a 1! in. (32 mm) diameter pipeline. Two length to dia-

meter ratios (Lc/d) and capsule to pipe diameter ratios (d/o) are 

shown, and the correlation absorbs a wide range of capsule densities. 

These results (Figures 10.12 to 10.22) are all promising since a wide 

range of specific gravities is accounted for with little scatter of data 

even when the pipe diameter and slope vary. 

6.2 The second step was to plot capsule velocity against mean water 

velocity. 

All the results on Figures 10.6 to 10.9 were re-plotted on the basis 

of capsule velocity versus mean water velocity and, surprisingly, these 

yielded linear relations even though the capsules were finite in length 

(thus end effects are evident) and were orientated eccentrically. 

Oimensionally similar capsules of constant length to diameter ratio 

L Id = 4,0 c and specific gravity s = 4,0 c 
are shown with' capsule velocity 

plotted against mean water velocity to illustrate the linearity on 

Figures 10.23 to 10.26. These figures are summarised on Figure 10.26. 

These experiments were carried out in the 74 mm diameter pipeline using 

dimensionally similar capsules of constant specific gravity once it was 

realised that the specific gravity effect could be absorbed by plotting as 

mentioned above. 

6.3 The third step was a combination of the first two steps and involved 

plotting the densometric Froude number for the pipe based on the caps'ule 

velocity (Frdc ) where; F = V l/gOIS -11 against the densometric rdc c c 

Froude number for the pipe based on the mean water velocity; 

F d = VI/goIS -11· r m c This step evolved since step 1 achieved the effect 

of combining different specific gravity capsules, whereas step 2 yielded 

a linear relation. 

This form of presentation proved to be successful. Figures 10.27 to 
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10.30 show V /IgDIS -11 plotted as ordinate against v/Igdls -11 as c c c 

abscissa and a linear relation is obtained for a capsule of fixed geo-

metry but variable specific gravity. 

Figure 10.30 shows the kinematic results plotted in t~s way for a dia-

meter ratio of 0,85 and superimposed on the same curve are results of 

Hodgson and co-workers (reference 22). Their original readings are shown 

on Figure 10.31 which is a plot of V /V against 
c V 

(V = V, where av 

V is in ft/s). Figure 10.32 shows the velocity ratio as a function of av 

Frdm for the results (which are re-plotted from Fig~e 10.31) and Figure 

10.33 shows the non-dimensional kinematic re-plot of the three pipe dia-

meters. The scatter is not great even though there is a 16: 1 ratio 

of pipe diameter presented on Figure 10.33. The remarkable result (shown 

on Figure 10.30) is found that for various pipe diameters the linear re-

lation is still applicable when plotting in the way suggested. This in-

dicates that the results for different values of the pipe diameter and 

different specific gravity values can be accommodated on the same curve. 

The results of Hodgson et al lie slightly above the results of the 

present experiments. Their length to diameter ratio of L /d = 3,17 is 
c 

less than the length to diameter ratio L /d = 4,82 of the present rec 

suIts and it is clear from the results given in Chapter 14 on incipient 
. 

motion that a lower L /d value gives a lower value of the pipe densoc 

metric Froude number at incipience (v./lgDls -1 I) and hence it is to be 
~ c 

expected that the points for the shorter length to diameter ratio will lie 

above the present experimental data. 

In order to determine the capsule velocity at a particular mean water 

velocity two quantities are required; the slope of the line (m) and the 

mean incipient water velocity. Thus the equation to the straight lines 

such as those on Figures 10.27 to 10.30 can be obtained. 

for the equation for determining the capsule velocity (V ) 
c 

The general form 

from the mean 

). 
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water velocity (V) is; 

v = m(V' - V.) c ~ 

The slope of the line (m) will be discussed later and it will be seen 

that it lies in the range 1,0 to 1,2 and m decreases with increase in 

diameter ratio. 

The effect of pipe diameter on capsule kinematics will also be dealt 

with in more detail later in this Chapter. 

7. The effect of diameter ratio 

As the diameter ratio decreases, all other variables remaining constant, 

the velocity ratio decreases for the range of capsules considered 

practicable. 

Figure 10.34 shows the diameter ratio plotted against the velocity 

ratio for three different mean water velocities for capsules of the same 

specific gravity (Sc = 4,0 ) and length to diameter ratio (L Id = 4,0). c 

This Figure shows the diameter ratio decreasing as the velocity ratio 

decreases for a particular value of V and this effect is accentuated at 

low water flows. At a diameter ratio of unity the capsule velocity be-

comes equal to the mean water velocity irrespective of the value of the 

latter. This "piston" effect could not be otherwise. 

Figure 10.35 is a graph showing velocity ratio (V IV) 
c 

as a function 

of diameter ratio for dimensionally similar capsules with submerged den-

sity ratio 

2,0 m/s. 

(S -1) as parameter at a constant mean water velocity of c 

This family of curves is obtained from results of Figures 10.36, 

10.37, 10.38 and 10.39 in an upward sloping pipe and the slope aspect will 

be discussed later in this Chapter. 

The heavier capsules (Figure 10.35) display an almost linear relation 

and as the submerged density drops a curve develops at higher diameter 
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ratios and a maximum value of velocity ratio occurs at decreasing diameter 

ratios as the value of (Sc-1) decreases. 

The extreme value of V IV = 1,23 should occur with a neutrally buoyant c 

capsule at a diameter ratio of zero (where V = 1,23 V in turbulent flow). max 

Note that as the diameter ratio tends to unity the velocity ratio of all 

the specific gravity capsules should tend to 1,0. 

As the diameter ratio decreases, for a specific water velocity and cap-

sules of SG ~ 1, a value will eventually be reached at which V IV = ° c 

and the capsule remains stationary. From Figure 10.34 this point is 

reasonably clear at 1 mls and occurs at a diameter ratio diD = 0,52. 

At higher mean water velocities the value for which Vc = ° occurs at a 

much lower diameter ratio and, indeed, for the range of capsule diameter 

ratio~ tested at 3 mis, for example (Figure 10.34) a capsule of specific 

gravity 4,0 and length to diameter ratio 4,0 will always be above the 

threshold velocity no matter what the diameter ratio. If lower diameter 

ratio capsules had been tested the V = 3 mls curve would eventually reach 

a zero velocity ratio value. In fact this is true for any velocity since 

the smaller the diameter ratio the higher the incipient velocity. The 

limit is reached with diD = ° in which case the capsule velocity would 

be zero since the water velocity at the pipe wall is zero, no matter what 

the mean water velocity is. 

The reason for the decrease of capsule velocity (V), 
c at a particular 

mean water velocity (V) , wi th diameter ratio at low water velocities 

(Figure 10.34) is that the smaller diameter capsules present less frontal 

area to the flow and hence are subjected to less form drag forces. 

Secondly, smaller diameter capsules occupy lower velocity regions than 

larger capsules and would also travel more slowly for this reason. 

A third factor is that the annular velocity, relative to the capsule 
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(v ) increases at a ~ater rate with V constant as diameter ratio in-am '0·- , 

creases. This is particularly evident if V for the small diameter ratio c 

. capsules is less than for the large, since 

2 
V - V (!!.) 

c D V am = --";;"'---0:::--
2 

1 - (!!) 
D 

This causes a higher pressure drop along the capsule and consequently 

a greater shear stress along the capsule tending to increase the capsule 

velocity. 

On the other hand the solid to solid friction between capsule and pipe 

wall is proportional to the cube of the capsule diameter (for a constant 

length to diameter ratio and specific gravity) and this increased friction 

tends to decrease capsule velocity at a fixed mean water velocity. How-

ever, there seems to be a paradox, since the solid to solid friction in-

crease tends to cause a higher annular velocity which increases the 

pressure drop along the capsule because the annular velocity relative to 

the capsule increases as the capsule velocity decreases. 

The effects described above (i.e. orientation, form drag and increased 

shear along the capsule) cause higher capsule velocities. Whereas the in-

creased solid to solid friction causes decreased capsule velocity but in-

creased shear on the capSule. The net result of these effects is that cap-

sule velocity increases as diameter ratio increases. The situation described 

above is reversed at very high mean water velocities. That is, the lower 

diameter ratios eventually reach a velocity in excess of the high diameter 

ratios at high mean water velocities. 

From Figure 10.40 (or 10.26) (the difference between these Figures will 

be made clear later on in the Chapter in Section 12),which is a plot of cap-

sule velocity against mean water velocity for length to diameter ratio and 

specific gravity both equal to 4,0, it is clear that the different dia-
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meter ratio lines will eventually cross and the smaller diameter ratio cap-

sules will overtake the larger ones. This trend is more pronounced with 

lower density capsules (see Figure 10.41) as this plot, of velocity ratio 

against mean water velocity at specific gravities of about 1,8 shows. 

One explanation for this trend is that the smaller diameter ratio cap-
. 

sules are being lifted appreciably off the pipe bottom and entering the 

higher velocity zone, in the velocity distribution, near the centre of the 

pipe. This situation can be compared with the neutrally buoyant capsules 

mentioned earlier. 

This point will be dealt with in more detail later. 

The curves of capsule velocity plotted against mean water velocity can 

be brought into coincidence for varying specific gravities as described in 

the previous section. The curves can also be made coincident for different 

diameter ratios by horizontally shifting and simultaneously rotating so 

that in the formula; 

v / I gD I S -1 I = m (V / I gD I S -1 I - v. / I gD I S -1 I ) c c C 1 C 
(10.2) 

the shift is represented by V./lgDIS -1 I and the rotation by m. 
1 c 

The incipient velocity (V. ) 
1 

has been determined experimentally and 

analytically (in Chapters 7 and 14) and it has been shown that incipient 

velocity can be represented by equation (7.133). 

The value of m will be discussed later in this Chapter (Section 12). 

8. The effect of length to diameter ratio (L /d) on the capsule c 
velocity (V) 

c 

Figures 10.42 to 10.50 show capsule velocity plotted against mean water 

velocity for the capsules in the 44 mm diameter pipeline at four different 

diameter ratios, six different length to diameter ratios and a specific 

gravity held constant at 4,0. 
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The variable length to diameter ratio was conveniently studied by using 

trains of capsules as was mentioned'in Chapter 5. The capsules were 

machined brass cylinders carefully weighted to give the desired mass and 

turned to give the same diameter ratios as those used in the 74 mm dia-

meter pipeline, with the exception of the largest capsule having a dia-

meter ratio dID = 0,91 as opposed to 0,95 in the large pipe. The 

alteration of diameter ratio in this case was to facilitate the negotiation 

of bends. 

It can be seen that at a particular diameter ratio the various length 

to diameter ratio curves result in parallel straight lines. This means 

that the value of the line slope (m) in equation (10.2) remains con-

stant and the abscissa shift v.lv'gDls -11 
~ c takes length to diameter ratio 

into account completely. 

Figure 10.51 shows V.llgDls -11 plotted against dID for these results 
~ c 

in the 44 mm diameter pipeline for different L Id ratios and the solid c 

curves represent superimposed analytical results. The analysis was deter-

mined using equation (7.133) and a coefficient of solid to solid friction 

(~f) of 0,32 was determined from 74 mm diameter pipeline tests. The 

agreement is good in spite of the fact that all the capsules were made of 

brass (except for the dID = 0,91 capsules). 

Since all the kinematic results obtained can be correlated by means of 

the capsule velocity and mean water velocity densometric Froude numbers as 

well as an abscissa shift of V.llgDls -11, it appears as though the line 
~ c 

slope (m) is independent of length to diameter ratio in the range tested. 

The most notable effects of length to diameter ratio (L Id) variation are: 
c 

1. As L Id decreases the capsule velocity increases at a particular c 

mean water velocity. This occurs at all diameter ratios (see Figure 10.52). 

2. However, Figure 10.48 of V against V for dID = 0,85 appears to c 

indicate that the situation tends to reverse at high mean water velocities. 
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3. The effect of 1 Id variation diminishes as the diameter increases c 

and is not detectable at high diameter ratio as can be seen from the curve 

for diD = 0,91 on Figure 10.52. Figures 10.53 and 10.54 show v c 

against V curves for capsules of length to diameter ratio varying from 

1,0 to 4,0 in a horizontal and gently upward sloping pipeline (slope = 
3,13%) and in these ranges the length to diameter ratio effect is 

eliminated. These were, unfortunately, preliminary tests which gave an 

initially wrong impression as to the effect of length to diameter ratio. 

The above points can be explained thus: A decrease in the length to 

diameter ratio (all other variables being equal) implies a reduced cap-

sule weight and hence reduced solid-to solid friction. A greater drag is 

necessary to induce the capsule to reach the same velocity if the capsule 

length is increased, because of the greater solid to solid friction, and 

this implies increased mean water velocity for the same capsule velocity. 

On the other hand, the longer the capsule, the greater the surface area. 

This has the effect of increasing form drag as well as skin friction drag 

due to pressure flow. And if the capsule tends to lift at high velo-

cities the solid friction force is diminished. 

When the capsule actually lifts the solid friction force disappears and 

the backward acting shear due to Couette flow decreases due to eccentricity 

reduction. 

This explains the reversal trend mentioned earlier at high water velo-

cities, i.e. the increased forward drag and d~creased backward drag on a 

high capsule tends to give it an advantage over lower (1 Id) 
c 

ratio capsules. This is an added argument for lift at high water velo-

cities. 

Far greater velocities would have been needed to clinch the argument at 

thehigh specific gravity (S = 4,0) c used in the experiments. This was 
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experimentally impossible in the closed circuit. 

Figure 10.52 of Lc/d ag~inst Vc at V = 1 mls shows the trends des· 

cribed above for low mean water velocities and represents a way of showing 

up the leng~h effect for different di~eter ratios. 

9. The effect of pipeline slope on capsule velocity 

The slope of the pipeline will be described as positive when sloping 

upwards in the direction of flow and negatively designated when sloping 

downwards in the direction of flow. 

Initially, experiments were done on a rather mild slope variation 

(3,13%) with the large diameter capsules (dID = 0,95) and slope did not 

appear to have much effect; see Figures 10.53 and 10.54. In the course of 

the following discussion the reason .for this will become clear as trends 

are determined over a wide range of pipe slopes and using different dia-

meter ra1:ios. 

Fig1lres 10.40 and 10.55 to 10.57 show capsule velocity plotted against 

mean water velocity for the 74 mm diameter pipeline ranging in slope from 

30.8% to -5,4%. Each set of graphs represents a different slope. 

Figur~s 10.58 to 10.61 show for each characteristic capsule (i.e. constant 

dID, Lc/d and Sc) the capsule velocity plotted against mean water velo-

city for different slopes. These ~aphs were obtained from Figures 10.55 

to 10.57 and data'points are omitted. 

9.1 The following noteworthy features were observed and will be discussed 

afterwards: 

9.1.1 On all slopes the large diameter capsules travel faster, at the 

same mean water velocity, than the small diameter capsules. This is 

apparent when comparing the V : V graphs for ec,.ch slope at varying c 

diameter ratios (Figures 10.40 and 10.55 to 10.57). 

9.1.2 Also from these graphs it is clear that the greater the slope of 
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the pipeline, the greater the difference in capsule velocity at a parti-

cular mean water velocity as the diameter ratio varies. This can also 

be seen on Figure 10.62 of graphs of V against slope. c 

9.1.3 The trend tends towards reversal at high mean water veioci ties and 

it is clear that there is a tendency for the small diameter ratio capsules 

to catch up with the larger diameter ratios as the mean water velocity 

increases. This is illustrated by the cross plot on Figure 10.63. 

9.1.4 The greater the slope the higher the mean water velocity at which 

the above reversal phenomenon occurs. At steeper pipeline slopes the 

small capsules will only overtake the large ones at extremely high velo-

cities if at all. And at very steep slopes the large diameter capsules 

always travel faster than the small diameter ones just as at very steep 

negative slopes the small capsules will always travel faster than the 

large ones. It is hypothesised that these phenomena only occur at posi-

tive or negative slopes greater than the angle of static friction between 

the capsule and pipe wall. The capsules considered are of SG = 4,0. 

9.1.5 From the graphs of V : V for different slopes at particular c 

diamete'r ratios (Figures 10. 58 to 10.61) , it is obvious that as the dia-

meter ratio increases the effect of slope is minimised. 

from the plot of diD against V shown on Figure 10.63. c 

This is apparen t 

9.1.6 It is also clear from Figures 10.58 to 10.61 that the linear re-
. . 

lation of eapsuh velocity as' a functiOh ofinean water ve 10 ei ty ,is 

parallel at different slopes as long as the diameter ratio is held constant. 

This point implies that an abscissa shift will account for slope 

variation as was the case for length to diameter variation. 

support is added to the argument that the slope of the 

dependent solely on the diameter ratio. 

9.2 Explanation of the foregoing 

V c 

Also, 

V line is 
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The Large diameter capsutes tend to trave1 faster than sma1t diameter 

capsutes at 10w ve10cities since there is a greater water drag on the 

Large capsutes due to greaterfronta1 and surface area. If the sma11 

diameter capsutes tend to 1ift as they speed up, the combined effect of 

moving towards the high ve10city zone in the centre of the pipe as we11 

as the reduced s01idto s01id friction, causes the 'tendenc~ of the sma1t 

diameter capsutes to overtake the Larger ones. 

S10pe reduction causes a greater ve10city increase for the sma~1 cap-

sutes than the Large capsutes as mean water ve10city is increased. 

Consequent1y, the Large diameter capsutes decrease speed at a reduced rate 

as s10pe is increased. This is due to the dash pot effect as we11 as 

reduced so1id friction forces as s10pe is increased due to a reduction in 

the pipe wa 11 to 'capsute reaction force. It is easi 1y seen in the extreme 

case of the vertica1 pipe when,there is very 1ittte s1ip of Large capsutes 

relative to the water and an increasing amount of s1ip as diameter ratio 

decreases. Thus, in the extreme s10pe conditions, viz. verlica'11y up and 

vertica11y down, the Large capsutes trave1 consistent1y faster in the 

former case and the sma11 capsutes trave1 consistent1y faster in the 'Latter 

case (for SG > 1,0). 

The above explains why sma11 capsutes overtake 'Large capsu'Les at 

increasing1y higher water ve10cities and the phenomenon is more pronounced 

as a pipe slope decreases, not occurring at steep positive s10pes and 

occurring consistent1y at steep negative s10pes (for the range of ve10cities 

tested) • 

In the equation for capsute velocity (v ) 
c 

as a function of mean water 

ve loci ty and other variab tes, the incipient ve 10ci ty is an important variab te 

and non-dimensiona1 incipient ve10city is p10tted against diamet~r ratio on 

Figure 10.64 with s10pe as parameter. The incipient ve10city is signifi-

cant1y dependent on s10pe at low diameter ratios. But the dependence 

~.,'- -
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decreases as diameter ratio increases. Initial tests carried out on a 

3, 13% slope with the large diameter capsules thus failed to reveal sign-i-

ficant slope effects and it is clear from Figure 10.64 together with 

Figure 10.58 why this is so. 

9.3 Kinematics of capsule flow in a vertical pipe 

The relation between capsule velocity and mean water velocity is easier 

to deal with for vertical-pipes rather than horizontal or sloping ones. 

The settling or slip velocity can be determined from equation (7.146) for 

incipient velocity of capsule flow in a vertical pipe. Thereafter any 

increase in mean water velocity results in a corresponding increase in the 

capsule velocity (see Figure 10.65). 

Figllt'e 10.65 

Assume that the caps.ule is neutrally buoyant and concentrically orienta-

ted so that the slip.velocity is zero, i.e. V. = o. 
~ 

Th~ capsule moves 

with the water and its velocity corresponds to the velocity of the stream-

line field in which it is situated. For dID -+ 0 the capsule moves at a 

velocity corresponding to the central streamline, i.e. v -+ V ~. 1,22 V. 
c max • 

.. ", 
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FoI' diD" 1, v .. V. 
.c For pI'actical diameteI' I'atios the neutI>ally buoy-

ant capsule velocity (v ) 
c is between unity and 1,22. 

The two situations, i.e. incipient velocity analysis and concentric neutI'al 

buoyancy.analysis can be supeI'imposed to obtain an analytical veI'sion of 

V veI'SUS V relation. c The fOI'meI' nas been dealt with and the latteI' can 

be consideI'edby using equation (2.8) deI'ived by Charles (refeI'ence 10) foI' 

turbulent flow.in the annulus. 

UnfoI'tunate~y Charle's equation ignores the existence of a laminar sub-

layeI' at the capsule wall and assumes that the capsules are infinitely 

long and neutrally buoyant. Although his theoI'Y is not satisfactoI'Y foI' 

calculating capsule·velocities, it can be used foI' deteI'mining the aveI'~e 

velocity· of the wateI' field occupied by the capsule. This gives the slope 

of the V : V CUI'ves. 
c 

And the analysis foI' incipient velocity gives 

the abscissa shift and these two devices, when combined, yield an analyti-

cal veI'sion of V veI'SUS V foI' finite capsule flow in veI'tical pipes. c 

FigUI>es 10.66 to 10.69 show ~xpeI'imentally deteI'mined CUI'ves foI' two 

diameteI' I'atios, thI'ee SG's and five length to diameteI' I'atios. Also' 

-shown on the CUI'ves aI>e the slopes of the V V ·lines as deteI'mined c 

fI>om equation (2. 8) ~, The comparison between theoI>y and expeI'imentally 

d~teI'mined incipient velocities foI' veI'tical pipes will be dealt with in 

ChapteI' 14. 

FiguI'es 10.66 and 10.q8 (foI' two diffeI'ent diameteI' I'atios) show cap-

sule velocity as a function of mean wateI' velocity with SG as parameteI', 

and, as expected, decreasing the SG yieldS a higheI' capsule velocity at 

a constant value of V. 

The abscissa shift is achieved by means of the incipient velocity cal-

culation aqdthe slope is deteI'mined as descI'ibed above. 

FigUI'es 10.67 and 10.69 show' the effect of length to diameteI' I'atio 
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(L /d) and in both cases the L /d = 4,0 curves are below those for the c c 

other L /d values, i.e. L /d = 2; B; 12 and 16 which are coincident. c c 

This does not agree with the theoretical determination of incipient velo-

city (see Chapter 14) which should cause an increase in mean water velocity 

at a fixed capsule velocity as L /d c 

One reason for the discre~ncy is 

based on concentricity. Wh~eas the 

increases. 

that the analysis (for V.) 
~ 

shortest capsule (L /d = 2) c 

was 

was, 

more often than not, skewed across the pipeline with its axis not parallel 

to the .pipe axis (see Figure 11. 60b). 

, 

A reason for the discrerCy for the train of capsules (L/d> 4) is X 
that to achieve the train (of SG = 4) a lighter capSUle was placed at 

the bottom and a heavier one at the top (thus for 

from bottom to top was S = 2; 4; 4; 6). c 

L /d = 16 the sequence c 

With these four capsules not being concentric (see Figure 11.61a), the 

equations for inlet, outlet and annular head losses could be considerably 

modified when compared with those used for concentric capsule analysis to 

compute the incipient velocity. 

10. The effect of roughness (~f) 

The coefficient of solid to solid static friction (~f) is defined as 

the ratio of the force required to just move a capsule in a horizontal pipe 

to the component of capsule weight downwards, the capsule and pipe wall both 

being wet. 

The experimental procedure for determinig ~f was to find the slope 

(a) of the appropriate pipe down which the capsule just begins to slide; 

in which case 

~f = tan a 

Smooth and rough capsules were tested in the 74 mm and 44 mm dia-

meter pipelines. 
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A 76 mm diameter asbestos cement pipe was also used with smooth and 

rough capsules. 

Experiments were conducted to determine the coefficient of solid to 

solid static friction and the following values were obtained. 

pipeline diameter lI f 

perspex 74 mm 0,32 smooth PVC 

perspex 44 mm 0,32 smooth} brass rough 

0,39 smooth} PVC rough 

Asbestos 76 mm 0,44 capsule 7044 R 

0,411 capsule 6244 R 

0,393 capsule 4044 R 

The above values were repeatable to within about 15%. 

Figures 10.70 to 10.73 show capsule velocity plotted against mean water 

velocity for rough capsules in the 44 mm diameter pipeline. The curves 

for smooth capsules are superimposed and in generaL the rough capsules 

have a slightly higher capsule velocity at the same mean water velocity 

than the smooth capsules, although it is difficult to draw firm conclusicms. 

The reason for this will be explained later in this section. 

Figure 10.74 shows the non-dimensional incipient plot (for smooth and 

rough capsules in the 44 mm diameter pipeline) and it is clear that 

nothing definite can be concluded showing that roughening the capsules in 

this way has little effect on the incipient velocity. 

The 74 mm diameter perspex pipeline was then used for experiments with 

rough capsules in o~de~ to ~ and)exagge~ate the effects slightly and /<: 
Figure 10.75 shows the capsule Velocity against mean water velocity for 
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the four different diameterratlo rough capsules. The dotted lines re-

present smooth capsules and it is clear from this diagram that the rough 

capsules travel faster than the smooth capsules in all cases. 

This, apparently startling, conclusion will be discussed later in this 

section. It is app~ent,from Figure 10.76 that incipient velocities are 

higher for smooth than rough capsules and from Figure 10.75 that the 

V : V line slope (m) is independent of roughness. c Although, this 

independency is not born out by the tests in the 44 mm diameter pipe. 

An asbestos cement pipe was utilised in an attempt to exaggerate effects 

yet further in a rough pipe. As Photo cells could not be used for measur-

ing capsule velocities in a non-transparent pipe, Pulsotronic solid state 

proximity switches were substituted. These are electro-magnetic devices 

and a non-conducting ,pipe material is obligatory. The only types of 
, 

piping material readily available in this sort of size and satisfYing the 

above requirements is asbestos cement and P. V. C.' The former was chosen 

because of its greater roughness. 

Figure 10.77 sbowscapsule velocity plotted as abscissa against mean 

water velocity for smooth capsules in the asbestos cement pipe. And super-

impo~ed on these curves are those for smooth capsules in the perspex pipe. 

The capsules in the perspex pipe appear to travel faster than those in 

the asbestos cement pipe. However, the incipient velocities are very much 

the same with a tendency towards higher incipient velocities for the cap-

sules in the perspex pipe at low diameter ratios. 

A similar tendency is found by examining Figure 10. 78 where capsule 

velocity is plotted against mean water velocity for rough capsules in the 

asbestos cement pipe~ The dotted lines represent smooth capsules in the 

asbestos cement pipe and the dashed lines, are for smooth capsules in the 

perspex pipe. 

,,""'" 
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The above phenomena can be accounted for as follows: 

The comparison of. smooth and rough capsules in the 44 mm diameter pers-

pex pipeline must be considered in the light of the following factors. 

Firstly, the solid to solid static friction factors for rough capsules 

in the smooth pipe showed little difference from smooth capsule friction 

factors. If. any thing, the latter values of llf were slightly higher than 

the former. Secondly, the skin friction drag on the rough capsules is 

obviously higher than on smooth ones. Even though this may be a small 

percentage of the total forward drag (depending on capsule length), it is 

enough to account for the higher capsule velocities experienced by the 

rough capsules. Figure 10.75 shows this effect repeated for.the 74 mm 

diameter pipeline and the effect mentioned above is exaggerated on the 

larger scale. The higher incipient velocities for the smooth capsules 

which are shown on Figure 10.76 are also explained by the above reasoning. 

If form drag is the dominant fluid force for astatic'capsule then 

incipient velocities .should be higher for a rougher capsule due to a greater 

solid to solid friction force. This effect is balanced because skin 

friction drag is greater for rough than smooth capsules causing incipient 

velocity to be less for smoother capsules. 

The observations made on the comparison of smooth capsules in the asbes-

tos cement pipe with smooth .. capsules in the perspex pipe are not very con-

clusive. It does seem as though the smooth pipe capsules overtake the 

rough pipe capsules. However, the difference is not great when cognis-

ance is taken of the fact that the dotted lines on Figure 10.77 are for 

diameter ratios that are higher than the solid lines, since the asbestos 

cement pipe diameter is greater than the diameter of the perspex pipe and, 

it has been shown that capsule velocity is dominantly affected by diameter 

ratio. 
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The observations made on the rough capsules in the asbestos cement pipe 

(Figure 10.78) reaffirm that even for a situation where the static friction 

factor is significantly higher than for smooth capsules on smooth pipes, 

,the rough capsules in the asbestos cement pipe do travel, in general, 

faster than the smooth capsules although there does appear to be a slight 

reversal of this tendency at low mean water velocities. 

It appears from the above -that regularly roughened capsules do 

not have a great influence on capsule velocity even when in an asbestos 

cement pipe, which has a different texture from the perspex pipe. The 

roughness experiments were limited in scope and since the effects appear 

to be small the effect of roughness may only be established with artifi-

cially ~edpipes on a large scale. This would be warranted only if 

a pilot scale test becomes necessary. 

11. The effect of capsule spacing 

Ten capsules all dimensionally similar numbered 7034 with d = 70 mm; 

S = 4,0 and L Id = 3,0 were used in the 74 mm diameter perspex line. c c 

The injector was loaded with all ten capsules and· for each flow the 

injector was operated. at. different rotational speeds; increasing .. until 

the injector jammed.. A stop watch was started when the first capsule 

passed a convenient point and stopped as the tenth capsule passed the same 

point. The capsule spacing could thus be calculated from this statistic 

together with the capsule velocity (v). 
c 

• 

The injection rate I in capsules per second is related-to the spacing 

length between capsule centres (Lt ) thus; 

I = V IL c s (10.3) 

The linear concentration (CL) or length of pipe occupied by capsules 

as a fraction of the whole pipe is 

C = L IL L c s (10.4) 
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The numer>ical concent:r>ation (~) is the number> of capsules as a 

:f:r>action of me-q.e 

CN = I!V = l/L (10.5) c s 

Figu:r>e 10.79 shows tbe linear> concent:r>ation(CL) plotted against cap-

sule velocity (v ) 
c with V as par>ameter>. The capsules tested had a 

length to diameter> r>atio.of L /d = 3,0 and the concentr>ations on the exc 

tr>eme r>ight r>ep:r>esen t maximum inj ectiOn r>ates achievable without jamming 

the injecto~, at the highest injection r>ate of I ~ 3,15 capsules/so 

The capsule velocity appears to be slightly lower> than for> the lowest 

injection r>ate (:r>epresented by a soli ta:r>y capsule in the line). The 

dif~erence is comparatively small, of the oroer> of 6%, but fair>ly con-

sistent although the differ>ence occu:r>s mainly at the highest velocities 

which a:r>e, incidentally, the .most unreliable. 

appears tQ have less effect on v c as velocity 

The linear> concent:r>atiOn 

decreases. 

The r>ange of velocity change with concent:r>ation can be. seen :f:r>om 

FiguI'e 10.80 where .the two extI'eme linear> concent:r>atioo values of 5% and 

20% a:r>e shGwn, without data points. It appear>s as though concent:r>ation 

increase causes lower> capsule velocities at higher> water velocities. 

Figure 10.81, which shows the velocity r>atio plotted against the mean 

water> velocity in-the pipe indicates that the scatter> at a par>ticular> 

concentr>ation is, in' fact, no. more than that due to the cOncen t:r>ation 

effect. Thus fOr> .. CE>ncentrations of th_e or>der> of magnitude shown on 

Figu:r>es 10.79 and 10.81 the cOncent:r>atiOn has little effect on the cap-

sule velocity at a pa:r>ticula:r> mean water> velocity. 

In o:r>der> to obtain fu:r>ther> :r>eadings with spaced capsules the ~Omm 

diameter> capsules were tested in the ~~ mm diameter> pipe. In all cases 

the specif~c g:r>avi ty __ values wer>e 

to diameter> r>atio of L /d = ~,O. c 

s = ~,O c and capsules wer>e of length 
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Figures 10.82 to 10.84 show 2; 3 and 4 capsules spaced a capsule 

length apart by means of a wire spacer. 

In order to maintain the centre to centre spacing as constant and to en-

sure that the average specific gravity was a constant value; the leading 

capsule had a specific gravity of five and the trailing capsule had a value 

of 3,0. 

Since lower specific gravity capsules have been shown to travel faster 

this ensured that the spacing length was kept constant. 

Figure 10.82 shows two capsules of S = 3,0 and 5,0 spaced a capc 

sule length apart giving a linear concentration CL = 50%. 

The dashed and dotted.lines respectively are for 

total length equivalent of the spaced capsules) and 

length equivalent of a single capsule). 

L/d = 8 

L /d = 4,0 c 

(i.e. the 

(the 

There is not a great deal af difference between the values for capsule 

Velocity at a particular mean water velocity for the single capsule and 

the two spaced capsules. Although the single capsule values are cleser 

to those of the spaced capsule than the capsule of the same equivalent 

length, depending on the velocity. 

All three graphs (Figures 10.82, 10.83 and 10.84) display the same 

characteristics, the kinematic values of one capsule being closer to the 

spaced capsules than.thelonger capsule of equivalent length,within the 

range of velocities tested. 

Also, in all cases the spaced capsules travel faster than the single 

capsules. However, the discrepancy reduces at higher capsule velocities. 

These results were unexpected but are comparatively easily explained and 

are reasonable in view of the explanation. 

It has already been shown that longer capsules travel slower than 
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short ones with a reversal of this trend at high mean water velocities. 

It ha~ also been shown that.rough capsules have higher mean water velo-

cities than smooth capsules, and these two phenomena have been explained. 

The spaced capsules have a greater form drag exerted on them than cap-

sules of the same equivalent.total length and the skin friction drag is 

effectively the same as for unspaced capsules. The form drag is greater 

because, for the same length, there is more projected face area. 

It is thus obvious that spaced capsules will travel faster than soli-

tary ones of the same length, and this has been experimentally verified. 

The spacing acts as a macroscopic type of "roughness." 

A further point is that there is a reversal of the above trend at 

higher velocities (i.e. tbesolitary capsules catch up with the spaced 

capsules, see Figure 10.85). This may be ascribed to the effect of lift. 

As the capsules tend to lift off the bottom of the pipe the solid friction 

drag effect on the capsules decrease. And capsule velocity increases 

since the capsules are influenced by the local velocity field and are not 

restrained by solid to .. solid friction. Thus, the mean velocity in the 

region of the capsule,relative to the capsule, tends to zero and the drag 

effect is reduced. An added effect is Couette shear and this will be 

discussed below. 

At the lower concentrations used in the 74 mm diameter pipeline it 

was shown that at high velocities the trai,ns of spaced capsules actually 

travelled slightly slower, if anything, than the solitary capsules. This 

implies that at these concentrations and large diameter ratios the solitary 

capsule would not only catch up with the spaced capsules but gradaally.over-

take them, not in the same pipe of course. This could be explained ... in 

·terms of Ceuette flow which gives rise to a retarding skin friction force 

and. depends on. the veloci tyof the capsule (V), c the capsule longitudinal 

surface area, which in turn depends on the total length of· capsule surface 
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(n x Lc) where n is the number of capsules) and the capsule diameter (d). 

All three variables (Vc ' (n x Lc) and d) when increasing induce an 

increased Couette shear. And for large diameter ratio capsules at high. 

velocities the Couette shear retardation overcomes the "roughness" effect 

of spaced capsules giving rise to forward drag. 

The above explains why the·se solitary capsules actually overtake the 

trains of spaced capsules. 

To sum up: The effect of capsule spacing has little effect on the 

capsule velocity. Although for closely spaced capsules (~= 50%) at 

low velocities the solitary capsule travels slightly slower and for more 

sparsely spaced capsules (C
L 

< 20%) and larger diameter ratios the 

solitary capsules travel slightly faster than spaced capsules. 

Within engineering accuracy the kinematic effect of a multitude of 

capsules compared with solitary capsules can be discounted at concentrations 

of the order of those mentioned above. 

12. The slope of the v c V line (m) 

It has been shown in the previous discussion that.the parameter (m) 

is largely independent of ,all the variables in equation (10.1) except for 

diameter ratio (dID). 

Figure 10.86 showsm plotted against dID for a wide range of 

capsules including some values derived from results by Ellis (reference 16) 

who plotted velocity ratio against mean water velocity and these curves 

are re-plotted as capsule vel~city 

(V) on Figures 10.87 and 10.88. 

(v ) 
c against mean water velocity 

Experiments were carried out using. small diameter steel and aluminum 

capsules to try and extend the range of this curve yet further and line 

slopes (m) from these curves, Figure 10.89, are also shown on Figure. 

10.86. The broken curve at the top is the mean through the diamond marks, 
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and these points represent the results from the 150 mm diameter P.V.C. 

pipe over a range of diameter ratios and densities with a higher solid. to 

solid friction coefficient, see Figures 10.90 to 10.93. Unfortunately, 

the slope of the v 
c to V line is not easy to determine since a range 

of possible values ofm can satisfy the same data points depending on 

how the line is drawn. 

Figure 10.94 shows the extent of repeatability of the m parameter. 

These two sets of results are for the same capsules in the 74 mm diameter 

pipeline. The upper curve represents data points from experiments carried 

out about nine months after the data for the lower curve was obtained, (see 

Figures 10.26 and 10.40). Although the method of plotting, by suppressing 

the zero, exaggerates the error, the greatest error is still of the order 

of 4% from the mean position on·Figure 10.94. The scatter about the 

mean position on Figure 10.86 is of the order of 7,5%. 

The curve on Figure 10.86 was replotted as y = 1,2 -m on the 

ordinate and x = diD ~0,5 on the abscissa on log - log paper and the 

resulting equation is; 

m = 1,2 - 0,8 (diD - 0,5)2 (10.6) 

or m = 1 + 0,8 (diD) - 0,8 (d/D)2 

It can be seen from the range of experimental data (i.e. diD varies 

from about. 0,2 to 0,95) that m ranges from 1,0 to 1,2 and in-

creases as diD decreases down to a value of diD = 0,5. Th~ line slope 

(m) must naturally be fixed at unity for the "piston" case of diD = 1,0. 

It has been pointed.out that the determination of capsule velocity is 

dependent on two parameters; the incipient velocity which can be deter-

mined analytically as discussed in Chapter 7, and depends on a number of 

other variables (equation.(7.133» and the slope of the 

which can be determined empirically from equation (10.6). 

V : V line c 
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A satisfactory.analytical explanation has been given for V. and a 
l. 

somewhat more qualitative ,explanation follows for the shape of the 

m vei"Sus dID curve. 

Figure 10.95 shows the velocity distribution in a 74 mm diameter 

smooth pipe as determined from the non-dimensional parameters available in 

many textbooks on fluid mechanics (e.g.:Schlichting p. 505). Super-

imposed on the pipe cross~section is a capsule cross-section. By con-

sidering finite concentric pipe areas over which the velocity was assUJRed 

constant and equal to ,the mean value in the narrow concentric annuli, the 

net mean velocity over the area occupied by the capsule could be computed. 

This procedure was I'epeated for three other capsule areas and at other 

velocity distributions represented by different Reynolds numbers. 

The mean velocity over .. a HUle area was then plotted against the 

mean velacity for the pipe and straight lines through, the origin were 

obtained. For a dID., ratio of unity it is obvious that the slope of 

the line is unity. 

T~ results of the above analysis are given on Figure 10.96 as 

m, plotted on the ordinate against dID on the abscissa. 

presents the ratio of the local mean velocity acting at the capsule 

£'rental surface (VL)·tothe "mean velocity in the pipe (V). Also 

shown on this graph is the empiriCal relation given by equation (10.6) and 

it is clear that the shape of, the curves are similar showing that the mean 

velocity in the region of the capsule (if the capsule were not present) 

is similar to the capsule velocity itself. 

It is interesting to note that the (m) values given by the capsules 

are higher than those given, by (VL). This does not mean that V c "> V L 

since the capsules have.an incipient velocity. However, it is clear that 

capsules whieh ,do not travel in a fully eccentric orientation but are 

lifted more towards the centre of the pipe will travel in a mean water 
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velocity zone which is higher than the value of VL and it is possible to 

determine the degree of capsule eccentricity (or the clearance between the 

capsule and pipe wall) for m to equal m •• Unfortunately this computa-

tion cannot be assumed to give the capsule clearance because of intez>nal 

water shear which does not occur in a capsule occupied zone as well as 

secondary lift effects. 

Basically the problem is to find an explanation.for the fact that the 

lewer the diameter ratio of the capsules the higher the slope of the 

V versus V lines in the range considered. c 

Since the incipient velocities increase as diameter ratio decreases, 

the abeve implies that at high velocities the low diameter ratio capsules 

overtake the large. diameter ratio capsules. In other words the lower 

incipient velocities for the smaller capsules in additien to higher m 

values must cause smaller capsules to travel slower than larger ones at low 

mean water velocities and f~ter than larger ones at high mean water 

velocities. 

The effects of. diameter ratio on capsule velocity at different mean 

water velocities have been discussed in Section 7. 

The following is an attempt to explain the shape of the m versus dID 

curve by referring to the forces acting on capsules. 

12 .. 1 The farward drag .. on the capsule is a function of the velacity re-

lati ve to the. capsule, as well as .. the pressure flow component of veleci ty 

in the annulus. It is obvious . that a change in velocity relative to the 

capsule will tend to accelerate the larger capsules more than the smaller 

ones due to larger.surfacearea and frontal projected area. 

as well as V increase more for larger capsules. ap 

And both 

12.2 The solid to solid friction is a . function of the solid friction 

factor (~f) and the submerged weight minus the lift force. The net 
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effect of the fo~ces pe~pendicular to the axial flow di~ection befo~ the 

capsule flows free, is that the large~ capsule will have a greate~solid 

to solid friction fo~ce since the submerged weight mo~e than offsets the 

inc~eased lift of a large~capsule. This effect would be to speed up the 

small capsule more than the large fo~ the same V increase. 

12.3 The effect of. frictional fo~ces slowing down the large~ diamete~ 

~atio capsules as desc~ibedabove (12.2), is ~eflected back as an increased 

fo~ward d~ag on the large .capsules con~ibuting to the fo~ward drag as 

discussed above (12.1). 

12.4 The effect of lift.is to.cause the smalle~d/D capsules to be 

car~ied to ahighe~ velocity ~egion than the large~ dID capsules even for 

the same amount of lift. This faet becemes clear from Figure 10 ... 95 since 

larger diameter ratios ~ affected more by the lQW velocity region near 

the top perimeter of the pipe. 

Thus, in this case.it is likely that small velocity changes would 

accele~ate the small dID capsules more than larger diamete~ ratio capsules 

which also have more mass. 

12.5 The Couette shear stresscaus~s a_retarding force on the eapsule due 

to the fact that around.the perimeter of the capsule the velocity is zero 

and around the pipepe~ime:ter the velocity is also zero. This would 

probably retard a large dID capsule more at the same mean wate~ velocity 

since the surface area is large~ and the flow velocity component due .to 

Couette flow (V ) is also slightly larger. ac Thus effects of V change. 

would in cases 12.1 and 12.3 cause the large capsule to speed up in prefer-

ence to the small one, whereas effects 12.2, 12.4 and 12.5 would cause the 

large capsule to be retarded more. The net effect must be that the latter 

three effects dominate the forme~ two effects at high velocities. 

13. Effect of pipe diamete~ 
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Extensive experiments have been carried out in the 44 rnm, 74mm and 

150 rnm diameter pipes and a few results are available in a range of pipe

lines (reference 22) as shown on Figure 10.31. 

In the paper by Hodgson et al (reference 22) it was stated that "velo

city ratio falls progressively as the pipeline diameter is increased; e.g. 

at an oil velocity of. 4 ft/s (1,22 m/s) the velocity ratio varies appro

ximately inversely as the 1/8t~ root of the pipe diameter." This can be 

seen on Figure 10.31. 

The data from Figure 10.31 has been re-plotted on a capsule velocity 

versus mean water velocity basis in metric units as shown on Figure 10.97. 

Included in this Figure are results from the 74 rnm pipe line deter

mined by the present author for the capsule No. 9, which has the closest 

characteristics to those given by Hodgson et al as well as results from 

the 150 rom pipe which are geometrically closest. 

Figure 10.98 shows reproduced results of dimensionally similar cap

sules in the 74 rnm and 44 rnm pipelines. 

Both these curves (Figures 10.97 and 10.9S) indicate that dimensien

ally similar capsules travel faster in smaller diameter pipelines at the 

same mean water velocity. 

Figure 10.98 also shows that as diameter ratio is decreased the dis

crepency, between capsule velocities in the large, compared with the small, 

diameter pipes, increases at a fixed mean water velocity. 

The abeve can be explained as follows: 

The .submergedweightof the capsules is less in the smaller diameter 

pipelines since the capsules are themselves correspondingly smaller and of 

the same density. Thus for the same solid to solid friction factor, (~f) 

the net friction force opposing the fluid drag is less with the smaller 

capsules • This point will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 11. 
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The slopes of the lines on Figures 10.97 and 10.98 are close to parallel 

except for the 507 mm and 150 rom pipes. This can be attributed to the 

internal nature of the pipe surfaces. 

In the 507 mrn diameter pipe there were welded joints every 12,2 m 

(see Chapter 2) and also the accuracy of determining capsule velocity was 

estimated to be of the order of only ± 20%. The 150 mm pipe was also 

rougher than the rest having a coefficient of static friction with P.V.C. 

capsules of ~f = 0,38. 

All the curves represented on Figure 10.97 (and Figure 10.31) have 

successfully been made coincident by the non-dimensional form of present-

ation discussed earlier in this Chapter and illustrated o~ Figure 10. 30, 

which includes the results of other capsules of different densities. 

Thus, for dimensionally similar capsules of the same density in differ-

ent pipe diameters, dividing both the capsule veloci~y and mean water velo-

city by the square root to the pipe diameter proves to be a successful 

method of correlation. 

This is best shown on Figure 10.99 where two co-ordinate points are 

selected from the D = 31,8 rom pipe and the D = 507 rom pipe at extreme 

ends of the mean velocity range shown on Figure 10.97, viz at V = 1,0 m/s 

and V = 1,5 mls for the latter diameter (507 mm) and V = 0,5 mls and 

2,0 mls for the former (31,8 rom) pipeline. These four points lie on a 

single line as can be seen from Figure 10.99. 

On the same diagram (Figure 10.99) selected points at extreme ends of 

the velocity range for D = 44 and 1 50 rom are also shown on the sarne 

straight line of V lID versus VIID. c 
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CHAPTER11 

ENERGY DISSIPATION ACROSS MOBILE CAPSULES 

In this Chapter results of experimentally determined bead losses across 

mobile capsules will be discussed. The fwoes acting on static and mobile 

capsules have been dealt with in Chaptet' 8, and these forces are reflected 

as energy losses across the capsule. The excess head loss across a 

capsule (Lilic ) has bee~. defined earlier as the head loss over and above 

that due to friction head loss in a. capsule ftoee section of the pipe. 

Figures 11. 1 to 11.4 show typical excess energy losses for the capsules 

numbered 1 to 24 with diffet'ent specific gravity capsules superimposed 

for the same diameter ratio. 

The results of energy loss experiments will be discussed in terms of 

the effect of independent vU'iables on the excess head drop across capsuies. 

The variables considered are: 

1. The mean water velocity (Y) 

2. The specific gravity of the capsUle (Sc) 

3. The diameter ratio (dID) 

4. The length to diameter ratiO,' (Lc/d) 

5. The slope of the pipeline <.+ ) 

6. The roughness of the capsule and pipe 

7 ~ The effect of capsule oentt'e to centt'e spacing (Ls) 

8. The pipeline diameter (D) 

1. The effect of mean water v.loci!r 

The most significant tt'end i8 that the value of the excesS energy lOBS 

(lUI c) in all cases drops off with incr.uina values of the mean: water. _ 

va loci ty (y) • The decrease is most noticeable at high capsule densities 

for a constant diameter ratio. This:is clear from OUI'ves such as thos. 
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on Figure 11.1 where the curve for S = 4,84 drops off more rapidly than 
c 

the lower specific gravity curves. Figure 11.5 shows llHplotted c -

against the density ratio S at Y=0,5 mls c and 3 mls for the capsules 

of diameter ratio dID = 0,851. The 0,5 mls velocity produces a much 

greater rise in the excess head loss as the specific gravity (or density 

ratio) of the capsule increases, than the 3,0 mls velocity. 

The above observations can be ascribed to the following: 

1.1 At zero and low capsules velocities the excess head loss across the 

capsule depends on the solid to solid friction force between the capsule 

and pipe, and this force is a function of the submerged capsule weight. 

If the capsule does not lift one would expect the curves (such as those on 

Figure 11.1) to remain virtually parallel. If the capsules tend to lift 

off the bottom of the pipe the solid to solid friction force decreases and 

the density of the capsule has less effect on the value of llH • c 

1.2 In Chapter 10 it was shown that the capsule velocities of high den-

sity capsules approach those of low density capsules as the mean water 

velocity increases, (see for example Figure 10.7). The excess head loss 

across a mobile capsule (llH) has been shown to be a function of the c 

mean velocity of the water relative to.the capsule (V - V), as well as c 

the velocity due to pressure flow of water in the annulus (V ) or, ap 

alternatively the velocity relative to the capsule (Vr ). 

These velocities decrease as the velocity ratio increases towards unity. 

Consequently, the excess head loss decreases. 

2. The effect of specific gravity 

The following effects are discernable. 

2.1 As specific gravity. increases, the excess energy dissipated at a 

particular mean water velocity and capsule geometry increases. This is 

clear from Fi~l,Wes. 11.1 to 11.4. 

, .• :Ji 
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2.2 As was pointed out in the last section, the effect of specific gravity 

increase on llH c is magnified at low velocities. 

2.3 Figures 11.1 to 11.4 also illustrate that as diameter ratio decreases 

the difference, between excess energy losses for high and low specific gra-
, 

vity capsules, also decreases. That is, the family of curves are progressi-

vely closer together from Figures 11.1 through to 11.4 

2.4 The modular value of the submerged specific gravity Is -11 is a more c 

significant factor than the specific gravity itself. Thus, the effect 

is the same, for capsules orientated eccentrically, if the friction (for 

example) acts along the top of the pipe wall where S < 1,0. c This is 

clearly seen on Figure 11.1 where capsules of specifiogravity 0,426 and 

1,77 have llH : V curves which are close and greater than S = 1,065. c c 

Figures 11.5 and 11.6 illustrate the above observations for dIn = 0,85 

and 0,95. These two Fig~es are also effective in showing the more rapid 

increase of llH with specific gravity as mean water velocity is decreased. c 

3. The effect of diameter ratio 

Figure 11.7 shows the results of dimensionally similar capsules of 

and L Id = 4,0. c The dotted curves will be discussed below. 

Figures 11.8, 11.9, 11.10 and 11.11 show the results for the same four 

diameter ratios and same geometrically similar capsules. 

These experiments were carried out about nine months earlier than those 

depicted on Figure 11.7. Far more data points were actually determined in 

the case of the results given on Figures 11.8 to 11.11, and actual data 

points are shown on theSe Figures in order to give an idea of the scatter 

involved. The mean curves from Figures 11.8 to 11.11 are summarised with-

out data points on Figure 11.12, and are shown dotted on Figure 11.7, 

where only average values of data points, determined for the latter experi-

ment, are shown. An idea as to the difficulty of establishing these 
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curves with any degree of certitude is emphasised by the above comparison. 

The curves alluded to, above have been dealt with in some detail since 

they are taken as examples in other Chapters (e.g. Chapter 8, Chapter 15 

and Chapter 16). 

The following are the most significant features noted in connection 

with diameter ratio: 

1 • It is clear that as dID increases the excess energy loss 

also increases. 

(6H ) 
c 

2. The increase of 6H with diameter ratio is greater for low veloc 

cities than for high. velocities. 

3. Figure 11.13 shows the capsule specific gravity (Sc) plotted against 

the excess energy loss (6H ) 
c for different diameter ratios at 

v = 1 mls and it is apparent that the rate of increase of 6Hc with 

Sc increases at higher diameter ratios. 

This point is amplified further when considering Figure 11.14 which 

is a plot of excess hydraulic head loss across the capsule as a 

function of diameter ratio at different submerged ~nsity ratios. 

This composite plot is taken from Fgiures 11.41 to 11.44, which will 

be referred to later and represents values at a fixed mean water 

velocity of V = 2 m/s. 

It is clear that for all the relative densities shown, the excess head 

loss increases progressively for increasing diameter ratios. 

4. For diameter ratios dID> 0,85 the increase referred to above be-

5. 

comes rather ,sharp, see Figure 11.14, and this sharp increase occurs 

at lower values of diameter ratio (dID) for higher values of the 

submerged relative density (Sc-1). 

The increase of 6H with diameter ratio is slightly intensified at c 

high capsule densities. 

The reasons for the above observations are as follows: 

' ...... ;. ili<", 
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The form drag has been shown to be dependent on the frontal surface 

area of the capsule, which is dependent on the capsule diameter. 

The skin friction drag depends on the surface area of the capsule which 

is again related to the diameter of the capsule. 

For equal density geometrically similar capsules, the retarding solid 

to solid friction force is proportional to the capsule diameter cubed. 

Thus, excess head loss is greater for larger diameter ratios if solid to 

solid friction exists. The form and skin friction drags are also functions 

of the mean water velocity, and the mean annular water velocity relative 

to the capsule, as has been discussed. In Chapter 10 it was sh~~ that, 

all other factors being equal, the larger diameter capsules travelled 

appreciably faster than those smaller and this discrepancy reduces at 

higher velocities. 

Thus, the mean water velocity, relative to the capsule, is less for 

large diameters, and the form drag should be reduced for large capsules in 

so far as form drag is a function of the mean relative velocity. It is, 

thus, obvious that the frontal area effect dominates the velocity effect 

as a cause of increased 6H c' Although the second observation above, 

viz, the increase in excess head for large, compared with, sdell diameter 

capsules being greater for low than high velocities, is likely to be due 

to the velocity effect, which has in turn been attributed to capsule lift, 

(i.e. lift at high velocities causes smaller capsules to approach the 

velocities of larger ones as velocity increases). 

Conversely, the velocity relative to the capsule in the annulus may be 

greater or smaller for large rather than small diameter ratios. So again 

the skin friction drag is dominated by the diameter and length (or surface 1 
area) of the capsule rather than the relative velocity. 

The Couette flow component always imposes retardation and the larger 
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the diameter the greater the retardation, and the higher the value of 6H. c 

4. The effect of capsule length 

In order to determine the effect of length to diameter ratio, capsules 

of diameter ratio diD = 0,95 and Lc/d ratio of 1,0; 2,0; 3,0; and 

4,0 were utilised in the 74 mm diameter pipeline and trains of capsules 

ranging from Lc/d = 2,0 to L Id = 16,0 c were tested at the four diameter 

ratios diD = 0,91; 0,85; 0,675 and 0,54 in the 44 mm diameter pipe. 

These later results are represented as 

Figures 11.15 to 11.18. 

6H 
c 

V curves as shown on 

Figure 11.15 indicates that as the mean water velocity (V) increases 

the value of 6H decreases and the decrease appears to be most apparent c 

at L/d = 16,0. All the other curves are reasonably parallel and 

Figures 11.15 to 11.18 show a consistent decrease of 6H 
c 

irrespective of 

the length to diameter ratio. The curves tend to flatten Slightly as 

L/d decreases. 

It must be born in mind that excess energy losses are by far the most 

unreliable measurements in this experiment, due to the superimposed turbu-

lence as manifest on the rapid response pen recorder chart from the differ-

ential pressure transducer. It is difficult to attach any particular 

significance to the L Id ratio of 16,0 curve on Figure 11.15 as being c 

the only curve which does not follow the pattern indicated by the other 

diameter ratios and length to diameter ratios. However, Figure 11.19 

shows that the ratio excess head loss to capsule length (6H IL ) 
c c 

plotted against the mean water velocity, absorbs the length effect fairly 

satisfactorily, even for Lc/d = 16,0. With 

slightly above the mean curve and L Id = 2 c 

L Id =. 10 c and 12 being· 

and 4 being slightly below. 

It appears as though there is a fair amount of scatter, but this effect is 

magnified by the scale of the graph. For example, one cm of differential 
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pressure head of water is represented by 1,3 mm on the pen recorder chart, 

and due to turbulence this can represent the extent of experimental error~ 

For Lc/d : 2,0, represented by open circles on the graph, a change of 
.,' 

6H IL c c from 0,5 to 0,624, i.e. a 25% change in 6H IL c c would only 

be equivalent to a 1,0 cm change of 6H c and 1,3 Dim change on the 

chart, and this is hardly detectable when superimposed on the ·fluctuation 

A scatter from the mean curve of 6H IL : 0,182 for the L Id : 10 c c c 

result at V: 1,74 mls appears to be a 27% variation. Again, in terms 

of 6Hc this is a 7,0 em difference which on the pen recorder chart 

scale is 0,91 cm; in this case of the same order of magnitude as the 

turbulence fluctuation. 

This technique of plotting (viz 6H IL versus V) c c is more successful 

in embracing the Lc/d effect with the other diameter ratios, see Figures 

11.20, 11.21 and 11.22. The only exception is the ratio 

dID: 0,543 (Figure 11.22). 

L Id : 2,0 c at 

However, if reference is made back to Figure 11.18, it can again be 

seen that the error is considerably magn~fied by the scale of plottingparti-

cularly at the low values of 6H and LId. 
c c' 

A summary of Figures 11.19 to 11.22 is shown on Figure 11.23 without 

data points. 

As a preliminary investigation, capsules of dID: 0,95 and LId: 1,0; c 

2 ~ 0; 3,0 and 4,0 were tested in the 74 mm diameter perspex line and 

excess head losses (6H) are shown plotted against V in a horizontal c 

pipe on Figures 11.24 to 11.27. 

Average values of data points are shown summarised for these figures 

on Figure 11.28 and total head loss values on Figure 11.29 (this will be 

referred to later). 
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11.30 

Also, in anticipation of the next section, Figures 11.30 to 11.33 are 

shown for an upward sloping pipe (slope = 3,13%) and these results are 

summarised on Figure 11.34 where (~H)' is plotted against V for c s 

average values of data points only. The meaning of (~H )' 
c s 

is discussed 

in the next section. Figure 11.35 shows the total head for these capsules 

in the mildly upward sloping pipeline. 

The technique of plotting the ratio ~H IL has absorbed the length c c 

effect for the trains of capsules in the 44 mm diameter pipe. Can the 

method be extended to these capsules of larger diameter ratio (diD = 0,95) 

and differing (Lc/d) ratios? Figures 11.36 and 11.37 validate this 

method of taking L Id into account in this case. 
c 

The successful absorption of the length effect by the above non-

dimension'al device of ordinate plotting can be ascribed to the fact that 

the force required to propel a capsule of a particular diameter and SG 

at a rixed velocity along the pipe, must be resisted by the solid friction 

force plus the Couette force, both of which are proportional to the capsule 

length. 

If the capsule lifts, the retarding force is due to Couette shear and 

is proportional to the length of capsule. 

Therefore, whether the capsule lifts or not, the forces required are 

proportional to the length of capsule. 

5. The effect of pipe slope 

Equation (7.193) can be written as; 

(liH )' = (4L IWD)tp + L (d/D)2Is -11 (llf(cOS ~-L ) + sin ,) - h (11.1) c s c c c r fc 

Where (~H)' replaces ~H as the total excess head drop across the 
c s c 

capsule on a slope and includes the ~ffect of energy dissipation as well 

as elevational head, and takes into account the shear stress in the 

. , 
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11.36 

curvilinear flow region upstream and downstream of the capsule (see equation 

where 

Equation 11. 1 can be written as; 

(6H )' = (6H) + (d/D)2Is -l1L sin ~ c s c s c c 

(6H) = net excess head loss across the capsule on the slope 
c s 

i.e. (6H) = ~fL (d/D)2IS -1l(cos ~ - L ) + (4L IDw)T - hfe es·e c I' c P 

If the slope of the pipe is relatively small then 

(6H )' ; 6H 
c s· c 

(11.2) 

(11.3) 

The first term on the right hand side of equation (11.3) is only about 

13% lower than for horizontal pipes if the slope is as much as 

4,9% lower if the slope is 30,8% (i.e. 180
). 

It will be shown later in this section that the presentation of 

and 

(6H ) c s 

as opposed to (6H )' is a useful method of correlating excess energy in c s 

sloping pipes. First the experimental results are presented as obtained 

(Le. (6H)' versus V) c s 

Figures 11.38, 11.39 and 11.40 show the experimental results of total 

excess head loss measured across the capsule. These results were deter-

mined on four slopes ranging from -5,4% to +30,8% in the 74 mm dia-

meter perspex pipe. Four diameter ratios were used and each graph re-

presents data points for each of the four diameters on a particular slope. 

Figures 11.41 to 11.44 show summaries of dimensionally similar capsules 

of different specific gravities and different diameter ratios on the +3,13% 

slope. Figure 11.36 summarises the results for four different length to 

diameter ratios for the diD = 0,95 capsules on the 3,13% slope. 

Thus a wide range of slopes were considered (fro~ ~ =-5,3% to 

~ = 30,8%) for different diameter. ratios. Different specific gravities 

and length to diameter ratios were considered on one slope. 

5.1 The following are the most prominent effects of slope on the excess 

head loss. 
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11.41 

5. 1.1 In all cases the value of (6Hc)~ decreases with mean water velo

ci ty increase. 

5.1.2 The rate of decrease of (6H)' with velocity increase is diminished c s 

as slope increases (e,g. increasing V from 1,5 to 3 mls causes about 

50% reduction in (6H)' at -5,4% slope, and only about c s 15% reduction 

at 30,8% ~lope at diD = 0,945. 

5.1.3 As diameter ratio is increased (6H )' 
c s increases at a fixed mean 

water velocity, and the increase becomes more prominent as slope increases. 

That is, the curves are further apart as slope increases from -5,4% to 

30,8% (see Figures 11.38, 11.12, 11.39 and 11.40). 

To illustrate this phenomenon (6Hc)~ is plotted against diameter ratio 

on Figure 11.45 for a fixed mean water velocity V = 1,5 mls and the ab-

solute ordinate between curves increases as diameter ratio increases, i.e. 

the difference between (6Hc)~ for -5,4% slope and 30,8% slope is 

80 mm at diD = 0,543 and 183 mm at diD = 0,95. Increasing the slope 

has more effect on (6H)' as diD increases. c s Although the percentage 

change in (aH )' when increasing diameter ratio from 0,543 to 0,95 c s 

is less (i.e. (6H)' for a 30,8% slope is 3,55 times larger at c s 

diD = 0,95 than diD = 0,543, whereas at -5,4% slope (6H)t is 
c s 

times larger at diD = 0,95 compared with diD = 0,543. 

6,94 

Figure 11.46 shows slope plotted against (6H)' for different diac s 

mp.ter ratios, and the effect mentioned above is shown up more clearly 

although as diD is increased to 0,95 the rate of increase of 

is no more than for diD = 0,84. 

(aH )' c s 

Before an explanation for the above effect is given, the graphs of 

(6H) against V will be discussed as these have a b,earing on the c s 

explanation. Remember that (6Hc )s is defined as 

(6H) = (6H )' - (d/D)2 L sin ~ Is ~11 cs cS c c 
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11.44 

Figures 11.47, 11. 48 and 11.49 are graphs of ( Mi) against V for c s 

the slopes -5,4%; 14,2% and 30,8%, the horizontal slope is not re-

presented since sin, = o. These ~tJhs have the same sha~as all the 

excess head loss versus mean water velocity curves. Figure 11.50 shows 

(6H) plotted against the diameter ratio with slope as parameter and this c s 

method of plotting is successful in bringing the curves for diffe'rent 

slopes together. 

If this curve is compared wi thFigure 11.45 the effect of subtracting 

out the (d/D)2 Lc sin ,lsc-11 term is clearly discernible. 

Likewise, when plotting slope against (Mi) with diameter ratio as c s 

parameter on Figure 11.51, the nearly horizontal lines testify to the 

elimination of the slope effect by this plotting method. 

The specific instances mentioned above for V = 1,5 mls are completely 

generalised on Figures 11.52, 11.53, 11.54 and 11.55, which show 

against V for different slopes and each diameter ratio. 

(6H ) 
c s 

,The effects of slope alluded to earlier can be ascribed to the capsule 

weight down the slope. The' effect of correlating excess head loss at 

different slopes by subtracting the (d/D)2 Lc sin , I Sc -11 term and the 

favourable agreement as regar~ (6H ) 
c s (evidenced by lack of scatter) GIl 

Figures 11.52. to 11.55 ·lends support to the fact that solid friction plays 

a small role at high velocities where there is somewhat less absolute 

scatter. The only case where excessive scatter is evidenced is on Figure 

11.55 where the (AH) values at the largest slope shows some divergence c s 

from the mean line at zero slope. 

According to the theory given in Chapter 7, the excess head loss should 

increase as slope increases because v c decreases. 

i.e. 

and 

Mic = 6hi + 6ho + 6hfa - hfc 

Ah. + Ah = f(V - V )2 
1 0 c 

,~'~ .;, . 

(7.195) 
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. . 
Also 

inlet and outlet losses increase as 

t.h f = f(V ) a ap 

V - V (d/D)2 

V decreases. c 

11.51 

and V = c 

- (d/D)2 
- V (11.4) 

ac ap 1 

where V = f(V ) ac c 

•• as V c decreases t.hfa increases. 

Therefore the three excess head loss terms on the right hand side of 

equation (7.195) increases as V decreases. c 

Alternatively, from equation (11.3), the first term on the right hand 

side is decreased as slope increases (although the effect of cos t is 

slight for the maximum slope tested, i.e. 30,8%). The reduction in the 

first term on the right.hand side of equation (11.3) due to the slope 

effect is accompanied by an increase in the second term on the right hand 

side (Le. '[ = T + T ). p pp cp 

The pressure component of T increases as a result of reduced capsule 
p 

velocity and the Couette component de_aaIT. p~'" 

For equation (11.3) to give compatible results with equation (7.195) 

the increase in 

and T). cp 

must dominate the decrease (due to the effect of cos , 

The above theories both indicate that (t.Hc)s should be greater than 

However it is clear from Figures 11.52 to 11.55 that this is net 

verified experimentally. Three reasons are proposed for the discrepancy 

between theory and experiment. 

1. The lift ratio (Lr ) is greater as slope increases (in the extreme 

case .of a vertical pipe there is no solid to solid friction at any 

velocity and (t.H) is very low as can be seen in Section 5.2). c s 

Thus the first term on the right hand side of equation (11.4) is 
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further reduced due to slope (over and above the cos ~ affect). 

2. As a result of capsules lifting at lower velocities as slope increases 

3. 

the shear stress at the pipe wall (T' ) 
p 

is also less than would be 

expected from the theory at unit eccentricity. 

The scatter due to turbulence when reading the value of (AH )or 
c 

(AH)' on the pen recorder completely masks the slight affects alluded c s 

to above. 

Figure 11.36 of «AH ) IL) against V, for capsules of diameter ratio c s c 

0.95 in the 74 mmdiameter pipeline for varying length to diameter ratios, 

verifies the efficacy of accommodating slope variation, for the zero and 

3,13% slopes, as regards the excess head loss, by means of the subtractive 

term. 

Methods have thus bee~ given for absorbing the Lc/d and slope variables 

in a satisfactory manner. 

5.2' Vertical pipes 

Experiments.were carried out in the 44 mm diameter pipe in a vertical 

orientation and.some values for the total energy loss across mobile cap-

sules moving upwards, are given on Figures 11.56 to 11.59. 

A range of diameter ratios, length to diameter ratio and capsule densi-

ties were tested. 

The total excess head loss (AH)' includes the excess energy dissi
c s 

pated due to the pre~ence of the capsule as well as the energy required 

to lift the submerged weight of the capsule «d/D)2ISc-1ILc)' 

This expression is shown as a series of horizontal lines on the diagrams. 

The values of (AH) = (AH )s' - (d/D)2Is -11L were also plotted but c s c c . c 

because the total excess head, (AH)' c s 

order of magnitude as (d/D)2IS-1IL c c 

was in most instances of the same 

the evaluation of (AH) was c s 

deemed to be unreliable. This was due to the subtraction of similar large 
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quan ti ties. In some cases even negative values of (6H) were indicated, c s 

(see Figure 11.56 S = 4,0). c 
This is clearly impossible. It was only 

at very high values of SG (Le. S = 6,0) c 
or L /d (e.g. L /d > 8) 

c c 

that positive (6H) values were easily discernible. c s 

The excess head loss in a vertical pipe arises due to shear on the pipe 

wall over and above the shear in capsule free flow. This shear can be 

considered as having two components, i.e. pressure flow and Couette flow. 

The latter is much less for concentric than for eccentric annuli, and this 

accounts for net excess head losses (6H) being very much lower than c s 

for horizontal pipes. Another reason being the lack of any solid to solid 

friction in this case. 

Experiments were also carried out for vertically downward flow, and in 

this case the total excess energy loss was negative (for S > 1), 
c the 

capsules moving faster than the mean water velocity, depending on capsule 

density and diameter ratio. Decreasing diameter ratio and increasing den-

sity causes capsules to travel appreciably faster than the mean water velo-

city. 

fo revert to the oapsUles travelling Vertically upwards, it was observed 

tbat the shotlt so1it~y capSUles 

cmca1ltriclilly in the pipe. 

(L /d ~ 2 and L /d = 4) did not travel c c 

Nutation was observed at inoipience, and when travelling the capsules 

~ould ~tten migrate to~ards the pipe wall or have their axis at an angle 

t.& the pipe his, (sea Figut'ea 60a and b). 

(L /d > 4) did not travel with their axis 
c 

a~isn.d and this was partiQul~ly prevalent at low diameter ratios. (See 

rigures 61& and b.) These are reasons for causing the readings to be 

somewhat un~liable and inducing additional energy losses at high Lc/d 

Misalignment WQuld effectively inorease the roughness of a 

train of capsules. 
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6. The effect of capsule roughness 

Three of the pipelines were used for this set of experiments. Figure 

11.62 shows a comparison of rough and smooth capsules in the 44 mm dia-

meter horizontal pipeline. 

The largest capsule diD = 0,91 was roughened by means of annular 

grooves in P.v.c. The other three diameter ratios diD = 0,85; 0,66 

and 0,54 were roughened by means of knurled brass. 

None of these capsules displayed any significant l1H 
c difference due 

to capsule roughness. 

Up to diD = 0,85 the smooth capsules have a higher excess head loss. 

Whereas for the largest diameter rat:l.o the rough capsule has an excess head 

loss which is increasingly higher as the mean velocity increases. 

It should be noted that in all cases the mean data points for the 

diD = 0,91 capsule show capsule velocities that are lower than the·mean 

water velocities (see Chapter 10) and. observation indicated turbulence 

vortices preceeding the capsules. 

<<< < < < < «< < < < < < < < c < < < < c < < < < < < c < < < c < < < ,< <, ' c < < < < « . 

m>: .. ",[:~::::iJ.~.~,,>. ",. 
This appears to have contributed to ·the excess head loss by increasing 

the energy dissipated at the nose of the capsule. 

The knurled brass capsules were observed to revolve about their own 

axis periodically. This spin in addition to the capsule roughness does 
. 

not seem to have made much difference to the excess head loss. It should 

always be born in mind that each data point represents the mean of a 

number of readings. 
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Further .experiments were carried out in the 74 mm perspex line on a 

horizontal slope. The capsules were again artifically roughened in the 

lathe (i.e. capsules numbered 7044R; 6244R; 5044R and 4044R). 

Figure 11.63 shows AH for rough and smooth capsules plotted against c 

the mean velocity and in all cases the excess head loss values are greater 

for the smooth capsules. 

It should be remembered that Figure 10.75 showed rough capsule velo-

cities higher than smooth capsule velocities. 

The following explains how head losses for smooth can be greater than 

for rough capsules. 

The head loss across a mobile capsule has been shown to depend on the 

form drag which is a function of (v - V )2 
c and,if for the same value of 

V the capsule velocity is.higher for rough than smooth capsules, one 

would expect to find a greater form drag in the case of the smooth capsules. 

The form drag depends to some extent on the annular head loss due to 

pressure flow which is a function of the surface roughness of the capsule 

and pipe walls as well as the water velocity in the annulus due to pressure 

flow (Vap ) where, 

(11.4) 

For a high, as compared with a low, capsule velocity the first term 

on the right hand side of the.abov~ equation is reduced and the second 

-term (V ) 
ac is increased, at the same mean water velocity, thus rendering. 

V less for higher capsule velocities. ap 

The other component of forward drag is due to the shear on the capsule 

wall and· this also depends on V and the capsule roughness. ap 

It ·is conceivable that the excess head loss, which is related to the 

forward drag force on the capsule, is less for rough than smooth capsules, 

if the capsule velocity is greater for the former case at the same mean 
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water velocity. The losses due to forward form and skin friction drag, 

which depend on relative velocity terms squared, predominate the increase 

due to. capsule roughness. 

The same argument as that given above appl~es to the gross method of 

analysis wherein the shear 
Zr 

(VI') ~Si~ce VI' 

on the capsule depends on ~ pelati'}e ":eloQ; ty 

is less for higher values of V. c 

Perhaps one would have instinctively thought that rough capsules travel 

slower than smooth capsules, and that the excess head losses are greater 

for rough than smooth capsules. This is not so. The explanation given 

above, together with the realisation that roughness is not a highly signi-

ficant criterion as regards solid to solid friction factors, shows why it 

is not so. 

It is likely that at very high velocities, when the capsule lifts, 

the rough capsules would have a greater excess head loss than the smooth. 

This is hypothesised since the forward drag on the capsule, which is 

largely a function of frontal area (as described above) would not change 

in form; whereas the backward drag becomes entirely due to Couette sheaI' 

v,:hich, being a fluid friction, is an unique function of capsule velocity 

and capsule roughness. This implies a more significant retarding, force, 

as roughness and capsule velocity are increased, than when much of the 

backward drag is solid friction • And this in turn means that a greater 

. forward drag is required. This trend is illustrated on Figure 11.63 for 

diD = 0,95 at very high velocities. 

In order to exaggerate the surface roughness effects, the asbestos 

cement pipe was utilised_for experiments with dimensionally similar smooth 

and rough capsules. The results of smooth and rough capsules are shown 

superimposed on the basis of ~H 
c 

against mean velocity curves on Figure 

11.64, and it is clear that a slightly rougher pipe, whether the capsules 

themselves are smooth or rough, makes little difference. The explanation 

y 
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is that there are so many confliet~ng effects present simultaneously, 

tending to give higher excess head losses, for rough capsules, and others 

tending to give higher excess head losses for smooth capsules, as dis-

cussed above. The various effects tend to cancel out. 

In this case, the solid. frictien .. force between two rough. surfaces is 

such as to slow the rough capsules down.slightly, compared with smooth 

capsules, so that. the. increased forward drag. forces, for rough as opposed 

to smooth capsules, are.compensated. Asean pe seen from Figure 10.78, 

the rough and smooth. capsules in the asbestos cement pipe do not travel 

at appreciably different velocities. 

Figure 11.65 shows exoess-headlosses for smooth capsules in the asbes-

tos cement as welL as. the perspex pipe. For the .two larger capsules. the 

energy dissipation in.the perspex pipe was greater. The trend was not so 

significant for the smaller capsules. Unfortunately, the diameter ratios 

were slightly different and the excess head loss is significantlY dependent 

on diameter ratio, particularly at high. (dID) values. This·tends to-

mask the effectof.pipe roughness change en smooth capsules. It is 
I 

apparent, however, that the. pipe roughness does not ha'V'e a great effect 

on l1H since the capsule .. of _ diameter ratio c dID = 0,92 . in the asbestos 

cement pipe has. excess head losses between those of dID = 0,84 and 0,95 

in the perspex pipe. 

7. The effect of capsule spacing 

As described in Chapter 10, basically two sets of experiments were per-

formed; the first set by injecting capsules numbered 7034, successively, 

at different mean water velocities, into the 74 mm diameter.pipeline, 

and the second set by using spacers and working at a constant linear spacing 

concentration (CL) of 50% with different numbers of capsules at varying 

mean water velocities. 
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Figure 11.66 shows the total head loss between pressure tappings 

(9762 rom apart) for various numbers of capsules in the line, each data 

point representing a mean of many others. 

shown in brackets. 

The linear concentration is 

Figure 11.67 shows the excess head loss across mobile capsules pe~ cap

sule, from Figure 11.66, plotted against the linear spacing with mean 

wate~ velocity as paramete~. It is evident that a succession of cap-

sules has vi~tually no effect on the head loss at mean water velocities of 

1,0 and 2,0.m/s. But at a high velocity (3 m/s) the excess head loss 

does appear to increase slightly with capsule concentration. 

This ~sult should not betaken too se~iously since the movement of the 

injecto~ at this high injecto~ speed generated p~essure waves down the ~ipe, 

which could have inte~fered with diffe~ential p~essur'e measurement. 

Figure 11.68 depicts ~esults dete~ined in the 44 mm diamete~ pipe 

with diffe~ent numbe~ of capsules separated by space~s. 

These ~esults are supe~imposed on the curve fo~ excess head losses 

ac~oss a solitary capsule at the .bottom of Figure 11.68. The o~dinate 

represents excess head losses ac~oss the capsules pe~ capsule, and it can 

be seen that successive 'capsules give excess head losses pe~ capsule that 

lie on either side of the curve for a single capsule. 

Reference is made back to Figures 10.82 to 10.85, and the discussion 

thereon. It was shown that at low velocities spaced capsules travelled 

faster than solitary capsules, with an indication of a ~versal of this 

trend at high mean wate~.velocities. It has also been shown that excess 

,head losses ~ gene~allyhigher at low capsule velocities. This is be

cause solid to solid friction is more p~minent at low capsule velocities 

and drag forces on the capsules a~ highe~ due to highe~ velocities 

relative to the capsule. 
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Thus, it would be expected that at low velocities, where the solitary 

capsule velocity is lower than the trains of spaced capsules, the excess 

head loss would be higher for solitary capsules, with a reversal of this 

trend as velocity increases.. From Figure 11.68 it is seen that, indeed, 

this is so. Wi th points for excess head loss across the capsule per cap-

sule for multiple capsules lying below the solitary capsule curve at low 

velocities, and tending generally, to lie above the solitary capsule curve 

at higher velocities. 

A further reason, for the excess head loss per capsule, for a train of 

capsules at low velocities, lying below that for a solitary capsule, is that 

the head loss is composed of inlet, outlet and annular components. 

The inlet and outlet head losses are not able to develop fully because 

of the proximity of.preceeding and succeeding capsules. At higher veloci-

ties the inlet and outlet head losses become less significant because the 

velocity relative to the capsules (v - V ) 
c 

decreases. 

The work on trains of capsules is by no means conclusive but it intended 

to indicate trends. This ~as been done above, and it appears as though 

tr~ins of capsules do not have an appreciaQle effect on excess head losses. 

8. Effect of pipeline diameter on 6H c 

Figure 11.69 shows excess head loss as a function of mean water velocity 

for different diameter ratio capsules used in the 150 mm, 74 mm and 44 mm 

pipelines. 

In general, the capsules in the larger diameter pipe have a greater ex-

cess head loss than the smaller diameter pipe and this difference decreases 

as diameter ratio decreases. 

In fact the lowest diameter ratio displays a reversal of the above 

mentioned trend.. This may. be due to experimental error. It has been 

mentioned earlier that as the diameter ratio decreases the reliability of 
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excess head loss .readingdecreases.since. the scale of fluid turbulence_as 

manifest on the quick response recorder from the differential pressure 

transmitter is commensurate with the scale of excess head losses. 

Figure 11.70 is aplot.of theoretically determined excess head.losses 

derived from the empirical formula discussed in Chapter 15, and the trend 

of large ~iameter pipes having greater excess head losses is apparent. 

Again the discrepancy decreases as diameter ratio decreases. 

The reasons for the above trends are discussed below: 

Even though the capsules.are dimensionally similar it is obvious that 

in the large diameter pipeline the ttsules. themselves are physically 

larger both as regards diameter and length.. Since the ,densities are the 

same,for allthe.ca.psules.discussed, those in the larger pipeline are 

considerably heavier. 

There is thus a greater solid to.solid friction force between capsule 
• 

and pipewall in the case of -the larger . pipeline as well as an increased 

frontal area and surface area of capsule giving larger form drag and skin 

friction drag at the same velocity. 

It has been sho~. in Chapter 10 that. dimensionally similar capsules 

travel faster in a smaller diameter pipeline at the same mean water velocity. 

Thus,. the mean water. velocity relative to the capsule is greater for 

the larger pipeline than the smaller pipeline. This applies to the mean 

velocity in the annulus relative to the capsule as well, and since the net 

drag forces on the capsule . are functions of these velocities, this is an 

added reason for greater.excess head losses in larger diameter pipelines. 

At·small diameter ratios, the ratio Gf 6H . values in large ,. compared c 

with small diameter pipe'S, .is af the same .order as .the larger diameter 

ratios. But the absolute values of 6Hc show less difference for differen1 

pipe diameters as. diameter ratio decreases. 
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The excess head loss for dimensionally similar capsules at the same mean 

water velocity increases as pipe diameter increases. This is, of course, 

the opposite type of energy loss to mean water velocity relation that 

exists in capsule free pipes. 
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C HAP T E R 12 

CAPSULE TO WALL CLEARANCE 

This Chapter deals firstly with the a priori evidence of lift. As a 

result of the evidence, experiments were carried out in order to verify 

that the capsules did, in fact, lift off the pipe bottom. The results of 

these experiments, which supply a posteriori proof of lift, are also given 

in this Chapter. 

1. A priori evidence of lift 

1.1 In the Chapter on kinematics (Chapter 10) it was shown that the velo-

city ratio (V IV) 
c 

tends to a constant value as the mean water velocity 

increases. That is, the capsule catches up with the water and in certain 

instances the capsule velocity (Vc ) exceeds that of the mean water 

velocity (this phenomenon becomes increasingly prevalent as diameter ratio 

increases and as specif~c gravity decreases). In order that the capsules 

may "gain" on the mean water speed it is likely that the solid to solid 

friction is reduced and that the capsules are elevated into a region of 

higher velocity. Both of the above reasons for the increase and ultimate 

levelling off of the velocity ratio (Vc/V) can only occur if the capsule 

tends to lift, in some way, off the pipe bottom. 

1.2 In Chapter 11 it was shown that velocity increase caused a steady 

reduction in the excess head loss (~H) in all cases. c 
Since the excess 

head loss decreases as .the lift coefficient increases, and as the net 

shear on the wat~r at the pipe wall decreases (both of which occur as the 

eccentricity decreases) it is evident that capsule lift helps to explain 

the reduction in ~H as mean water velocity increases (see Chapter 11). c 

1.3 For dimensionally similar capsules of different densities it was 

shown (see Figures 10.6 to 10.9) that the effect of appreciably different 

capsule densities, on the velocity ratio, is minimised as velocity (V) 
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increases. That is, heavier capsules tend to "catch up" with lighter ones 

at higher mean water velocities. This can be explained by a decrease in 

solid to solid friction brought about by a decrease in the effective weight 

of capsules on the pipe bottom. This decrease results in the tendency of 

capsules to lift at high velocities. 

1.4 The decrease in excess head loss (6H) with velocity increase is c 

most noticeable at high densities. This can be attributed to lift, which 

diminishes the effect of capsule density difference. 

1.5 Dimensionally similar small diameter capsules were found to travel 

slower than larger ones at relatively low velocities, but exhibited a 

tendency to overtake the larger ones at relatively higher velocities, 

(see Figure 10.34). This is attributed to the smaller diameter capsules 

being lifted off the pipe bottom, thus decreasing solid to solid friction 

and at the same time entering a zone of higher velocity. 

1.6 The effect of increasing the length of capsules of the same diameter 

and density is to cause them to travel slower, relative to the mean water 

velocity, yet at higher velocities the larger capsules overtake the shorter 

ones. 

This is again attributed to lift since the solid to solid friction 

force is proportional to_length and as the capsules lift, the solid 

friction force diminishes and the longer capsules speed up due to in-

creased drag as a result of pressure flow in the annulus. Also the re-

tarding effect of skin friction due to Couette shear is reduced as 

eccentricity decreases below unity. 

1.7 The Couette flow component of shear stress on the capsule always 

imposes a retarding effect and this effect is magnified at increasing 

capsule velocities and decreased as lift occurs (see Chapter 8). 

All the phenomena noted above imply that the reduction in solid to 
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solid friction due to lift, plus the reduction in Couette shear also due 

to lift (decreased eccentricity) more than offsets the increased retard

~tion force due to Couette flow if the capsule does not lift. 

1.8 A stethoscope was attached to the 74 mm diameter pipe and it was 

possible to detect a shrill scraping sound as capsules travelled along the 

pipe at low velocities. As capsule velocities were increased, the sound 

gradually disappeared. It was not possible to determine the exact 

threshold velocity at which the change over from touching to non-touching 

occured since, firstly, this was a gradual process and secondly the 

detection method was somewhat subjective. 

2. Friction factor 

Note that some of the above observations (1 to 6 above) could partially 

be ascribed to a reduction of the friction factor (~f)' However, it is 

unlikely that kinetic friction would be effected by capsule velocity to 

the extent necessary to cause the phenomena, particularly in the range of 

velocities considered in the experiments (see Chapter 8, Section 3). 

:;:'. Four regimes of lift 

Four regimes of lift are hypothesized. 

The first stage being on a microscopic scale and having the effect of 

reducing the submerged weight of the capsule on the pipe bottom. It is 

hypothesized that a slight elastic expansion of the capsule is accompanied 

by a reduced reaction on the pipe bottom. 

This regime can be defined as ranging from the position when the full 

submerged weight of the capsule is just not taken on the pipe, and the 

fluid resistance is supplemented by solid to solid contact (semi hydro-

dynamic lubrication. See Chapter 8, Section 3.5) to the position when 

the peaks of the asperities on the capsule and pipe just loose contact 

except at the back. 
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The second stage is microscopic upward ti'Lt at the front of the 

capsu'Le. Thecapsu'Le is separated from the pipe by a fi 1.m of water and 

is in contact on'Ly at the rear. 

The third stage is on a macroscopic sca te and the c tearance shou 1A 

become visib'Le with the naked eye. However, the curvature of the pipe 

and the refraction of 'Light when passing through water, perspex and air, 

make it difficu l,t to see 'Lift on a sma. 'L'L sca'l.e by eye. The capsu'Le is 

sti'L'L in contact with the pipe at the back and ti'Lts upw~rds when 

trave'LUng. 

The fourth stage is free trave'L with the capsu te comp tete 'Ly free of 

pipe contact. 

For the first three stages ~ <W' and for the 'Last stage 1r >W'. 

It was possibLe to detect 'Lift of the 'Lower density capsu'Les visua'L'Ly, 

and the capsu'Les in genera'L 'Lifted nose-up first, a'Lthough in certain in

stances, tai1..-up. Whether the nose or rear 'Lifts off first wi'L'L be dis

cussed further 'Later in the Chapter, a'Lthough the sensitivity of capsu'Le 

orientation to the exact position of the centre of gravity is probab'Ly 

pronounced. 

4. ResuLts of experiments on capsu]..e 14ft 

Initial,'Ly, the purpose of these experiments was mere'Ly to affirm the 

existence of 'Lift. However, with the apparatus described in Chapter 4, 

it was possib'Le to obtain, to a 'Limited accuracy, some qua'Litative data. 

Reference is made to the apparatus invo'Lved, which has aLready been 

described (Chapter 4, Section 9). 
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y 

yo = zero clearance 

~ ____ ~~ ______ ~ ________ ~~~~ ______ ~~X 

'«««('««41< <ecc< ,'C<'/ ««ee 

Fiaure 12.1 

Typically, the output on the oscillioscope was of the form indicated 

on Figure 12.1. The nose clearance is represented in terms of the 

y-scale amplitude at and the rear in terms of the y-scale 

amplitude at These readings ( cm) were converted to the out-

put signal (millivolts) by means of the y-scale value selected (mV/ern). 

The actual clearance was then read of the relevant clearance versus out-

put calibration curves (see Chapter 6). The clearance between the bottom 

of the capsule (C) is shown as a function of the capsule velocity (V ) 
c 

on Figures' 12.2 to 12.5. 

Despite the large amount of scatter indicated, general trends are 

apparent. 

In all cases some degree of clearance is indicated. The amount of 

clearance varies according to the size. specific gravity and capsule velocity. 

4.1 Effect of capsule velocity 

At low velocities there is no detectable clearance between capsule and 

pipe wall. As the velocity increases the nOSe of the capsule generally 

lifts first and at a still higher velocity the rear connnences to lift. 

The front clearance is at all times higher than the back clearance 

(except as viauallyobserved for very short (L Id < 2) 
c light capsules) 

thereby showing that the capsule travels at an angle with a wedge of water 

between capsule bottom and pipe wall in a nose-up.position (see Chapter 8). 

As the velocity is still further increased the clearance becomes 
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constant and this constant.clearance is maintained at further velocity 

increases. For the capsules tested the constant clearance varied between 

0,4 and 1,6 mrn. The constant maximum clearance (at the front of the 

capsule) is ,designated C*.. In general, the capsule velocity at which 

C = C' is higher as.diameter.ratio decreases and the value of C* in-

creases as SG decreases. 

From the clearance (c) versus capsule velocity (V ) 
c curves ·it is 

clear that the capsules start. to lift at .. the nose and rear at different 

velocities, and the capsule velocity at which lift first commences is 

designated (Vcit )' (i.e. capsule velocity for incipient lift). 

Although there is a. large. amount of scatter, it appears as though the 

nose always starts to lift at a lower velocity (Vc ) than the rear. 

Note that in these experiments capsule velocities were generally cen-

siderably higher than those envisaged for.practical.application,. and .out~ 

side the range of V .values fcm previous tests.' It was anticipated c 

that the lift phenomena would detectablyoccur at relatively high velo-

cities, and this turned out to be correct. 

The mechanism of lift has been dealt with in Chapter 8, Section 11.2, . 

and the shape of the curves (Figures 12.2 to 12.S)can be understood when 

referring to Chapter 8, Section 12.2. It was explained how the capsule 

reaches an equilibrium. position regardless of velocity increase, and this 

is verified in the.experiments. This will be dealt with further (see 

Section 4.4). 

Two dependent variables are considered in the discussion, i.e. maximum 

clearance (C') and capsule velocity for incipient lift (V • n)' 
c~JI. 

The 

effect of dimensionally. similar capsules of different diameter ratio and 

SG en the two depencient variables will no. ,be considered. 

4.2 Incipient capsule velocity for lift (V • n) 
c~JI. 
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Figure 12.6 shows the capsule .. velocity for incipient lift plotted 

against diameter ratio with SGparameter. 

There can be no clearance when diameter ratio is unity. The value of 

V cit tends to infinity alld approaches the unit .. value of diameter ratio 

asymptotically. At the othererid of the diameter ratio scale,as dID 

approaches zero, the capsule velocity required for lift off also tends to 

be high. 

There appears to be a minimum lift off velocity which occurs at 

dID = 0,95 and as diameter ratio decreases below dID = 0,95 or increases 

above dID = 0,95 the value of Vcit increases. 

Since there are only three points ,(repx-'esenting th.ree diameter ratios) 

" 
on each of the curves, the value diD = 0,95 is an approximate estimate. 

There appears. to be' no discernable SG effec:t on the diameter . ratio 

at w?,i'ch.:.,the minimum value of inci:pient lift ofi velocity occurs. It 

appears as though~he value ~emains constant at dID = 0,95 regardless of 

the capsule densi~:: 

The "curves indicate that, for a .particular diameter ratio the capsule 

velocity for incipient,lift increases as SG increases, and the effect 

of SG becomes increasingly evident as diameter ratio approaches dID = 0,95. 

Figure 12.7 shows capsule velocity ,'at incipient lift (v 0,,) 
C1lt. 

as a function 

of SG. When SG is equalto'~ity the submerged weight of the capsule 

is zero, and the capsule travels concentrically thus giving V on ~ ° 
C1lt. 

, 

as SG ~ 1. 

Another trend indicated by the cv~ves is that as SG increases the 

value of V cit increases, but abo_ an SG value of about 4,0 any 

further density increase would not require a higher capsule velocity for 

lift off .. It must be rememberedtha1; a higher mean waterveloci ty 

co~esponds to the same capsule velocity as SG increases. A plot of 
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V corresponding to the relevant value of V "n cl.A. 
shows a steady increase 

in V for incipient lift as SG increases. 

It is nonetheless, unlikely that the curves indicated by the four 

points (Figure 12.7) are valid .. since local water velocities relative. to 

the.capsule in a backward direction decrease as SG inqreases, although 

it will be shown (Section 4.3) that the maximum lift attained is less for 

heavier than lighter capsules. 

The dotted curve on Figure 12.7 shows calculated values for V "n Cl.A. 

(for dID = 0,85) based.on the analysis described in Chapter 7 when 

equation (7.220) first becomes. valid. 

The dotted curve generally gives V"n values which are too high 
Cl.A. 

(particularly at high . SG's). This is easily explained, since the theory 

is primarily for calculating energy losses across mobile capsules and none 

of the secondary flow or lubricating effects have been included. 

It is reasonable to expect that existing theory would not be applicable 

to this situation since even comparatively simple shapes in an infinite 

medium require experimentally determined lift coefficients. 

4.3 Maximum clearance 

Figure 12.8 shows maximum clearance (C') as a function of SG with 

diameter ratio as parameter. 

These curves 1ndicate that, for a fixed diameter ratio, the maximum 

clearance (C') achieved by a capsule decreases as SG increases. 

The curves tend to level, implying that further SG increases would 

result in the capsules rising to the same position. The mean water velo-

city to achieve this position would be greater. It appears from Figures 

12.2 to 12.5 that as diameter ratio increases at a fixed SG the minimum 

capsule velocity required for initiating maximum clearance (C') is 

lessened and as SG increases at a fixed diameter ratio the minimum 
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capsule velocity as well as the minimum mean water velocity, required for 

maximum. clearance, must increase. 

At a fixed SG decreasing the diameter ratio below 0,85 and.increas-

ing above 0,85 yields decreasing values for the maximum clearance attained. 

This trend is more clearly shown on Figure 12.9 •. 

Figure 12.9 shows maximum constant clearance (C*) as a function of 

diameter ratio with SG as parameter. At both ends of the diameter ratio 

scale (i.e. zero and unity) the clearance must be zero. This is obvious 

at diD = 1,0 and as d/D.-+ 0, capsules of SG > 1,0 would,tend to 

remain at the pipe wall where the local water velocity is zero. For a 

particular diameter ratio the clearance increases with SG decrease. 

For each SG there is a particular diameter.ratio at which the maximum 

constant clearance (C*) reaches a maximum value * (C max). The locus 

of maximum clearance· (C*max) is shown on the graph and passes through 

zero at diD = 1,0. 

As SG decreases the maximum, clearance * (C max) occurs at ever de-

creasing diameter ratio, and at SG = 1,0 the clearance for a diameter 

ratio diD = ° would theoretically be ~D. 

It is easy to see that the curves on Figure 12.9 must have the shape 

shown if lift occurs. But the questions that spring to mind are; 

firstly, why does the diameter ratio at which maximum clearance occurs de-

crease as SG decreases? And secondly ,why does the maximum clearance 

generally occur in the region diD = O,85? 

In answer to the first question, three facts must be emphasised for a 

constant mean water velocity and capsule geometry. Firstly, the lower 

the SG of the capsule, the faster it travels. Secondly, decreasing 

diameter ratio decreases capsule velocity, and thirdly, lighter capsules 

lift at lower velocities than heavier ones. 
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Since it is the local water velocities relative to the capsule that in-

duce lift, it is plausible that.decreasing V, dID and SG appropriately 

results in water velocities, at salient points around the capsule, which 

cause maximum lift on the smaller diameter ratio capsules at lower SG's. 

The second question, as to maximum lift occurrence at roughly the same 

diameter ratio, can be explained as follows: 

If the capsule lifts and the diameter .ratio is large (say dID> 0,9), 

then the mechanisms inducing lift, which rely on the proximity of the pipe 

to the underside of the capsule,become effective at the top due to the 

proximity of the pipe at the upper side of the capsule. If. the capsule 

is relatively small (say dID < 0,85), and at the same time somewhat 

lighter than the larger diameter ratio capsule, then the mechanism pre-

venting further lift, i.e. reduction of the lubricating film pressure due 

to increasing clearance~ causes the maximum lift to occur at about the 

same diameter ratio. 

It can thus be seen qualitatively that lighter capsules can reach 

maximum clearance at roughly the same diameter ratio as heavier capsules 

in the range tested. Although increasing SG does cause maximum lift 

to occur at higher diameter ratios. 

4.4 Relation of velocity ratio to clearance 

Figures 12.10, 12.11 and 12.12 show the velocity ratio as a function 

of mean water velocity for three diameter ratios and four specific 

gravities. 

The mean water velocities (V), corresponding to capsule velocities, 

at which lift is initiated (V '0) as well as at which the back of the 
C~A-

capsule just starts. to .. lift~,. and the maximum clearance first becomes 

apparent, are also shown on these diagrams as dashed curves. 

As the nose of the capsule first starts to lift, the rapid increase of 
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the velocity ratio (V IV) tends to drop off and the capsule velocity c 

tends to increase relative to the mean water velocity less rapidly. This 

continues as the rear lifts. Finally, when the capsule has achieved 

maximum lift the capsule velocity reaches a constant multiple of the mean 

water velocity. 

At the position on the velocity ratio (Vc/V) versus mean water velo

city (V) curve where incipient lift occurs at the front of the capsule, 

the submerged weight of the capsule (W') is greater than the lift force 

As soon as the rear of the capsule lifts LF = W' and any further 

increase in velocity momentarily increases the lift force. This causes 

the capsule to rise to a position where local velocities are such as to 

reinstate stability, i.e. LF = W' at an increased clearance. 

This process continues until the velocity ratio becomes constant. An4 

on all three graphs (Figures 12.10, 12.11 and 12.12) the capsule velocity 

(V ) 
c is greater than the mean water velocity (V) , i. e ,; V = C'V c 

where C' > 1,0. Any further increase in velocity will not cause an in-

creased lift force since the velocity relative to the capsule remains a 

constant value of V, i. e. V-V =V(1-Ct). c Since C' > 1,0, the 

mean velocity in the pipe relative to the capsule is in a backward direction. 

In the capsule free pipe, further increase of velocity will not alter 

the velocity distribution at these high Reynolds numbers, and V can be 

replaced by the local water velocity corresponding to Vc or the local 

water velocities responsib1e·for lift. The capsule thus moves with the 

water surrounding it and no further lift is generated. 
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C HAP T E R 13 

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND 
i 

ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR STATIC" CAPSULES 
; 

The bulk of this Chapter is devoted to a comparison of results, de-

rived from the finite element analysis, with experimental values, fOr 

pressure flow in the annulus. 

The other two components of enerlY loss across a.static capsule (inlet 

and outlet losses) will be briefly discussed in relation to conventional 

sudden contraction and sudden expansion losses in circular pipes. 

1 •. sudd.en con-
tract:um losses 

The energy losses at entry to the capsule annulus are due to sudden con-

tractions and, as such. may be com,ar.d with the more elementary cases of 

contractions involving concentric circular tubes. Rouse (reference 59) 

gives values of head loss CDefficients for sudden contractions for various 

area ratios,as given below, fer the concentric pipe case: 

T A BL E 13.1 

(A2/A,) 00 0,1 0,2 0,3 0.4 0,5 0,6 0.7 , 

K 0,5 0,48 0,45 0,41 0,36 0,29 0,21 0.13 

These K values are to be used in the equation 

Ahi = K V;/(2g) 

0,8 0,9 

0,07 0,01 

1,0 

0 

(13.1) 

where V2 is the velocity in the smaller pipe, equivalent in the capsule 

case to the annular velocity. If the head loss is referred to the velo

,city in the larger pipe, the K values liVen by Reuse have to be divided 

by the area ratio squared. Foran annular area the ratio is related to 

the diameter ratio by the equation 

.~ 
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With these changes Rouse's values may be re-presented for the capsule case 

as follows: 

TAB L E 13.2 

diD 1 0,948 0,894 0,837 0,775 0,707 0,632 0,548 0,447 0,315 

1<:' CD 48 11,2 4,55 2,25 1,16 0,582 0,265 0,109 0,012 

where 

Ah. = 1<:' V2/(2g) 
l. 

(13.3) 

These values are shown on Figure 9.6 and may be compared with values ob-

tained in the present experiments. In Chapter 9, Section 2, the pattern 

of streamlines at the inlet face of a static capsule was discusse4 and it 

was pointed out how the velocity distribution just upstream and downstream 

of the inlet section is complicated by the capsule geometry, particularly 

in the eccentric capsule case. 

It is clear that there are appreciable differences between the two 

sets of values on Figure 9.6, i.e. for the eccentric annulus and concentric 

pipe analysis. 

Figure 9.8 shows a comparison between the experimentally determined 

coefficients for concentric annuli and those for concentric pipe analysis 

as given by Rouse (see Table 13.2). 

It is clear that the shape of the curves is similar in the coneentric 

capsule case (Figure 9.8) and this is probably because in both cases the 

streamline patterns are similar (see Figure 13.1). 

However, the head loss coefficients are consistently higher for 

the concentric annulus than the concentric pipe. 

° 
° 
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(a) Concentric pipe (b) Concentric .annulus 

Figure 13.1 

From Figure 13.1 it is clear that the contraction takes place around 

a convex perimeter in the concentric annulus case as opposed to a con-

centric concave perimeter in the case of circular pipes (Figure 13.1(a». 

Case (a) leads to a general contraction of streamlines and it is well 

known that less energy is dissipated in such a system than when stream-

lines expand in a diverging conduit as in case (b). However, most of the 

energy is expended in eddy formation between the section of maximum stream-

line contraction (at the vena contracta) and a region downstream where the 

streamlines are parallel. There is a larger region where eddy generation 

takes place in case (b) than in case (a), (i.e. separation occurs around a 

convex edge in case (b». 

From Figure 9.6, it can be seen that the eccentric annular inlet head 

losses are also greater than for concentric pipe analysis. And the cur-

ves are dissimilar. This is due to the eccentric nature of the annulus. 

The percentage discrepancy decreases as diameter ratio increases, both 

tending towards an asymptotic value of infinity as diameter ratio 

approaches unity. 

One further point is that the head loss for concentric pipe analysis 

is somewhat differently defined from the head loss of a concentric or 

eccentric annular inlet section (see Chapter 7, Section 3.3). 

2. Comparison of experimental outlet losses with sudden expansion 
losses in concentric pipes 

It has already been shown, in Chapter 9, Section 3, that energy losses 
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at the outlet are not so pronounced as at the inlet and reasons for this 

phenomenon were given. 

Furthermore, it was pointed out that the coefficient in equation (7.117) 

is 15% higher than unity for concentric capsule outlet losses and 32% 
\ 

lower for eccentric.capsules. The relevant curves are shown in Figure 9.9. 

~«:« «««««~ ~ 
, < c < < < <, < < < < < < < <G <'« < < < ( < '<<< (.i'f < < « c( te, « (c « .. 

~ .. 
• 

; > > , ; 
;;> )S)"). 'SS" ... .5>...-

o 
(a) (b) 

Figuroe 13.2 

Figure 13.2 shows streamline patterns for (a) a sudden expansion in a 

concentric pipe, (b) the outlet of a concentrically orientated capsule and 

(c) the eccentric capsule. 

In Figure 13.2 eddies are generated from the section where the sudden 

expansion occurs until the section where streamlines are again parallel. 

In case (a) the zone of eddy formation extends around the inside of the 

larger pipe. This pipe wall has an inhibiting effect, suppressing eddy 

generation and 'decreasing energy dissipation when compared with case (b). 

In this case there is no wall to suppress the eddies which are shed peri-

pherally, It is likely that vortices from opposing sides of the capsule 

face encourage one another. This accentuates the disturbance, which is 

free of any inhibiting wall effects, yielding a larger head loss coeffi

cient than in case (a). 

The next problem is to explain why the head loss coefficient is about 

32% less for case (c) compared with case (a). The size of the 
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generated vortices is probably larger than in the two previous cases and the 

strength of eddies are also weaker. They can only be generated around the 

top part of the crescent annulus since the annular velocity, towards the 

underside of the capsule is very low. 

Furthermore, the eddies are generated asymmetrically and the accen-

tuating effect, of opposing eddies, is largely eliminated. And thirdly, 

the suppressing action of the wall is apparent around the lower part of 

the pipe. 

These three factors cause the energy dissipation to be less than for 

case (b) and, indeed considerably less than for case (a). 

3. Comparison of analytical and eXperimental results - pressure 
flow in the annulus of static capsules 

This section offers support to the finite element analysis using quasi-

concentric polar co-ordinates, as described in Chapter 7, for analysing 

pressure flow in the annulus. 

Experimental and analytical.results are compared for turbulent flow in 

the concentric annulus and laminar and turbulent flow in the eccentric 

annulus. 

3.1 Concentric annuli 

Many experimenters have shown that accepted velocity distributian laws, 

for circular pipe flow, show good agreement with experimentally determined 

velocity profiles in the outer wall region. However, the turbulent velo-

city profiles for the inner region are not well established. 

In the main, investigators have accepted the conventional form of the 

velocity distribution law for both walls, although there is no a priori 

reason why the logarithmic. laws derived for pipe flow should also apply 

to other geometries. 

The velocity distribution for circular pipe flow was derived by 
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integrating von Karman's stress law for turbulent flow in a pipe where shear 

stress is proportional to radius. 

The main difference between the shear stress distribution in circular 

pipes and annuli is that in the former it is linear whereas in the latter 

it is not. (See Figure 7.9). 

However, the logarithmic velocity distribution law (or "law of the wall") 

was obtained, for circular pipes, by integrating von Karman's equation near 

the transition layer and assuming that the shear stress is constant and 

equal to its wall value. This agrees with the integration of Prandtl's 

equation (making the same assumption). 

There is thus no reason to suppOse that the form of the velocity 

distribution law deviates greatly from the law for circular pipes when the 

~hear stress deviates slightly from linearity, as in the case of the annulus. 

Anyway, the shear stress was assumed oonstant to obtain the logeri thmic 

law fOr oircular pipes. 

The only rule that can be applicable in this case is that of expediency, 

i.e. which law agrees best with experiment. The same eri tex-ion was ul ti-

mately applied to circular pipe flow. 

Many attempts were made in the course of this investigation to analyse 

the problem of the concentric annulus using Various velocity distribution 

laws; for example - Knudsen and Katz (reference 26), Brighton and Jones 

(reference 7) and Randhava (reference 47). Good agreement with most of 

the experimental data was obtained using Randhava's method, which was out~ 

lined in Chapter 7, Section 7.5, equations (7.71) and (7.89) to (7.9~. 

Figure 13.3 shows a friction fact~r Reynolds number diagram, using the 

conventional definitions, for concentric annuli. The analytical results 

were determined using the Univac 1106 computer and Randhava's velooity 

distribution as well as the velocity laws of Knudsen and Katz. Experi-
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mental results from three sources are also shown in the Figure, viz. 

Quarmby (reference 46), Robertson (reference 52) and Levy (reference 33). 

Nikaradse's empirical equation is also shown, as is the circular pipe 

curve. 

Randhava's A and Bvalues used in the.velocity distribution laws 

are dependent on the diameter ratio (d/D) and the computer.program takes 

this into account. each quasi~concentric annulus having a different diD 

value and hence different A and B values. 

It is clear that most .of the experiment .. l results shown"lie between 

the two analytical.curves (using velocity distributions of Randhava and 

Knudsen and Katz). The latter being too high and the former, if anything 

somewhat low. 

3.2 Eccentric annuli- comRlete laminar flow 

A computer program.was written for sOlving equatiQns (7.48) and (7.49)· 

(i.e. flow versus pressure gradient in the laminar regime with diameter 

ratio and eccentricity as parameter). This program was subsequently 

absQrbed into the general program for calculating turbulent or laminar flow 

in annuli of varying eccentricities. The entire program eventually formed 

two sub~outines containing three other internal sub~routines of the main 

program for calculating excess head losses across mobile capsules (see 

Appendix II). 

The method of quasi-concentric polar co~rdinates was used and in this 

instance (i.e. laminar flow in the eccentric annulus) other results (of 

Redberger and Charles (reference 49» are available for comparison with 

the bi-polar co-ordinate system. 

Figure 7.13 shows the results of eccentric annulus analysis for laminar 
/ 

flow. The full lines representing the analysis of Redberger and Charles 

using the bi-polar co-ordinate system and the dotted curves representing 

'""" . . -
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the results of the present author's quasi-concentric annuli. 

At the higher diameter ratios, above dID = 0,75 the two methods 

agree well. 

As dID decreases the quasi concentric method gives ever inc~asing 

values for the flow ratio compared with the bi-polar co-ordinate s~tem 

and the divergence increases as eccentrioity increases. 

Figure 7.14 shows results of the experimental investigation of 86urne 

et al (reference 5) and the analytical solutions of Caldwell and Redberger 

and Charles as well as the present author (i.e. three different analytical 

techniques) • Conventional values of friction factoll and Reynolds number 

are used. 

The solid circles are points calculated using. the quasi-concentric 

annulus method at different Reynolds numbers. 

Herein lies the key to the discrepancy between Caldwell's and Redberger 

and Charles's analytical solution as compared with the experiments of 

Bourne et al, which they stated was "too large for experimental error and 

difficult to explain at the present time." 

The explanation is that Bourne et al described the transition regime as 

occurring between a Reynolds number of 1000 and 3000. In the light of 

the present analysis this seems unlikely because at dID = ~,96; the 

lower point given by the present analysis occurs at a Reynolds number of 

R = 538 (see Figure 7.14) and this agrees with Caldwell's solution. e 

This is also the highest Reynolds number at which the flow was oompletely 

laminar in the eccentric annulus according to the present results from the 

quasi-concentric annulus theory. The upper point at dID = 0,6 is 

actually given by the theory for mainly turbulent flow in the annulus (to 

be discussed in Section 3.3) and this point is even higher than the 

supposedly laminar curve of Bourne et ale In this case the Reynolds 

.. ~ 
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number is 954 which is lower than the critical value given by Bourne et 

all The discrepancy between the experimental and analyticaL results is 

thus,probably. due to the experimental values not being in the completely 

laminar regime. 

Another example (see Figure 7.14) is the point given at diD = 0,85 

(Re = 961). Here the Reynolds number is adjusted so that the point lies 

on Bourne's experimental curve. But in the analysis the flow was not 

laminar throughout. The lower solid point at diD = 0,8 was determined 

for the highest Reynolds number (R = 536) e at which the entire flow was 

laminar and agrees well with the other theories. 

The Reynolds number criterion used by the present author was discussed 

in Chapter 7, Section 13. 

It is thus apparent that the discrepancy noted by Bourne et al between 

their experiments and the analysis of Caldwell, Redberger and Charles, as 

well as the present author. (using different techniques) is du~ to the 

definition of Reynolds number. The experiments of Bourne et al were un-

likely to have been carried out in the completely laminar regime. 

3.3 Eccentric annuli- turbulent flow 

In Section 10.1 of Chapter 7, it was concluded.that for fully eccentric 

annUli, the only reliable experimental results were those of Bourne et al 

(reference 5). 

The empirical approach of the present author was discussed in Section 

11.1, Chapter 7, as a result of analysing static capsules and Figure 9.13 

shows very good agreement between the experiments of Bourne et al and 

those of the present author when using the pseudo-hydraulic mean radius 

cencept. 

Of all the velocity distribution laws those of Knudsen and Katz, when 

integrated numerically, for quasi-concentric annuli, showed the best agree-
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ment with experiments. Figure 13.4 shows experimental results of Bourne 

et al as well as the present experimental results, together with curves 

obtained by computer analysis and the correlation is extremely good 

(particularly around R = 10 000) when cognisance if taken of the e 

assumptions inherent in the analysis (discussed in Chapter 15). 

Figures 13.5 and 13.6 show results of the computer analysis for vary-

ing eccentricities at two diameter ratios. Unfortunately there are no 

published results (other than concentric or fully eccentric) with which to 

compare these curves. neither analytical nor experimental. The exception 

being those of Jonsson and Sparrow which, in the case of annuli of unit 

eccentricity, disagree considerably with the results of Bourne et al, 

Dodge (reference Bourne et al), Denton (reference Bourne et al) and the 

present author. The two diameter ratios yield f versus Re curves 

which are virtually identical (except for the higher Reynolds number range) 

so that varying diameter ratio within a range applicable to capsule experi~ 

ments, has little effect on the f versus R relation. e 

This has been verified further in Section 11.1, Chapter 7 (for annuli 

of unit eccentricity) where it was shown that the ratio R /R 
P 

is constant. 

The empirical approach of the pseudo hydraulic mean radius has been 

discussed in Chapter 7, Section 11.1, and a value of R /R = 1,25 was obp 

tained for annuli of unit eccentricity. Figure 13.7 shows the ratio Z 

where Z = R /R for various eccentricities at a diameter ratio p dID = O,eSl. 

The velocity profiles of Knudsen and Katz as well as those of Randhava ere 

used for the analysis. 

Knudsen and Katz's velocity distribution being chosen because analysis 

using their equations yielded the best agreement with the fully eccentric 

case and Randhava's profiles yielded good agreement in the concentric case. 

Reference is now made to the curves in Figure 9.12 where the curve 
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(R = 0,98R) is an analytical one based on Randhava's method of velocity p 

distribution and R = 0,81R is analytical based on substituting Knudsen p 

and Katz's velocity distribution laws in the quasi-concentric annulus 

method. 

Many velocity profiles were tried in the hope of finding universal 

equations for all eccentricities. However, this did not prove possible. 

For the quasi-concentric method of analysing. head loss, equations in 

eccentric annuli, the force balance equations for each slice is from 

(7.105) and (7.106). 

(6P/L) (6A + 6A ) = TCp 6S + T 6S . c P c pp P 

The total force balance is thus 

The conventional form of the force balance equation for unifOrm shear 

on both capsule and pipe surfaces is 

22· 
(6P/L)~(D -d )/4 = ~(d+D)T o 

and T = (ET 6S + ET 6$ )/~(d+D) o cp c pp p 

where T = average shear stress on pipe and capsule surface. o 

The friction factor is conventionally defined as 

assuming that the relevant velocity is the average for the section 

• . . 

• • • 

where 

f = 

f = 

a = 

E T 6S + E T 6S 
cp c pp p 
~(d+DHp ,p 

ap 

a Tod + a Tf.p 

~ -2 ~(d+D) p V . ap 

E T 6S T cp c = .:.sE. 
T'd TO 0 

(v ) 
ap 

(13.5a) 
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E T 6S T 

and a = pp p = -R2 
TD "r o 0 

where T and r are average val\les. pp cp And a and a are constants 

which take into account the variation of shear stress due to pressure flow 

in the annulus around the capsule and pipe perimeter. a and a may vary, 

with capsule eccentricity and diameter ratio as well as with Reynolds number. 

In the pseudo hydraulic mean radius method 

R = ZR 
P 

And Z takes into account the difference in shear on capsule and pipe walls 

respectively, i.e. a and a variation, as well as the shear stress 

va1;'iation. 

The average values of Z are shown on Figure 13.7. These values are 

calculated for a range of diameter ratios and Reynolds numbers and Table 13.3 

shows how Rp/R varies with eccentricity and diameter ratio assuming that 

the velocity distribution laws of Knudsen and Katz are valid. (See 

figure 13. 4) • R is calculated from equation (7.94). p 

3.4 Comparison of conventional friction factor and hydraulic mean 
radius with pseudo values 

It has already been shown that the experimental results of Bourne et al 

as depicted in Figure 7.25 agrees with present experimental values for the 

eccentric annulus (see Figure 9.13). 

If equations (7.91, (7.92) and (7.93) are rewritten with subscript (p) 

(for the friction factor and Reynolds number terms) denoting the pseudo 

condition then from equation (7.91) 

6h = fa 

(f) L V2 f L V2 
P c a = c a 

2g Rp 2g R 

•• (f) p = Z f 

According to equation (7.93) 

(where f = conventional friction 
factor) 
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4 Va R 
(R) = p = 

e p " 

4 V R 
Z( a ) 

" 

1'3.19 

According to equation (7.92) 

• • • 

• • 

For 

(f) = ° 079/(R )0,25 P , e P 

Zf = 0,079/(ZR )0,25 
e 

f = 0,079/Z1,25 RO,25 
e 

Z = 1,25 

f RO,25 = 0,079/(1,25)1,25 
e 

.'!.:' .• ' . 

10-2 = 5,98 x (13.6) 

Figure 7.25 shows that for 0,55 < diD < 0,8 the value of f RO,25 
e 

from Bourne et al is of the above order of magnitude (equation (13.6». 

However, the implication inherent in Figure 7.25 is that Z ~ 1,0 . 

as diD -+ 1,0 and as diD ~ 0,0. The resul t;s of Bo~e et al are only 

given up to diD i 0,87 and the portion of the curve on Figure 7.25 for 

diD > 0,87 is conjecture. 

It is mentioned by Bourne et al that Dodge actually did experiments up 

to diD = 0,975 and concluded that with diD from 0,688 to 0,975, the 

diameter ratio was not an important parameter. 

It is likely that the dependence of friction factor on the diameter 

ratio is not so pronounced as indicated by Bourne et ale 

To conclude, the quasi concentric polar co-ordinate method of analysing 

flow in annuli has been shown to agree with the present experiments as well 

as those carried out by others. 

The theoretical analysis is also in good agreement with the empirical 

formulation using the pseudo-hydraulic mean radius. 
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C HAP T E R 14 

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL 
RESULTS FOR INCIPIENT CAPSULE MOTION 

14.1 

In this Chapter analytical and experimental results of incipient capsule 

studies are discussed. 

Th~e are three sections: 

1. The effect of length to diameter ratio (Lc/d) and diameter ratio 

(dID) 

2. The effect of .specific gravity of the capsules (Sc) as well as the 

effect of pipe diameter (D). 

3. The effect of .pipeline slope (,) 

In each of the three sections the relevant parameters are discussed; 

firstly, in terms of excess incipient head loss (AHc)i to mean incipient 

water velocity (V.) relations, Figures 14.1, 14.6 and 14.13; secondly, 
1. 

in terms of correlating representations Showing how the analytical results 

can be generalised and thirdly; in terms of experimental results showing 

to what extent the anal~tical correlations are justified. 

The equation for excess energy loss across a static c.apsule at inci-

pience can be written in the following form, from equation (7.125) 
. 2 2 

(AHc)l~ = ~f(d/D) 15c-1lcos , + (d/D) (Sc-1)sin , 

T h 
+-'2i_...!£ 

w D L c 

In a horizontal pipe this reduces to (from equation (7.126»; 

(AH )./(L ) = ~f(d/D)2Is -11 + ~ _ hfc 
c 1. c c wD Lc 

= (Ah. + Ah + Ahf - hf )/(L ) 
1. 0 a c c 

The equation for incipient velocity' V. has been shown to be: 
1. 

-1,75 -2 C1 Vi + C2 Vi - C3 = 0 (7.133) 

.;~ 
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where 

for the general case of sloping pipes, and this term again reduces appro-

priately for horizontal pipes. 

For the incipient case, once a value of lJf has been determined and 

the independent variables have been selected, a purely analytical solution 

is now available and, with the aid of a computer, the above equations can 

be solved. The solutions, .although carried out on a digital computer, 

are conveniently presented graphically and these results will now be 

discussed. 

1. Effect of lensth and diameter ratio 

Figure 14.1 shows the incipient excess head loss plotted as a function 

of the mean water velocity (for a constant SG) with length to diameter 

ratio and diameter ratio as parameter. At dID = 0,91, increase in L Id 
c 

causes a large increase in (AH). with very little velocity increase. c l. 

The excess energy is thus virtually independent of the velocity but highly 

dependent on the length to diameter ratio. 

As the diameter ratio is decreased the velocity becomes an increasinglY 

significant variable and at dID = 0,543, large changes in velocity are 

required for relatively smaller exceSs energy changes. On the other hand, 

the length to diameter ratio has a decreasing influence as diameter ratio 

is diminished and less excess head is required to overcome the threshold 

velocity, for increasing values of LId, than when the diameter ratio is c 

large. 

The reason for the "collapse" of the grid towards the right of the 

figure is that, since these are all constant density capsules (S = 4,0), c 

decreasing diameter ratio has the effect of decreasing the net weight of 

a capsule. Decreasing the length to diameter ratio has the same effect. 

Since the excess head loss required for the initiation of motion is 
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14.4 

intimately related to the net weight of the capsule, decreasing either dia-

meter or length means a reduction in (AH ) .• c J. 

The reason for small capsules requiring increasingly greater inci-

pient velocities as L /d increases, compared with large c d/D- ratios is 

that the forward drag components have less frontal and surface areas to 

act on in the case of the small capsule (bearing in mind that the capsules 

are dimensionally similar). 

The curves in Figure 14.1 are very useful for interpolating (AHc)i 

and V. values for selected combinations of diameter and length to 
J. 

diameter ratio. However, these curves only apply to a horizontal pipe. 

line of diameter D = 44 mm and capsules of Sc = 4,0. 

1 • 1 Correlation 

In order to determine a simple equation for the curves on Figure 14.1 

as well as to increase their generality a more cancise'methad of present-

ation is necessary. This applies .toboth the curves themselves and the 

complicated equations they represent. 

One method of presenting the information shown on Figure 14.1 is the' 

graph shown on Figure 14.2, which successfully correlates the information 

on a r. 
J. 

to Xi plot. There is no scatter to speak of and the equation 

to Figure 14.1 is thus: (The parameters r and X will be discussed in Chapter 15). 

r. = 35/X~,71 
J. l. 

1.2 Experimental incipient velocity at different L /d ratios c 

(14.1) 

Figure 10.51, which shows the non-dimensional. incipient velocity as a 

function of diameter ratio, indicates the extent to which the analytical 

curves discussed above are in agreement with experimental results. 

Length to diameter ratio is shown here as parameter and when cognisance is 

taken of the difficulty in ,establishing the incipient .. velocity the agree-

ment between analysis and observation is reasonable. Also, the agreement 
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FIG. 14.2 
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14.6 

appears to improve as length to diameter ratio decreases. 

Increasing length or decreasing diameter both have the expected effect 

of increasing incipient velocity. 

The former effect is due to the greater skin friction shear which is 

proportional to capsule length and the latter effect is due to the reduced 

£rental area exposed to the incipient pressure differential across the 

static capsule as diameter is decreased. 

1.3 Experimental incipient excess head loss at different L /d ratios c 

Figure 14.3 verifies the agreement between experimentally determined 

incipient velocities (in the 74 mm diameter pipeline) and theoretical 

results. The dashed curve repI'esents values obtained ft>om static capsule 

tests at incipience. Values of V./{gDIS -11 have been plotted against 
1. c 

diameter ratio (d/D) with capsule length to diameter ratio (Lc/d) as 

Figure 14.4, which shows 6Hci as a function of diameter ratio fo~ 

length to diameter ratio as parameter, indicates the extent to which ex-

perimental values agree with the analysis and, in this case, agreement 

appears to improve. as length increases. 

The.dotted curves on Figures 15.15, 11.17 and 11.18 represent loci 

of ,incipient excess energy losses superimposed on the 6H to V curves. c 

The dashed lines are experimentally Observed results and when these 

figures are considered in conjunction with Figure 14.4, .which I'epresents 

the superimposed experimental results in the range for which the analysis 

is applicable, it can be seen that the analysis is in fair agreement with 

the experiments in the 44 mm diameter pipe. 

Three main effects are observable. 

1.3.1 Incipient excess head loss increases as length to diameter ratio 

increases, for two reasons; firstly, the submerged weight of the capsule 
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14.9 

is directly dependent on length at a fixed specific gravity thus imposing 

a greater solid to salid frietion force and secondly, the surfaee skin 

friction shear or annular head loss is also dependent on length. 

1.3.2 The value of (AHc)i also increases as diameter ratioinereases 

for the above two reasons plus the fact that inlet and outlet losses, 

which are contributary causes of form drag, increase with increasing dia-

meter ratio. 

1.3.3 Figure 14.5 shows 'f;hat/~he ratio incipient excess head'.~·.(aHc)i 

to the L Id ratio or effectively the c (AH )./L ratio, since the diac 1. c 

meter ratio is plotted as abscissa, yields a single.curve, indicating. that 

(AHc)i is proportional. to capsule length which, for tne fixed density 

capsules depicted, means that (AHc)i is proportional to the capsUle weight. 

2. Effect of capsule density 

Figure 14.6 shows an analytical representation of (AH ). as a function c 1. -of Vi' with specific gravity (Sc) and diameter ratio (dID) as para-

meters. 

The analysis was.carried out for capsules 1 to 24 and the actual values 

of S for these capsules are shown at the nodes. c 

It is clear that the increase in (AHc)i is highly dependent on s~cific 

gravity at high diameter ratios.' Whilst the velocity dependenee is relati-

vely Slight, in terms of absolute velocities, although the ratio, of inci-

pient velocity at diameter ratio dID = 0,95 for an increase of specific 

gravity from Sc:; 1,065 to 

tude' as the ratio of velocity 

S = 4,84, c 

(Y. ) 
1. 

from 

is of the same order of magni-

S = 1,06 c to 4,77 at diameter 

ratio dID = 0,543. Also, as diameter ratio decreases the absolute velo-

city affect (for initiation of motion at increasing SG values) is ~i-

fied. It requires a larger. velocity change to initiate capsule motion 

although the increase of excess head loss required is not so pronounced) 
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14.12 

and there is a correspondingly decreasing dependence on specific gravity. 

An explanation for the above is that at large diameter ratios an in-

crease in specific gravity results in a greater backward drag force than the 

same specific gravity increase at sm.all diameter ratios. 

Figure 14.6 has the same general shape as Figure 14.1 and in both cases 

the net submerged weight of the capsule increases towards the top of the 

graph although the effect is less pronounced towards the right. Hence the 

right hand side "COllapse" is evident in both figures. 

Note that on Figure 14.6 the submerged specific gravity 1 S -11- is c 

obviously the relevant parameter since both specific gravities of ~t5 

and "'1,8 al'e above the capsules which aI'e slightly above neutral buoyancy. 

2.1 Correlation 

In order to generalise the information on Figure 14.6, -the successful 

implementation of the plotting device indicated for generalising Figure 

14.1 is shown on Figure 14.7. Different values of specific gravity are 

shown on this Figure compared with the values given on Figure 14.3. But 

tnis does not matter since both Figure 14.6 and Figure 14.7 represent the 

results of analysis. What is significant, is that a wide range of speci-

fic gravities and length to diameter ratios can be represented by a 

r i versus Xi plot with virtually no scatter. 

is 

The equation in this case 

r. = 33/x~,86 
l. l. (14.2) 

The exponent differs slightly from that of equation (14.1) but tne pipe 

friction head loss equations are different in the two cases, being 

-1,84 •. Ahf/L = 0,014 V for the 74 mm dl.ameter pl.pe and; 

Ahf/L = 0,025 V1, 75 for the 44 mm diameter pipe (see Appendix I~.) 

2.2 EXperimental incipient values at different cap!ule densities 
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14.14 

Figure 14.8 shows the non-dimensional incipient velocity as a. function 

. of diameter ratio. This curve covers a range of experimental vc4ues of 

diameter ratios and specific gravities (capsules numbered 1 to 24). The 

curve is determined analytically as described earlier and the experimental 

results are abscissa intercepts from Figures 10.27 to 10.30. There is 

excellent agreement between analytical and experimental values especially 

when one conside~ the difficulties encountered in determining the inci

pient velocity experimentally. 

Figure 14.9 shows a similar graph to that given in Figure 14.8. In· 

this case the pipe diameter is approximately doubled (D = 150 mm). 

Experimental values are slightly higher than analytical results. One 

reason for this is the difficulty experienced in det.rmining the incipient 

velocity in an opaque pipe. The mean water velocity versus capsule velo-

city curves were extrapolated to give v = o. c 

plain why all the experimental points are high. 

This does not really ex-

The joints in this pipe 

were more prominent than in the case of. the 74 mm perspex pipe and this 

could cause capsule velocities to be slightly lower than for a smooth 

jointed pipe. This results in a value of V. which may be too high. 
l. 

Also shown in Figure 14.9 are curves from Figure 14.8 and it is evi-

den~ that pipe diameter is successfully absorbed in the correlation (see 

also Figure 10.30). 

Three capsule densities are represented by the data and analytical 

points in Figure 14.9 and they are coincident. 

Figure 14.10 shows theexeess head loss across incipient capsules as a 

function of diameter ratio, the dotted curves representing experimental 

results and the full curves representing analytical results. 

The agreement is good, decreasing tow~ds high diameter ratios. How

ever, the analysis is only applicable up to dID = 0,85 (remember, static 
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capsule tests were carried out with capsule diameter ratios rangins from 

diD = 0,54 to 0,85). 

Figure 14.11 shows a graph similar to that in Figure 14.10. In this 

case the pipe diameter is doubled (D = 150 mm) and experimental.res~ts 

can be directly compared with analysis. The same sort of pattern emerges 

as for the 74 mm pipe and the agreement is extremely good for a range of 

diameter ratios and capsule densities. 

Figure 14.12 shows the non-dimensional correlation for experimental 

results obtained in the 150mm diameter pipe. This curve can be eom-

pareel with the analytical curve in Figure 14.7 in the 74 mm diameter pipe. 

The correlation is, in this case, excellent and theres\ll ting equation is 

similar to equation (14.2.), except that the constant. is slightly higher; 

One reason for the constant in equation (14.3) being higher than in equation 

(14.2) is that the non-dimensional incipient velocity curve, obtained ex~ 

perimentally,is higher than the analytical curve·in Figure 14.9. 

3. Effect of pipeline slope 

Figure 1.4.13 shows the excess head loss across capsulelS at incipience 

(AHc)ls as a function of mean water velocity with slope and daimeter ratio 

as parameters. Once again the dominating effect is shown to be diameter 

ratio. 

The steepest sloping pipe (+ = 30,8\) yields the steepest (AHc)Is 

to Vi curve and as .diameter ratio is increased the rise in the value of 

(AH)! required to cause capsule motion is more pronounced than for the c 1S 

more mildly sloping pipes. 

As pipe slope is increased at a particular diameter ratio a greater 

value of the excess head loss is required and at a higher mean water velo-

city. Although the head loss effect is far more pronounced as diameter 
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C HA PTE R 15 
; 

COMPAR!SON OF ANAkY'l'-II¥x: AND EXPl!UM&BTAL 
REsULTs rORMtrLE CAPSULES 

I : 

15.1 

In this Chapter the outcome of computer calculation~ baaed on the 

analytical procedure described in Chapter 7 are c~mpared with experi~t~ 

results for mobile capsules. 

An empirical equation,· foro e1llbN.GiXlI the independent v~iables toyiel.d· 

the excess energy loss, is also pro~. 

Fiaures 15.1 to 15.4 (c.ps~les 9. 10, 11 and 12) show experimelltal~

. 8u1 ts as mean curves through the data points as full linea. 

1. Definitions of termaused 

Th~ results of "empirical m" analysis ~d "experimentalm" an.lYI1. 

. are· shown as dashed (-• .:. ••• ) end b;roken tilleiS (- ... -)respectively~· 

. and. the results of. the "gross" analysis is shown thUS (- • - -) •. 

1.1 

"m" is the . slope of the relevant V ve%'Su& V line. c 

"Empirical m" analysis (finite element analysis) 

In orde%" to calculate the value of the excess head loas ael!688 a mobil. 

capsule (AHc) it is necesaary to kpow the capsule characteri.stics (sudl . 
as diameter ratio, length,to diameter r.tio and. SG) as well &iii the.an 

water velocity, pipeline slope, and capsule velocity. 

The mean water velocity hub.en arbitX'arily chosen (e.g. V :: 0 .5; 'tO~, . 

1,5; 2,0; 2,5. and. 3,0 m/s) and the cllpsule velocity can then be c1ete:r;-· 

mined eithe%' by measurement oro using the semi-empirical formula worked out· 

in Chapter 10, viz; 

V = m(V . Vi) , c 

An empirical relatisrl has been liven· for -obtaining the slope. (m) 

(eq\laticm (10.6» and V. can be calculated as shown in Chapter 7. 
. 1 

. . .. ~ 

- .... .. ' .. , 
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If, in the finite element analysis. m has been obtained from the 

empirical formula then the calculation has been designated "empirical-m". 

If a measured value of capsule veloQity in injected into the cemputer 

progrem then the effective value of "m1l used is an experimental one and 

:i,n this case the calculation has been designated "experimental m't. An 

analytical value is found for excess head loss (AHc)' 

1.3 ."Couette mit analy.is (finite element) 

If the measured value of excess head loss (AH) is used in the finite c 

elemef1~ analy~is then the re1Jultant calculation to find the capsuleY!,+ogitr 

has been designated "Couette mit. This is not a good des ignation, but haa ' .. 

been retained since it was used in the computer analysis. 

1.~ Gross analysis 

As discussed in Chapter 7, a gross method has also been evolved for 

caloule,ting 

AH and V. c . 

given V and Vc or for calculating (v ) 
o given 

All the above analytical procedures have been dealt within Chapter 7 

and the computer formulation is giv.n in detail in Appendix II. 

The effect on the analytical results of capsule variables, which W$re 

investigated experimentally, will be discussed in the following sections. 

The effect.of capsule velocity (V ) 
c 

The most significant observations is that small errors in calculatins 

Qr measuring capsule velocity (V ) 
c have very large effects on the cal." 

of 

However, small errors in V c can represent large errors in the values 

(V - V ) c and cons.iderable errors in v . ap It will be shown later in 
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15.5 

this Chapter how 6Hc varies with the above velocities. 

Consider Figure 15.5 (for example). The "empirical mil analysis 

(making use of empirical values of Vc for obtaining 6Hc) yields a 

curve which lies somewhat above the mean experimental curve, although the 

entire curve is within the range of experimental scatter. The "experi-

mental m" curve (making use of experimental values of capsule velocity to 

obtain AHc)' lies below the m~an experimental curve, again well within 

the spread of data points. 

The only difference between these curves (both obtained from the finite" 

element analysis using quasi-concentric polar co-ordinates) is that the 

capIl,lle velo,ci ty (V c) . for the computation is different. 

FigUlle 15.6 shows (for the same capSule depicted on Figure 15.5) cap~ 

sule velocity as a function of mean water velocity. 

The experimental and empirical values are given as well as those from 

the "Couette m" analysis (tn.lytical '. 
perimental values of 6H). c 

values of V obtained from ex-' c 

Consider a mean water velocity of 1,5 mls (on Figure 15.5). Th~ 

"experimental m" .analysis gives 6Hc values which are 23,8% lowal' than 

the mean expel'imental curve. and the expel'imental value of capsule velocity 

(Vc) (Figure 15.6) is 4,0% higher than the value of Vc detel'lllined 

from the "Couette m" analysis. An ewol' of 4,0\ in the measurement of 

V causes a 23.8% ewol' in 6H calculation. 
c c 

The "empil'ical m" analysis at V = 1,5 rols (Figul'e 15.5) gives a 

6Hc value which is 23,5% high, for an empirically calculated val,- of 

V which is 3,43% low. 
c 

The "gt'oss analysis" yields a 6H value at V:; 1,5 mls (Figure c 

15.5) which is 18,2% .. lower than the mean experimental value, for an ex'" 

pel'imental.value of . V c' If Vc is adjusted to give 6Hc in exact 
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~ement with the expe~imental value, then V is 3,94% lowe~ than ,the c 

meas~d value, fo~ the "g~oss" analysis. 

Thus, whicheve~ of the methods of analysis (p~oposed in this thesis) is 

used, agreement is ext~mely good if V is calculated from a meaSUPed c 

value of AHc ' But the calculation of AH from a meas~ed value of· V c c 

is dependent ontbeexact value of 

be given late~ in this Chapte~. 

V • c An explan~tion fo~ the above will 

In the discussion that follows, on the comp~ison of expe~imental arid 

analytical ~sul ts, the cases whe~e agreement is poo~st will be discussed. 

first. 

2. 1 Effect of SG 

Fig~s 15. 1 to 15.4 show similar cux'ves depicting the v~ious analyse$ 

and-, in terms of absGlute values, th.o~ies applied to the lowe~ SG· cap

sules give bette~ agreement with .xpe~iment. 

The WONt agreement, in terms of absolute AHc values, occurs at 1,5 

m/s (see Figu~e 15.4) fo~ the capsule of SG = 4,90. 

Howeve~. in terms of pe~centagee~~s in the calculation, Table 15.1 

(on the following page) shows that the e~~OI' is greatest when calculating 

AHc fo~ the lightest capsule. 

In all cases the analytical values of AH are best dete~ned using c 

the empi~ic811y de~ived value of capsule velocity. 

It should be noted that the data points in Fig~es 15.1 to 15.4 ~ 

all mean values and the analytical c~ves lie within the sp~ead of ex-

pe~imental data. This fact will be m~e clearly seen when discussing the 

cemparison of exp~imental and analytical c~es in the next section whe~e 

all data points are shown. 

The calculation of.capsule velocity from a measured value of AH c 

("Couette m" analysis) o~ an empi~ical dete~mination of V c o~ the 
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calculation of V from the gross analysis and measured value of AH all c c 

give good results yielding curves similar to those on Figure 15.6. The 

percentage errors at V = 1,5 mls are shown in Table 15. 1 ,this being the 

mean water velocity where most deviation occurs. 

TABLE 15.1 

, error at V= 1,5 mle 

dID SG Calculation of AM Calculation of V c c 
expt m emp m gross m Couette m emp m gross m 

0,85 1,87 50 7,7 25,0 5,45 5,7 4,76 

2,64 46 14,1 55,2 6,50 7,9 6,91 

3,28 44 12, 1 34,5 7,35 8,3 7,50 

4,9 31 24,1 49,0 6,62 11 ,5 6,60 

2.2 Effect of diameter ratio 

Figures 15.5,'15.7 and 15.8 show the three analytical curves (determit)-·· 

ed by different methods) compared with the experimental curves at three 

diameter ratios. In all three figures the two extreme analytical curves 

are within the spread of experimental data. 

For the smallest diameter ratio (diD = 0,543; Figure 15.7) the 

analytical curve using empirical values of capsule velocity (V ) 
c 

slightly higher than the mean AH 
c curve at mean water velocities lese 

than V = 2,5 m/s. The analytical 4H values determined from experic 

mental values of V ("experimental m" analysis) are coincident with the c 

mean experimental curve below V values of 2,0 m/s. The "gross 

analysis" curve coincides with the "experimental m" analysis curve. 

In Figure 15.8 the pattern is similar with "empirical mit and 

"experimental mit analytical curves crossing the mean experimental 

curve at V values of 2,3 mls and 1,0 mls respectively. 

AH c 
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3. Predicted analytical values ofaHc for D = 150 mm for a ran,. 

of diameter ratios and capsule densities 

Before carrying out experiments in the larger diameter pipe (D = 150 _ 

an attempt was made to predict excess head loss from the finite element 

analysis using the empirically determined values of v • c 

Figure 15.9 shows analytically determined values of Mic and (ARc) i 

as a function of mean water velocity for three specific gravities at 

dID::: 0,50. In terms of the abSolute value of 6H the agreement between c 

analysis and experiment diminishes as SG increases. However, the 

correlation is reasonable. The agreement for capsules of SG = 2,0 and 

3,0 . is ex-q;-emely good, the analytical values lying within the ranse of 

experimental data. 

For the heaviest capsule (Sc = ~,O) ··the correlation between analysis 

and experiment deteriorates as velocity increases. This is explained as 

follows: 

The incipient velocity as calculated from the empirical equation in 

Chapter 10 is somewhat low (see Figure 15.9) and this has a bearing on the 

empirical determination of capsule velocity since 

This fact alone renders the capsule velocity too high. However, the 

slope of the V : V line (m) was found to be larger (see Figure 10.86) c 

than the value of m obtained from the empirical equation (in Chapter 10) 

used for deriving V , c i.e. 

m = 1,2 - 0,8 (dID - 0,5)2 (10.6) 

The net result is an empirical capsule velocity which is slightly too low 

(~,1S% too low) (see Figure 15.12) and this yields an analytical result 

fOr 6H which is 35% too high. c This is the worst agreement. Figure 

15.10 shows excess head loss (6Hc ) as a function of mean water velocity 

in the 150 mm diameter pipe for dID = 0,733 and three SG values, 
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In all cases the agreement between analysis and experiment is satis-

factory except for the lowest SG (S = 2,0). c 

Also, agreement improves with decreasing velocity as in the case of the 

last capsules. In this case, however, and in the following case (Figure 

15.11) the degree of correlation deteriorates with the lowest SG. The 

worst case occurring at 3 mls (see Figures 15. 10 and 15.11) where the 

capsule velocity has to be 8% lower in the case of dID = 0,733 (S = 2) c 

(see Figure 15.13) and 5% lower in the case of dID = 0,733 (S = 2) c 

(see Figure 15.14) to achieve an exact correlation between analysis and 

theory. 

Note: - Due to the high degree of turbulence manifest on the pen recorder 

at high velocities the measurement of 6H at a mean water velocity of c 

3,0 mls is extremely difficult. 

In general, agreement with experiment is good, considering assumptions 

in the theory, difficulty of measuring 6H 
c at high velocities due to 

superimposed spurious turbulence effects and the scatter of experimental 

data. 

The details of experimentally determined capsule velocities compared 

wi th empirical and analytical values (i.e. "Couette m" calculating v 
c 

from measured 6H values) are shown on Figures 15.12, 15.13 and 15.14. c 

In all cases the slope of V : V lines (experimental) are steeper than c 

the empirical and analytical (YrCouette m") values. The latter two slopes 

are virtually parallel in most cases. 

The discrepancy between the dotted lines (on Figures 15.12, 15.13 aOQ 

15.14) and "empirical m" lines represent the amolmt by which V has to c 

be changed to make the experimental values of 6H coincident with the c 

analytical values (on Figures 15.9, 15.10 and 15.11). In general where 

the above velocity discrepancy is largest,. there is a resulting discrep-
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anoy between analytical and experimental values of 6Hc• The discrepancy 

is accentuated for low density capsules except in the case of the smallest 

diameter ratio ,(dID = 0,60). This will be explained in Section 7. 

The values of· 6Hc were also calculated analytically from the "gross 

method". ~t was found that for the 150 rom diameter pipe agreement 

although fair. decreases considerably as SG increases, and the gross 

theory was found.to be less universally applicable than the finite element 

method. Nonetheless. values of Vc' when calculated to yield 6Hc 

values in agreement with experiment. differ by only a few percent from 

measured values of V c. The results of these calculations are shown on 

Figures 15.12. 15.13 and 15.14 (Vc calculated from "gross analysis"). 

4. Effect of Lid. ratio 

Figure 15.15 shsws. mean experimental .cur:vesduplicated from Figure 11.16. 

Superimposed are analytical curves using the finite element technique 

("empirical mn analysis). 

For the longest train of capsules (Lid = 16) the analytical results 

of t.Hc (calculated from empirical capsule velocities) are about 12.3% 

high. Generally the discrepancy decreases down to L Id = 8 and then c 

the analytical eurves are low although still in fairly gOOd agreement and 

within the range of experimental scatter (not shown on the graph). 

Figure 15.16 shows experimentally determined Vc : V curves from 

Figure 10.48 and s.uperimposed are capsule veloei ties h'om the "empirical m" 

analysis (i.e •. corresponding to the dotted curves on Figure 15.15) as well 

as capsule velocities determined from the "Couette m" analysis (i.e. 

co~esponding to the solid experimentally determined curVes on Figure 

15.15). 

It is clear thattne "empirical mil curve lies below the experimental 

values at high Lcld ratios. gradually becoming closer as Lcld is 
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reduced, until at L Id =4,0 and 2,0 the empirical value of V is c c 

above the experimental value. 

As can clearly .. be seen on Figure 15.16 the V c discrepancies are 

extremely small compared with the errors generated on Figure 15.15 (i.e. 

up to about 12%) when calculating AH. c 

As with the different SG and diD capsules discussed earlier, the 

gross analysis was also attempted for the capsules shown on Figure 15.15, 

and except for the lower Lcld ratio capsules (Lc/d 8,0) the agree~ 

ment was not as satisfactory as the finite element "empirical m" analysis. 

The capsule velocity versus mean water velocity curves shown en Figure 

1 5. 16 include those analytical results dari ved from. the tIgress cmalysis" 

(i.e •. calculated capsule velocities to ensure that exp~imental AHc 

values are obtained). In no instance is the error more than a few per-

cent. But the ourves.do have a slightly different slope from experi-

mental and other analytical curves. 

It is, thus, concluded that the gross method, besides being analyti-

cally less precise than the. finite element method, yields less satisfact ... 

ory results particularly for high L Id capsules. c 

5. The individual oomponents of excess head loss:gross analxsis 

The results of·.the gross analysis are shown on Figures 15.5 and 15.6 

and the gross analysis using experimental values of· V has been shown c 

to give slightly better agreement with the experimental AHc curve 

than the finite element analysis using experimental values of Vc' and 

slightly worse than when.using empirical values of Vc. The analytical 

value of AH = 92,4 mm .lying . c 18.25% lower than the mean experimental 

curve at V= 1,5m/s (see Figure 15.5); V needing to be c 3,94% 

higher fOr the eurves to coincide. In this case the excess head loss has 

four components. 
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Ahi' Aho ' Ahshp and Ahshc where 

Ah h s p = 
T' D4L 

p c 

w(11-d) 2 

T d4L 
Ah : 0, c 

sha w(D-d)2 

15.23 

The values of ~, and t are different from those obtained using the 
p c 

finite element analysis 

T is a function of V 
p am 

and T is a function of V = V - V c r ~ c 

The foundations of this analytical procedure are less secure than for 

the finite element analysis. The reason being that average shear stress 

on the pipe wall is assumed to be a function of the average water velocity 

in the annulus relative to the pipe wall, and 'the average shear stress Qn 

the capsule is assumed to . act forwards and is a function of the average 

velocity in tne annulUS relative to the capsule wall. We know from the 

finite element analysis that the average shear stress on the capsule 

actually acts backwards, retarding capsule motion. 

Al though the gross method of analysis is altogether oVersimpUfied 

and cruder than the finite element analysis, because of the assumptions 

inherent in the analysis, it does yield results of almost comparable 

accuracy with the finite element analysis using empirical values of cap-

sule velocity, but only in certain cases. It ,is, of course, very much 

simpler to use than the finite element of analysis. 

Figure 15.17 shows the role played by the fOur components of AHc 

to give the experimental curve on Figure 15.5 using the gross method of 

analysis. This results in capsule velocities which are slightly lower 

than those determined experimentally (see Figure 15.6). 

The details of why small changes in V make such large changes in .' c 
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6H are largely due to inlet and outlet losses and Will be discussed in c 
, 

the next section. However, the values of 6hshp · and 6hshc do play a 

considerable part since 

6hShP = function (f y2) 
aw am 

= function (y1,75) 
am 

and 6h h s c = function (fac x V;) 

= function (V1,25) 
r 

where 
V - V (d/D)2 

V c 
= am 1 - (d/D)2 

Vr = V - V am c and 

Thus, 6h h and 6h h can be rep~sented as functions of V and sp sc e 

Vr respectively, see Figure 15.18, and it can be shown how small changes 

in capsule velocity are reflected as large changes in 6H • c Note that, 

generally,as the mean water velocity increases the value of V in
am 

oreases and the value of Vr decreases. 

This is not dealt with in detail here since the gross method is not 

as precise a tool as the finite element method for calculating AH. c 

The way in which small changes in capsule velocity affect large variations 

in the individual components of 6H is rather dealt with for the finite c 

element analysis. 

6. The individual co ents of excess head finite 
element analysl. 

Small errors in the calculation (or measurement) of Vc ' have a large 

effect on 6H • c This is explained below by considering the separate 

components of 6Hc• 

Consider Figure 15.5 and the experimental values of .6H which lead c 

to the "Couette mIt values of capsule velocity shown on Figure 15.6. 
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It has already been pointed out (Section 2) that if V we~ 3,43% c 

higher the "empirical mIt analysis would yield AH values (determined by , c 

the finite element analysis) which coincide with experimental values. In 

other words the "empirical mIt calculation for V is 3,43% lower than c 

the "Couette mIt analysis. 

Figure 15.19 shows the three separate components of AH , c i.e. Ahi ; , 

Aho and Ah = Ahfa - hfc ' At V = 1,5 mls (for example) Ah. is a ~ 

29,3% of AH , Ah 
0 

is 16.7% of AH c and Ah is 54,0% of AH • c a c 

As the mean water velocity (V) decreases, the influence of Ah
fa 

diminish whilst the influence of Ah. and Ah is accent~ 
~ 0 

uated. These effects are clearly shown on Figure 15.20, whichal$o shows 

the individual components of AH calculated from empirical and experic 

mental capsule velocities. The diffe~ence between the individual com~ 

ponents (i.e. Ah. and Ah) 
~ 0 

as calculated from "Couette mIt 

analysis and "empirical m" analysis is due to a 3,43% difference in the' 

value of Vc (at V = 1,5 m/s). The component hfc has not been shown 

on Fig~e l5.20because the discussion is essentially concerned with the 

way in which small changes in V c affect large changes in AHc and hfc 

is not affected by V • c 

Figures 15.21 and 15.22 show Ahfa , which is a function of Vap ' and 

Ahi and Aho ' which are functions of (v - V c). For the "Couette m" 

analysis at V = 1,5 ml s; V = 1,221 ml s whilst the empirical value of" .. , c 

V c = 1,179 mls and the experimentally measured value of V c = 2,27 m/s., 

Each of the three components on Fig~es 15.21 and 15.22 can now be 

discussed separately: 

6.1 Inlet head loss (Ahi ) 

Fo~ the "Couette mIt analysis (V - Vc ) = 0,279 mls yielding 

Ah. = 33,5mm. 
~ 

Changing Vc by -3,43% alters the value of 
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FIG. 15.22 
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to 0,321 mls (Le. a 15% increase) and this gives 

approximately a 30% increase. 

6.2 Outlet head loss (~h ) 
o 

15.32 

~h. = 44,5 mm; 
l. 

The same (-3,34%) reduction of Vc to yield the empirical value, of 

V c causes ~ho to increase from 19, 1 mm to 25,4 mm, somewhat more 

than a 30% increase (33~). 

Since both ~hi and ~ho are, in fact, funct:i,ons of (v - V )2, 
c a 15% 

erro~ in calculating or measuring the difference (v - V) should yield. 
c 

30% error in ~h. 
l. 

6.3 Annular head loss (~hfa) 

The pressure flow component of velocity ('1 ) 
ap is a function of Vc 

thus, 

v = V V ap am ac 

v - V (d/D)2 = ___ c __ ~ 

1 - '(d/D)2 
- f(V ) c 

and for the situation under consideration V = 0,454 V (see equation ac c 

(7.178». This relation is obtained from the finite element analysis. 

It is clear from the equation above that the alteration of -3,43% in 

the value of V causes an increase of 7,88% in the value of V , 
c ~ 

i.e. from Yap = 1,676 mls to Yap = 1,808, and this results in an 

increase in the value of ~hfa' determined from the finite element analysis 

for pressure flow, from 69,2 Mm to 78,9 mID (i.e. +14%). 

The changes in the three components of ~H can be seen graphically c 

on Figures 15.21 and 15.22 and are summarised in Table 15.2 
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TAB L E 15.2 

v= 1,5 m/s; dID = 0,95; S = 4,0; L/d = 4,0 c . 

Analvsis "Couette mIt "elll1>irical mIt "experimental m" 

V (m/a) c 1,221 1,179 1,270 

AV /V (%) c c -3,43% +4,0% 

(V-V Hm/s) c 0,279 0,321 0,230 

A(V-V )/(V-V )(%) c c +15% -17,5% 

Ah. 33,5 44,5 22,9 
l. 

A(Ah.)/ Ah. 
l. l. 

+30% 32% 

Aho 19,1 25,4 13,0 

A(Ah )/Ah o 0 
+33% 32% 

Ahfa 69,2 78,9 59,7 

A(Ahfa)/Ahfa +14% 15,2% 

AH 114,4 141,3 87,1 c 
A(AH )/AH c c +23,5% -23,8% 

At V = 1,5 m/s the values of Ahi and Aho ' although less than that 

of Ahfa , increase by about twice as much as Ahfa for the 3,43% 

change in the value of V • c 

7. Assumption inherent in t~e analysis 

Although the analytical theories, using the finite element analysis 

and quasi concentric polar co-ordinates, are in reasonable agreement with 

experiment there are certain instances, particularly low density capsules, 

where agreement is not so satisfactory. 

There are basically two reasons for discrepancies between analytically 

derived results and experimental data. The first 1$ due to experimental 

error, the sources of which have been discussed in Chapter 6. The 
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second reason for discrepancy is the various assumptions in the mathematical 

model which has been used to describe the phenomenon. These assumptions 

will be discussed below. 

7.1 Geome!£y 

The geometry of the eccentric annulus was rendered amenable to iilIlalysis 

by assuming that small slices of the annulus were concentric. An alter-

native geometry, bi-polar co-ordinates, involved curved slices and it was 

felt (see Chapter 7, Section 2.3) that this geometry had no advantages 

over the quasi-concentric polar co-ordinates. If slices are made small 

enough this should not const:i.tute a serious source of error. 

;, 

The halfannulu~ was divided up into one hundred slices for all the 

analyses. Computer runs with fewer slices were tried and even as few as 

fifty slices made little difference to the results. Each slice (in 

turbulent flow) was divided into one hundred segments and the geometry of 

a quasi-concentric slice distorts each sub-~lice slightly. This is also 

not considered to be a serious source of error. 

The method of quasi~concentric polar co-ordinates was validated by 

analysing turbulent pressure flow in the eccentric annulus, and comparing 

with experimental results (Chapter 13) and by analysing laminar pressure 

flow and comparing with different analyses. 

7.2 Results of plane Couette flow used in curved Couette flow 

Experimentally determined velocity profiles and shear stress values 

in plane Couette flow were assumed to apply to curved Couette flow. 

This assumption is associated with the quasi-concentric annular slices 

and it would be extremely difficult to carry out experiments in curved 

Couette flow on a large enough scale to determine shear stresses and 

velocity profiles. 

7.3 Static friction coefficient (~f) equal to kinetic friction 
coefficient 
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This assumption affects the evaluation of forces acting on the capsule 

(discussed in Chapter 8), and seems reasonable for the relatively low 

velocities involved (see discussion on friction in Chapter 8). 

7.4 No lift at incipience 

The incipient velocity is required for calculating the semi-empirical 

value of capsule velocity, and although the lift force at incipience may 

be slight, compared with the submerged weight of a capsule, it nonethe-

less exists. 

7.5 The addition of velocity and shear stress components due to 
Couette and pressure flow in the annulus 

The algebraic sum of two components of flow, i.e. pressure flow when 

the capsule is fixed, andCouette flow due to the motion of the capsule 

relative to the pipe wall has been shown to be valid in laminar flow 

(in Chapter 7). The shear at any point on the capsule pipe wall is the 

algebraic sum of the Couette and pressure components. This statement 

has also been validated in Chapter 7 for concentric laminar flow. 

The assumption is that the addition of velocity and shear components, 

due to pressure and Couette flOW, is Valid in turbulent flow as well as 

laminar flow. 

7.6 Energy dissipation at inlet and outlet of a static capsule 
applies in the mobile capsule case 

The inlet and outlet head loss coefficients were determined experi

mentally,with static capsules,as functions of (V), which is the mean 

velocity of the water relative to the capsule. The assumption is that 

the same inlet and outlet head loss coefficients apply if the capsule 

is mobile and the head losses are made functions of the velocity re-

lative to the capsule (V - Vc)' This is equivalent to the super-

position of a velocity 

system. 

(V), c in the reverse dir~ction, on the whole 
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• 
V-v c 

... V 
c 

Fig1,1!'e 15.23 

The assumption that t.h. 
l. 

and t.h are functions of (V - V ) 
o c and 

that the same head loss coefficients apply, implies that the backw~ 

wall moveme~t of the pipe does not affect the shape of the velocity dis~ 

tribution. . This assumption is valid in the pipe. Velocity distribu-

tions are, however, distorted in the annulus. The only justification 

for the assumption is the ultimate agreement between analytical and 

experimental results. 

7.7 Lines of neutral shear occ~ along gU8si .. concentric radii 

This is true for concentric annuli. However, for eccentric annuli 

the dotted neutral shear lines or zero relative shear lines (see Figure 

7.28) are not straight lines along radii, although towards tne top of 

the annulus the assumption becomes increasingly valid. Towards the 

bottom of the annulus Jonsson and Sparrow have shown curved neutral shear 

lines. 

The direction of curve is such that ~uasi-concentric radii. approach 

the ~ved neutral shear lines, on Figure 7.28, more closely than bi-

polar co-ordinates. which curv~ in ~'ite sense to the curvature of 

the neutral ~hear lines. ~ 

7.8 Chanse from laminar to turbulent flow may occur. at a different 
posl tion around the annulus for pressure' and Couette flow 

The Reynolds number criterion could imply change from laminar to t~-· '., 

bulent flow for one of the components before the other. This gives a 

zone which is laminar for one component and turbulent for the other, 

which is obviously impossible, although the zone was found to extend over 
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only a small angle (e). 

~ ______ turbulent Couette and pressure flow 

r-"~~~~ ______ ~aminar or turbulent Couette or pressure 
flow 

laminar Couette and pressure flow 

Figure 15.24 

It is possible that the transition zone may occur over a wider range 

of Reynolds numbers for combined pressure and Couette flow than for each 

of the individual components separately. 

7.9 Reynolds number criterion 

The change from laminar to turbulent flow was assumed to occur at a 

specific Reynolds number for laminar flow. It is well known (in cir-

cular pipes) that the transition region occurs over a range of Reynolds 

numbers. 

The Reynolds number, for pressure flow, at which the flow becomes 

turbulent in a quasi-concentric annular slice was assumed to correspond 

to the critical Reynolds number at which flow ceases to be laminar in a 

concentric annulus. 

The Reynolds number for Couette flow, at which flow becomes turbulent 

in a quasi-concentric annular slice, was assumed to correspond to the 

Reynolds number at which flow ceases to be laminar in plane eeuette flow. 

7.10 Force on capsule wall equals force on pipe wall for Couette 
flow component 

The assumption that the curved Couette flow component is unassociated 

wi th any pressure drop in the annulus (in circular Couette flow there 

cannot be any pressure gradient) implies (as was shown in Chapter 7 by 

applying the total force concept) that the shear force on capsule and 
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pipe wall must be equal. 

This leads to the (valid) assumption that the p~ssure gradient in 

the annulus i~ entirely attributed to the pressure flow component. 

7.11 Shear stress on capsule watl equals the shear stress on the 
pipe wfll in pressure flow . 

This assumption was made in the incipient capsule analysis and is not 

quite Valid (see Figure 8.13 qhapter 8) for concentric annuli. Although 

fOr large diameter ratios the errors are not large. fhis point has been 

dealt with in Chapters 7 and 8. 

7.12 assumed to a 1 to 

The velocity profiles established by Knud.sen ~d Katz for pressure 

flow in concentric annuli were used in the finite element analysis fQr 

eccentric annuli. The validation of this assumption is the agreement with 

experimental results (see Chapter 13). The force balance equation for 

pressure flow in the annulus led to the determination of shear on pipe 

and capsule walls. 

Fo~ concentric annuli the ratio of these average values are not in full 

accord with measured values (as discussed above). The errors involved 

are not likely to be large. 

7.13 Fullv developed flow assumed to the annulus 

Both for pressure and Couette components of flow in the annulus, it 

was assumEld that fully developed flow existe.d fol" the total length of a 

capsule. This is obviously not valid. However, for pressure flow, the 

pseudo hydraulic mean radius concept determined experimentally for static 

capsules was found to agree well with the finite element analysis, and 

experimental values embraced the developing regions towards the ends of 

the capsule. 

The developing regions for pressure flow in the annulus as 

. ·1 

. .".-
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well as the developing zones forin~et and outlet losses in the cap$ule 

f'Jtee pipe, and the annulus ,were all absorbed into the val.ues for inlet" 

outl~t and annular losses. 

Therefore, the only effective assumption in this case is thj!lt Coue1lte 

flow, and shear stress,s due toCouette flow, are constant along the 

length of a capsule. 

7.11+ Capsule axis parallel to pip! axis 

The analysis implies that a oonstant annular section is maintained 

along the lensth of a capsule, and that the capsule always remains with 

its prescribed eccentricity. 

As is shown (in Chapter 12) the capsules lift at increa.singly higher 

velocities and at decreasing densities. 

It is important to note that agreement between experimental and 

anal.ytical results deterioratea as density decreases and generally to

wards high velocities. 

wnen capsules lift, pitch or yaw, the analytical. model is disto~ted. 

7.15 No account taken of weSiinl action 

Perhaps one of the mest serious defects in the analysis is that for~s 

are apparent, which have not been included in the analysis, when macros

copic lift occur~. 

This situation is fully discussed in Chapter 8. All itnportant force, 

inducing lift, is the lUbricating film under. a capsule. Thisaffe.ct is·· 

clo~ly associated with the assumption mentioned (in 7.11+ above) that 

capsule axes are parallel with the pipe and maintain their prescribed

ec~ntricity. 

Not only are there small geometrical modifica,tions (mentioned. in 

(7.11+ abOVe) but additional forCes are brought into the pict~. 

. ~ " . . 

. " 
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7. 16 No account taken of prim;rx streamline c,£::vatUX'e and secot)dClx 
flow 

It is shown in Chapter 12 that ~iules do, indeed, lift. It is also' 

shown in Chapter 8 that lift cannot -Iur if secondary flow 8lld tqe lubri ... 

eating film effect is absent. Although streamlit)e curvature and $econd~ 

ary flow were not taken into account, as such, the static capsule tests 

on it)let, outlet and annular losses implicitly include the$e effects it) 

the pressure flow component. 

Secondary effects due to the Couette component of flow as well as due 

to the cQmbination of Couette and pressoreflow are not cOt)sidered. 

7.17 Irregularities and distortion 

Any deviation from capsule or pipe circularity as well as any surface 

irregularities were not considered. 

8. pmpirical oorrelation of excess ;en~rgy 10$$ 

The analysis using finite elements is ,extremely complex and requires 

a large computer for solution. 

The gross analysis 

precise. 

These theories lead to a better understanding of the mechanics of flow 

around capsules and yield reasonable co~.lations with experimental data., : '. 

The next objective is to find a theory which yields even better re· 

sults and which does not require enormous computer facilities. This h 
, 

done empiriccllly in this section. And correlations ~e found which are 

entirely satisfactory for design purposes, being simple to understancl and 

use. 

The empirical relation was arrived at somewhat intuitively py the 

, , . 

author. Nonetheless, an attempt is made to give it a%':ational eXplanat~on. 

..•. 
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It has already been shown (in Chapter 10) how all the v~iables can 

be accounted for with a kinematic correlation involving non·dimensional 

capsule and mean water velocity parameters. 

The objective here is to correlate, for desi$D purposes, eXcess eneX'gy 

losses across mobile capsules embracing all the variables. 

The usual starting point for establishing non-dimensional parameter$ 

from experimental data where a large number of independent variab~s ~ 

involved, is dimensional analysis, and one such analysis has already been 

given for kinematic results. 

The. dependent variable in this case is the excess energy (or he.d) 

( 15. 1) 

where Ahf/L = hydraulic gradient in capsule free pipe. 

It has already been stated that a large number of variables increases 

tne complexity of the problem manyfold. It has also been shown that the 

capsule length (L ) c was su~cessfully absorbed by plotting the excess h.af1 

loss to capsule length ratio (AH IL ) against V and that slope can be c c 

accounted *1' by means of a subtractive term thus; 

(AHc)s = (AH )' - (d/D)2 L c s c sin ,Is -1 I c 

A further aid for establishing the grouping of variables is that the 

submerged density ratio has proved more useful than the capsule density 

itself thus; 

p -p 

....L. = Is -11 p c 

The use of the absolute form of Is -11 has also been explained. c 

Equation (15.1) can thus be written as; 

AH/Lc = f1 (Ah/L, I Sc -11, diD, L/d 

'11180, pVD/lJ, 'lJ f ) 

, , 
.; 
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Both the pipe "F;roude number" and Reynolds' number terms can have ei theI'l 

the pipe or capsule diameter and the pipe or capsule velocity variables 

included. 

There are many ways of grouping the parameters in equation (15. 2) an9. 

by trying various groupings it was found that the non~imensional para

metersr and X yielded most satisfactory results; 

where (15.3) 

and X ;: VI/gDIS -11 c 
(15.4) 

These parameters are similar to those used for correlating excess head 

loss at incipient capsule motion. 

Equation (15.2) can be written as; 

r ;: X f2 (~f' PVD/~, Lc/d) (15~5) 

Figure 15.25 shows r on the ordinate plotted against X on the abscissa 

. (on loglU'ithmic paper) for dID;: 0,95 and a range of specific gx>&vity 

capsules. . A large number of data points are represented. 

The different specific gravities are successfully correlated by this 

method. 

Figure 15.26 shows the same data plotted on an arithmetic scale to 

give an idea of the absolute scatter which in this case is minimal. 

Figures 15.27 and 15.28 show that neither plotting AHc against X 

nor r againlilt V successfully copes with the submerged density effect. 

Since a wide range of capsule and pipe velocities are successfully 

• inoorporated into Figure 15.25, as well as a range of specific gravities, 

equation (15.5) can be written as 

The Reynolds number term is dropped since the viscosity of the fluid was 

held constant. 
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Figures 15.29, 15.30 and 15.31 show r plotted against X' on log~itb-

mic papel' fol' the othel' diametel' l'atios. The scattel' is slight thus justi-

fying the cOl'l'elation. theN does, howe vel' , appeal' to be a slight diameter 

l'atio effect, and this is emphasised with the dimensionally similar cap-

sules of L /d = .4,0 and constant specific gravity S = 4,0 shown plotted c c 

on Figures 15.32 to 15.35. These figures show up the linear logal'itbmic 

Nlation very cleal'ly and aIle summar~sed in Figure 1 S. 36, which emphasisc;!s 

the diametel' effect. Figul'e 1S.S6 t which is a'composite plot of 15.25, 

15.29, 15.30 and 15.31 does not displaytbe diametel' effect to the same 

extent. See page 15.69 

In ol'del' to vel'ify the successful absol'ption of the len&th to diametel' 

l'atio as well as to test the 06rl'elation at a different pipe diameter, 

dynamic results as given on Figures 11.15 to 11.17 were l'eplotted as r 

vel'SUS X gl'aphs and Figures 15.37, 15.38 and 15.39 depict these I'esults. 
J ' 

The equation to all the l'esults given this fal' is; 

The lineal' relation is still apP8l'ent, but the constant and index in 

equation (15.7) again indicate a diametel' effect. 

Figure 15.40 shows a composite diagram embracing four diameter l'at~os, 

and thI'ee SG's in the 150 mm idametel' pipe.' 

,Some of the results have already been published by LaZal'US and Kilnel' 

(reference 31), and in a pl'ivate communication from Ellis commenting 

favoul'ably on the cOl'relation pl'esented, it was shown that data from a 

1a inch (32 rom) diameter'line agreed well with the cOl'l'elations., Un" 

fortunately, the authol' is not pel'll1i tted to publish the experimental 

gl'aphical plots since the cOl'l'eSpondence was con:ficlenti'al. but ~sul ts are 

summal'ised in Table 15.3 including the Canadian work. 
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TAB L E 15.3 

D diD K q 
(mm) 

74 0,95 25 2,06 

0,85 25 2,16 range of Sc + Lc/d 

° ,675 26,5 2,16 values 

0,543 26,5 2,16 

74 0,95 25 2,05 

0,85 21,5 2,05 S = 4,0 c 
0,675 20 1,96 L/d = 4,0 

0,543 22,S 2,07 

44 0,91 29 2,07 range of L Id values c 
0,854 24,5 2,0 

0,674 23 2,0 

150 varies 29 2,0 S = 2, 3 and 4 c 

32 0,94 25,12 2,01 ResUlts from Ellis 

° ,89 32,8 2,0 

74 0,95 24 2,1 S = 4,0 LC/d = 4,0 c 
0,85 22,5 2,14 

0,675 22,5 2,0 Slope varies frocq -5,4\ 

0,543 23,5 2,25 to 30,8\ 

Figure 15.41 shows the ordinate intercept K plotted against diameter 

ratio and if a mean value of K = 25 is chosen the scatter is of the orQer 

of 20\, the main deviation from the arbitrarily chosen K = 25 is 

below this value at low diameter ratios ~d slightly above at high dia-

meter ratios. 

The Canadian results were only given for two diameter ratios diD = 0,89 

and diD:: 0,94, and in both cases S = 2,00 c and 1,25. The capsules 
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were also tested with the capsules ~un tail fi~st. This is pNsumably 

because thei~ expe~imental apparatus involved a type of shuttling arrange~ 

mente On r ve~sus X logarithmic plots, linearity was obtained fo~ ~ 

wide ~ange of mean wate~ Velocities, although the~e did appear to be slight 

o~ientation and density effepts as well as diamete~ effects. Howeve~, 

diffe~nt capsule mate~ials we~e used fo~ the diffe~ent density capsules, 

and it is possible that this was the cause of non-dimensional excess htad 

diffe~nces, ~athe~ than the density, since diffe~ent capsule surfaces in 

the same pipe could have diffe~ent values of ~f. 

Ellis's inte~~tation of the diffe~ence in p~essure drop fo~ the same 

specific gravity capsules when ~un tail first is that small differences in 

the position of the centre of gravi ty o~ small geome~ical differenoes, 

pe~haps due to thedi~ction of polishing, could have an effect. 

The p~ss~ g~adient was found to be ex~emely sensitive to variations 

in capsule o~ liquid velocity. Ve~y small differences in capsule velo-

city (Vc) at the same mean wate~ velocity led to lax>ge diffe~nce. in. 

AM. Figure 15.40 fO~ results obtained in the 150 mm diamete~ pipe c 

gives a K value of 29. The coefficient of solid frictiOn for this 

pipe was ~f = 0,38 i!-s opposed to 0,32 for the . 74 mm perspex piJ»e. 

It was shown in Chapter 14 that this had the effect of increasing t~e 

excess head loss at incipience (AH ) •• c 1 
This is a possible explanation 

fo~ the high value of K. Equation· (15.6) can thus be written as 

r = X f4 (~f); and the effect of ~f is small. 

8.1 Other methods of non-dimensional plotting 

In orde~ to find, a non-dimensional correlation many groupings were in-

vestigated subsequent to the plot of r against X. 

Abscissa parameters 

Because of the diameter ratio effect apparent on Figure 15.36, it could 
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be argued that the parameter X = V/{gClI§c-1/ 

bes t one as far as the abs cissa is concerned. 

is not necessarily the 

The relevant velocity is not necessarily represented by the mean water 

veloci ty ,and any of the following velocities could arguably be used in

stead, viz; the capsule velocity (V), the mean velocity (relative to c 

the pipe) in the annulus (V ), the mean velocity relative to the cap ... am 

sule in the annulus (V), the mean veloci~y relative to the capsule in 
r I 

the pipe (V - V c) , and the local mean v,eioci ty acting over the capsuJ,e 

frontal area (VL). i 

The relevant length dimension in the x-parameter may also oonceiv~ly 

be the capsule or the pipe diameter. 

The ten combinations of the above velocities and diameters were all 

plotted aaainst the r-parameter on log-log paper. and it was fowd th.t 

they all gave inferior correlations to the x-parameter involvinc V, and 

D. One notable exception was the parameter XL where, 

(15.8) 

where VL has been defined as,theaveraae local velocity over the cap

sule frontal area. 

Figure 15.42 shows XL plotted against r, and there is less scatter 

than in the case of Figure 15.36 for the same capsules. 

The method used for obtaining V L was described (Chapter 10) and it is 

a more complex mean velocity than the mean water velocity in the pipe. 

There are basically two criteria when searching for a oorrelation. 

Firstly, the correlation shOUld give good agreement with experimental data 

and secondly, it should not be too complicated. 

Asreg~s the first criterion. Although in the case cited, CFiS'We 

15.42) XL appears to be superior to X, this was not consistently 
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apparent and the variability of the original experimental data does not 

justifY the adoption 'of XL. 

obviously superior to XL. 

As regards the second criterion X is 

Ordinate Par~eters 

The ordinate parameter co~ld also be considered in relation to the 

excess head loss assuming the friction head loss acts only over the 

length of pipeline not included by the capsule 

6). 

(MI" defined in Chapter c 

In this case the ratio of excess hydraulic gradient due to the capsule 

to that of the capsule free section of pipe is; 

ttl = {l1H 111hf (L IL ) + 1} c p c 

The ordinate parameter can be defined as; 

r" = (Dld)2 t" and this parameter is plotted against 

X on Figure 15.43 for a wide range of capsul~s. The scatter is more, 

extensive than when using the r-parameter. 

There is another disadvantage to this presentation. For l1H VaJ.WIS c 
that are very small, or zero, a positive lower limit is placed on r" for 

a fixed diameter ratio. In the case of diameter ratio diD = O,54S the 
./, 

minimum value of rtf is 3, 3~8, and this tends to cause horizon tal spread 

of r" values at low l1H values and varying mean water velocities. c 

This seems to imply that rtf could be plotted against a X parameter 

with capsule velocity as the relevant parameter. 

However, this also proved unsuccessful using the two criteria mentioned 

earlier. 

8.2 Ratio of forces acting on the capsule 

8.2.1 .;;E;.;;m ... p .. i_I'.-i ... c.-a.-l ..... fo ... I'_c .. e ..... I'_a .. t.-l...,· o,,-_(-..Ril 

Once the values of K and q in equation (15.7) are established as 
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K :; 25 and q:; 2,0 then; 

Combining equation (15.9) with the Darcy Weisbach equation; 

yields; 

-2 
hit :; 4 f V /2gD 

AH 
c :; SOf 

(15.9) 

(15.10) 

multiplying the numerator and denominator of the left band side of equation 

(15.10) by ~ yields; 

where 

AF 
c :; 2fK 

WT 
2 

AF :;!!!!L 
c 4 AH c 

(15,11) 

is the ratio of the excess force actina _cross 

the capsule water system (AF) to the submerged weight of the oapsule' .c . 

(W' ), 

and R. :; 50 f· 
1. 

Analytical force ratio for the caRsule water mixture (~ 

From equation (7.219); 

and 

8.2.3 

AH c 

4T h . 
R :; ~f(l-t ) + (--2 - ~)/{(d/D)2Is -11l m r wD L c c 

on the ca ule to the submer ed 

(15.11) 

(15.12) 

(15.13) 

The forward force on the capsule has two components; the formdras ~d. 

the skin friction drag due to pressure flow. 
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•• ~ Rc = DTiw' =(Df + DSfP)/W' 

{(Ah.+Ah )(D/d)2 + Ahf }A w + T wdL = ____ 1 ____ 0 •. ___ . ~~~~a~-c~--_c~2-----c-
A wls -ilL . c c c 

;"A L Is -1Illf (1-L ) + T wdL c c ~ r cc c 
= A wi S -11L c c c 

• • • 
T 4d 

R = llf( 1-Lr ) +c~ l{(d/D)2, S -11} 
c D w c 

(15.14) 

These three non-dimensional parameters (R., R and R) 
1 m c are plotted 

against the mean water velocity in the pipe (which is proportional to th~ 

ReynOlds nUlllber of the pipe if D and v are constant). 

Figure 15.44 shows that the empirical correlation represented by tbe 

value Ri = SOf is in close agreement with the ratio of forward drag on 

the capsule to the submerged weight of the capsule (R ) 
c and also wi 1th 

the ratio of force acting across the capsule water system to the sub-

merged weight of the capsule (Rm). 

The discrepancy does not vary by much more than 10% at different 

ratios. 

The values for Tp and TCC in equations (15.13) and (15.14) were 

computer calculated from the quasi-concentric polar co-ordi~ate finite 

element method. 

An interesting feature of these graphs is that the value of the 

empirical force ratio (R. = 50f) and the analytical force ratios sta-
1 

bilise at a value of about 0,2 for V 2 m/s. This value is obviously 

not a constant over a wide range of Reynolds numbers and is only ~xactat 

Figure 15.45 shows that the agreement holds over a wide range of SG's 

(except for S = 1,87 at V = 3 m/s). c 
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8.3 Correlation to include the pip!line slope 

Figures 15.46, 15.47, 15.48 and 15.49 are log-log plots of the di~nsion

ally similar capsules 4044i 5044i 6344 "and 7044 on slopes ranging from 

-5,4% to +30,8%. Each slope and capsule diameter is represented by Cur

ves which can be formulated by straight line equations on a log-log plot 

of the fom 

(r)' = K/xq 
s 

For each of the four diameter ratios, the curves iU'e parallel fo", the 

positive slopes, but there is a great deal of scatter between the curves 

for different slopes, although, the data from individual capsules exhibit 

very little scatter. The ~deviation from linearity occurs. with the 

In order to bring these curves together the device mentione4 earl~er 

was employed, viz, the subtractive term; 

i.e. (AH) = (AH )' - A. c s c s 

Figure 15.50 shows (r)s where 

(r)s = {(AHc)s/LJ<L/Ahf )(D/d)2 

plotted against X for diD = 0,95 and diffe",ent slopes. 

It is clear that the subtractive term successfully incorporates the ex-

cess head loss across the capsule on slope. 

The solid line represents a mean through the points shown on the graph 

whereas the dotted line is for the zero slOpe. 

Figure 15.51 for diD = 0,85 also shows relatively little scatter. 

However, at the lower diameter ratios shown plotted on Figures 15.52· 

and 15.53 there is more scatter. 

The greatest scatter on Figures 15.50 to 15.53 occurs for the lowest 

diameter ratio: diD = 0,54 at the highest velocity, between slopes 
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30,8% and 14.2%. The difference in val~es of (r) being represented 
~ . 

in the following Table. 

TAB L E 15.4 

Slope (%) 30,8 14,2 mean 

(r)s 2,77 5,92 5,0 

error from mean 2,23 0,92 

% error 44,6 18,4 

(d/D)2Is -l1L sin, c c 40,6 mm 19,5 mm 

(AN )' c s 55 'nun 49 mm 

A closer look at the 44,6% erro~ represented by the deviation at 

30,8% slope from the mean line at X = 2,03 !reveals that (AN) , can 
c: 8 

vary by as much as 16% (the variation from the mean is even less). This· 

is well within the variation of (AH )' c s 

registered on the pen recorder chart. 

due to turbUlent fluctuation as 

In order to reduce the 44,6% error to zero, for example, the val~ 

of (ANc) ~ would have to be about 66 nun instead of 55 mm 'and if l'efer

ence is made to Figure 11.40i t is obvious that it is quite posSible foX' 

this to be so. In other wordS, a 16% error in (AN )' represents a c s 

On the pen recorder chart, for differential 

pressure, it has already been shown that 10 mm differential pressur. re

presents a 1,3 nun pen movement which at this high velocity is well with-

in the range of turbulence fluctuation. Thus, the scatter manifest on 

Figure 15.53 is by no means ,excessive. 

Figure 15.54 shows (r)s (i.e. with the submerged weight component 

subtracted out) plotted against pipeline slope for a particular mean water 

velocity of 1,5 mls representing a X value of 1,01. Since the v~ue 

K in the equation (r) = K/xq is taken at a X value of unity, the 
s. 
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values of (~') shown on this figure a%'e very nearly K Valuel$. 
'=8 

If a mean K value is taken as 25,0, as for the horizon'Cll& pipe QUe, 

it can be seen that the scatter from a pipe slope of -5,4% to IO,~ is 

no more than for the horizontal pipe (compare Figure 15.41). 

The only extreme value being the smallest diameter ratio dID = 0, $43 

Again the scale of Figure 15.54 magnifies the errors 

as c1iscusa.a above ,and the scatter is not as serious as it appeal'S. 

The vu-iation of the index (q) for slopinapipes, can best be seen 

by comparina the solid, lines for slopina pipes, anothe dotted liJ18s, for 

horizontal pipes, on Figures 15.50 to 15.53, and q has th. values liven 

in Table 15.3. 

8.4 Percent.e of dasa diffepina by 1IlOZ'e than. 15\ from the comla;tion 
line for different pipedFaiDeters " , " , 

The correlation given herein effectively embraces a wide ·range ,f ~~ 
sule to pipe diamete%' ratios, pipe di .. tet'sand slopes for a large. vari

ation of mean water velocities ~~ capsUl.. ~ecities, and enables the 

excess head loss across capsules to be estiJllat.d to an accuracy wi thin 

about t 15%. Cons ide%' Figures 15.40, 15.$5 and 15.56, i,e. alaI'p 

number of data points for three pipe, diameters (44 mm. 74 mm and 150_). 

figure 15,40 for Il = 150 mm a .... , parallel lines I'epresenting a 15\ 

deviation above an~ below the 19i;nO%'lDa.l line; 7,5% of the data })pints 

deviate by more th\n 15% above the line represented by the equation fO'f' 

calculating the dependent non-dimensional parameter r from X, and 

6,Gi" of the data points are below the lower 15% deviation from tl\e log 

normal dist%'ibution. 

the percentage of data points outside a 15% deviation above' and 

below the log noX'ma! distribution is indicated in the Table ,below. 
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15.70 

TA B L E 15.5 ' 

Pipe diameter (D) rom 150 74 ·44 

i of data points more 

than 15' above the 7,5' 4,6' 5,a\ 

log-no~l distribution 

, of data points more 

than 15' below the log- 6;6' 5,3' 12' 
.' j~ 

normal distribution 

a.5 Comparison with the correlation of Ellis and Kruye%' (reference' ~) , . 

Figure 2.16 represents the oorrelation presented at Hydrotransport I 

(1970) by Ellis and l<ruyer ('reference 19). It has already been mentioned 

that capsule excess head losses in a 32 mm diameter iaboratory pipeline 

as determined by Ellis (private correspondence), have successfully heen 

correlated by the method presented by the present author. 

Figure 15.57 shows the friction factor (f) versus Reynold$ number 

(Re) . diagram as defined by Ellis and l<ruyer (see Chapter 2). 

All of the data represented on Fi~s 15.25. 15.29, 15.30 and 15.31 

was re-processed on the computer to give friction factor and Reynolds 

number parameters defined by Ellis and Kruyer. The data points are shown 

on FigUX'e 15.57 covering a range of mean water velocitie~ from 0,5 mls to 

3,0 mls as on Figure 15.56. There is a tremendous amount of scatteJ' and 

if the mean curve is taken as 

f RO ,25 -. ° 0645 e "'11-, 

the variation of (f) values extends from 600' above the mean te over 

60' below the mean. In fact, most of the data lies outside the limits 

of the correlation given on Figure 2.16 as f RO,25 = 0_05 to 0,079. 
e 
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These limits extend 22,5% above and below the me~ C1.lI'Ve 

f RO,25 = 0,065 and 60% of the data deviate by more than 22,5% above 
e '. 

the mean c1.lI'Ve, and 19% of the data deviate by m9re than 22.5% below· 

the mean curve. If the 15% limits- (shown dotted) are considered as in . 

the case of the present correlation then 67.5% of data points differ by 

more than 15% above the log normal curve and 22% by more than 15% 

below the log nonnal curve. 

Comparing the extreme deviations of data on the log plot (Fig1.We 15 .• 57) 

(reference 19) with extreme values on Figures 15.40, 15.55 and 15.56, it is . 

clear that ~hose points outside the arbit~ary 15% limits are far m~e 

widely scattered in the former case. The same data were used for the 

graphs on Figures 15.56 and 15.57. 

The expe~imental points given by Kruye~ and Ellis (Figure 2.17) show a 

variation of 90% above and 5S% below the mean for experimental data for 

capsules of L /d = 6,07. c 

As has already been po~nted out (Chapter 2) the correlation only applies 

to very long capsules, of the order of L /d > 40. c 

Note that, not only does. the correlation of Ellis and Kruyer give far 

greater scatter, than the one Fesented by the present author, but the 

equation from which it is derived (see Chapter 2) is far more complicated. 

Also the total head loss is evaluated as opposed to the excess head loss. 

Capsule lengths have to be subtracted from the total pipeline length for 

calculating the friction head loss in a capsule free section of the pipe. 
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16.1 

C HAP T E R 16 

POWER' REQUIREMENTS 
i. 

1 • Defini tions 

In this Chapter power requirements for transporting trains of capsules 

are considered. 

The power required, or utilised, is defined as the total power require-

mentof the system and is equal to the pumping power. 

The power dissipated is defined as that due to energy dissipation and 

consists of two components, the excess power and the water power. 

The waterpewer is that which is required to overcome friction in a 

capsule free pipeline at velocity (V) , and the excess power is due to 

the additional energy dissipation across capsules. 

Th~ ,the total power .requirement censists of elevational power re" 

quired to raise capsules, water power and excess power. 

These definitions wlllfirst be dealt with in more detail and- then 
"-

th'e effect of the indepencient variables on the power will be discussed.-
"'-. 

Th~re are basically two problemsin:volved: (1) The power requirement 

per unit length of pipeline to maintain a steady flow of cap$ules and 

(2) The power required 

for st~ting a capsule laden pipe from rest shOuld the pipeline be 

temporarily shut down. 

Figure 16.1 shows the power required per unit length (P/L) as a 

function of tbemean water. velocity (V) in the pipeline fer capSule 

number 12 (dID = 0,85. 

delivery rate (e) as parameter. 

and S = 4,90> with mass floW c 

The lowest curve, i.e. "water only" 

is thJ power dissipated for a capsule mass flow delivery rate of zero. 
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This curve represents the power dissipated by water friction alone in a 

capsule free pipeline. 

The power utilised per unit length (i.e. due to dissipation and 

elevation gain) is: 

( 16. 1) 

L 
(d/D)2 t=ISc-llsin • + Ah~Ls 

s + sin .] (16.2) 

However the total power dissipated per unit length is: 

P/L = ~ V c s + ~ 2 f(6H) -j 
4 L gD (16.3) 

s 

P = PT for a horizontal pipe 

where (4Hc)s = excess energy dissipation due to capsule 

= 6H when • = o. c 

Note that the power dissipated on the slope is different from that which is 

dissipated when the pipeline is horizontal due to the effect of centre to 

centre capsule spacing length (L) which is a function of the capsule s 

velocity (V). , c Thus, for the same capsule mass delivery rate the cap-

su1e spacing is less on the slope (see Section 7). 

Water only 

The "water only" curve for a horizontal pipe is represented by: 

:from Blasius 

• • • 

2 -2 
(o!:) = w v.J!.!L. ~. ex ;;3 Df 
L w 4 gD 

f ex (VD)-O,25 

(P/L) exV2 ,75 x DO,75 
w 

and for a particular pipe diameter 

(P/L) ex V2 ,75 
w 

(16.4) 

(16,5) 
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Excess Power (experimental) 

The excess power dissipated over and above the wate~ power per unit 

length of pipeline, is: 

(16.6) 

(16.7) 

and for horizontal pipes 

6P = (wwD2/4) V(6H IL ) ex c s 

Experimental values of excess power can be obtained from the above equation. 

It is now clear how all the terms in Figure 16.1 were obtained. 

2. Effect of mean water velocitx on power 

For a particular mass flow delivery rate the total power dissipated per 

unit length decreases to a minimum value and then increases with increasing 

veloci ty values, approaching the "water only" curve. 

Figure 16.2 shows the power per unit length separated into the two 

components of excess power (6P ) ex and water power. 

The water power per unit length increases approximately as the mean 

water velocity to the power 2,75 for smooth pipes and this exponent is 

increased to 3,0 for fully turbulent flow in rough pipes. 

At·the same time the excess power due to the capsule presence decreases 

as a functi.on of mean. water velocity to the power 0,75 and the recipro .. 

cal of the capsule Velocity. The later observation is described below: 

It has previously been shown (Chapter 15) that 

6H IL = 25(2f)(d/D)2Is -11 c c c 

Inserting the Blasius equation for smooth pipes yields 
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Inserting this value for 6Hc in equation (16.6) for excess power gives: 

APe/L = (* x 50 x 0,079) wVO,75(V/D)0,25(L/Ls ) d21sc-11 

For a capsule mass flow delivery rate (e) of unity (kg/s) the 

centI'e to centre capsule spacing is given by: 

L = M V s c c 
(16.8) 

where Mc = capsule mass (kg) 

and 

.' • • liS -11 
6P IL = 38,8 -=--2 

ex S 

• · . 6P IL CIt ex 

V = m(V - v.) 
C l. 

• • 6P IL CIt ex 

Is -11 c 

7 c 

c 

;fJ,75 

V DO,25 
c 

VO,75 

meV-V. ) 
l. 

( 16.9) 

1/DO,25 

For a particular capsule geometry and density in a pipe of fixed slope and 

diameter: 

-:0:0 75/-6P IL CIt v' (V - const) ex ' (16.10) 

As V increases the numerator decreases and the denominator increases. 

Thus, the excess power per unit length decreases with increasing velocity. 

The combination of increasing water- power and decreasing excess power 

due to capsules, must yield minimum power values as shown on Figure 16.1. 

3. 

These minimum values will be discussed later. 

Effect of e and L ,s 

As would be expected, the power dissipated per unit length at a parti-

cular value of the mean water velocity increases with increasing capsule 

mass flow delivery rate (e). Figure 16.3 shows that this increase is 

linear with the rate of increase of power per unit length decreasing with 
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velocity. 

As the delivery rate increases the spacing length between capsules 

naturally decreases as can be seen from Figure 16.1. So that at 

e = 1 kg/s (Le. e = 31,55 Gg p.a. = 31 550 tonnes' p.a. at 100% load 

factor) the spacing between capsules (L = 303 nun) 
c is Ls = 5,608 m, 

fOr minimum power, and if the delivery rate is increased to e = 12 kg/s 

(378 000 tonnes p.a.), the spacing length decreases to L~ = 0,68 m, im~ 

plying a higher injection rate. The mean velocity has been increased 

from V = 1,25 to 2,0 m/s for a 12 to 1 ratio of capsule mass de· 

livery rate whereas the power increase per unit length is from 4,0 W/m 

to 24,6 W/m; a ratio of approximately 6 to 1. Thus a ratio of 

6: power increase gives about a 12: 1 capsule mass flow delivery 

rate increase. 

Figure 16.3 also shows how the spacing length (Ls) between capsules 

has to decrease for increasing delivery rates. The right hand side 

ordinate representing spacing length with the capsule length (Lc) shown 

near the bottom. 

It is clear that for e ~ 0 the spacing length ~ m and the curve is 

asymptotic to the ordinate on the left hand side. And as the capsule mass 

flow delivery rate increases a point will eventually be reached when 

La < Lc which is physically impossible. 

4. Effect of diameter ratio 

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the power dissipated is the 

effect of . diameter ratio, since this answers the question: What is the 

most. economical diameter ratio at which to operate from the viewpoint of 

minimum energy dissipation? 

Figure 16.4 shows power per unit length of pipeline as a function of 

mean water velocity for various diameter ratio capsules all of the same 
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length (L = 303 mm) c 

16.10 

and of ~oughly the same density. 

The large~ diamete~ ~atios ~e conside~ably mo~ econo~cal to t~ans-

po~t than the smalle~ ones although there is little to choose between 

capsules 6 and 12 (d/D) = 0,95 and 0,851 ~espectively). Howeve~. 

capsule no. 12 ~equi~s less mate~ial if containe~isation is conside~d, 

capsule no. 6 (d/D = 0,95) ~equi~es fewer capsules. 

The capsule spacing as a function of diamete~~atio is shown on the 

~ight of the dia~am, and this c~ve indicates the ~ate at which distance 

between capsules in~eases as diameter ~atio increases. Fig~e 16.5 

is a simil~ dia~am except that in this case dimensionally similar cap-

sules we~e used (L /d = 4,0 and S = 4,0). c c 

Fo~ a constant deli very ~ate (e = 5 kg/ s) it is clear that minim\.DII 

powe~ dissipation pe~ unit length occ~s at V; 1,5 m/s and the diamet~r 

~atio is again d/D = 0,85. In this case (as before) more capsules are 

requi~ed fo~ d/D = 0,851 than for d/D = 0,950, and the spacing length 

as well as the capsule velocity (v ) 
c is ~eate~ for the large~ 

capsule. On the othe~ hand the capsules themselves are longe~. 

The powe~ dissipation pe~ unit length fo~ the small~ pipeline tested 

(D = 44 mm) shows the same trend (see Figure 16.6). That is, the powe~ 

requirement in~eases with diamete~ ~atio decrease. Note that the 

dotted sections of the curves ~ep~esent an impossible situation since 

L . < L • s c The way in which linear spacina (CL) and volumetric concen-

t~ation (Cv) decreases as spacing length and diamete~ ~atio inc~ease, 

is shown on the di~am in the top ~ight hand corne~. The linear concen-

tration is defined as: 

CL = LiLs 

and the transpo~t (o~ spatial) volumetric concentration (in the pipe) is 

defined as: 
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(16.11) 

At V = 1,5 mls the spacing length (Ls) increases from 163 mm fbr 

diD = 0,543 and L = 118 mm to 585 mm for diD = 0,9t c and 

L = 158 Mm. c 
At the same time linear concentration (eL) decreases 

from 72,4% to 27% and vOlumetric concentration from 48,8% to 24,6\. 

Thus Figure 16.6 indicates that diameter ratio of 0,91 (the highest 

used for negotiating bends) requires the least power per unit length for 

a load of e = 2 kgls and the concentration (i.e .• the number of c&p$ules 

per unit lenath) is also lower for the largest diameter ratio. 

The conclusion that can be drawn from experimental results presented in 

this way is that for minimum power the diameter ratio shquld be as large 

as is feasible for negotiating bends. The reasons fbr this ~: 

(1) the larger the capsule diameter (all other factors being equal) the 

~ater the capsule velocity. 

(2) The larger capsules have a greater carrying capacity. 

(3) Even though the large capsules dissipate more excess energy, this 

adverse effect is not suffi~ient to overcome the above two advantages. 

5. Effect of capsule density 

The question here is. which capsule transportation system requires 

less power, maay sparsely packed capsules or a few densely packed capsules? 
.,.. 

It will be shown that the lower specific gravity capsules have the ad~ 

vantage, powerwise, over the heavier capsules. 

Figure 16.7 shows power per unit length as a function of mean water 

velocity with capsule specific gravity as parameter at a constant value of 

diameter ratio, diD = 0,85. 

This figure indicates that the power requirement drops continuously 

with reduction in specific gravity. However. there is, naturally, a 
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corresponding increase in the required injection rate since Ls decreases 

and a practical limit is reached when successive capsules are in contact. 

Even before this situation is achieved the number of containers, or cap-

sules, stored in the pipeline may be considered excessive. 

For example with a capsule specific gravity of 1,87 and 6 = 5 kg/s, 

a minimum power requirement is achieved at a water velocity of 1,5 mIse 

For this condition the required injection rate is 

second and the . linear concentration (C ) - 58,3% L -

I = 2,83 capsules per 

(nearly 60% of the 

pipeline length is occupied by capsules). This gives a volumetric 

concentration (C
vt

) = 42%. 

Even though sparsely packed capsules lead to a reduced power demand 

it is obvious that less capSules are required at, say, capsule specific 

gravity (S) = 4,9. In this case the injection rate is only 1,08 c 

capsules/s and linear linefill is reduced to about CL = 43% although 

the mean water velocity should be slightly higher for the minimum power 

requiremen t. 

In the extreme case of capsule specific gravity (Sc) = 1,0, the 

power requirements for a capsule transportation system are coincident with 

the "water only" curve and the only excess power in this case, for the 

system, is that due to capsule injection. At a mean water velocity of 

1,5 m/s and a delivery rate (6) = 5 kg/s, the injection rate (I) now 

becomes 4,52 capsules/s, with a linear concentration (CL) of 91%. 

More capsules are required in this case because less material can be 

packed into the same volume. However, since the capsule velocity is in 

this case slightly higher than the mean water velocity, the delivery rate 

is somewhat increased. 

To sum up; the effect of capsule specific gravity is to reduce the 

power requirement as specific gravity is decreased. Conversely, more 
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capsules are required and an economic analysis to determine the optimum 

specific gravity can only be carried out if the cost of manufacturing and 

handling each capsule is compared with the reduction in power due to the 

lighter capsules. 

Note that it is not always possible to vary capsule specific gravity 

over a wide range so that this variable may be fixed for design purposes. 

6. Effect of capsule length 

Figure 16.8 shows total power per unit length of pipeline as a function 

of mean water velocity with capsule length to diameter ratio as parameter 

for a constant capsule mass delivery rate of (8) = 5 kg/s. For this 

diameter ratio, (diD) = 0,91, the minimum power per unit length is at a 

mean velocity (V) = 2 m/s. 

The length to diameter ratio yielding the minimum power appears to be 

This can be mot'e clearly seen on FigUt'e 16.9, which shows 

the minimum power per unit length (at V = 2 m/s) as a function of length 

to diameter ratio (L Id). 
c. 

It is likely that this curve is not of much significance and if the 

power per unit length at V = 2,0 mls is calculated from the empirical 

formulation, the dotted line which passes through the solid circles is 

obtained, and in this case the power per unit length of pipeline is not 

affected by the length of capsule. 

This fact is verified in Figure 16.10 for the diameter ratio 

(diD) = 0,853 with all other parameters unchanged. Figure 16.10 is an 

experimental plot whereas the solid circle points on Figure 16.9 are 

empirical. 

It can be concluded that the power per length of pipeline is un ... 

affected by the capsule length for a constant delivery rate. 
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The only advantage to be gained from using longer capsules is that the 

spacing ~ength ~be increased and thus the injection rate decre~ed, 

whilst the linear concentration naturally remains constant for a specific 

delivery rate (see Figure 16.11). The saving here is that fewer capsule 

ends are needed, but the decreased injection rate ~t be offset against 

the difficulty of handling longer capsules. 

7. Effect of slope 

The main effect of having to transport capsules up a slope is the 

increase in the total power requirement due to potential energy as slope 

increases, but this power is required for· any transportation system. 

There is, also, an increase in the excess dissipative power on the slope 

and this is due to decreasing capsule velocity on the slope for a con-

stant delivery rate. 

Figures 16.12 and 16.13 show total power utilised per unit length, 

(i.e. potential plus dissipated power) per capsule mass delivery rate ·of 

1 kg/s for fixed geometries as the mean water velocity v~ies, with pipe-

line slope as parameter. 

For the two diameter ratios shown, a pattern is evident which is I'e-

peatedfor other capsule geometries. The solid lines are experimental 

results and the dotted lines are theoretical results, where the excess head 

loss (AHc)s is obtained from the empirical relation 

r = 25/x
2 

These curves show that the total power utilised generally increases 

with velocity although for the lower slopes there appears to bea minimum 

power (i.e. slopes 0,0 and -5,4%) and the manner in which the lines 

curve indicate that there is a tendency towards a minimum total power value 

at higher slopes. 

It is also to be expected that as slope increases the total power 
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increases at all velocities. 

7.1) Dissipated power 

Figures 16.12 and 16.13 include elevational and dissipative power for 

the capsule and water, and a clearer picture of power demand for capsules 

on the slope can be obtained if the excess power due to the presence of 

the capsule alone is considered. 

Subtracting from the ordinate values shown on graphs such as 16.12 and 

16.13, the values for capsule elevational power plus water elevational and 

dissipative power yields graphs such as those given on Figure 16.14 to 

16.17. In Figures 16.14, 16.15 and 16.16 (each for a different 4iameter 

ratio) it is seen that the excess '" values increase steadlly with mean 

water velocity. This is to be expected and was explained (see Section 1) ~ .. 

'" is defined as the power per unit length of pipe divided by the mass flaw 

delivery rate and has the dimensions m/s2• 

Also on these graphs (Figures 16.14 to 16.17) it is apparent that as 

the slope Increases from -5,4% to 30,8% the value of '" increases ex 

and the rate of increase becomes more rapid at low diameter ratios. This 

is the case for all diameter ratios as is apparent from the re~entative 

diameter ratios of dID = 0,946; 0,84 and 0,675 given on Figures 1&~14 

to 16.16. 

The reason for this phenomenon can be seen from equation (16.7) which 

can be simplified to: 

~p «1/L (C1 - C2 sin ~) ex s (16.12) 

where Cf and C2 are constants if the capsule geometry, excess head 

loss and delivery rate are kept constant. 

As the slope increases the capsule velocity decreases for a constant 

mean water velocity. Therefore the centre to centre spacing length (Ls) 

must decrease to maintain the same delivery rate, 
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since Lc = M V Ie c c 

16.29 

where M = capsule mass. c 
And this causes an increase in the excess power 

'As slope increases sin ~naturally increases and the subtractive term 

in the bracket of equation (16.12) increases. As was discussed in Chapter 

15 (on the empirical correlation) the excess head loss for a horizontal pipe 

can be closely approximated by the, excess head loss in a sloping pipe (6H )f 
c s 

minus the term C2 sin ~ (where C2 = (d/D)2 L Is -11). c c Therefore, since 

6Pex ex; 1/Ls ' 6Pex increases with slope increase. 

From Figure 16.17 it is clear that the increase occurs at all diameter 

ratios, and the rate of increase rises with diameter ratio reduction. 

This is because the capsule velocity reduction with slope increase is 

-more pronounced at low diameter ratios, and hence the increase in centre 

to centre capsule spacing (Ls) becomes more pronounced. 

Figure 16.18 shows how the centre to centre spacing (Ls) decreases 

with slope with diD as parameter, and the percentage decrease, in the 

value of Ls ' increases as c;iiameter ratio is dimished. 

8. Power requirements at incipience 

It is clear from figures such as 16.1 that the total power dissipation 

(in, say, a horizontal pipe) increases above and below the velocity for 

minimum power requirement, and the total power required for starting a cap-

sule laden pipe from rest is different from the minimum operating power and, 

indeed, may be greater than the optimum operating power. 

A major factor in the design of a capsule transportation system is to 

ensure that the energy and power available is sufficient for starting up a 

capsule laden pipe from rest should the pipeline be shut down temporarily. 

Excess head lOSses and mean water velocities at startup can be cal-

culated from incipient values as discussed in Chapter 7. 
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This section is devoted to power requirements for the re-establishment 

of capsule motion from rest and the startup power is a function of the 

capsule geometry, pipe size, pipe slope, specific gravity of capsule and 

the centre to centre spacing. .These independent variables are used for 

calculating or measuring the dependent variables, capsule velocity (Vi) 

and excess head loss (6H). at incipience, from which the startup power c l. 

can be derived. 

8.1 Definitions 

The forces acting on a capsule at rest in a pipeline of slope less than 

the angle corresponding to the coefficient of solid to solid static friction 

are the fluid drag forces (form and skin friction drag) tending to initiate 

movement, and the forces tending to oppose motion. These are, the solid 

to solid friction force plus the component of weight acting down the 

slope (in an upward sloping pipeline). 

The total power at incipient capsule motion (Pi)T per unit length 

is de fined as: 

(p) =!!E... V ..1. + C l.S + sin • 2 ~h (6H)! ~ 
i T 4 iLLs 

This is the gross pumping power required per unit length of pipe at 

incipience. 

Also: 

(16.15) 

And Pi is the total power dissipated at incipience per unit length of 

pipe. 

2 t(6H)! ( ) = !!!.E... V, C l.S 
Pl.' ex It l. L .,. s 

(16.16) 

(Pi)ex is the excess power dissipated (due to the existence of the capsule 

only) at incipience per unit length of pipe. 
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Equation (16.16) reduces to 

2-(P.) = wwD V.(4H )./(4L
S

) 
2 ex 2 C 1 

(16.17) 

in a horizontal pipeline. 

The second term on the right hand side of equation (16.14) represents 

the elevation&! plus dissipated power required for lifting the capsule, and 

the third term on the right hand side of equation (16.14) represents the 

elevational power required for lifting the water. 

8.2 Effect of capsule spacing 

Since (P.) a: l/L , 
2 ex s it is apparent that the excess power increases 

linearly as the spacing length decreases or as the linear concentration 

This is clearly seen on Figure 16.19 at various speci-

fie gravities and dID = 0,85. Figure 16.19 represents the situation 

where· stationary capsules are \D'liformly spaced and resting on the bottom 

of· the pipe and are just about to move. 

Figure 16.20 shows the total head loss along a train of stationary 

capsules and it is clear that at a linear concentration, of about 70\ 

the total head loss reaches a maximum, and then starts to drop so that the 

total head loss for 100\ linear concentration is less than for high con-

centrations. The reason for this is that as the concentration increases 

above about 70\ the capsules intE<rfere with one another so that the full 

exit head loss is not reached by the time the next capsule is encountered, 

and also the inlet head loss for a succeeding capsule is not able to 

attain the full value. Although the latter phenomenon will only appear 

at even higher concentrations than the former since the outlet head loss 

requires a longer length of pipe to reach its maximum value. The value 

at 100\ linear concentration is calculated from pressure flow in annuli 

of unit eccentricity. 

Figure 16.21 is a similar diagram for the 44 mm diameter pipe, 
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except that in this case the linear· concentration was obtained by consider

ing different capsule lengths (Lc) in the same length of pipeline (Ls )' 

Again the linear concentration at 100% was obtained from press~ flow 

in the fully eccentric annulus. 

The capsules represented on Figure 16.20 are of constant Lid for a 
c 

particular diameter ratio, consequently the incipient velocity has a fixed 

value at a constant diameter ratio. In figure 16.21 varying L Id to 
" c 

obtain the different linear concentrations implies a change in the start-

up velocity which can be calculated (see Chapter 7). The change of 

incipient velocity witp linear concentration in this case is shown in 

Figure 16. 21 • The reason for the increase in the value of V. with 
1. 

Lc/d has been discussed in Chapter 14. 

8.3 The effect of ~iameter ratio 

Figure 16. 22 shows the effect of diameter ratio on the excess power at 

incipient capsule motion. It is evident that a maximum excess power for 

startup is reached at a diameter ratio of dID = ~ 0,7 in both 44 and 

74 mm diameter pipes. 

From equation '( 16. 17) 

(Pi) a: V. (~H ). ex l. c l. 

for a fixed pipe diameter and linear concentration. 

is increased Vi decreases and (AHc)i increases. 

As the diameter ratio 

Figure 16.23 shows how these effects result in a maximum value of the 

product V. (Ali ) •• 
l. C l. 

Figure 16.24 is a diagram of excess incipient power as a function of 

incipient velocity and the dotted curves show that, for a capsule with a 

constant specific gravity, decreasing the diameter ratio gives an increase 

in the value of (P.) while the incipient velocity increases. 
1. ex 

The diameter ratio requiring maximum excess power to initiate motion 
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is of the order of dID = 0,7 irrespecti ve of the specific gravity of the 

capsule (from' Figure 16.24). For capsules of diameter ratio less than 

dID ~ .0,7 the value of (P i) ex becomes less as diameter ratio dec~_es 

and incipient velocity increases. For diameter ratios greater than 0,7 

the excess incipient power decreases rapidly as diameter ratio increases. 

In general a decrease in diameter ratio down to dID ~ 0,7 means a 

higher excess power at startup, and most certainly a higher total dissi

patedpower if the water.only curve shown on Figure 16.24 is superimposed 

on the excess power. The trend is not apparent for the lowest SG. 

8.4 Effect otcap!ule SG 

The solid lines on Figure 16.24 indicate the rapidity of increase in 

the value of the incipient excess power at a fiXed capsule geometry and 

linear concentration fbI' varying values of capsule specific gravity. 

Even though capsules of high specific gravity need far more excess power 

at startup, the increase in incipient velocity is of tne order of 45\ 

for dID = 0,95 reducing to 30\ at dID = 0,54 for specific gravity 

increases from 1,8 to 4,9. The excess power at incipience for these 

specific gravity increases is of the order of 11-fold fbI' the2,7-fold 

specific gravity increases, irrespective of the diameter ratio. 

Frem equation (16.17) 

and Ls is fixed at capsule startup depending on the spacing at shut

down. 

• . . (P.) a: V. (AH )i 
l. ex l. c 

All other factors being equal, both the incipient velocity <Vi) and. 

the e~ess head loss at incipience (AM)i are dependent variablee, which 
c . 

I ' ~ , 

increase with capsule specific aravity. It has been shown (Section 1'71; . 

Chapter 7) that 
, .. :.i.:" 
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( f1H ). a: I S -11 c 1 c 

and from equation (7.133) 

V. a: function Is _lin 
1 c 

where. n is an index from the solution of equation (7.133). 

The excess power at incipience is related to the capsule specific 

gravity thus: 

I 1
1+n (Pi) = function S-l ex c 

In the correct functional relation (P) is related to i ex by 

a power which is of the order of 1,5, (i.e. as Is -1 I increases from c 

0,8 to. 3,9 there is a 4,9-fold increase for an ll-fold increase in 

(P.) ). 
1 ex 

This is verified on Figure 16.25 which is a log plot of (Pi)ex as 

a function of submerged specific gravity (I S -11) for capsule numbers c 

to 24. 

9.5 Effect of capsule length 

Figure 16.26 shows excess power at startup (P. ) as a function of 
1 ex 

incipient velocity V. with diameter ratio (diD) and length to diameter 
1 

As (Lid) increases from 2,0 to 16,0 (i.e. an 8-foldincrease) 

the increase in the value of (P . ) and V. is greater for the smaller 
1 ex 1 

diameter ratios. That is, at dID = 0,91 the value of (Pi) in-ex 

creases by 59% whi~st Vi increases by 54%, whereas at diD = 0,543 

the value of (Pi)ex is greater by 180% and V. increases 
1 

by 140% 

for an eightfold increase in length to diameter ratio. 

The increase in the value of (Pi)ex as (Lc/d) increases can 

clearly be seen from Figure 16.27. It is apparent that the higher the 

length to diameter ratio the greater the excess power at s.tartup. And 
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the excess poweI" ineI"e&Ses UlOI"e I"apidly (with (Lid) increase) at the 

loweI" diameteI" I"atios. 

8.6 Effect of pipe slope 

FigUI"e 16.28 shows excess poweI" at incipience (Pi)ex as a function 

of incipient velocity (v. ) 
1 

wi th diamateI" I"atio and pipeline slope as 

p8I"ameter's. 

As slope ,increases in a positive upward diI"ection, capsules of a paI"ti

cul8I" geometry and fixed lineal" coneentI"ation in the pipe nead m0I"8 exceas 

POWSI" foI" st&I"tup and at the same time the incipient velocity is higheI". 

The excess poweI" at incipieneeon the slope has been shown (eq~tion 

(16.16» to, be. funetion of the incipient velocity, and the excess,head 

lGSS aCI"OSS the capsule afteI" .the slope component teI"m has been subtracted, . 

all otheI" variables I"emaining constant. In ChapteI" 14' it was shown how. 

the incipient excess head loss on a slope ,coUld be cOI"I"elated by means of 

the subtI"active teI"m A = (d/D)2\Sc-1\Lc sin t. Hence (Pi)ex:: funotion 

(V.) and (AH)i' 
1 c s 

It is .cle8I" fI"om Figure 16.28 that theI"e is a 

I"8lation between (Pi) and Vi' which is almost linear foI" a fixed .ex . 

diamateI" I"atio as slope vilI"ies. although the I"elation of (P.) to slope 
. 1 ex 

is not quite linear as oan be seen from FigUI"e 16.29. 

In0I"8asinl the slope from zeI"O to 30,8' implies an inoI"eaae in Vi 

of slightly UlON than 50' wi tha oOI'I"esponding inoNase in (p i) ex of 

slightly undeI" 50' at diD = 0,95. At diD = 0.543 inoI"8asing the 

slope 'fI"om 0 to 30.8' lives slightly less than 38' V. in0I"8ase and 
1 . 

slightly mON than 38\ (Pi)ex inoNase. 

Thus inOX'easing the slope implies a p8I"Centage inCI"ease of inoipient 

velooity which is of. the same ON8I" as the peX'oent~e incI"ease in the 

excess inoipient power. Although the peJ:lcentage inoI"8ase. deCl'euas as 

diamateI" I"atio is I"educed. 
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FIG.16.29 
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The total power requirement at incipient capsule motion (Pi)T ~as 

been defined by equation (16. 14), and Figure 16.30 shows the total power 

requirement at startup as a function of slope with diameter ratio as 

parameter, and a constant linear concentration, specific gravity of cap-

sule and length to diameter ratio. 

The most significant feature illustrated by this figure is the large 

increase in startup _power as diameter ratio is decreased, particularly at 

the higher slopes. 

9. The relation between startup power and minimum mobile power 
requirements 

Figure 16.31 shows the gross power requirement fOr. mobile capsules as 

a function of mean water velocity for 10 kgls delivery rate (0,3 x 106 

tonnes per year). For a range of pipe slopes from -5,4\ to 30,8'. 

The centre to centre spacing length at the various slopes is also shown as 

a function of mean water velocity, and the cut off point at ct = 100\ is 

indicated. The velocity (V) for minimum power requirement is about 

2 m/s. Now Figure .16.32 shows the gross power as a function of slope as 

well as lineal? concentration (CL) as a' function of slope at V =2 m/s. 

At an upward pipeline slope of, say, 10\ the linear concentration is 

about CL = 50\ (for dID = 0,85) and 43 W/m total power is required 

to transport the load of .. 10 kg/s.Now referring to Figure 16.30 the 

total power required for startup at a slope of 10' and linear concen-

tration CL = 50\ is 12,5 W/m. So that nearly 30\ of the running 

power is required at capsule incipience in such a case. 

For a horizontal pipeline the ratio of startup power to minimum running 

power, for all other variables held constant drops slightly, to about 27'. 

Re1;urning to the 10\ slope, the incipient power required ocours at a 

mean water veloci ty Vi = 0,54 ml s (see Figure 16.30) and t although in 

Figure 16. 31 the power in creases for V values be low 2 ml s , the 
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FIG. 16.30 
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associated linear concentration (eL) also increases for the same delivery 

rate (e = 10 kg/ s) as can be seen from the dotted lines, 

incipient power is less than the running power. 

Thus the 
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C HAP T E R 17 

OPTIMISATION OF A CAPSULE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM 

In this Chapter no attempt will be made to give a completely general

ised optimisation procedure. This can only be done for a particular 

scheme if the costs of !!! the dependent variables determining the total 

cost are known, such as thecolSt of encapsUlat~on, or sintering, aa the 

case may be, pipeline costs, . injection costs, recovery costs, C&l'ital 

cost of booster pumps, labour costs,etc. 

The object in this Chapter is to answer the following ~uastions: 

given certain specifications (such as delivery rate (kg/s) and specific 

gravity of material to be transported) ,what is the optimum capsl.lle ,,0-
me~, pipe size and injection rate and what is the velocity of tran.pert 

and the power requirements for the optimum situation? Only when the .. 

variables have been determined" can the designer of a capsule transport": 

ation scheme compare this system wi th al ternati ve methods of transport

ation. In order to deal with the above problem, a brief outline is first 

given of some of the economic criteria involved to show that the problems 

dealt with in this Chapter do not comprise the whole story which can only 

be considered for a specific installation. 

1 • EconQmics of c.psule transertation 

The choice of any 'tt'ansport system is usually an economic one. . Thb 

means minimum energy and labour costs as well as minimum capital and 

other operating costs,. It may not be possible, however, to achieve 

simultaneous minima. 

The capital cost of a surface pipeline is roughly proportional to the 

diameter; but the .capacity ~ proportional to diameter squ~d. 

Tne larger the output, the greater the distance required for the pipe 
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to become increasingly economical. The longer the pipeline, the lower the 

cost per kilogramme of material transported per metre length. Th:i,.s is 

because preparation, injection and recovery costs are independent of pipe-

line length. The costs involved in a capsule transportation system can 

be listed as follows: 

1.1 Investment costs 

These are fixed costs and are independent of pi~line operatiQn. They 

may be divided into: 

1 • 1 • 1 

1. 1.2 

1.1.3 

1.2 

1.2.1 

1.2.3 

1.2.4 

1.2.5 

1.2.6 

1.3 

1.3.1 

1.3.2 

1.3.3 

1.3.'t 

1.3.5 

1.3.6 

Installed cost of pipeline or pipelines. 

Installed cost of the pump station. 

Installed cost of the preparation, injection and terminal plant. 

Overhead costs 

Labour for maintenance. 

Material for maintenance. 

Rent of plant for maintenance. 

Insurance of equipment. 

Property tax. 

Depreciation of plant, pipeline, pumps, etc. 

Operating Cos ts 

Energy costs. 

Labour running costs. 

Preparation (e.g. encapsulation or moulding) and injection costs •. 

Retrieval and recovery costs. 

Water treatment, if this is required. 

Water purchase; if the water has a realizable value at deli vex-y, 
this is a negative cost. 
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2. Analysis 

If all the costs can be related to the quantity of soli4s transported 

and the conveying distance, the cost of moving 1 kilogramme of solids 

through a distance of 1 metre is the basis for comparison. 

For example: 

If x1 = installed cost of tbe pipeline, i.e. the cost per ~g m of the 

initial pipeline investment including labour, trenching, 

piping material and fittings, 

then x1 can be represented as a function of variables thus: 

Let .x1 = feD, C, R1, etc.) 

where C = capital recovery factor, which represents interest charged on 

capital investment or amortization cost. 

R1 = rate of installed pipeline per mm diameter per metre lenath. 

Let x2 = installed cost of the pumping stations, incl~dinl contrQls, 

where x2 is a function of such variables as the cost of the 

pump station and controls per unit power installed. the SQlids 

delivery rate, the flow, the specific gravity and gee.atry of 

capsules, the efficiency of the pumps and motors, etc. 

An attempt can be made to list all the costs mentioned in Section 1 ~. 

functions of independent variables or as fixed costs. 

The total cost (xt ) is then: 

xt = x1 + x2 + x3 .............. . 

where x1' x2 •••• •.• • • ... depend on several variables. 

Holding. all other variables constant t except, say t the pipe diameter 

and linear concentration of capsules, the objective function (xt ) oan be 

optimised by partially differentiating xt with respect to pipe dicmet,r 

(D) and linear concentration (CL) and equating to zero. This leads tQ 
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simultaneous equations which have to be solved. The optimisation is 

given in Section 4. 

The above brief description shows why it is impossible to formUl.te a 

generalised optimisation procedure. 

3. . Definitions 

3.1 Capsule mass delivery rate 

The mass output or capsule mass delivery rate (e) can be defined .. 

the mass of capsules delivered per second. 

where 

e = I x H c 

I = injection rate = ejection rate (in capsules/s) = VclLa 

H = mass of each capsule (kg) c 

e = (wd
2

/4) L p S V IL c .c c s 

( 17 .• 1) 

(17.2) . 

If this expression were presented araphically it could prove useful 

for determining different combinations of capsule geometry (d andoL) 
c • 

SG. capsule velocity and capsule spacing to yield a prescribed 4elivery 

rate (e). 

Figure 17.1 shows the capsule diameter (d) as a fUnction of injection 

rate with Vc as parameter and d as a function of e also with Vc as 

parameter. To present all the variables, different graphs such as this 

could be drawn for values of SG and values of Ls. There appear to be 

too many variables .to include on a single conventional graph. 

Recourse was made to a daublesquare nomogram (see Figure 17.2) and 

all the variables in equation (17.2) are successfully represented. Two 

perpendicular lines drawn on a transparent flat sheet (such as perspex) 

are necessary for solving the nomogram. and different values of the 

variables d. L • oS t V - andLs can be tried to yield e. In the ex'" , c c c 
ample shown the required value of e j,s"10 X 106 tonnes p.a.· This value is . 
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projected horizontally to give e (in kg/s) and a square alignment to the 

selected values of Ls and V yields the capsule mass. c A second. square 

alignment from the mass to a selected value of S yields combinations of c 

3.2 f-parameter 

The ~-parameter represents the power requirement per unit length of 

pipeline divided by the capsule mass flow delivery rate. Thus: 

where 

where 

and 

• • . 

V 

w Q 6H 
~ = __ "",,!w ___ ~p_ 

I M L 
c P 

(17.3) 

w6H 
P 

= total pressure loss in a pipeline of lenath Lp 

Lp = total length of pipeline. 

.-..i = I .....£ + (-) ..s. Is -1 I sin. 6H n ~6H d 2 L ~ 
Lp j = 1 Lp D Lp c 

+ i + sin .'.(17~4) 

n = number of capsules in the length of line Lp 

= L !IV p c 

i = hydraulic gradient in the capsule-free pipe. 

2-
P g D V6H 

~ = J2 
V c d2L L L Pc 
s c P 

where Ls = -r = spacing length between capsule centres. 

+ sin .] 

= (6H )t + iLs + L sin, c s s 

For horizontal pipes: 

(17.5) 

In order to make this expression non-dimensiopal. the weight of capsule 
',.1 

, , 
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material delivered per second can be substituted for the mass flow per 

second thus: 

2 iL + AH 
1/J

W 
- 1 (D) (v 'V ) (s c) 
- Sc d c Lc 

(17.6) 

3.3 Efficiency 

The inverse of 1/J can be thought of as a type of efficiency since it 

represents the power required to deliver a certain mass of capsules. This 

is a fictitious efficiency in the horizontal pipe since no useful work is 

done. Power is expended in dissipating energy. 

In a sloping pipe the efficiency can be defined as 

= I Wc Lp sin, 
n w Q taH 

w P 
(17.7) 

and this is a real efficiency. 

However, concern is essentially with power dissipated since capsules on 

a slope mean that the solids to be transported have to be raised or lowe~d 

through a certain elevationaldistance, and this is true of any traIlspori-

ation system. Thus the 1/J value is best thought of as a useful compara-

tive parameter and not as an inverted efficienqy. Equation (17~7) is thu~ 

rejected in favour of the expression for the 1/J inverse without sin, in 

the numerator of equation (17.7). 

3.4 Injection Power 

When considering an entire pipeline the power is not only that required 

for dissipating energy and increasing potential. There is, in addition, 

. f ... h I i a certa1n amount 0 power needed for 1nJect1on of t e capsules nto the 

pipeline, particularly under pressure. If the pipe pressure at the in-

jection point is (P. ) then: 1n 

Power required at injector = (P. )Q 1n c 

This injector does no useful work but power is expended due to the 

: ~::..' _ .. 

· .. " 
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exchange of equal volume of capsule for water at high pressure. As a cap-

sule moves into position in the pipeline the volume of water that it dis-

places must be forced along the pipeline. 

4. Optimisation of flow velocity and power requirement 

If the capsule mass .delivery rate (6) is given then the pipe diameter 

(D), the diameter ratio (d/D). the injection rate (I) as well as the 

capsule velocity (v ) 
c and mean water velocity (V) can be determined 

for optimising the power requirements. 

Thus of all the costs given in Section 1, the only one considered in 

this context is 1.3.1 (i.e. energy costs). 

The ~-parameter represents energy required per kilogram metre (Ws/kg m) 

and the most economic system from the viewpoint of fuel oosts is thatwhioh 

has a minimum~-parameter. 

~ is a flmction of dependent and independent variables thus,: 

~ = f (V, V , g, D, d. p , hf , e, AH , 1J, P. 41, Lc' L ) c c c s (17.8) 

In order to optimise the ~-parameter, it shoUld be a minimum with 

respect to all the variables given in the above equation. 

below that this expression can be reduced to: 

~ = f(Sc' d, D, V, +, Lc ' Ls) 

4.1 The: optimum mean water velocity (V) 

It will be shown 

From curves such as those shown in Figure 16.1, it is olear that there 

is an optimum V at which minimum power occurs for a particular value (1)f e. 

It has been shown in Seotion 3.2 that the ~-parameter can be expressed 

as: 

Expressions have been obtained in earlier Chapters (10 and 15) enabling 

':. ": ". · .. ·1" 
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~ to be expressed in terms of capsule and pipe characteristics a$ well 

as theoretical or empirical considerations, thus: 

where V. is obtained analytically as discussed earlier (Chapter 7) and 
1. 

• • 

Thus 

m = 1,2' - 0,8 (% - 0,5)2 (from Chapter 10) 

Also from Chapter 15 

flH c h f d 2 25 " ... ! 
- = - (-) - gD S -11 Lc L D V2 c 

From empirical relations for smooth pipes (e.g. Blasius), 

i:;:t=cvn 
flH cvn d 2 
--..£ = -,:- (-) 25 gDI S -11 

Lc V~· D c 

= y yn-2 

where 
a D 2 1 a =.Ii. (-) -
Sc d m 

L 
S = C...!. 

L c 

2 
0 = sin (H (%) Is c -11 } + sin '(Ls/Lc) 

and 
2 

Y = 25C (%) gDISc-11 

(17.9) 

(17.10) 

(17.11) 

(17.12) 

(17.13) 

To find the minimum of ~ with respect of velocity, . ~ can be 

' ... partially differentiated.with respect ~~ V, keeping all other variables 

constant. e is, of course, varying. 
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{(as(n+1)(V)n + ay(n_1)(V)n-2 + a6) 

(V-V.)-(aS(V)n+1+ay(V)n-1+a6V)}/(V_V.)i 
1 1 

Equating to ze~o and simplifYing yields: 

17.11 

(17.14) 

as [n(V)n+l_(n+1 )(V)n(V i 8 +ay [(n-2) (V)n-1 ~(n-1 )(V)n-2(i i)] -a6 Vi:;:O (17.15) 

The value of the mean wate~ velocity (Vmin ) fO'r' a minitaUJn value of 

the 1/I-paramete~ can be found from the above equation 

i.e. V. = function (V~, 6, a, S, y, n, Ls) m1n ... 

whe~ 

4.2 Complete optimisation of*-p~amete~ 

In o~de~ to c~~y out a complete economical analysis of the opjective 

function (1/1), this p~amete~ is partially diffe~entiated with ~espect to 

each of the v~iables, holding the othe~s constant and equating to zero. 

Thus: 

[it] = 0 ad -D,L ,L ,S ,,,v esc 

[llJ = 0 aD -d.L ,Ls'S ,,,v etc. 
c c 

followed by the solution of the ~sulting simultaneous equations. 

Such a procedure yields optimum values. The analysis is, how.ve~, 

extremely labo~ious and ~eco~se is made to the digital compute~ in orde~ 

to avoid many man-ho~s of wo~k. 

4.3 Const~aints 

Optimum values of pipe diameter (D) and line~ concen~ation (c ) 
L 

may ~ep~sent a pipe .diamete~ which is not comme~cially available o~ a 

CL value which is too high and not feasible fo~ the inj.cto~. 

const~aints have to be buitt into the equations: e.g. CL and D as 
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well as other variables may have to be limited (or constrained) within 

upper and lower limits. 

4.4 Optimum capsUle diameter 

It has already been shown in Chapter 16 that the optimum diameter r~tio· 

is of the order dID = 0,85. The question is; .what is the optimum pipe 

(or capsule) size and linear concentration (or capsule spacing)? Assume 

that the diameter ratio (d/D = 0,85), the length to diamet.r ratio 

(L /d = 4,0) and the capsule density (S = 4,0) are fixed. c c 
Figure 17.3 

depicts 1P as a function of linear concentration with capsule diameter (dl 

as parameter for a delivery rate of 2,0 kg/so It is olear that the 

envelope of lPmin is fairly flat giving a range of capsule diameters and 

associated linear concentrations. 

From FigUl"e 17.3, the pipe diameter for minimum energy/kg m is of the 

order of 50 mm for a capsule mass delivery rate (8) =·2 kg/s. 

Figure 17.4 shows how the mean velocity and the capsule velocity vary 

to yield e = 2 kg/s at different linear concentrations for d = 50 DIm, 

i.e. tracing the d = 50 mm curve of Figure 17.3. Also shown on Figure 

17.4 are ourves of V c and. V as a function af CL in order to yield 

lPmin if e varies. The curves cross where there is a minimum value of 

1P at 8 = 2 kg/s and the relevant capsule and mean water velocities can 

be read off the graph at CL = 0,2 (20\ linefill). 

Figure 17.5 shows the lP-par~ter as a function of linear cencentration 
. 

for e constaat and for e varying to give lPmin• Also shown (cSotted) 

is a graph of e as a.function af CL' The two solid. curves are tangent .. 

ial at CL = 0,2 far e = 2 kg/so This gives the optimum value of 

linear concentration for d = 50 mm and e = 2 kg/so 

If e is increased to 10 kg/s (see Figure 17.6) a similar pattern 

emerges to that shawn on Figure 17.3. and if the curve for the· 50 111m 

. ' . 
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diameter capsule is superimposed on Figure 17.5, then the tangent occurs 

at C
L 

= 0,6 indicating the optimum concentration for a specific 

d = 50 mm and e = 10 kg/so 

Since every point on graphs such as Figure 17.3 and 17.6 represents a 

value of ~ (for a particular capsule diameter and linear concentration), 

the minimum points of the ~ curves represent optimum CL values for each 

capsule diameter. The situation can be summarised as follows: 

1 • d constant; each minimum value of a curve is a minimum value of 

~, i.e. ~ .. nu.n 

2. The minimum value of the envelo~ represents a doubly minimum value 

This will be designated the optimum value of ~,i.e. 

The diameter ratio, length to diameter ratio and SG are 

fixed with d and C
L 

varying. 

For large capsule diameters the linear concentration for (.10 ) "'min 

becomes sparse, (i.e. d = 80 mmand CL = 0,055). Conversely, small 

diameters are associated with high concentrations, which may be difficult 

ito achieve due to injector limitations. 
'~ .. 

It is obvious that as small a pipe diameter as possible should be \1.sed 

unless the ~-parameter becomes too high. ActUally the ~-parameter. which 

is an energy term per kg of capsule mass transported per unit length 

(Ws/kg m) can be represented as a cost per kg m, and if the pipe diameter 

is to be optimised then the curve of pipeline costs and energy costs may 

be represented as in Figure 17.7. 

cost ------~---
ki"iii 

~--------total cost 

~----- pipeline investment cost/m 

D for ~ t op 

D 

unning cost/kg m 

Figure 17.7 , 
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A computer programme was written for evaluating the value of 'min 

from equations (17.9) and (17.15). 

Bre i fly , the programme solves for the value of V to yield Wmin for 

a chosen linear concentration. This yields a delivery rate which corres~ 

ponds to Wmin but which may not be the desired delivery rate. The pro

gramme then adjusts the linear concentration by halving the error success

ively to achieve a delivery rate which corresponds to the prescribed value. 

This process converge. usually within about 8 iter.tions. Every time it 

goes through an iteration the value for Wmin is calculated by a further 

iterative process (see Appendix II). 

The programme was extended to calculate the value of capaulediameter 

for Wopt' However. this part of the p%'Ogramme was not very valuable 

because of (a) the flatneas of the ." vers\lS d ourves and (b) tbe 

fact that the optimum value of d need not neces$arilybe at Wopt 

(see Figure 17.7). 

Figure 17.8.shows the optimisation of the W-parameter as a f~etion of 

capsule diameter (d) and pipe diameter (D) with the delivery rate (8) 

as parameter. 

As e decreases the optimum .-parameter increases. This ia beeause' 

the denominator of W is e. As· e + O. ." + -. A capsule transpOrt-

ation system thus becomes, from this point of view. 1110%"8 economical as the 

capsule mass flow delivery rate increases. 

As e decreases, the rate of diameter (d) in"rease, to achieve .1. .... "'min 

values, increases markedly. And at e = 3000 kg/s there is very little 

change in. the Wmin value as d increases. 

A further point of note in ,'FigUN 17.8 ia that, as diameter (d) in-

creases at a particular e value, the capaule velocity decreases. Every 

point on a fixed e curve is associated with a different capsule velocity. 
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To give a quantitative ide. as to velocity change along the e curves. 

values of V are shown. It·is clear that the velocity variat~on is 

sligbt. 

For a fixed capsule diameter the capsule velocity increases as e in-

creases. To increase the mass flow deliveI'Y rate. the capsules. naturally 

have to travel faster. 

Each point on Figure 17.8 is also associated with a different value of 

the linear concentration (C
L
). 

Figure 17.9 shows how '" varies with d if CL is kept constant and· 

the minimum values .of curves such •• 'the.e (at different linear conoentra-

tions) are coincident with the curves on Figure 17.8. 

At a particular capsule mass d.liv.~ rate (8) the value 9f C
L 

to 

yield minimum ",-values increases as di..-ter (d) decreases. 

This is best shown on Figure 17.10 which represents the optimUlJi 

"'-paI'am8ter as a function of linear concentration (C
L

) for capsules of 

fixed diameter ratio. SG and length to diameter ratio. 

The dotted curves X'epres.nt oontours of constant capsule diameters. 

It is apparent that decreasing the linear conoen~ation results in an in

crease in the value of '" i and the trend ·is accentuated as 8 decreases. mn 

The obvious conclusion is that CL sbould:be as large as is practicable. 

Packing the capsules close together Nsults in a smaller.pipeline diameter 

as well as less ener,y per kg m of capsule mass transported. The maximum 

linear concentration is SOlely dependent on the injection teohnique. 

Figures 17. 11 a,nd 17. 12 aN similar to FiguX'es 17.8 and 17. 10 except 

that the SG is halved. The.e curves ~ drawn in oNer to illustl'ate 

the effect of packing capsules witb material of an SG of (say) 4.0 

with a void ratio (e) of '.0. This will be discussed in the next 

Chapter. 
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Curves such as 17.10 and 17.11 a:r.ac1equate fO'rl design purposes. Given 

the capsule mass delivery rate it is possible to determine the optimum 

~. value as well as the pipe diameter an4 mean water velocity for a 

particular concentration. 

Capsule geometries can be ,elected from Figure 17.2 or fed into the 

program (Appendix II) to yield curve. s~ch as Figure 17.10 and 17.11. 

An example of the u.e of the.e curve.· 11 given in the next Chapter • 

.... . : . 
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C HAP T E R 18 

A COMPARISON OF SUSPENDED SEDIMENT FLOW 
AND CAPSULE TRANSf0RTATION IN PIPELINES 

18.1 

Th~ excess energy and power requirements for heterogeneous as well as 

homegeneous suspended sediment transport systems are compared with capsule 

transport~tion. 

Th~ capsules considered may be formed, of the material to be transported 

(coal has already been formed :into "paste slugs"), as well as containers 

filled with solid material having a void ratio. 

1. Flow Reaimes 

Various regimes may exist in the two phase flow of solid liquid mixtures. 

These are co~veniently classified in Figure 18.1. Both hom0geneous' and 

heteroieneous,regimes are considered feasible when transporting solids in 

pipelines. The regime change depends on the velocity, s0lids concentra-

tien and particle size as well as pipeline properties such as size, rough-

ness and slope, and. fluid properties such as viscosity, density and velocity. 

Flew regimes vary from highly concentrated suspensions of minute particles 

moving slowly to fast moving mixtures of large partic~es in fairly sparse 

suspensions. 

The main regimes are as follOWS. 

2. Homoseneous flow 

Homogeneous flow exists when velocities are high and equivalent particle 

diameters are small. Solid particles are more or less uniformly distri-

buted over the cross-section of the pipe during flow. The solids are in 

full suspension. Homogeneous flow can arise in two ways: 

2.1 Non-Newtonian flow. 

Non-settling mixtures always result in homogeneous flow if'conditions 

/ 
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are such that there is slight turbulence, or, if the particles are ex-

tremely small and truly non-settling then the flow will be homogeneous even 

when laminar. 

Non-settling homogeneous flows are usually non-Newtonian. Non-Newton-

ian fluids are materials which dQ not exhibit a direct proportionality 

between shear stress and' shear rate. , The limiting condition depends on 

particle size, concentration, size distribution and specific gravity. 

Time independent non-Newtonian fluids have been classified into fluids 

having a yield stress (Bingham plastics) and fluids without a yield stress 

(pseudo plastics). A detailed description is given in Metzner and Reed 

(reference 39) and most mixtures in laminar and turbulent flow in smooth 

pipes, can be correlated by," means of Figure 18.2, ,where the generalised 

Reynolds number is given as: 

where 

and 

n' 2-n' D V p 
m 

R = ---r--::---
e ,gen K' 8n '-1 (18.1) 

n' = a type of flow behaviour index which indicates the 

degree of non-Newtonian behaviour 

K' = measure of the consistency, of the fluid; larger 

values of K' mean "thicker" or "more viscous'" 

fluids 

V = mean velocity of flow mixture m 

p = density of non-Newtonian fluid 

D = pipe diameter 

f = the conventional friction factor in Darcy's equation. 

For pseudo-plastic, power law fluids; 

where 

'[ = K (dv/dy)n 

'[ = liP fD/(4L) 

liPf = pressure drop for the mixture. 

(18.2) 
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For Newtonian f~uids T =~(dv/dr) 

and for ~aminar f~ow 

~ = 6PD2/(32LV ) m 
(18.3) 

It is thus possib~e to define a "nomina~ ve~oci ty gradient" for ~aminar 

f~ow of Newton~an f~uids based on the mean f~ow ve~ocity (Vm) and the 

shear stress at the wa~~. 

(dV/dr) = TO/~ = 6PD/(4L~) nom 

from equation (18.3); 

(dV/dr) = 8V /D nom m 

The re~ation between shear stress and nomina~ ve~ocity gradient for a 

pseudo p~astic substance may be written as 
, 

6PD/(4L) = K'(8V /D)n m 
, (18.4) 

In the genera~ case K' and n' are not constants but vary with 

8V/D. 

Now 
T o 

f=-
1 -2 
2PV 

and 

substituting in equation (18.2) gives: 
, 

K'(8V /D)n 
f = __ ~m __ 

(pV2/2) 

From the ana~ogy between Newtonian f~uids (f = 16/R) and equation e 

(18.5) we get equation (18.1). 

Metzner and Reed proposed using K' and n', as determined for 

(18.5) 

~aminar f~ow, in t~bu~ent ftow. Just as the viscosity of a Newtonian 

f~uid is defined under ~aminar conditions but used in both ~aminar and 

turbu~ent regions. 

Dodge and Metzenr (reference 13) ~so showed that the diagram on 

Figure 18.2 co~d be used for non-power ~ow f~uids providing K' and n' 
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are obtained from the point on the laminar curve of D6Pf /4L versus 8V/D 
". 

which has as ordinate tne particular value of D6Pf /4L prevailing under 

the actual turbulent conditions. 

2.2 Pseudo homogeneous flow 

Settling mixtures, in which the flow rate and particle size are such 

that there is no settlement, result in homogeneous flow. This regime is 

pseudo-homogeneous since any particle size can be maintained in full sus-

pension if the flow velocity and resulting turbulence are high enough. 

The basic mechanism by which sediment particles are maintained in sus-

pension is tunbulence. This means that fluid containing a greater sedi-

ment concentration at a lower level is exchanged with fluid containing less 

sediment concentration at a higher level to offset the downward movement due 

to gravity. This is done by means of turbulent mixing. 

The equation for homogeneous flow has been derived by Newitt et al 

(reference 41) and given by other authors as: 

(18.6) 

where i m = hydraulic gradient for the mixture measured in units 

of water 

i = w hydraulic gradient for water in units of water 

C v = delivered volumetric concentration 

S = specific gravity of dry solids. s 

3. Heterogeneous flow 

There is a concentration of solid particles increasing towards the bed, 

that is,a concentration gradient is established. The eddying movement 

is no longer sufficient to keep the mixture homogeneous and gravity tends 

to cause deposition. The particles are generally coarse, or of large 

density or the mean velocity of flow is low enough to allow partial 
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separation of particles from fluid. 

The chief method of supporting particles, at least near the point of 

incipient deposition, is intergranular and granoperipheral collisions as 

well as (to a lesser extent than homogeneous flow) turbulent mixing. 

The concentration gradient disappears with higher velocities and tends 

to a homogeneous regime. 

An empirical equation for heterogeneous flow ha~ been presented by 

Durand (reference 14) as: 

where 

and 

Equation 

...L1 T,5 

rcq} 
v = mixture velocity m 

CD = particle drag coefficient. 

(18.7) can be written in the form r (8 -1l V fS , = 68,5 go:! 
{gd;S -1) -

p s 

(1B.7) 

where Vt = terminal settling velocity of solids in still water 

dp = equivalent diameter ~f particle. 

Equation (18.7) can be combined, with equa-q,on (1 B. 6) to yield a criterion 

for distinguishing between homogeneous and heterogeneous-flow: 

v = 4 4 D C-O,25 (S _1)1/6 
m ' g D s (18.8) 

wllere CD = d~ag coefficient for thepax-ticles. 

Equation (18.7) is valid -above the "lim t deposit velocity. "This 

velocity is defined as the velocity below which suspended particles begin 

to settle and are moved along the bottom of the pipe as bed load. 

Durand gives the following equation for the limit deposit velocity (Vt ) 

(18.9) 
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where FL is a function of Cy and the mean particle diameter 

18.8 

(d ). 
p 

With fine material Cv and dp increases.tnevalueof FL. For 

dp > 1 mm, the Cy and d values lose significance and F L = 1,34 in 

this range. 

Different values fQr the constant and power in equation (18.7) have 

been given by different authors (e.g. Bonninton (reference 4), (Condolias 

and Chapus (reference 11) and Zandi (reference 67». However, most of 

the work ·was· caI'z>ied out by Durand, his equation .. is generally considered 

to be the most reliable, and equation (18.7) is the one used in this Chapter. 

4. . The deposit regimes 

Most investigators consider the regimes, towards the right in Figure 

18.1, ·to be uneconomical. A stationary bed exists with rolling and ripple 

mqvement or with saltation. This regime is,however, not necessarily 

uneconomic .since the power requirement may decrease for velocities below 

the limi~ deposit velocity. 

Nonetheless, it may be an unsafe region in which to operate because 

there is imminent danger of. pipe blockage. 

One equation is that obtained by Newitt et al (reference 41) and 

modified by Babcock (reference 1) 

~m -iJ/(Cv iw) = 60,6 (Ss -1) gD/V! (18.10) 

The excess head losses and power requirements for capsule transport-

ation will be compared with pseudo-homogeneous, heterogeneous and non-

Newtonian flow. 

5. . Volumetric concentration and voids ratio for capsules 
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Referrina to Figure 18.3, ,the transport or ,spatial volumetric concen-

, 

tration (Cvt)c for capsules in the pipe can be defined as the volume 

occupied ,by the capsules divided by the total volume occupied by capsules 

and water 

• • • 

For n capsules in a length of pipe (L ) 
P 

AH = tAR = nAH = (L /L )AH P c cp s c 

From equation (15.15) 

Combining equations (18.11), (18.12) and (18.13) yields: 

i.e. 

nAH/Lp = (Cvt)c ISc-11 25(2f) 

AH /L = (Cvt)c ISc-11 25(2f) p p 

(18.11) 

(18.12) 

(18.13) 

(18.14) 

= total excess head loss due to capsules in length L. 
P 

The delivered vol~tric concentration (Cvd') can be defined as the c . 

volume of capsules delivered per unit time divided by the delivered volume 

of capsules and water 

• • • (C
vd

) = (d/D)2(L /L )(V IV) c c s c (18.15) 

and (C d) = (Cvt) when there is no slip, i.e. when Vc = V. vc . c 

The void ratio. (e) is defined as the volume of voids/volume of solid. 

Consider a capsule containing a unit volume of solid material of speci-
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fic gravity (S ) 
s and volume (e) of voids. The transport volumet~ic con-

centratian of solid in the capsule «Cvt)sc) is: 

(CVt)sc = (d/D)2(Lc/Ls )(1/(1+e» 

where S = S 1(1+e) c s 

and (Cvd)sc = (d/D)2(L IL )(V IV)(1/(1+e» c s c 

(18.16) 

(18.17) 

where (Cvd)sc = delivered volumetric concentration of solids 

and 

Equation (18.14) becomes: 

nAH 
---£ - (i -i) = Lp - m w c 

v =-v 
c 

in the capsule, 

25(2f) (S -1+e) 
i s w 

(18.18) 

where i = head loss per unit length due to solid capsules plus water m 

i = head loss per unit length of pipeline due to water only. 
w 

6. Comparison of capsule transportation with homogeneous .. suspension 

For homogeneous suspensions it is assumed that no slip occurs and 

C d = C (these are delivered and transport volumetric concentrations v vt 

for solid particles in suspension). 

Case I - no voids in capsule 

The capsules are formed of the solid material to be transported. 

Assume . that V c = V and e = 0 

• 
'c = 

25(2f) (S -1) (18.19) • . • 1. S 
W 

If • <, (from equation (18.6», then the capsule transportation c 

system requires less excess head than ,the homogeneous suspension, and the 

following inequality ~st be satisfied: 

or 

25(2f) V/V < i 
c w 

D < V V 1(25g) 
c 

(18.20) 
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If the capsules travel at the ,same veloci ty as the water then 

D < V2/(25g) (18.21) 

The Upper left of the curve an Fiaure 18.4 indicates the 'region where ex-

cess energy losses are less for homogeneous flow than for capsules. 

The implication is that hilh velocities and s~l pipe diameters are 

%'etuired to render excells energy due to capsules less than for homogeneous 

lIuspensions. 

By equatinl equations (18.8) and inequality (,18.21), the, particle dia

meter, ,can be 'feNnel, below Which homogeneous flow is feasible, 

CDC 0,6 (Sc-1)2/3(.gD)2 (18.21) 

Allie 
gd 

Vt = i~Jt (!S~-1) 

For particles of SG = 4,0 (say), the critical velocity below which homo-

pueus flow i. suataine4 is 'give as. fellows. 

From c;, < 1,25' (10)2 

••• CD < 10,8 f~ D = 300 mm (say) 

From the standard CD versus Reynolds number diagram for spherical particles, 

the Reynolds number for the ,partiCle (R.)p is given by Allen's law: 

CD = 18 S/(R )0,6 , ep 

• (R.)p = 12,45 = Vtd Iv . '. , ' p 

• d, = 118 \.1m • • II 

and V = t 20,8 mm/s 

dp = 0,.493 mm (at Ss = 1,6 and D = 300 mm) 

Each point Oft the curve, on Figure 18.4 corresponds to a particular value of 

d for a fixed SG. 
P 

At the pipe diameter (300 1IDI\) and velocity (Vm) where excess energy 

just becomes less for capsules, the partieles have to be fairly finely around 

to maintain homoleneous flow (for iron ore dp :::'118 \.1m). If the material 

is lighter (Ss = 1,6) tlleli pu'ticles do not have to be ground tuits so 
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FI G. 18.4 
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fine (d :'O,493mm) to be maintained in suspension for homageneous flow. p . . 

If capsule densiti.s, diameter ratios and velocities are such, as to . 

cause V to be greater than V, then the region, where excess energy c 

for homogeneous flow is less than for capsules, is somewhat more restricted. 

Case II - voids present in the capsule 

In the above case the same specific gravity was assumed for the capsule 

and sediment. If the solids are to be stored in the capsule the specific 

gravity of the capsule is lower than for the solid load because of the 

void 'ratio. However, the vOlumetric. concentration of capsules has to be' 

higher to achieve the same solids delivery rate. In this situation the 

capsules have to be lighter to achieve the same solids delivery rate. The 

capsules are considered as containers to be packed with the.material to be. 

transported. 

The excess energy dissipation across capsules is less than for homo-

geneous flow if f < f, i.e. from equations (18.6) and (18.18) c 

v V (S -1) 1 
D < c s g ("IIPS-

s 
-"""!!ll"""--e) 25 

The following assumptions, are made: 

(18.22) 

(a) The void ratio (e) for the solids packed in containers is assumed 

constant. A typical mined sample of iron ore (Haematite from Sishen in 

the Northern Cape) yielded a bulk specific gravity of about 2,2. The 

SG of the iron ore being about 4,4. This gives a void ratio (e> of 

1,0; which is,a fairly reasonable value for mined material. Although it 

was found that larger particles with less fines gave even higher void 

ratios up to about e = 1,7. 

(b) The mass of the container itself is disregarded compared with the 

mass of the stored solids. 

(c) The capsule velocity is ' assumed to be equal to the mean water 
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veloc~ty. It has already been shown (Chapter 16) that a diameter ratio 

of diD = 0,85 is about the mast economical and for this diameter ratio 

the assumption of V = V is valid within abaut 6% above V = 2,0 mls c 

(see Figure 10.7) for a range of capsule SG's from 0,50 to 3,28. 

Thus the assumption of V = V does not, greatly, affect the graphs that 
c 

follow. 

(d) The mea~ transport velocity in the homogeneous flow regime is equal 

to V. 

Figure 18.5 shows the pipe diameter (D) as a function of (V) from 

the inequality (18.22). To the left and abeve the curves for different 

solid specific gravities (S s )., the homogeneous flow regime requires less 

excess head. 

As specific gravity of solids to be transported decreases, the pipe 

diameter for the capsule transportation system to have less head loss than 

for homogeneous flow occurs at a decreasing velocity (V). 

When the SG is S = 2,0 for a void ratio (e) of. 1,0 then the s 

excess head required, for the capsule transportation system is zero. This 

is because the capsules are effectively neutrally buoyant, in which caSe 

the capsule velocity is always greater than the mean water velocity. 

If the grading of mined material yields a wide distribution of sizes, 
. 

then it may be possible to achieve a void ratio (e) of 0,5 and Figure 

18.6 shows the comparison of homogeneous flow and capsule transpertatian 

for the reduced void ratio. As the void ratio is decreased the pipe dia-

meter, at which excess energy losses for homogeneous. flow are less than 

for capsules, decreases, at a fixed velocity and SG. 

In this case (e = 0,5) the excess head loss for a'solid of SG = 1,5 

(coal., for example) is zero. 
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7. Co1DPFison of capsule transportptionwithheterogeneous 
suspension 

18.17 ' 

For capsules ,to have less excess head,loss,than flew ,in the heterogeneous 

regime then: 

• • • 

, < cI> 
c 

r
gD(Ss -1) 1 ~ 1 ,5 

85 2 Iff' 
V "{-D 
m .' 

2 (S -1-e) s 

( 18.23) 

. . , (18.24) 

Case III - no voids 

Assume: ( 1) the "no-slip" condition for l~ge diameter ratio capsules (say 

diD >0,85) i.e. Vc ,= V,with little error, as discussed 

before 

(2) for particle ReynOld$ numbers> 100Q and equivalent parti-

cle diameters dp > 2 mm the drag coefficient for spheri

cal particles is CD = 0,44 

(3) if the capsules are formed, of the material to be transported, 

then S = S and e = 0. s c 

/ Equation (18. 24) becomes ' 

and 

° 00882 v2 C 1,5 , . D 
D > 

(Sc - 1) 

2,.58 y2 10-3 

D > (S - 1) 
c 

for CD = 0,44 

(18.25) 

(18.26) 

The . inequall ty expressed by this equation is represented graphically on 

Figure 18.7.· Above and to the left of the curves for different s~cif:i.c 
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gravity capsules, the capsules require less excess pressure head than the 

heterogeneous flow regime. 

For a c.onstant velocity the zone, for favourable capsule operation as 

regards excess head loss, occurs at decreasing pipe diameters as the solids 

specific gravity increases. 

Also shown on Figure 18.7 are minimum deposit velocity curves which are 

obtained from VL = 1,34 {2gD(S -1). 
s· 

These curves are the loci of points 

representing minimum excess head requirements in heterogeneous flow which 

coinc~de with tne initiation of sediment deposit. Thus the most economical 

operatingsituatioll from the.viewpoint of minimum.excess energy requirements 

for the heterogeneous flow regime a:J.ways occurs where the excess head 

losses are less for capsules than for heterogeneous flow. 

The drag coefficient (CD) for spherical particles is ° ,44. How

ever Bonnington (reference .4) gives CD = 0,9 for irregular shaped 

particles of the type more likely to be transported in heterogeneous flow 

regimes. The effect of increasing CD frOm 0,44 to 0,9 would be to 

increase the value of D required for less capsule excess pressure by 

(0,9/0,44)1,5 = 2,92. In no instance would the curves on the graph 

(Figure 18.7) reach the limit depasit curve considered by many authors to 

give the most economical transport velocity. 

Case IV - voids present in the capsule 

It is more likely that solids which would be transported as a hetero-

geneous flow suspension may actually be packed in capsules rather than 

formed into capsules. 

Assume that, for such a situation, the voids ratio, e = 1,0. Equation 

18.24 applies thus: 

2,58 ;;2 
(S _2)2 

103 D > 
s 

(Ss-1)3 

for CD = 0,44 
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A fairly high value for CD' for irregular particles, is . CD = 0,9 

and: . 

-2 D > 7,54 V 

2 (S-2) 
s 

(S _1)3 
s 

Even·for the reasonably high discharge coefficient chosen; CD = 0,9, . 

the curves, for minimum excess head.losses for heterogeneous flow·(shown. 

dotted on Figure 18.8), are well into the region where capsules require 

less.excess head loss. 

Figure 18.9 is a similar curve at a lower . void ratio and with this 

dense packing the capsule regime is· still favourable. If CD = 0,44 

then the dividing curves yield even lower pipe diameters in which cap-

sule transportation is favourable. 

A coal filled capsule, of· SG = 1,5 and void ratio e= 0,5 when 

packed, has the same density as water and thus acts as a neutrally 

buoyant capsule requiring zero excess energy. Iron ore with a specific 

gravity Ss = 4,0 to 5,0 is stillmore favourably transported in cap

sules than· as a heterogeneous suspension. 

Figure 18.1.0 shows , = (i -i )/(C i) as a function of vm2/gD(Sc-1) 
m w v w 

for capsules, heterogeneous flow and homogeneous flow. In ·the case of 

heterogeneous flow the drag coefficient (CD) is assumed to be CD = 1,0 

in order to compare the equations graphically in this manner. The figure. 

gives an idea as to what extent capsules require less excess head loss than 

heterogeneous or homogeneous suspensions as compared with previous figures 

whicb show regions of operation where capsule excess head losses are less 

than for homogeneous or heterogeneous flow. 

It·is clear from Figure 18.10 that capsules, containing material with 

a void ratio, have much lower values of 'c than sintered capsules, formed 

of the material to be transported. However, more capsules are required 
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for the same volumetric concentration of solids. 

8. Comparison of capsule transportation with non-Newton~an flow 

It is difficult to generalise the comparison in th,is cq,se since the. 

rheogram varies for different materials in suspension and for different 

concen trations • However in the example given below, capsule transport-

ationis compared with heterogeneous, homogeneous and non-Newtonian flow. 

For a rough comparison, of excess energy requirements for non-Newtonian 

floW, with capsules, equation (18.22) (forhamogeneous flow) is a fair 

approximation. The applicability of this equation increases as the flow 

behaviour index approaches unity. And in this case i for home~ m 

geneousflow approaches the value for non-Newtonian flow (particularly as 

K' -+ ll). 

There is no doubt that homogeneous non-Newtonian flow is a most 

economical method of hydraulic transportation. 

Zandi (reference 68), Stepanoff (reference 64) and others have shown 

that homogeneous flow with very fine sediments may:exhibit energy gradient 

suppressing action. However,Stepanoff, for example, considers the head loss 
in units of mixture. 

9. An example of a numerical comparison of hydraulic transportation 
of iron ore encapsulated and in suspension 

A scheme is envisaged for transporting iron ore from Sishen to Sqldanha 

Bay in. the Cape Provin.ce. 

It ·isrequired to transport 10 million:metric tonnes per annum of iron 

ore of specific gravity 4,0 a distance of 600 km in a horizontal pipeline. 

Assume 100% load factor. 

The actual pipe from Sishen to Saldanha Bay would not be horizontal 

but would, have an average fall of about 1 in 700 which reduces the 

power requirements for capsule transportation very slightly as compared with 
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the. various forms of sediment transport. 

In -order to carry out a feasibility study different schemes were con-

sidered. 

The following assumptions were made: Pipe diameter D = 300 mm. 

This diameter was chosen fairly arbitrarily_ The pipe was assumed to 

be hydraulically smooth. 

The equations given in Sections 2 and 3 were used for evaluating the 

total power per unit length (w im~) in the heterogeneous, pseudo homo

geneous and non -Newtonian regimes, and the equations given in Chapters 16 

and 17 were used for capsule transportation. 

The rheological properties of iron ore, in a non-Newtonian suspension, 

as determined by means of a capillary tube viscometer 2,89 mm diameter. 

and 155,4 mm long are given on Figure 18.11 (Linfsrd and Saunders 

(reference 35». 

A sieve analysis of the iron ore yields; 

screen open~ng cum. %. 
(mm) passing 

0,211 99,9 

0,152 99,4 

0,104 98,0 

0,076 92,4 

0,053 73,7 

The rheograms at the desired concentrations,were interpolated. 

Figure 18.12 shows the approximate power required per unit length of 

pipeline as a function of mean water velocity for a fixed pipe diameter 

(D = 300 mm), solids mass flow delivery rate (6 = 300 kg/s) and specific 
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(8 =.4,0). s The way in which the concentrations,. 

(~vt) or (Cvt)sc and (CL) vary with velocity is also indicated on 

the diagram. 

A complete economic study', for a fixed solids delivery rate, wauld in-

volve diagrams similar to Figure 18.12 in conjunction with diagrams showing 

capi tal . cost of the pipelines (such as Figure 17.7). 

For the homogeneous and heterogeneous regimes, particle size decreases 

with decreasing mean velocity (in Figure 18.12) in order to maintain the 

particles in suspension. 

At the lower end of the velocity scale it is unlikely that pseudo 

homogeneous flow can occur. It is more probable that the rheology will 

yield anon-Newtonian suspension. 

For example, in the non-Newtonian regime dao = 56~m an~ belOW 

V = 5 mIs, d < 60~m for the pseudo homogeneous flow. m p 

The graph starts at V or V = 3 mls m since it is very difficult to 

achieve solids volumetric concentration higher than about 20% to 30%. 

The packing of material in capsules may be varied to yield any desired 

void, ratio (in fact large particles with few fines were found to give 

higher void ratios than e = 1, even when fully packed). 

A comparison of capsules with sediment transportation at equal volu-

metric concentrations for various void ratios is best carried out by means 

of diagrams such as those shown on Figures 18.5 and 18.8 (for homogeneous 

and heterogeneous flow). 

When maintaining a constant volumetric concentration «Cvt)sc)' in

creasing the void ratio means that a larger pipe is required for the same 

solid mass delivery rate. This results in decreasing power requirements 

for capsules as well as sediment transpsrt. Consequently, the solids 

have to be ground even finer. Naturally in capsule transportation the 
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ore is packed almost as mined. 

If concentrations care increased the velocity has· to be increased to 

avoid deposit in heterogeneous flow, or to maintain pseudo homogeneous or 

non -Newton:i,.an flow with the same size particles. In . the case of non

Newtonian flow increasing the volumetric concentration results in different 

rheological properties (see Figure 18.11). The yield stress increases as 

does the flow behaviour index. Thus the consequence of increasing volu

metric concentration results in increased power requirements for all systems, 

including capsules. 

The void ratio (e) required to yield lower excess energy, for capsules, 

than conventional two phase flow, can be found from equation (18.22) for 

homogeneous flow and equation (18.21+) for heterogeneous flow. 

Concern in this Chapter has been solely .wi thexcess . energy. Other 

factors such as pipe wear and contamination of the transported material 

also have to be considered. 

There are many coDUDodi ties which could not be transported by pipeline, 

other than in capsules. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Part I 

1. The advantages and disadvantages of sediment 

transportati~n have been discussed and many of the difficulties 

inherent in this method of transportation can be overcome by 

encapsulation. 

The problems of contamination, abrasion of the pipe, 

attrition of the solid load and the expense of grinding and 

dewatering can be avoided by transporting solids in capsule 

form. 

There are, in turn, certain disadvantages to the system 

such as encapsulation costs and the relatively undeveloped 

state of the technology. 

One other disadvantage in the design of a sediment system 

is that the equations available are purely empirical and tend 

to be someWhat unreliable since different experimenters have 

found different coefficients (for example, shape of particles 

is not really accounted for in any of the available equations). 

The equations for design purposes and methods of 

optimisation presented in this thesis enable a capsule 

transportation system to be designed at least as reliably as a 

sediment system. 

2. Certain aspects of the technology of capsule 

transportation have been investigated and workable methods of 

capsule injection, retrieval and pumping of capsule water 

mixtures have been proposed. 
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The pumps and injector were used in the experimental 

investigations and were found to operate satisfactorily. 

Various methods of encapsulating solids as well as alternative 

pipe layout systems were also discussed. 

Part II 

3. The experimental investigation resulted in the 

establishment of two systems designated the "closed" and 

"open" system depending on Whether capsules travelled 

intermittently or continuously. The merits and disadvantages 

of both systems were discussed and after much trial and error 

measuring equipment, capable of detecting the transient 

phenomena involved, was incorporated. 

The measuring devices were an electromagnetic flow meter 

and a differe~tial pressure transducer both of which were 

associated with rapid response recorders and calibrated in situ. 

Phototransducersand a digital timer with associated relays as 

well as electromagnetic solid state proximity switches were 

used for measuring capsule velocity. 

A differential transformer was utilised for measuring 

capsule to pipe wall clearance. 

All the measuring instruments, although subject to 

"teething" troubles, eventually worked satisfactorily and the 

procedure for carrying out experiments as well as the ultimate 

errors involved have been dealt with~ 

Part III 

4. The two phase flow of capsule water mixtures was shown to 
. 

be an eleventh order problem in the fluid mechanics of closed 

conduit flow. 
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The flow in the annulus of a mobile capsule water system 

was assumed to have two components: a pressure and a couette 

component. 

The flow in an eccentric annulus was analysed by 

considering quasi concentric annular slices and sub-slices. 

5. The excess head loss was defined as consisting of inlet, 

outlet and annular losse~. 

6. Laminar flow in the annulus of a mobile capsule system 

was analysed and the mean velocity in the annulus. was found to.' 

consist of pressure and,Couette components of velocity and 

shear stress. 

Turbulent Couette f~ow between two parallel flat plates 

was examined and agreement with existing literature was 

obtained. Using the assumption of parallel walls in the quasi 

concentric annulus it was possible to analyse' the Couette flow 

component in an eccentric annulus. A finite element method 

of analysis enabled shear stresses on capsule and pipe walls 

due to laminar and turbulent Couette flow to be calculated. 

The relation between flow in the annulus due to the 

Couette component and capsule velocity,as a function of 

. diameter ratio,was expressed as a third order polynomial. 

7. The general case of the fluid mechanics of two phase 

capsule water flow was 'analysed by the finite element method 

assuming that the annular head loss could be attributed to 

pressure flow in the annulus and by the "gross" method 

assuming the pressure loss in the annulus to consist of two 

components arising from shear on the capsule and pipe walls 
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separately. The various forces acting on static and mobile 

capsules were discussed. 

8. The form drag coefficient was shown to be far greater for 

a capsule in a pipe than in an infinite medium. 

9. The skin friction on the capsule wall due to Couette flow 

is greater than on the pipe wall and increases around the 

perimeter in an eccentric annulus, reaching a maximum where 

the gap between capsule and pipe wall is smallest. 

10. Couette flow becomes turbulent at decreasing angles 

around the perimeter as capsule velocity increases and the 

transition from laminar to turbulent flow occurs over a wider 

shear stress range as velocity increases. 

The effect of eccentricity on shear stress distribution 

around the capsule, due to Couette flow, is considerable. 

11. The average shear stress on the capsule, due to Couette 

flow, inc~eases as eccentricity and capsule velocity increase 

and complete turbulence in the annulus occurs at lower 

eccentricities as capsule velocity decreases. 

12. As diameter ratio decreases laminar Couette flow is 

maintained to a greater extent around the capsule perimeter. 

The average Couette shear stress on the capsule increases as 

diameter ratio is increased, tending towards an infinite 

asymptote as diameter ratio approaches unity. The average 

shear stress on the capsule due to Couette flow increases as 

pipe diameter is decreased, at a fixed diameter ratio. 
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13. The shear on the capsule due to pressure flow always 

imposes a forward drag. 

19.5 

The ratio shear force on the pipe to shear force on the 

capsule, due to pressure flow,decreases as diameter ratio 

increases and as eccentricity increases. The ratio is also 

greater for turbulent than laminar pressure flow. 

There is a substantial circumferential variation of shear 

stress due to pressure flow with the largest shear occurring 

at the widest gap and the shear stress increases with the 

pressure flow component of velocity all the way round the 

circumference. 

At unit eccentricity, the change from laminar to 

turbulent pressure flow occurs further around the circumference 

as velocity (Vap) decreases. A 55% velocity reduction causes 

a 30% increase in the amount of circumference in laminar flow. 

14. The circumferential variation, of shear stress around the 

capsule due to pressure flow, increases substantially as 

eccentricity increases. 

15. The shear force on the capsule due to pressure flow 

decreases slightly as eccentricity increases at a constant 

annular head loss. 

16. There is a substantial increase in shear stress, due to 

pressure flow, at all points around the circumference as 

diameter ratio decreases. Also less of the annulus is in 

laminar flow as diameter ratio decreases. 

17. The form drag on a capsule drops steadily with capsule 
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velocity tending to level off at high velocities and eventually + . 
. ~ 

increasing with further velocity increase. This effect is 

accentuated as capsule density decreases. 

18. The average shear stress on the capsule, due to couette 

and pressure flow, increases While the capsule is stationary 

but as soon as the capsule starts to move a reversal of shear' 

stress on the capsule wall is initiated and the net shear 

s~ess on the capsule increases, with velocity, in a backward 

direction retarding capsule motion. If the capsule starts to 

lift, the Couette component of shear decreases due to 

eccentricity reduction and another reversal of shear stress is 

initiated at a higher velocity. 

19. The net shear stress distribution around the capsule 

perimeter due to pressure and Couette components indicates that 

the local stress acts in a forward direction and is turbulent 

around most of the annulus. Nonetheless, the net average shear 

stress on the capsule acts backwards. The Couette component 

in the laminar region towards the bottom of the annulus 

completely dominates the pressure component. 

20. Solid friction drag on the capsule decreases as capsule 

velocity is increased. This in due to an increasing lift 

force as the capsule velocity increases. 

21. The form d::ag and solid friction drag are predominant at 

low capsule velocities and the skin friction drag becomes 

appreciable ~t high capsule velocities. The lighter the 

capsule of a fixed geometry, the sooner the solid friction drag 
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decreases to be replaced by skin friction drag, due to Couetteo 

flow, as the main retarding force. 

22. The mechanisms of capsule lift were discussed and were 

hypothesised to be due to streamline curvature, end effects, 

secondary flow, the lubricating fi1m effect and circulation. 

23. Capsules were found to travel in different modes 

depending on capsule velocity and density: that is, in contact 

with the pipe bottom, completely suspended (nose up) or 

travelling nose up with the rear end in contact with the pipe 

bottom. 

The interaction of forces on the capsule were discussed 

for each mode of travel. 

Part IV 

24. Inlet head losses for eccentrically orientated annuli of 

static capsules were formulated with a power law 

at· 1 = 

No simple, correlation was found for concentric inlets and 

a polynomial of degree four expresses the inlet head losses for 

concentric annuli (see equation (7.114) ). 

25. Outlet losses for static capsules were found to be less 

pronounced than at the inlet. The outlet losses were found 

to have a similar formulation to that derived from the 

conventional pipe formula. The outlet head loss for 

concentric capsules is 15% higher and for eccentric capsules 
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32% lower than the sudden expansion loss derived from the 

conventional pipe formula. 

19.8 

26. Annular head losses in static capsules can be determined 

using a pseudo hydraulic mean radius. 

The method of finite elements in quasi concentric annuli 

yields excellent agreement with experiment in eccentric annuli 

and fair agreement with concentric annuli. 

,r, ' 

27. Capsules were found to accelerate to a steady state 

velocity within a surprisingly short distance depending on 

their density, diameter ratio and ultimate velocity. The 

lengths of pipelines used in the experiments were ample from 

this point of view. 

28. The effect of increasing water velocity is to increase 

the capsule velocity in all cases (above incipience). 

29. The capsule velocity ultimately reaches a constant fraction 

of the mean water velocity as the latter is increased. This 

.occurs sooner for increasing diameter ratios and decreasing 

capsule density. 

30. High density capsules generally travel slower than lighter 

ones. 

31. Neutrally buoyant capsule- velocities are always greater 

than the mean water velocity and the capsule velocity increases 

as diameter ratio decreases. 
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32. The effect of submerged specific gravity of capsules is 

more apparent as diameter ratio decreases. The capsule 

velocity of low diameter ratio capsules changes by a greater 

amount at a fixed water velocity as the SG varies, than the 

larger diameter ratios. 

33. The kinematic correlation, to take into account a wide 

range of capsule densities, was achieved by plotting 

vi ./'g Dlsc-ll as a function of Vcl ./'g Dlsc-ll • 

34. The capsule velocity can be expressed as a function of 

the mean water velocity thus: 

= m(V - V.) 
1 

where V. can be determined analytically making use of 
1 

experimental coefficients and m can be determined from 

empirical equation (10.6). 

As the diameter ratio decreases, all other variables 

remaining constant, the velocity ratio (Vc!V) also decreases. 

However, the low diameter ratio capsules eventually reach a 

velocity in excess of the high diameter ratios at very high 

mean water velocities. 

35. As length to diameter ratio decreases capsule velocity 

increases, at a fixed mean water velocity. This situation 

tends to reversal at high mean water velocities. 

36. The effect, of varying the length to diameter ratio, 

diminishes as diameter ratio increases and is undetectable .at 

very high diameter ratios. 
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37. The greater the slope of the pipeline the greater the 

difference in capsule velocity at a particular mean water 

19.10 

velocity as the diameter ratio varies. There is a reversal of 

this trend at high mean water velocities and there is a tendency 

for small diameter ratio capsules to catch up with the larger 

diameter ratios as the mean water velocity increases. This 

reversal occurs at higher mean water velocities as slope 

increases. 

minimised. 

As diameter ratio increases the effect of slope is 

38. Well balanced capsules do not travel concentrically in a 

vertical pipe and tend to nutate at incipience. 

39. Rough capsules generally travel slightly faster than 

smooth capsules although the evidence is inconclusive. 

40. Increasing the linear concentration of capsules in the , 

pipe has a very slight effect on the capsule velocity at a 

fixed mean water velocity. However, there is a slight decrease 

in capsule velocity as linear concentration increases for 

sparsely spaced capsules (CL < 20%). The linear concentration 

has less effect on capsule velocity as the mean water velocity 

decreases. 

For more closely spaced capsules (CL - 50%) the train of 

spaced capsules travels faster than a solitary capsule and even 

faster than a solitary capsule of the same equivalent length as 

the sum of lengths of the spaced capsules. 

41. Dimensionally similar capsules travel faster in small 

diameter compared with large diameter pipes. The effect of 
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different pipe diameters can be absorbed by dividinq V and V c 
by$. 

42. The excess energy dissipated across a mobile capsule 

(6Hc ) decreases as the mean water velocity increases. 

For a constant diameter ratio the decrease is most 

noticeable at hiqh capsule densities. 

The excess energy dissipated (6Hc ) increases as SG 

increases at a fixed velocity (V) and the increase is more 

pronounced at lower velocities. 

43. As diameter ratio decreases, the difference between exeess 

energy losses for hiqh and low specific gravity capsules, also 

decreases. 

44. As diameter ratio increases, all other variables 

remaining constant, the excess energy loss (6Hc ) also increases 

and this increase is greater for low than high velocities. 

45. The device of plotting the ratio (6Hc/Lc) as a function 

of V successfully absorbs variations in capsule length. 

46. The total ~ess head loss across capsules in a sloping 

pipe (6Hc)~ decreases with increasing velocities. And the 

rate of decrease with velocity increase diminishes as slope 

increases. 

47. The increase of (6Hc)~ as diameter ratio is increased at 

a fixed mean water velocity becomes more prominent as slope 

increases. 
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48. The effect of slope can be successfully correlated by 

subtracting .the terDl [[~r Lc ISc - 1 1 Sin ct] . from (.sac)~· 

19.12 

49. The results of net excess head losses across capsules in 

"vertical pipes was inconc 1usi ve' due to the energy requirement 

for lifting the capsules being of the same order of magnitude 

as the total excess head loss. 

50. The roughening of capsule and pipe wall surfaces has 

little effect on the excess head loss. If anything the 

experiment showed slightly greater values of 6Bc for smooth 

capsules. 

51. Linear concentration does not have a great effect on 
1 

excess head loss across capsules. A1 though the trend is that 

at very high concentrations the excess head loss per capsule 

tends to decrease since inlet and outlet head losses are not 

fully developed before the preceding or succeeding capsule is 

encountered. 

52. At increasingly high velocities capsules were found to 
• 

lift off the pipe bottom. Tbe nose lifts first and the 

capsules generally, travel with a DOse up orientation. The 

capsules eventually reach a position beyond Which increasing 

the' velocity does not result in any more lift. In general 

this velocity corresponds to the velocity When vc"'V = constant. 

53. The capsule velocity for incipient lift increases as 

diameter ratio decreases below dID ~ 0,95 and as diameter ratio 

increases above dIP ~ 0,95. 

J 
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The minimum capsule velocity for incipient lift occurs at 

a diameter ratio of about 0,95 regardless of the capsule SG 

(for Laid = 4,0). 

The capsule velocity for incipient lift increases as 

capsule density increases and the effect of capsule density is 

increasingly evident as d/D~0,95. 

54. The maximum clearance achieved by a capsule decreases as 

SG increases at a fixed diameter ratio. 

If capsule density is held constant, the maximum clearance 

occurs at about diD = 0,85 (for S = 1,1) and increasing or c • 

decreasing the diameter ratio above· or below this value results 

in less maximum clearance. As SG increases the diameter 

ratio, at which maximum lift occurs, increases above ~ ~ 0.85. 

Part V 

55. When analysing laminar flow in stationary eccentric annuli, 

quasi-concentric polar co-ordinates yielded results in good 

agreement with bi-po1ar co-ordinates particularly at high 

diameter ratios. 

56. The high,est Reynolds number in the stationary eccentric 

annulus for which flow is completely laminar is much lower than 

has been assumed by o~er investigators and this resolves certain 

hitherto unexplained discrepancies, in "laminar" f1ow,betwe~n 

experiment and analysis. It is likely that in the experiments 

of· previous investigators the flow was not completely laminar. 

57. The analysis of incipient capsule motion was found to 

agree well with experimental results. 
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58. As length to diameter ratio increases there is a large 

increase in the excess head loss at incipience particularly at 

high diameter ratios. The incipient velocity correspondingly 

increases as length to diameter ratio is increased and the 

effect is, in this case, accentuated as diameter ratio decreases. 

59. The excess head loss at incipience is highly dependent on 

capsule density at high diameter ratio, but the dependence 

decreases as diameter ratio decreases. Absolute values of the 

incipient velocity are affected more by capsule density as 

diameter ratio decreases. 

60. As pipeline slope increases the total excess head loss a~ 

incipience increases rapidly particularly at high diameter 

ratios and in terms of absolute values, the incipient velocity 

is more profoundly affected by slope as diameter ratio 

decreases. 

61. All the results at incipience could be correlated by means 

of an equation of the form r = K/xq with virtually no scatter. 

This equation with K = 33 and q = 1,85 accommodated a wide 

range of variables, i.e. capsule density, length to diameter 

ratio, diameter ratio, pipeline slope and pipe diameter 

(D = 44 mm to D = 150 mm). 

62. The excess head loss across a mobile capsule can be 

calculated from the capsule ch~acteristics as well as the mean 

water velocity, capsule velocity and pipeline slope. 

63. Small changes in the measured or calculated value of 
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capsule velocity have a large effect on the excess head loss 

across mobile capsules. 

64. In most instances, agreement between analytical results 

using the finite e1ement,ana1ysis and experimental results were 

well wi thin the experimental scatter. The capsule velocity is 

semi-empirical1y derived from the mean water velocity and the 

variables that have to be injected into the computer for 

calculating ~c as a function of mean water velocity are the 

capsule and pipeline characteristics as well as the coefficient 

of solid to solid friction. 

65. Determining the capsule velocity, analytically, from an ' 

experimental value of excess head loss yields better agreement 

wi th experiment than when the excess head loss is determined. 

66. In some instances the "gross" method of analysis, 

although simpler and less precise .than the finite element 

analysis, yields results of comparable accuracy, although the 

finite element analysis is more generally applicable. 

67. The individual components of excess head losses were 

discussed separately and this indicated reasons for the large 

effect on excess head loss of small variations in capsule 

velocity. 

68. The finite element analysis, although yielding results in 

fairly good agreement with experiment, is complicated and 

requires a large computer for solution. This necessitated 

the establishment of an empirical correlation for design 

purposes. 
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69. The equation for correlating results from mobile capsule 

experiments for a wide range of capsule densities, diameter 

ratios, length to diameter ratios, pipeline slopes and pipe 

diameters is: 

r: = 25/X 2 

or 

Slope was accounted for by subtracting the term 

A = (g)2 LclSc-ll Sin <I> from (tJic)~ 

70. Other methods of correlating excess head loss were tried 

but none proved to be as successful as the equation finally 

adopted. 

71. The farm of empirical equations, for correlating excess 

head loss across incipient and mobile capsules, was the same. 

72. The form of the equation was justified by considering 

ratios of forces acting on the capsules. 

Part VI 

73. For a particular mass flow delivery rate the total power 

dissipated per unit length of pipeline decreases to a minimum 

value and then increases as velocity increases. 

74. Less power is dissipated as diameter ratio increases, for 

the same capsule mass delivery rate. 

75. Also as the bulk density of individual capsules is 

decreased, the power decreases. So that many sparsely packed 
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capsules are more economically transported (from the power 

dissipation view point), than fewer densely packed capsules. 

Conversely more capsules are required for the same load. 

76. As slope increases the excess power dissipated also 

increases due to capsule velocity reduction. The rate of 

increase is more rapid at lower diameter ratios. 

77. The maXimum excess incipient power at inci~ience depends 

on the diameter ratio (dID) and reaches a maximum value at a 

diameter ratio of dID ~ 0,7 irrespective of the capsule density. 

78. The excess power at incipience is related to the capsule 

density as a function of ISc-lll,s • 

79. As length to diameter ratio increases the excess power at 

incipience also increases and the effect is accentuated at 

lower diameter ratios. 

80. As slope increases in a positive upward direction, 

capsules of a particular geometry and fixed linear 

concentration in the pipe need more excess power for start-up. 

The effect is increased at lower diameter ratios. 

81. The incipient power is less than the running power. 

82. A complete economical optimisation can only be carried 

out if all the costs involved are known. In this thesis only 

power requirements are optimised and an outline is given of 

other economic criteria involved. 
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83. The '!/I-parameter is introduced representing the power 

requirement per unit length of pipeline divid~d by the capsule 

mass flow delivery rate. 

84. The '!/I parameter is minimised, for a particular capsule 

mass flow delivery rate, to yield a minimum '!/I value at a 

particular capsule geometry. The minimum value is associated 

with a specific linear concentration. 

85. The optimum value of the '!/I-parameter indicates that as e 

increases a wide range of capsule or pipe diameters (at a 

fixed diameter ratio) yield similar minimum '1/1 values. At 

lower values of e, the 'I/I-parameter, When optimised, yields an 

optimum value which shows *. increasing as d increases. m1n 
But below the value of d for optimum '1/1, although '1/1 again 

increases, the concentration also increases to such an extent 

that the situation is physically unviable. It is thus 

expedient to transport capsules in as small a diameter pipe 

(at a fixed diameter ratio) as possible, providing the linear 

concentration is not impracticable Qepending on the injection 

technique. 

Typical design curves are presented in Chapter 17. 

86. Capsule transportation is compared with homogeneous and 

heterogeneous suspended sediment flow which is classified into 

various regimes. 

87. The zones in which excess energy dissipation for capsule 

transportation is less than for pseudo homogeneous and 

heterogeneous flow are indicated on graphs of pipe diameter 

versus mean water velocity. 
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88. For homogeneous flow, decreasing pipe diame'ter as well as 

increasing the mean mixture velocity enables the zone of 

favourable capsule transportation to be reached for capsules of 

zero void ratio. 

89. As the void ratio of material in capsules is increased and 

the specific gravity of the solids to be transported is 

decreased, the velocity, at a fixed pipe diameter, fo~ 

favourable capsule operation,compared with hom0geneous flow. 

decreases. 

90. For heterogeneous flow, capsules always have less excess 

head loss, in the zone where incipient deposit occurs (i.e. 

the minimum head loss zone for heterogeneous flow). As the 

void ratio is increased, capsule transportation bec~s 

increasingly favourable as far as energy dissipation is concerned. 

91. A particular scheme is considered for comparing the power 

requirements, of various two phase flow regimes, with capsule 

transportation. On a basis of equal volumetric concentration, 

for the same solids delivery rate, capsules require less power 

than heterogeneous flow aqd have comparable power requirements 

with pseudo homogeneous and non-Newtonian flow. 

92. This thesis is an extensive investigation into the 

hydraulics of transporting solid capsules in pipelines. 

The analysis, experimental investigations, empirical 

correlations and technology at laboratory scale is advanced to 

the extent of enabling a pilot scale scheme to be attempted 

with confidence. 
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APPENDIX I 

The following curves we~e determined fo~ clearwate~ in the four pipe· 

lines used in the expe~iments. 

The f.riction head loss (hf ) was obtained from open tube air· over 

wate~ manomete~s and the ave~age flow velocity (V) was dete~~ne~ from 

the Ve~iflux magnetic detecto~, supplemented by ~avimet~ic mea8urem~nt. 

When plotted on the unive~sal pipe f~iction Ve~SUS Reynolds number 

~aph the curves fo~ the 44 mm and 74 mm diamete~ pe~spex pipes were 

fOund to lie slightly above the curve fo~ smooth pipes. The asbestos 

cement pipe yielded a ~elative ~oughness (kID) slightly above 

kID = 0,00005 and the 150 mm diamete~ P.v.c. pipe had a ~elative 
~ 
roughness of about kID = 0,0002. 
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A P PEN D I X I I 
. , 

SOME COMPUTER PROGRAMMES 

During the course of this project many computer progr~s 

were written both for the I.B.M. 1130 and Univac 1106. 

In the initial stages of the investigation the prog~~s 

were directed towards the evaluation of data and deterMining 

correlating parameters. These programmes are not described 

herein since they are relatively straight forward. Th. of 

the main programmes used for analysis are given, GROSS IIAD, 

MAIN '1 and OPTIMUM POWER. All the programmes are wri tten in 

Fortran V language. The three programmes are listed and 

before each listing is a detailed description of the meaning of 

the most relevant statements. 

The va~iable names are shown in capital letters enclosed 

in (. ) brackets. 

GROSS HEAD is a programme for calculating the excess he~d loa. 

across mobile capsule., using the "gross" method described in 

Chapters 7 and 15. 

, The programme calculates the head loss due to shear on the 

oapsuie wall as a function of Vr and the pipe wall as a function 

of Vam. These values are added to the inlet and outlet head 

losses across mobile capsules. 

A similar programme to this one (not listed) calculates 

the capsule velocity to yield the measured value of ~ within c . 

a prescribed limit. 
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MAIN 1 is a programme using the finite element analysis for 

determining the excess head loss across mobile capsules as well 

as the components of force discussed in Chapter 8. 

There are five subroutines1 COUETTE determines the flQW 

in the annulus due to the Couette component (Vc ) and calls on 

subroutines GEOM and AREA for evaluating the geometry of th. 

eccentric annulus and areas of slices and sub-slices. 

Subroutine PRESS calculates the pressure oomponent. of flow in 

the annulus and calls on internal subroutines GEOM an<i AREA as 

well as external subroutine FBAL which is the force balance 

calculation for determining the radius of maximum velocity in 

each quasi concentric slice of annulus. 

The programme first calculates the incipient excess h~ad 

loss and velocity using a Newton Raphson iteration and then 

calculates the mobile excess head loss calling the ~elevant 

subroutines when needed. 

A brief description of the calculations is given at the 

end of Chapter 7 an<i a full description precedes the listing_ 

OPTIMUM POWER is used for evaluat.ing the equations given ~n 

Chapter 17 and 18. The programme calculates the incipient 

power, the actual power (for a fixed linear concentration) and 

the minimum power for various capsule geometries and capsule 

mass flow delivery rates. A complete description precedes the 

listing. 
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Pfogramme GROSS HEAD 

This programme calculates the excess head loss across 

mobile capsules from the shear on capsule and pipe walls as 

functions of Vr and Vam respectively plus inlet and outlet 

10s8es. 

Note: Fortran symbols shown thus - (CAPSL). 

14* Read capsule designation (CAPSL), capsule diameter 

(DCAPS), pipe diameter (DPIPE), capsule length 

(LeAPS), specific gravity (SG) and slope of pipe.l.ine 

(SLOPE) • Also included in this statement are some 
remnants from an old programme. 

21* Read experimental excess head loss across mObile 

capsules at fixed V values (HeAP(I)). 

23* Read experimental capsule velocities (VCAP(I)}. 

2S * - 26 * Carry out the entire calculation for each value of V 

from V = 0,5 mls to 3,0 mls. 

28 * - 30 * Calculate the friction head l()ss per unit length of 

capsule free pipe, depending on the pipe diameter for 

which the experimental data is relevant. 

33* (VAN) - mean velocity in the annulus of the mobil~ 

capsule (Vam). 

34 * (RENA) - Reynolds number in the annulus based on 

(Vam) using the pseudo-hydraulic mean radius concept. 
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35 * Test for (RENA} < 2000. 

36 * - 37 * Calculate the friction factoJ;' (FAW} and head lo"s in 

the annulus based on (Vam}. 

not used in the calculation. 

The head loss (HA) is 

38* (TOAD) = shear stress on pipe wall in vicinity of the 

capsule based on Vam and multiplied by the pipe 

diameter (D). 

41* (VR) = velocity in the annulus relative to the 

capsule (Vr ). 

" 
(RENe} = Reynolds number in the annulus based on (V~). 42 * 

43* Test for (RENC} < 2000. 

44* (FAC) = friction factor in the annulus based on (VJ;'). 

45*' (TCD} ='net shear stress on capsule wall based on 

(Vr ) multiplied by the capsule diameter (d). 

49 * - 54 * Calculation of inlet and outlet head loss 6h i + 6ho = 
(HIHO} • 

59* - 61* (HI} = inlet head loss (6hi ) and (HO} = outlet head 

loss (6ho). 

62* - 63* Head loss in annulus due to shear on pipe wall 

(SHEARP) and due to shear on capsule wall (SHEARC). 

64* (HCll) = excess head loss across mObile capsule. 

70* Print out results of calculation. 

73 * Go back to beginning and read next card. 

,j 

". "i .:r 
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have unfortunately been left in. These have not been 

discussed. 

Programme MAIN 1 

This is th.e programme for calculations based in the finite 

element method using quasi concentric polar co-ordinat.s •. 

4* Read values of capsule designation (CAPSL) capsule 

diameter (DCAPS), pipe ~iameter (DPIPE) ,oapsule 

length (LCAPS), specific gravitY, .. __ ~!,.C? .. 8:psule (SG) and 

pipeline slope (SLOPE). 

7 * Read 6 values of 6Hc at V = 0,5 to 3,0 in 0,5 m/s 

increments 6Hc = (HCAP(I)}. 

9* Read 6 values of Vc at above values of V , Vc = 

(VCAP(I»). 

15* Solid to solid friction factor (~f) ~f = (UF). 

22* - 33* ,Establish constants for use in equation (7.133) for 

calculating incipient velocity Vi = (V). 

37* - 48* Solve equation (7.133) by NewtQn Raphson iteration to 

calculate incipient velocity. 

49 *. - 51 * Establish relations for· head loss in open pipe f~Ol\l 

impirical equations. 

52 * - 56 * Calculate exce/lJS head loss at incipience (68 ). = 
C 1 

(DHCI) • 

. .. :. 
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57* - 61 * Check (6Hc ) i. 

62 * - 63 * Calculate the area of pipe times the specific weight 

of water (APW) and the area of capsule times W(~l .. · . 

64. - 66* Calculate the volume (VOL), mass (MASS) and submer94td , 
weight of capsule (WDASH). 

67* - 70* Calculate the friction drag at incipience (DFRICI), 

the form draq at incipience (DFORMI) and the skin 

friction drag due to pressure flow at incipience 

(DSFPI) as we,ll as the total drag (DTOTAL). 

71,1, - 80* Write values read and calculated on a new p.g4lt. 

81* - 82* Do calculations for 6 selected values of V (VBAR(I») 

to end ofproqramme, statement no., 411. Subscript, 

(I) varies from 1 to 6 giving V values from O,~ to 

3,0 mVs in 0,5 mVs increments. 

88" , Ini tialise value of (m) for calculating (Ill) in"fibit.",' 

element analysis, where m = Vc / (V - Vi )7 III II!I {MM),., 

to ensure experimental value of 6Hc is maintained 

within 2,0 mm. 

90* - 92* Establish clear pipe head loss laws for mpbile 

'capsule case. 

98.' (HelM) • impirical value of 6Hc • 

99* Let 6Hc be equal to the impirical value of 6Hc ' if 

experimental value not available. 

Calculate capsule velocity (VC). 
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102 * Calculate the velocity in. the annulus. of th~ mobile . 
• 4 .... :. •• 

106* 

107* 

capsule Vam .(V - Vc(d/D)~/(l - (d/D)2). 

Vam = (VAM). 

Calculate the Couette component of the annular flow 

velocity fram the empirical polynomial for Vac as a 

function of (d/D). Vac = (VAC). 

The pressure flow· component in the annulus of a 

- - -mobile capsule is Vap - Vam - Vac 

111* - 112* Test for negative value of Vap. 

116* Test for laminar value of pressure flow velocity 

component. 

":':'.j/iil.t .. ( 

117 *':0 118 * Calculate the annular. head loss due to pressure 

flow 6hfa = (HFAP). 

119 * - 121* Calculate inlet (HI) and outlet (HO) head. losses 

for mobile Qapsule. 

122* Calculate excess head loss across mobile capsule 

6Hc = tJ'lfa + 6h i + t.ho - hfc where (6Hc ) calculated 

= (DELHC). 

123 * - 127 * Compare calculated and experimental value Qf AHc • 

If this value is not within the prescribed limit 

adjust the value of m, i.e. (MM) and repeat 

calculation from statement no. 36. 

131* Initialise JJJ as· indicator of first round 

calculation. 
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132* - 133* Initialise eccentricity (e) = (ECC) and GO TO 

statement 66 at 1~7*. 

157* Establish the capsule velocity from the calculated. 

value for insertion into the Couette flow 

subroutine. 

161* Call subroutine Couette carrying over pipe diameter 

163* 

(D), capsule diameter (d), capsule length (Lc) and 

the eccentricity (e) and returning withtbe gap 

between pipe and capsule at the lowest point (GAP), 

the mean shear stress on the capsule-wall clue to 

Couette flow (-rcc) = (TeC), the mean shear sue •• 

at the pipe wall due to Couette flow. (:rpc) = (TPC) 

and the Couette forces on the pipe and cf-psule wal~ 

respectively. 

Go to statement 1200 at 170*. 

170* - 174* Calculate values for insertion into pressure flPw 

178* 

subroutine. 

Call subroutine PRESSure transferring values for 

the pipe ilnd capsule radius, the calculated·hea<i, 

loss in the annulus due to pr.ssure flow, the 

eccentricity, and the coefficient of viscosity (~). 

Return with the force on capsule due to pressure 

flow (SUMC), the force on· the pipe due to pressure 

flow (SUMP) and the velocity in the annulus due to 

pressure flow (VPRESS). 

179* - 182* Calculate inlet head loss (Hl), outlet head loss 

• ""I, 

~~A;::~:":" . 
(H2) and excess head loss across mobile capsule D~l 

.,.- ..... :-
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187* - 189* Calculate the excess head loss across the capsule 

due to total shear on water at the pipe wall 

(XHCSP) from the shear at the pipe wall due-to 

pressure flow (Tpp) = (TPPAV) and the shear at the 

pipe wall due to Couette flow (TpC) = (TPCAV). 

190* - 193* Test the difference between the calculated value ot 

(68c )' or, in this case, the measured value, and 

the value calculated from total shear stress at the 

pipe wall. If the difference (HCDEL) is less ~an 

a prescribed value or positive, go to statement 63. 

If negative, go to 61. 

197 * - 198 * Statement 61 reduces the eccentricity by a 

prescribed amount. Return to statement 66 and 

repeat the whole calculation until (BCDEL) ~s 

posltive or less than a prescribed value. 

199* 

203* 

204* 

Statement 63 calculates ~f(l-Lr)' i.e. (UFCL) for 

positive values of (BCDEL) and, incidentally, ~erO 

values. 

The lift ratio (Lr ) = (CL) is now calculated fo~ 

positive values of (BeDEL). 

Shear stress on capsule due to pressure flow in 

annulus (Tcp) = (TCPAV). 

205 * - 210* Calculate the friction drag (DFRIC), the form drag 

(DFORM), the skin friction drag due to pressure 

flow (DSFP), the skin friction drag due to Couette 

flow (DSFC) and the total drag (DTOT) on the 

capsule. 
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211 * - 216 * Calculate the various force ratios for use in 

Chapter 15. 

217 * - 221 * Write the various -calculated drag and for~e ratio 

values. 

223'* - 228* Write values of mean velocity in the annulus (VaD,\) 

= (VAM), mean velocity in the annulus due to 

Couette·flaw,from impirical polynomial equation 

Vac = (V~C) mean ,velocity,in.annulus ,due to Couette 

flow from finite element analysis (Vac ) = (VCOUET), 

eccentricity E = (ECC), gap, head loss due to sbear 

at pipe wall (xacsp) and the calculated values 

(UFCL), (eL), shear stress on capsule· due to 

Couette flow (:;cc) = (TCMEAN) and ("=t:'cp) = (TCPAV). 

233* Return ·to statement 1010 to write values of V c' h fc ' 

Ahfa , 6hi , 6ho ' (AHc) calculated, (AHc) experimental, 

m, and Reynolds· number in·annulus·due to pressure 

flow component. This·first round. is termed 

'Couette m' • 

. 143 * - 144 * If no value read for V c then use empirical value 

and skip second round. Otherwise go to statement 

no. 42 for second round using experimental value of 

152* - 153* Calculate values of Vam and Vac as before. 

154* Initialise eccentricity as before. 

155* set JJJ = 0 for second and subsequent round. 

156* Set (VCAPSL) = VCAP(I), i.e. experimental value for 

" 
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insertion into Couette flow subroutine. 

161 * - 242 * Carry out calculation as before except (HCDEL) = 

(DELHC1) - (XHCSP) us:i.ng calculated value of (ABc)' 

i.e. (DE~I) from experimental Vc. 

designated 'Experimental m'. ' 

This round is 

247* - 249* Set (MMM) = 1 as a mar'ker for third round and 

calculate m = (M) from em~irical equation. Return 

to statement no. 43 and repeat entire calculatio~. 

234* Go to statement no. 41 for third round print out. 

250 * - 254 * Print out values as before. This round designated 

'empirical m'. 

259* Go back to beginning and read the next card. 

~ubrouSine COUETTE 

19* 

20* 

21* 

22* 

23-

Subroutine for calculatingCouette flow in annulus • 

(RP) = pipe radius. 

(Re) - capsule radius. 

(DR) = diameter ratio. 

(P) = half distance between capsule and pipe centre. 

Call subroutine GEOM for geometrical values in 

eccentric annulus. 

Calculate average velocity in annular slice due to 

couette flow, i.e. VAVC (1., ) where subscript L 
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29* 

30* 

31* 

32 * 

33* 

A.II.12 

denotes the slice under consideration and L varies 

from 1 to J Where J is the total number of slices. 

(CR(N,L)} = quasi concentric pipe radius at slice L 

and the first subscript N denotes pipe radius where 

N = J + 1. The two dimensional array is necessary 

for turbulent flow and will be used later when sub-

slices are considered. The subscript N = J + 1 is 

used because tnere is one more boundary than sub

slice. 

sub-slice 

J 

N=J+l 

Slice 

(CR(l,L)} = quasi concentric capsule radius at 

slice L. 

(REC(L)} = Reynolds number at slice L for laminar 

Couette flow (Rec). 

If Ree > 2400 go to statement no. 5. 

If Rec < 2400, JI = L. (JI} = (L}. at the point 

where Couette flow becomes turbulent. 

If the number of slices tested (L} is less than 

the total number of slices around the pipe semi

citcle(J}, then return to statement no. 4 where 

L = L + 1. 

Statement 5 can be reached from ·30*, establishing 

JI as the criterion be.tween laminar and turbulent 

,. 
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34* 

38* - 40* 

41* 

42 * 

A.II.13 

flow or from 32* if the entire Couette flow is 

laminar. 

Call subroutine AREA. 

Initialise (SUMO), i.e. total flow up to section 

consideredr (SUMFC), i.e. total shear force on 

capsule wall up to section considered and [SUMFP), 

i.e. total shear force on pipe wall up to section 

considered. 

Repeat calculations for each slice from 1 to J. 

If turbulent flow exists in the slice go to 

statement no. 11. 

43* - 55* Laminar flow calculation. 

43* Calculate the velocity in slice (L) for laminar 

4S * - 46* 

flow. 

Calculate the flow in slice (L) and the total flow 

up to slice (L) in laminar flow. 

47 * - 48 * Calculate the velocity gradient at the pipe and 

capsule wall [~] ~ (DUDRP) and [~~~ = {DUDRC) in 
p c 

laminar flow at slice (L). 

49 * - 50 * Calculate the shear stress at pipe and capsule wall 

in couette flow. 

~cc = (TC) and ~pc = (TP) in laminar flow at 

slice (L). 

51* - 52* Calculate the total force on the capsule and pipe 
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wall up to slice (L). 

53 * - 54 * Set bp = (BP (L)) and bc = (Be (L)) equal to zero in 

order to prevent carryover of these values from 

last calculation. These values are not required 

for laminar flow. 

56 * - 114 * Turbulent flow calculation. 

60* 

61* 

62* 

64* 

65* 

66* 

67* 

68* 

A =/ASp/l::Sc from equation 7.171. 

(SP(L)} = !::Sp. 

(SC (L)) = !::Sc. 

These are elemental lengths of perimeter around the 

capsule and pipe wall. 

As a first trial in the Newton Raphson calculation 

for finding bc where the local velocity equals half 

of the capsule velocity at slice (~) set bcl ' i.e. 

(BC(L») equal to b t /
2

, i.~. (B(L)/2). 

Set JJ = 0 as a counter for number of trials in 

Newton Raphson. 

(FBC), i.e. Solve equation 7.173 where F(bc ) = 
function (b ) = b A + [V J'-A b c c e c 

n 
I-A - [Vc] b = O. 

21J . 

Equation for F' (bc ) • 

correction term for bct • 

counter for Newton Raphson. 

Logical IF statement to check if bct is solved 

within a prescribed value. 

\ 
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70* If solution not satisfactory repeat calculation. 

71* Calculate bp at slice (L), i.e. (BP(L»). 

7~* - 76 * Calculate R~ccand R~cpand hence V *c and V *p for 

turbulent Couette flow. 

79* - 84* Calculate shear stress on pipe and capsule wall due 

. to . turbulent·· Couette' flC!>w,-

85* 

i.e. "cc = P u 2 
*c = (TC) 

,. = P u 2 = (TP) 
pc *p 

hence obtain the total force on the capsule and 

pipe wall due to turbulentCGuette ·flQW. up to slice 

(L), i.e •. (SUMFC) and (SUMFP) . and the· average shear 

stresses, i.e. (TCMEAN) =:; ,= average shear stress cc 
on capsule wall due to Couetteflow, and 

(TPMEAN) = :; pc = average shear stress on pipe wall 

due to Couette flow. 

(SUMQQ) = 0; initialise the ·flow in sub slices. 

86* - 111* Calculate the flQW ina slice by summing· the flow 

in each sub slice. 

87* (y) = distance from capsule wall to the. centre of a 

sub slice. 
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88* 

89* 

, 
, 

! 

90* - 97* 

/ 
A.II.16 

If Y is greater than bc the value is to be measured 

from the pipe wall rather than capsule wall. 

+ Calculate Yc • 

Calculate the local velocity in a quasi-concentric 

sub-slice (M) of slice (L) depending on.whether 

the turbulent flow velocity distribution is in the 

laminar, transition or turbulent zone. 

99* - 109* Calculate bpt and y, i.e. (YI) if y :> bct • Hence 

calculate the local velocity in a sub slice (M) of 

slice (L) depending on the vel0City·distribution law 

applicable. 

110 * - 111* Calculate the total flaw (SUMQQ) in a quasi 

concentric slice, by summing the flows. in the 

relevant sub slices. 

112 * - 113 * Calculate the total flow. (SUMQ) in the annulus due 

114* 

115* 

116* 

117* 

118* 

to the Couette component, by summing the flows in 

the slices for turbulent and laminar conditions. 

Calculate the average velocity per slice (V(L»), 

The ReynOjS number per slice (REC (L) ), 

The average velocity in the annulus due to Couette 

flow, and 

The gap between the bottom of the capsule and the 

pipe (GAP). 

Return to the main programme. 
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Subroutine G§OHetry 

This subroutine calculates geometrical values of the 

eccentric annulus as described in Chapter 7, Section 2. 

8* Carry out the calculation for each slice (L) from 

1 to J. 

9* (A) = angle to middle of slice. 

10 * - 11 * Calculate value of ct>c and 9c see fig. 7 ~ 6 from 

trigonometry. 

12* (CR(l,L») = quasi concentric capsule radius at 

slice (L). 

13* - 14* Calculate ct>p (i.e. (PHIP) and 9p (i.e. (THETAP) 

from trigonometry. 

15 * - 16 * (CR(N,L») = quasi concentric pipe radius at slice 

(L) Where N == J + 1 (i.e. one more boundary than 

sub-slice) and the number of sub slices is made 

equal to the number of slices. 

B(L) == distance from pipe wall to capsule wall at 

slice (L) along a quasi concentric radius. 
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Carry out calculation for each sub slice 

(CR(M,L») = radius to sub slice (M)at slice (L) = 
beL) * [M;l] + CR(l,L) 

CR(M,L) 

23* CRMID(M,L) - quasi concentric radius to the midpoint 

of a sub slice = CR(l,L) + B(L) * [M~.5J • 

25 * - 29 * calc:ulate e (1.), cf>c (1.), ac (t.), <Pp (1.), i.e. the end 

values for each-slice as opposed to ,the midpoint 

values calculated earlier. 

30 * - 3-5* CalCi:ulate the capsule and pipe are lengths 

6Sc = (SC (L») and 6Sp = (SP.(L») • 

37* Return to Couette subroutine. 

Subroutine AREA 

-6 * 

7* 

Subroutine for calculating areas and sub~areas. 

Repeat calculations for each slice. 

If slice (L) greater than that in which laminar 

flow occurs go to statement no. 41 for calculating 

sub-areas. If only laminar flow occurs in a slice 

(L) then continue since sub-areas are not necessary: 
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12* 

17* 

21* 

23* 

27* 

29* 

30* 

31* 

A.II.19 

for laminar flow. 

Calculate area of slice . (L) 
2 2 

DELA(L) = e(L)-e(L-l) *(CR(N,L) -CR(l,L) ) 
2 

where N = J + 1. 

Initialise sum of areas of sub slices. 

For each slice (L) carry out the calculation for 

each sub-area (M4L)~ 

Sub-area = DELAA(M,L) 

2 
CR(M-l,L) ). 

Sum each sub-area. 

2 
= e(L)-e{L-l) *(CR(M,L)-

2 

Sum area ofeeach slice. 

Check total area of annulus (AREAA). 

RETURN to Subroutine Couette. 

Subroutine PRESS 

Subroutine for pressure flow in the annulus. 

10* (INDEX) = number of sub-slices per slice. 

11 .. (J) = number of slices. 

12 * - 13* (KARD) = 8. 

(I PRINT) = 5. 

These are the relevant read and printout numbers 

for the Univac. 
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14* - 15* 

16* 

20* - 23* 

A. II.20 

Calculate the centre to centre displacement between 

capsule and pipe DISPL = 2*P. 

(PG) = pressure gradient from annular head loss due 

to pressure flow component. 

Initialise (SUM) = total value of flow up to 

section under consideration, (FRICT) = total shear 

force ,on capsule andpipe,wall due· to pressure· flow, 

(SUMP) = total shear force on pipe wall up to 

section under consideration and (SOMe) = total 

value of shear force on capsule wall up to section 

under consideration. 

29* - 32 * Calculate A and B values in velocity profile 

equations in transition zoner 

A log 30 + B 

v+ =A log 3C 

-T+--/' 
v ",'" 

30 v+ =~ log 3C 

L~_L 
5 

1- 5 

v+ - 5 A log 30 + B - 5 
log 30 - log 5 = log y+ - log 5 :';;' 
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• V+ = (A log 30 + B - 5) (log y + - log 5) + 5 
log 6 

= [A log 30 + B - 5J log y + 
log 6 

- log 5 rA log 30 + B - 5J + 5 L log 6 J 

. A.rp = A log 30 + B - 5 
log 6 

BTp = 5 - log 5 * A.r 

ATp = (ATPIP} = A value for 

to pipe. 

~c = (ATCOR} =A value for 

BTp = (BTPI.P} = B value for 

to pipe. 

BTc = (BTCOR} = B value for 

transition zone adjacent 

CQre (or capsule) zone. 

transition zone adjacent 

core (or capsule) zone. 

~c and BTc are calculated in a similar manner to 

ATp and BTp. 

36* Test if concentric or eccentric. 

40 * - 47 * Concentr ic laminar pressure flow. 

41 * - 42 * Calculate average velocity in ,annulus, for 

concentric laminar pressure flow and Reynolds 

number in the annulus. 

43* Test for laminar or turbulent flow. 

44* Calculate the flow·· for concentric laminar pressure 

flow. 
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45* -46* Calculate she~ron pipe wall (Tpp) and capsule wall 

(TCp) due to laminar pressure flow. 

51 *' - 66* Concentric turbulent pressure flow. 

This calculation is carried out if (REP) > 2400. 

(eR(l,l») = (Re) = capsule radius. 

(CR(INDEX + 1,1») = (RP) = pipe radius.' 

DIFF 1 is used for calculating intermediate (CR) 

values • Subroutine FBAL (i.e. force balance) is 

. called Which works· aut the total, flow (0) .,' in ,the, 

annulus, the index (:KRMAX) of maximum velocity, 

the pipe shear stress in turbulent pressure flow 

(TPP) and the capsule shear stress (TPC). Also 

calculated are the total forc,es on the pipe and 

capsule walls, i.e. (SUMP) and (SOMe). 

70 * - 98 * Calculation for laminar pressure flow in the 

82* - 92* 

eccentric annulus. In this case there are J 

slices (instead of 1 as in the concentric case). 

The subroutine GEOM is called to calculate the 

geometry of the eccentric annulus. 

The average velocity (VAVE) is calculated for each 

slice and the Reynolds number (REP) is calculated 

and tested for each slice to determine Whether the 

flow is laminar or turbulent. 

If laminar, the flow in each slice (Q), as well as 

the pipe and capsule, shear stress values are 

calculated followed by the total flow up to the 

slice considered (SUM) ,and the shear force on pipe 

and capsule walls. 
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(LT) - (1) : The variable (l) in the DO loop is 

placed equal to (LT) at the slice where the flow 

chanqes from laminar to turbulent. 

102 * - 1.16 * If turbulent pressure flow exists at all in the 

annulus, the followinq section of the calculation 

i8 carried out. 

Subroutine AREA is called to work out the area of 

each 8ub slice. Subroutine FBAL is called: the 

flow (Q) calculated, and added to (SUM). At the 

end of the iterations SUM is half of the total flow 

in the annulu8. 

118 * - 127* The variables SUM; FRICT, SUMP and SUMe are 

multiplied by two to qive the values for the whole 

annulus. 

The averaqe velocity due to pressure flow (VBAR} , 

the total Reynolds number (REP}, the conventional 

friction factor (F) and the multiple (FTREP) 

(i.e. f x Re) are-calculated. 

Finally, the return is made to the main proqramme. 

subroutine AREA 

This is an internal subroutine and there are many more 

arguments than are specified in the argument list. They must 

appear in the main proqramme (which is in this case subroutine 

PRESS) under the same name. 
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136* 

140* 

145* 

146* 

147* 

151* 

A.II.24 

Since subroutine AREA is internal the same symbols, 

if inadvertently used in the main programme, could 

cause confusion. The variables specified in a 

REAL statement have been allocated a unique word 

memory in core by the computer. 

(DIFF) = radial distance between each sub slice. 

Calculate area of sub slice no. 1. 

Calculate area of slice (L). 

/1a = x * DIFF 
x =TETA*(CR(1,L)+0.5"DIFF) 
~e = (TETA) 

If turbulent go to 151* or if <~inar go to 154*. 

(INCR1) .. constant increment in area, 

i.e. DELAA(2,L) - DELAA(l,L) = DELAA(3,L) - DELAA(2,L) 

.. ~e*(CRMID(3,L) * DIFF -CRMID(2,t) *'DIrF) 

.. ~e*DIFF (CRMID(3,L) - CRMID(2,L» "" 

= ~e * DIFF * DIFF = lI. * DIFF * DIFF 
J 

CRMID(3,L) 

INCRl = lI. * DIPF * DIFF 
J 
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152* - 153* Calculate all sub-areas from K = 2 to INDEX. 

155* RETURN to subroutine PRESSure. 

Subroutine GEOMetry 

This is an internal subroutine and precautions have to be 

taken as before. 

168* - 172* If P is zero (i.e. concentric annulus) Control goes 

to statement 5 (169 *) where CR (l, 1) is set equal to 

the capsu.le radius (RG) and (CR{INDEX + l,l)} is set 

174* 

equal to the pipe radius (RP). 

equal to 1. 

Also (J) is set 

If annulus is eccentric (INCR) (i.e. the angular 

increment per slice in radians) is calculated. 

175* - 179* A = -o.5*INCR. The average angle turned through 

in radians at each slice is set so that the first 

time round it will be +0.5*INCR in the loop. 

(TeL) and (TPL.) are irlitialised.at the same value 

for reasons which ,.will. be appreciated further on in 

the programme. 

(CR) values calculated by trigonometry. 

(B(L)} values calculated by trigonometry. 

180* - 188* The following values are calculated from 

trigonometry: 

[CR(l,L)}, CR(INDEX + 1,L), B{L), [DIFF} (radial 

distance between each sub slice and hence CRMiD(l,L). 
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189* - 192* If INDEX> 1 there are many sub-areas present 

(i.e. eccentric case). then each [CR(M,L)} and 

(CRMID(M,L)} is calculated. 

198 * - 202 * SC (L) and SP (L) are calculated from the product of 

the appropriate radius andchaage of (THETe} in 

radians since the last slice. [TCL} and [TPL} are 

now made equal to [THETe} and [THETP} and it is now 

evident why TCL and TPL were initialised earlier. 

If L < J return to statement no. 10 (178*). 

203* - 205* J is compared with 1 to test Whether the annulus is 

concentric. If so, se(l) and SP(l) are redefined. 

206* RETURN to subroutine PRESSure. 

Note: The reason for departing from the conventional 

DO loop is the transfer into the loop at 173* (GO TO 

6). This is not allowed in a 'DO' loop. 

Subroutine FBAL 

The purpose of this subroutine is to perform a force balance 

an a slice of annulus in pressure flow to find the radius of 

maximum velocity, the maximum velocity and the shear stress on 

pipe and capsule walls, returning to subroutine PRESSure with 

the total flow in the slice under consideration. 

14* (DLAST) has been given a very large number to 

ensure that the force balance will not end after 

only one iteration. 
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15* 

16* 

20* 

21 * 

22 * 

;";'.-' 

A.II.27 

(DIFF} = distance between each sub slice. 

(INCR} = constant increment in area as discussed in 

internal subroutine AREA. 

(RMAX} = radius of maximum velocity for laminar 

pressure flow (first appr~ximation). 

(KRMAX} = subscript for radius ofcmaximum velocity, 

i.e. CRMID (KRMAX) = radius of maximum velocity. 

If there are 100 sub-areas per slice (INDEX = 100) 

and maximum velocity occurs at 55% of the distance 

between capsule and pipe wall (measured from 

capsule wall) then (KRMAX} = 55. 

(AC} = annular area between capsule wall and radius 

of maximum velocity 

CRMID 

KRMAX 
AC = !: DELAA (I) 

1=1 

= DELAA(l) + DELAA(2) ••••. DELAA (KRMAX) 

= DELAA (1) + (DELAA (1) + INCR) + (DELAA (1) + 2 *INCR) 

+ ••••• + (DELAA (1) + (KRMAX -1) * INCR) 

= KRMAX * (DELAA(l) + 0.5* (KRMAX-l) * IR::R) 

Since INCR * (1 + 2 + 3 + ••.• + (KRMAX -1) ) 

= 0.5 * KRMAX * (KRMAX -1) * INCR 

Note that this is quicker than summing 50 or more 

values ofDELAA. 
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23* 

24* - 47 * 

A.II.28 

(AP) = area in annulus from radius of maximum 

velocity to pipe wall = DELA - AC. 

TPP, VASTP, TPC, VASTC, UC, YP, VPIPE and VCORE are 

calculated 

(TPP), (TPC) = shear stress on pipe and capsule 

wall respectively, for a slice. 

(VASTP), (VASTC) = shear velocity relative to pipe 

and capsule wall. 

(YP), (YC) = distances from pipe and capsule wall 

respectively. 

(VPIPE), (VCORE) = fluid velocities calculated from 

pipe and capsule (core) wall 

according to the law 

v+ = A log y+ + B. 

(DELTA) = discrepancy between velocities calculated 

from the capsule and pipe wall respectively. If 

VCORE < VPIPE then DELTA is pos i ti ve and hence to 

statement no. 6 (39*) where KRMAX is incremented 

by 1. AC is then incremented by(DELAA (KRMAX») and 

then at statement no. 7 a comparison is made to see 

whether DELTA is increasing or decreasing. If 

DELTA is smaller than the previous value (DLAST), 

the approximation is improved and a further 

iteration is performed by going back to statement 

no. 9. First DELTA is preserved as DLAST for the 

following iteration. If DELTA is larger than 

DLAST (i.e. the previous value of DELTA) any 

further iterations will only make the analysis 

worse . In this case the sequence is continued at 

• I = __ _ I. 
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64* - 86* Velocities are calculated for each zone. 

87 * - 88 * The flows in each sUb'-area are summed to give the 

resultant flow in the slice. 

89* Return to subroutine PRESSure. 

Note that (eR) and (DELAA) have been given single 

dimensions in this subroutine although they can be 

two dimensional arrays elsewhere. 

This is because when the subroutine is called, the 

slice is fixed. 

Programme OPTIMUM POWER 

Programme to calculate startup power and ~i' as well as 

power from empirical relations and minimum power for a given 

delivery rate. 

7* 

10* - 11* 

READ (DELIV) = required delivery rate in kg/s. 

(SG) = specific gravity of capsule. 

(DRTIO) = diameter ratio (diD). 

(LRTIO) = length to diameter ratio [L:] 

(SLOPE) = slope of pipeline. 

Insert DATA 

(RHO) = density of conveying medium (p). 

(MU) = dynamic'viscosity (~). 

(NU) = kinematic viscosity (v)-. 

(PI) = 'IT • 
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(UF) = coefficient of solid to solid static 

~rict~on (lJ.f). 

(PERC 1) = one percent of delivery rate. 

17* Calculate delivery rate in tons/an. 

20* Initial value of cap$ule diameter (DCAPS). 

21 * - 22 * Iterations for trying different capsule diameters. 

23 * Store present value of capsule diameter (DCAP (I) J. 

24 * - 26 * Calculate capsule length (LCAPS), pipe· diameter 

(DPIPE) and capsule mass (MASS} • 

30* - 86 * Calculate incipient velocity (V) and hence excess 

head loss at incipience (DHCI2}, startup power 

(POWI) and 'I/Ii (PSII). 

30* - 46* Calculate constants for solving equation 7.133 in 

order to calculate incipient velocity. 

48* 

49* - 50* 

53* 

54* 

First trial for incipient velocity in Newton 

Raphson iteration. 

Solve equation 17.15 given by the function (FX) and 

if the absolute value of FX is iess than a 

prescribed value (e.g. FX < 0;001)·00 TO statement 

no. 120 with the solution. If FX > 0.001 

calculate the first differential of (FX} 

: ( i . e • ( FDASHX) ) • 

Set a limit for the number of iterations performed. 

Adjust the value of incipient velocity by F(x)/F'(X). 
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59* Calculate pipe diameter (metres). 

60* - 61 * Calculate friction factor (F) in capsule free pipe 

62 * - 65 * 

66* 

67* - 70* 

71* 

72 * 

78* 

79* 

80* 

from Blasius equation and hence calculate the 

friction head lost per unit length (HFL). 

Calculate [~J ' i.e. (T4WD). 
wD . 

Calculate the excess head loss at incipience (DHCI). 

Calculate the Reynolds number for static capsule 

annulus (RES) using the pseudo hydraulic mean 

radius and hence the friction factor in the static 

capsule annulus and the annular head loss (DHAS). 

Check calculation of excess head loss at incipience 

(DHCI2) from ~ci = ~fa + ~i + ~o - h fc • 

DO loop to statement no. 3 for different (J) 

increments where J is the index for linear 

concentration. 

Set linear concentration CL as a constant times J 

(CL) = CL• 

(CV) = volumetric concentration = CL [gJ2. 
(SPACE) = centre to centre capsule spacing = Lc/CL• 

81 * Store Jth (SPACE} value. 

82* - 84* Calculate incipient power (POWI) and '!/Ii value (PSII}. 

87* (VC) = capsule velocity (Vc ). 

88* - 89* If Vc > 5 m/s or Vc "< 0.2 m/s do not proceed. 
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95* 

96 * - 97 * 

98* 

99* 

100* 

101* 

102 * 

103* 

104* 

A.II.33 

[INJECT} = injection rate [I} in capsules/s. 

[M) = m in empirical equation a function of diD for 

calculating (VBAR) = V as a function of Vc and Vi. 

[F) = friction factor (f) from Blasius equation. 

[HFL) = friction head loss per unit length of 

capsule free pipe. 

[C) = constant to be used later. 

(HCIM) = empirical value of excess energy loss 

across mobile capsule. 

[PSI) = ~ - parameter. 

Store ~ - parameter, in array corresponding to 

appropriate capsule diameter [I) and centre to 

centre spacing [J). 

[POW) = power requirement for mobile capsule water 

system. 

110* Calculate constant (a) [ALPHA) from equation 17.10. 

112* - 114* Initialise values 0f [FAG'L'R}, [SAVE) and [CHANGE) 

to be discussed later. 

119* Initialise an arbitrary value for capsule spacing 

[SPACE) • 

120* - 122 * Calculate constants ~ [SETA), 'Y (GAMMA) and 5 

[DELTA) from equations (17.11) to (17.13). 

123* Commence iterative calculation. Set counter 
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(KON'r) at zero to dete.rmlne number of iterations 

for calculating the value of V fram equation 

(17.·15) to yield '1/1 min,> i.e. V,= (X) = (VMN).· 

124* - 125* Arbitrarily initialise value of (X) = 5,0 and the 

differential of f(X) = 2,5. 

126* Calculate f(X) fram equation (17.15). 

129* - 133* IF f(X) < a small value (0,001) then solution for 

(V) is obtained, i.e. (VMN)= V value at '1/1 min. 

IF f (X) < 0, then add the increment f·' (X) to x, if 

f(X) >0, subtract the increment and if f(X) = 0, 

emerge with VMN. 

134 * Halve the value of f' (X) • 

135* - 137* If convergence is not reached within 100 iterations, 

then printout. Otherwise go to statement no. 53 

and repeat the calculation. 

139* calculate the friction factor (F) from the Blasius 

equation for VMN. 

140 * - 149 * Calculate the friction head loss in the capsule 

free pipe (HFL), the excess head loss at (VMN) 

i.e. (HCMN) from the empirical equation, the' power 

(POWMN} and the excess power (XPWMN), the capsule 

.velocity at '1/1 min i.e. (VCMN) and the value of 

'1/1 min (PSIMN). 

148* Calculate the delivery rate (DELVMN) corresponding 

to the above values of Vc and Ls. 

':i 
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149 * - 155 * If DELVMNc::orresponds to the required delivery 

rate (DELIV) within '·1" [PERC1} go to statement 

. no. 9. . If not, go to statement 50r 6 and adjust 

the factor (FACTR) by which the oricginal value of 

(SPACE) (i.e. (SAVE}) must be mu~Mplied. 

(FACTR) i8 adjusted by. adding or subtracting 

(CHANGE) • 

151* The value of (CHANGE) is halved· for each iteration. 

153*, 156* If convergence is not reached· within 100 iterations, 
and 157* 

then printout. 

158 * Calculate the required delivery rate in tons/an. 

159 * - 160 * Calculate the injection rate ·INJECM and the linear 

concentration for. '1/1 min, i.e.. (CLMIN). 

161* - 171* Printout and return statements. 

17-2 * - 182 * Calculate· the.op'bimum ?/I-value from-· the stored 

values, of (PSI) and ·determine the capsule diameter 

and spacing to achieve this'l/l-value. 

183* Return to statement no. 4 and read the next card. 
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C CAlCULlTES DELtiC FROfil ACTUAL VC ; 2. 

! ,. C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ... 
;5$ 
;h 

. ';-1 '1. 
S • 

; •• 
.' 10. 

REAL LClPS,LRTIO 
DIMENSION Y81RC6a, 
L:O 

.. CO~TINUE 
5 WRUE(5,9) 
9 :FOR"nnHU 
6 DO '1 K=1,3 

WRITEl5, lOa 

, HCAPUhYCAP(6' 

:11. 
12 • 
13. 

10 FOR"ITl"I' ClPSL DCAPS DPIPE LClPS 
t LRTIO SL)P£'a 

SG VI FYI DRTlO 

I". 
15. I'. 

REaD (8,15 a CIPSL, DCIPS, CP .1 PEt LClPhSG,VI ,FY itO lill c.LRTlC.$LOPE.L 
15 FOR .. ,T' .. F7.1,2F7.4,F7.5,2F1.3,F7.5.11J . 

WRJTEC5.25aClPSL,DCAPS,DPIPE,LClPS,SG,Yt,FYI,DRT10.LRJlO. SLOPE' 
17. 25 FOR~IT(ltF7.t,2F7.3,F7.'.3Fl.3a 
IS. WRITEr5,30a 
19. 30 FOA"ATr,' yelR YCIP 
20- lRP SHElR: YR 

HCAP HCAFYtt 
VA" 

HI "0 SHEA 
HA· , 

21. RElDr~,12alHClP(Ia,I=t,6a 
.22. 32 FORfIIIT('F5.1i 
23. RElOI~,J3alYCIPII',I=1,6) 
2". 33 FOR-lTe6F5.!' 
25. 00 41 1=1,6 
26. VSl'UH=O.5.1 

· 27. Y:Y.AfU U ISQRT(q.IH.OPIPE/l~OO.O.IBS CS6-1.i) U 
· 2e. IFe OP IPE.GT .43.0 .IND .DP IPE .ll .'5 .O'HFLD:O .Cl25 .YBI fie 1,..1.15 
· 2.. IFeDPIPE.GT.1:'I.O.lNO.DPIPE.ll.75.0) HFLD:O.014.YBARU' •• 1.S .. 
· 30. IFe DP IPE~ GT .149.0.AtfO.OPIPE.L T. 151. a HFLD=Il.0073.YBARe U •• 1.16 
31. RAT:eDClPS/lPIPE' •• 2.0.IBSlSG-l.0a 

i 32. ORIT:1DCAPS/DPIPEa •• 2 
: 33. VA":(YB'RCI'-YCAPII'.ORIT"rl-DRAT' 
i ,.. R EN':1 .25. (IlP IP E-DClPS ,.y I ".10(,0 .. 01 Cl .96 
.' 35. IF(IBSeRENl,.LE.2IlUO.0) GO TO 98 

I 
i 

36* FAW:O.079/UBSCRENA' ' •• 0.25 
3'1. HA:FlW.L C,PS. CY ' .... 2. hl0CO.IlDPI PE-DCl FS )/6." 
3e. 1010: (FIW.l.000C.DPIPE.V 1 .... 2 .()/2.5 a 
39. 60 TO ,q 
"0. /98 TOlD:O.O 
"1' 9. YR:YAIII-YCAPCI' 
.~. REMC=t. 25. C!JP IPE-OClPS' .YR .1000.0/0.96 
43. IF(18SCRENC'.LE.2000.Cla GO TO 100 
.... FAC:0.079/taeS(RENca ••• 0.2S 
.. ,. TCD=eFAC.l.OOO~.DClPS.VR •• 2./2.5' 
.. ,. TC1:( FlW.l.oJOOO. OCAPS.V A .... 2.12.5' 
"7. GO TO 101 
.. s. ICO TCO=O • 
.. q. tel 11:1-DRAT 
50. A .. :22.0.(OC'PS/OPIPEa •• 6.0 
51. 15:1.0/11-1.0 
52. 16:0.68.1~ •• 2 
53. C2:(.4.16'/19.6 
5... HIHO:C2.eYBIR(I,-YClPII" •• ?O 
5~. CL40W=4.0.LClPS/CDPIPE'.2.-0ClPS •• 2.'/9.S 
5'. SHElR:(lO ,O.V.fiI'VUR n a.yc[. CVI"-YClF n) )/VBARCI , J*CL_DW 
5'1. HFC:HFLC_LClFS/l000.0 
5~. HCt='SHElR.MIHO -HFC,.tooo.o 
59. VSQ26:CVBlR(1'-YClP(I') •• 2.C/19~6 
60. HI:14.YSQ2G'1000.0 
61. HO=16.YSQ2G.l000.0 
62_ SHEIRP:TOlO .CL4DW'1000.0. 
63. - SH[IRC:TCO .CL40W.UOO.0 
6'. . HCll:SHElRP+SHEIRC+HhttO-HFC'HIOO.O 
65. SHEIR1=TC1.CL40W.l000. 
66. HC12:SHElRl.SHEAR~.HI.HO-HFC.1QOO.O 

; 61. OlF:HCAP(I'-HCl 
6~. DIFL=OIF/LRTIO 

.... :" 

n. DIFLD:OIFLICOPIPE-OCAPSI . . d 
7C. 41 WRITEf5,40IVSlR eta ,YClP( U',HCA PU" Hcn ,tlI.HCtSHEl RhSHEAac:. VR. '~'!'. 
71. I.SHElRl,HC12,HA ; 
72. 40 FOR"ITUX,F1.ttF7.3.2F7.1tIOFIO.3' , .j!} 
73. 60 TO • . . -_ ~ 
7... 90 CALL EXIT' .": 

' ___ ....2~_. _____ E~_~_ "~~~ 

.\ . 

• t;~.tT.;£ •• _.]r ·"1' .;jIlK.f'f"l:f&;~,:aIi·Tr" i].l~j~)i:t.! \,etiM(e . ,f •• ··is····.,}; 'tN 
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S* •• 
10-
U· 
12. 
11· I'. 15. 
16. 
n. 
II!. 1·· 20. 
U* 
22* 
23. 

"-IN,FROGRAM 

REAL LCAPS.'U,NU.,.,",,"", 
DIMENSION VBAR(6),HCAP(6,.YCAPC6),DELCIOOO) 

, CONTINUE . 
READ( Btt 5' Cl.PSL. DCAPS. a·PIPE.LCAPS, SG,SLOPE 

15 FOR"IT('F7.1.2F7." 
.Jf-t.c&PSl.LT.l~) tiO TO 90 

READC',32,CHCAPCI),I=I.6) 
32 FOR~ATC~F5.t' 

REAO(S,~3'(VCAPCI),I=I,6) 

33 FORIIIATC6F5.3' 

------------------

DATA RHO ,"U tNU.P It.v 1000.0, (\.0010.0 .00000100.3 .14161 10(11 

C-------------~-------------------.---~~----.. ---~---------------------i C CJLQJUTE INCIPIEffT VELOCITY AND INCI>'PUIIT OELHC ~ 

C---------------------------·-------------------------------------------' UF=0.32 - I 

I~CDPIPE.GT.l.0.' UF=O.38 
HYPOT=SORT CSlOPE.*2.0.10{l06.0) 
SINPH=SlOPE/HYPOT 
COSPH=100.0/~'POT 
RAT=CDCAPS'OPIPE'.'2.0.ABSCSG-l.0J 
DRAT=fDCAPS'OPIP[) •• 2 
U:t-DRU 
12:Al*.t.75 
A3=(CDPIPE-~C.PS"1000.0' •• t.25 
a=CCAPVDPIPE 
Cl=O.239.(LCAPS/l000.0'.B.NU •• D.25/A3'A2'19.6 
1.='2.0*CDC'PS/DPIPE1**6.0 
A5= (1.0'AU -1.0 
16=0.68.A5 •• 2.0 
C2= (A I" A6 ,/19.6 
C8=Uhe .. 2.C.ABS CSG-I.GhLCAPS/IOOD.il 
CO"P=(C~'UF).SIN~H 

2" 
25. 
26. 
U· 
28. 
2 •• 
30. 
31· 
32. 
33. C3:ChCOSPH.COMP . I C--------------------------.---------------------------______ ._.._ ______ t 

C NEWTON RAPHSON ITERATION FOR INCIPIENT VELeClTY 
I 

". ". ,6* c----------------------------------------------------------------------- ; 37 • 
38· 
3 •• 
40. 
41* 
42. 
43. , .. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 

ICOUNT=O 
'=1.) 

16 FX:Cl.V •• !.75+C2.V •• 2~C3 
IFCA8SCFX'-.00!'120.120.1tl 

110 FDASHX:!.75.C!.V ••• 75+2.~.C2.V 
KOIJNT:KOUn.l 
IF(KOUNT-!OO.t60.160,130 

1&0 V=V-FX,FO'SHX 

130 
2002 
120 

60 TO 16 
WRITEt5.2001' 
FORMAT(IH .·CO~VER6ENCE NOT ~E'CHEO - REF 2'. 
CONTUUE 

,.. IF(OPIPE.6T.13.C.ANO.OPIPE.LT.15.0' HFL :0.01'.' 
50. IFCOPlpE.GT._3.D.ANO.O~IPE.LT._5.0. HFl :O.025.V 
51* IF(OPIPE.GT.n9.0.UO.DPIPE.LT.!51 •• tifL :0.0073., 
'2. A9:(DPIPE-DCAPS)'DPIPE 
53. C7:Cl.1000.0Ie'LCAPS 
5'. C9:Cl.A9 
55. T.WD:C9*V**1.75 
56* OHCI='C3*10~0.O/LCAPS.t'Wo-HFL.*LCAPS 
57* VAS:V'(I.C-DRAT, 
58. AES=VAS*1.2S.CDPIPE-OCAPSj*tOOO.O'O.96 
5.. F$:0.019/RES**O.25 
60* OHAS:FS*lCAPS*V-S*.2.0/6.1.'IDPIP£-DCAPSI 
61* OHCI2=COHAS+C'*V.*2 .0. *t(IOO.O-HFL*lCAPS 
62* APW:9.806*3.1'1~.OPIPE.*2"OOO. 
6~. ACW=APW*DRAT 
6'* VOL=PI.OCAPS •• 2'LCAPS/'OOO~00000. 
65. "ASS=VOL.tOOO •• SG 
66. WDASH=VOL.9.806.1000 •• CS6-1 •• 
67. CFRICI=WDASH.UF 
6~. OFORMI=(C2.V •• 2/DRAT+DiASl .AC~ 
6.. DSFP I=T'WO.F 1*9 .806*DP IPhDCAPS. LtA FS"OOOOOO. 
70. DTOTlL=DFORMI.DSFPI-DFRICI 
71* 5 WRITEC5.9. 
72. . 9' FORttAlOHU 
73. WRITEC5.10) . 

.*1 •• ' 
··1.75 

•• t.16 

7.*- _____ , __ I_~!~0_R,"AT""·_._ ~_A;)S.l DUPS DPJ::»E __ ._L~~-jJS., SG ___ -._~,~~!~_ 
\ -
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-~5*-'~-'------

16. 
10ELHITHRTIO "ASS "OIISH IlFRl.C OFCR" ---05"1 . DTCTAP) 

WRITE (s. 25' ::APSL .OCAPS. OPIPE.LCAPS ,SG.SLOPE .V. OHChOHCI2.' B. "ASS. 
,77. 

7". n. 
10. 

i. U. 
, 12. 

83. 

I lit. '5. 
16. 
17 • 'S. , .. .0. .t. .2. '!I. ". .5. 
'6-.7. 
98-
9 •• 

100. 
to" 
to'. 
t03. 
to" I 1015. 

f tD6. 
: 107-
I 138. 
I to'. 
, 110. 
JI" 
112-
tn
tn. 
ltS. 
116* 
t17-
11"· II'. 
120-
12 .. 
122. 
123. 
12'· 
1215. 
126. 
127. 
12". 12'. 
130. 
131-
132* 
133. 
13'. 
135. 
136. 
137. 
138. 
13'* 
140-
IU-
142. 
143. 
14'. 
140;_ 
H6. 
147. 

H"· I .... 
150. 
n,. 
152. 
153-

IWDASH.OFR leI .DFOR .. I.DSFP hOTOTAL . 
25 FORJlATCllF7.1.3F7.3.2F7.t.7F8.3,'· .. -------------------------------

t----------------------------~-------~----------------~-----.--?----------------------------.--_. » 
DO -II I = I • 6 
VBA'n U=0.5. I 

c---------------------------------------------------~-~-------------~~ c "" = VALUE OF " FO:t CDELHC-HCApCU» LESS THAll 2 FROfil Fllun 
C EL£MENT AN_LYSIS . 
C II = SUBSCRIPT =OR OELert) : ABS tDElHC-HCAPi IU 
c----.----~--------------~----·---------------------------,----~--~-.:...--" 

""=0.9 
N=O 
IFIOp IP[ .GT. 73.1) .ANO. Oit IPE.L T .7'5.0' HFlD=O.OU-YBAR( 1' •• 1.8' 
IFCOPIPE.GT.43.0.ANO.DPIPE.LT ... 5.0» HFLO=0.025.VBARCI)_.1.75 
IFIOPIPE.GT.1,q.J.A~D.DPIPE.LT.15t.' HFLo=o.a073.VBARCI' •• 1.76 

C-----------------------------------------------------------------------C HFC = FRICTION HfAD LOSS PER UNIT LENGTH LCAPS IN CAPSULE 
·C FREE LENGTH OF PIPE 

c-----------------------------------------------------------------------. HFC=HFLO-LC.JPS 
HCI~=RAT-HFC.25 •• q."_COPIPE/I000.'/(VBARCI' •• 2' 
IF(HCAPfI'.LT.O.0001J HCAPCI)=hCI" 

36 VC=~~.CVBARfI'-V) 
II=N+l 

38 YA~=(VBARfI'-VC .D~ATJ/CI-DRAT) 

C-----------------------------------------------------------------------C POLYNci~IAL FOR VAC = FUNCTION COCAPS/DPIPE' 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------VAC=(.Oq821'.t.'71571.9-2.23167 •• B.B.l.1659~9.B.B.8).VC 

VAP=VA .. -VAC 
C-------------------------------------------~---------------------------C TEST FOR NEGATIVE YAP 
C----------------------------------------------~-~----------------------IFCVAP.LT.O.O'PRINT 2001 
20Jl FOR"ATCtH ,'VAP NEGATIVE" 

OOIF:OPIPE-DCAPS 
"""=0 
REP=VAP.I.25*OOIF/1000./NU 
IFCABSfREP).LT.2000.J GO TO 51 
FAP=0.079/CREP**0.25' 
HFAP=lUOO •• FAP_LCA~S-CVAP •• 2.'.'./19.6/1.25/00IF 
VSQ2G=CVBARCI)-VC )"2.0/19.6 
HI=A'.VSQ2G*lOOJ. 
HO=A6.VSQ2G*1000. 
OELHC=H~AP.HI.HO-HFC 
OELfN,=ABSCOELHC-HCAPCI') 
IF(OE~C~).~T.2.)GO to 51 
""="'"+0.005 
IFCN.EQ.l' 30 TO 36 
IFfOELCN'.LT.OELCN-l)' GO TO 36 

C-----------------------------------------------------------------------C JJ.I = 1 FOR FI~ITE ELE .. ENT ANALYSIS FOR OELCN' LESS THAN 2.FIRST ROUND C----------------,-------------------------------------------------------
51 .1.1.1=1 

ECC=l.iJ 
GO TO 66 

1010 WRITEC5,3]' 
30 FOR"'TC' yeAR 

t ,,~ R::P" 
ve HFC HFAP HCl DElHC HUPf!' 

WRITE(5,50)VeARCIJ,VC,HFC,HFAP,HI,HO,OELHC.HCAPCI'.~ .. ,REP 
50 FOR~AT'IX,F7.t,F7.3,6F7.1,F7.3,F10.l,' COUETTE "',I' _--------

1------------------------------------------------------------.) C-----------------------------------------------------------------------C rF t40 VALUE ROO FOR VCAP USE H'PIRICAL VALUE AriD SKIP 2ND ROUND 

C-----------------------------------------------------------------------IFCVCAPCI'.LT.0.000001) GO TO " 
GO TO .. ? 

C-----------------------------------------------------------------------C THIRO ROUND USING INPIRICAL VALUE OF VC 
C------------------------------------------------------~----------------'3 VCAPCI,= ... 'V8ARCIJ-V' 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------C SECOND ROUND USING EXPERI~ENTAL VALUE OF VC 
C-----------------------------------------------------------------------_2 VA~;CVB.RCI'-VC~P(I'-D~At'/(t-ORAT) 

VA C= C .OQS21"+t ./J 715 7 h 8-2.2316 79_e .e+l.1659"9 *e _B _S hWCAPH ) 
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.• 1._ . ...... .._~. , •.. 
":"i'FCJJj~EQ~i '60 TO 1010 

IFn"".EQ.U GO n " 

.-....... ---'-. U:!I* 
23" 
135* 
236* 
.231. 
I3S. 
'21.* 
2'0. 
2'h 
2''-. 
1_~* 

2". 
: '''* 2'6. 

2"* 
.·24h 
. 2' •• 

2'0.. 
25h 
2'2* 
25]. 

t 2'" 
r 255. 
\ 2'h 
; 251. 
i 258* 
125 •• 
i 260* 
1.261* 
t 

900 

"""~:VCAP'I"cveAR'I'-V' 
PRnt 900 
FC)R"ATC' 

1 NN~" Rpt, 
VCAP HFAt HI 

WR IT ~ (5,'0' VCAP (I) ,HF A 1. til ,JoI2,DE LHCIt """". "EP,HCI" 

tl2 DELKel 

'0 FOR"AT.("X, F7 •. 3, 7X1' Fl.a. Ft'.:hFlO .It' EXPERI"ENTAL N OElHCI"== ',FlO' 

1.1.'· ~------~------~-------------------------------~--------t--------------, 
c----~-~--------------------------~--------~--------------------------_~ c 
c 

60T(I" U FOR THIRD ROUND USING UPIRICAL VALUES OF WC AND CalCuLATED 
VALUES OF DELHC FRO" FINITE ELEPEa;T "'ALYSIS c----------... -----------------------------·----~------~------------------. 44 """:1 

,,:1.2-0.8*CCDCAPS/DPI'E'-0.5'*.2.0 
GO TO 43 

U . PRINT 800 
800 FOR"AT' ' 

I . "" REp·, 
VClPI" HFAP 

411 WRITE«h6!)' I CAPC H, HFAltHl. H2,DElHCt''',REP 

HI HO DELHC 

60 FOR~.AT UX ~F1.3'7X' 'F7.h FH.l, F10.It· E"URICAL JIll. t /. --------~--. 
1------------------------------------------------------------------
2------------------~--------------------------·.1·----------------~ 
2-------------------------------------------------------~---------'_ J------------------------------____________ e) 

60 TO , 
90 CALL Exn 

END 

JHL 

;E~~' OF CONPILATION: 
l 

N3 DUnOSTlCs. 

! -'-. ~ .. :~.~-. - '."'~' 

< ~. t • 

. -., .. -....:.~"~, . .:..:-,~-
SUBROUTINE COUETT C DCA~S, DP IPE. LCAPS ,VCAPSl ,VCOUEf, GAP. rtNEAN, 

I T'~EAN. SU"FC,SU"FP,ECC , c----------.-------------------------.-----------
,. C NAIN PROGRJ" TO CALCULATE COUETT[ FLOW IN ANNULUS 

!.' C~----------------------------------------~-------------6. REAL "U.NU.LCAPS 
1. DIMENSION CRC1~1.lgl',BC100',VAVCC100',RECCtOO), 

.. 
rt· 
" .,' 

«. lV(100),QC100),DELAC1OO',BC1100).UCC1OOOO),SPC1OO),SCClOO"ep'lQO',. 
•• 1 ~EC1PC10l',CR~ID(100,100',DElAAC100'lO~"RECleC100',THETI 

10. lACIOO',PHPC100',PHCeloo"THETPII001,THETCC100' 
It* DATA RHO,~U,~U,~I,J/l0g0.0.0.00l0,O.OOOOOlUO,3.1't6,lOOI 
12* N=J+l 
13. 'CO~TI'UE 
14. 6 CONTINUE 
15* JI=O 

16* c-------------------------------------------------------17. C JI = L AT THE POINT WHERE COUETTE FLOW BECO"ES TURB~LENT 

18. C-------------------------------------------------------,.. RP = DPIPE/200U • 
20. ac = DCAPS/2000. 
2t* DR = DCAPS/OPIPE 
22* , : [CC *CRP-RC'/2. 
23* CALL 6EO"(J;PI,C~,CRNID'PHC,THETC,THETA.PHP,rHETP'SC,SP,RC,R 

2'. 1"S."N' 
25. L = 0 

..... ~.26* ,. L : L .+1 
21* VAVCIl' = VCAPSl.el.5/Al06CCRCN,L"CRI1,L')-CCRC1,l"**2./eICRIN,L 
28. . 1,)**2.-ecRCt,L".·2." 
29* RECfL' = VAVCCL"2.'BC~"NU 
30* IF eRECCL'.Gl.2'~O.'60 TO 5 
31* JI:l 
32* IF (L-J,',5,5 
3]* , JJ = l 
3'* CALL AAEA CJ,PItCR,DEU,THETA,DELAh"',RC,oIl,AREAhN' 
31}* ·C------------------------------------------·-------------

ii 36* C CALCULATE FLOW IN ANNULUS FOR LA"INAR COVETTE flOW 
". 31* C----------------·-------------------------------------- f 

38* SU"O = O. i 
3.* SU"FC=O. I 

'0* su,rp=o. I 
i~~{.:· :~: ~~ :~.~T:J~"JGO TO tt I .' 

'1* Vel' : VCAPSl' O.5/ALOHCRUhU/CRI1,U'- CCRU,L' .. *2./C ICRCN.U'*; .' 

~~&MMr~:~_~:::;:::.·~~·2:';:; m ----- •• ~~~-: 
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· ' . 

. ' · 

':', 

· J 

,~~; 46. 
41. 

: ,,-
,!, U. 

50. 
.'h 
'2. 
53. 
'4. 

. ~ .. " . '6. 
51. 
se. , .. 
'0. 

I 6t. 
'2* ". " . r 

I ,5. 
I 66-
! 61. 

611-
I 6'. 
! 70. 
I 1t. 

I 
72. 
13. 
'14. 

I 7'* 
I '16. I 

" 
17. 

I 7e_ , .. 
10. 
u. 
12. .3. ., . . ,. , .6. 
a,. 
n. 
sq. 
'0-
'u :_.2-
".' ••• 95. 
.,* 
97. .e. 
••• 

~ 100. 
i 10h 
i IOh 
·10'. 
Ito .. 
j105. 
.10h 
110.,. 
: IOh 
t 10'. 
: Uti. 
IUt. 
11'* ",. 
n •• 
115. 
IIh' 

iln. 
, II~. 
111'. 

SUMO :: SU"O+O CL ) , 
DUORP:VCAPSL/C~C'.L"ALOGCCRC~.l)'CR(I.L») , 
OUDRC=OUOftP.CR CthLJ/CR IhLJ 
tC:OUDRC."U 
lP:DUORP."'U 
SU"~C=CSU~F:.Tc.sceLJJ 
SUMFP=CSUMFP.TP.SPCLJI 
IPCLJ=O. 
ICCLJ:O. 
GO n 10 

fl CONTINU[ 
c---------------------------------------------------~--.~-
C CALCULIT£ lIC eu WH£R£ UC CNJ::VC.PSU2. iii tUliB FUWBYU"JO,. RAPHSON,' 

c-----------------------------------------------~---~---------------~ A: SORTeSP CU/SC CLU 
BCCl) :: BCll 12. 

.. " = 0 Ct = CVCAPSL/2."U) •• CI.-AJ 
15 FIC = BCCLI •••• CI.SCILJ-C1.BCLJ 

,act :: •• B~(L) •• CA-I.).Cl 
BCl = aCCL)-FBC/FBCI 
..J : J"+1 
IF CABsceCI - BCILIJ.LE.I.E~') &0 ~O 16 
BCeL) , = BCI 
&0 TOI5 

16 BP CL' = Be.I-BCClJ 

c-------------------------------------------------------C VELOCITY I. TURBULENT ClUETT£' FLOW AROUND CAPSULE 

c-------------------~-·--------------~---------·-------RECtCCL)=eVCAPSL/2.).BCCl"NU 
RECIPCL)=RECICtL).BPCL)/8CCL) 
UASTC:(VC_PSLI2.) *J.I9/ALOGI,U REel cn), 
UASTP:tvCAPSLl2 .).O.I9IAL0610 CRECIPC U» 
T.C:RH)*UASTC .. 2 
lP:RHO.UASTP .. 2 
SUMrC:CSU~FC.TC.SC(LI' 

'SURFP:1SU"FP.TP.SPCLlf 
TC"EA~=SU~fC/PI'~C 
tP"EAN:SUMFP/PI/RP 
SU"QO=O. 
00 7 "=1t .. 
y:e~MIO(".L'-CR(I.L' 
IFcY.GT.BCCL" GO TO 21 
YPLUSC:Y.UASTC/~U 
IF'YPLUSC.GT.!o.) GO TO I~ 

UCC"':VCAPSL-UASTC.Y~LUSC 
&0 TO 17 . '--- ..... - ......... 

I' IF fY/8CCl).GT~~." GO TO I' 
ueu'» =VCAPSL -~ .hUAS TC.ct ••• L06! 0 IV PLUS C)) 
GO TO 17 , 

19 UCC"'=VCAPSL-CVCAPSL/2.~.'.I.UAsTe.CI.-CY/BCCl)1' 
GO TO 17 

2J ",,:111 
BPel' = BIl'-BteL) 
YI = CRCN.L)-CR~ID'''.L) 
IF fYt.GT.BPCL)) GO TO ta 
YPLUSP = YI.U.STP/NU 

'IF (YPLUSP.GT.l0.) 60 fO 23 
UeIM) :: UASTP.YPLUSP 
60 TO 11 

23 IF eYl/epeL •• GT.O.'. 60 TO '4 
Uce~J = S.6.UASTP*CI •• _LOG10CYPLUSP') 
&0 TO n 

24 uee~. = 'VClPSL/2.~'-'.I.UASTp.(I.-CYI/BPCL)') 
n DELOO = ueC").OELAUhU 
1 SUNOQ : SU~QQ.DELOQ . 

OCLI =SU"QO 
SUNG = SU~Q.SU"G~ 
veL~=SU~QO/DELJCL) 

10 RECfL)=veL).2 •• 'Cl)/~U 
veOUET=SUIIIO/'REAA 
GAP = eRP-CRC.2 •• P').llOD. 
REtuRI'f 
EflO 

, ., 

! 
I 

[10 OF COMPILATION: N) DIUt.tosncs. 

._---_. -~--.. --... -'~-' ._---_ ... - ....... '- ....---,....-..,...... ... _, --, --,::- ,.-. 
i 
I 

:;. 

. .: , 
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" , . 
•• 2. 
]. ,. ,. 
6-
7_ 
It. .-10. 

'1 Ih 

,j 

\' 

l' 12., 
13-
t'-
15. 
lh 
17-
uI.-
20-
21-
22. 
2l. 
2'. 
25. 
26* 
27. 
I!. 
2 •• 
30. 

'3h 
32-
33. 
3'. 
35-
Jh 
37-
3S. 

SUI!ROUt IME GEOM i"~PI.CIhCR nD.PHc.T"ETC~THnhPH"THETp.se,SFtRC t'R 
IP.8,P.N' '. J 

OIMENS ION CR CN.N,.8 I .. ' .CR"ID ...... "PHCC .. ' .T,-ETU.,,.'H,,,,;,., 
tHETPC.J)'sceJ' ,Sit'''hTHETCeJ' 

c-----~---------------------"-"---~------------;..-----~---. 
~ SU8ROUTIME TO. C_LCULUE GEOIitERICAL VALUES 

c------------~------------------------------00 30 L = 1,.1 
A = CFLOATCl'-O.5'_PI'fLOATI~' 
PHIC = ASI,..P-SIM.A"RC' 
T"ETAC = PHIC+A 
tRel,!,,) = C"SJIIICPHIC,,.SlNCTHETAC' 
PHIP = .SI~'P-SIN'A"RP' • 
THEUP = ,A-PHIP 
CRCW,l' = CF'SINIPHIP'.'-SINltHETAP, . 
81~' = CReN.L'-CCRII.~') 
DO 31 lit : I,N 
IF I~.EQ.I , GO T032 
CRIM,L':BeL,-eFLOATCIIt-i"FLOATI .. "+CRCI,L' 
60 T~ 39 . 

!2 CRC".L' : CRC1.l' 
3. AN:FLOATC~'-O.5 

CRMID CfhL': (I! (U_AtUfLOAT I~' '+CRChU 
II COtfUNUE 

THETACL':FLCATIL'-PI,FLOATIJ' 
PHceL' : ASINehSUlCTHEU'UJ1RC, 
tHETCIL' = P~CIL'+THETAfL' 
PHPfL' = aSINCp_SIN(THETA(L"'RP) 
THETPIL': THETAIL,-PHPIL, 
IF eL.EQ.I' GO TO 33 
SCIl) :: CTHETCeLJ-THETCCL-1J '-RC 
spell : CTHETPeL'-THETP.L-l".RP 
60 TO 30 

33 SC(I' = THETCtl'-RC 
SPII' : lHETP.l'_RP 

30 CONTnUE 
RETURN 
END 

. : 

. ,. __ .~g,D_.OFCO'utUUIO.N..:_....,.. 1 •• ..,..ll_,.DUSJ\l.oSncs._,._._._ 
"'~ -~~"'!";"'~:.-' ~.:<'!"'"':'~'7 .... --:-:;~'1-.-~ . .:-JP;.-.!.~.,; ~-:0-' '"t" 

.. -~-....• :._._.-".--------'----...;.;" ... ' - ........ -- • ..-.'- : ' •• _, c, >! • 
)¥. ~...: ......... ¥'¥.- .-.:..... .•. _.)1;:. • __ "._ • ...J;_ 

I. 
i 2. 
r 3-.' 
. . ,-

5_ 
6-
7_ ,,.-

10-
Ih 
12-
n. 
S'-
15_ 
Ih 
17-
l1li. I.-

, 20-
2h 
22_ 
23-. 2'-
25-
26-
27-
28-2.-
30-
31-
32-

sueROUTINE 'REA I ... PI.CR,DELA,TMETA,DELAA,~P.RC.~I.AREAA,., 
DI~ENSION DELA'J,.THET_'~',C~CN'N,.DELAA'J.J' 
SUMA = o. 

C SUSROUTIU TO CALCUL.UE INCRE"ENT.AL AREAS DEU'LI AND sua AREAS DEUU".L) . 

c---------------------------------------------------------------------------DO '3 L. = hJ 
IF f~.6T.JI' GO TO '1 

c -----------------------------------------~----------------.-
C CALCULATE AREAS DEU'L) IN L"'UAR flOW 
c----------------------------------------~--IF IL.EO.l , GO TO.2 

DEL. Ul.) = «CTHEU CLo) -THETU L-lJ "2.' -I ICRC N,LJ ) "2. -ICRI hL" "2.' 
60 TO III 

'2 DELACL.' : .THETAC1"2.,-efCRCN,I"--2.-.CRII,I"._2.' 
60 TO '3 

H connUE 
SUMIA::O. 

c ---------------"--------------------------------------------
C FI~D SUB AREAS DELUIM.L' AND AREAS DEUeL) FOR TURBULENT FLOW 

C ---------------------------------------------------------------DO '5 " :: 1,N 
IF 1".EO.l ) GO TO •• 
DElAAIM,L':ICTHETACL'-THETACL-l"'2.'.CICRI',l"--2.-CCR(M-l,L)'--

U2.' 
60 TO " , 

,. ~EL_A e~,L.' = o. 
" SUM'A:SUMAAofDELAUM.LJ 

DEL'CLJ::SU"U 
'3 SUMA :: SU~A+OELA'L' 

ARE'a: P~-CIRP •• 2.0'-f~C-~2."'2. 
RETURN -
END 

N) DUGNOSncs. 

.". 
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6-
t. ,,-
•• !to-

,~. ; r U-
U • 

. ::\. \ U. 

I'. I'. 
I 16. 

n
n. ... , 

20.' 
2h 
22. 
2'. 
24. 
2'. 
26. 
27. 
u. 

, 2 •• 

'On. 
32. 

". 'II. ". '6. 
~ ". '8. , .. 

40., 
4h 
112. ,,
.4* 

. 45. 
46. 
.. ,.-.". .... 

• J '0. 
51· '2. '3. 5'. 
55. 
56. ,7_ 
5S. 
sq. 
6,0. 
6h 
62-6'. '4.-

I 65 • 
66-

, , 

r 

67. 
6S. 
6 •• 
70_ 
7h 
72. '3. 
1h 
75. 
16_ 
71. 
7111. 

. i' , . 

SUBROUTINE FRESS CRP .RC,Ect,HLOSS, flU,SUPP.SU"c .VPRESS .... HO) 
c--.----------~------------~-~-------------------------------------,--~::. 
c SUPROUTlffE fOR PRESSURE FLown UNULUS 

e---------------------~---------------------------------------------:--~ · REAL "U.NU ; 
DIMDlS,ION DEL AAC 100. 103) ,BCtGO) ,CR"IOUOlh 100h scnOOh SPClOD '.CRC: 

I IOhlOOhOELAUOOl ,,,PIOFUOO' . 
DA1'~APIPE,3PIPE,Ac:0l1E, 8CORE/6.1t3 .... 4.6.21 i 
DATA PI 13.14159271 i 
INOi:X=IOO I 
J : too I ' 
KARO:8 
IPRNT:5 
0ISPL::ECC.(~P-RC) 

p:orSPL/2.U 
PG :: q.IIIOI - RHQ • HLOSS 
ARYA:PhCRP.RP-RC.RC) 
01:1I0.oJ/YLOA TeJ) 
OE6R.:O.0 
SU":O.1l 
FRICT:".u 
SUM':O.O 
Su"c:o.o 
RATtO : RC , RP 
IU:"U/RHO 

c----------------------------------~---------------~--------------------. C CALQlUTE A AND B ¥AWES FOR TRANSITION ZONE FRO" ,8OUfiOARY CONDITIOM$ 
c-------------------------·---~,--~------~---~-----·----~-------------

ATPIP: CAto GlO (30..0) .APIPE.BPIP[-5.0 II ALeGlO C6.0' 
BT_IP:5.G-ALOGI~'5~O).ATPIP 

· ATCOR: 'ALOGIO f30.l*'CORE.PCORE:"5)/AL0610 C6.' 
BTCOR :: 5-ALOGI'C'.).ATCOR c------... ----------------~------------~--------~-----------------

C IF COlWCENTRIC GO TO 7 --- IF EceUTRIC GO TO 6 

·c------------------------------------~---------~------------------------IF CDISPl) 6,7.6 

c-----------------------------------~----------------------------------. C SHUR STRESS'ND AVERAGE VELOCITY IN CONCENTRIC LUIN.R PRESS FLOW 

c----------------------------~--------------------------~---~--~------~-. 7 Fl : .5.CRC.RC-RP.RP)/lLOG'RATIO) 
VAVE:.25.PG. f.'. (RP.RP.aC.RC)-F! )/"U 
REP:2.0.VAVt. tRP-RC' INU 
IF'REP~2_00.0'II,t2~12 

II SU"::VAVE.ARYA 
TPP:.5.P6.CRP-FI/RP) 
TPC:.5.'G.CF1/RC-RC) 
60 TO n 

c--------·--------------------------------------------------~---------... -
C SHE.R STRESS FOIiCE AND VELOCITy IN CONCENTRIC TUR8ULEtn FRESS FLew 
C---'I -------------.-.------------------- ----------- - -------~ ---------------
12 CRU.U = RC 

CRf INIJEX.hU =RP 
Bf U=RP-RC 
DIfFI::~CI'/INOEX 
DO 1002 Kt=2,INOEX 

11132 CRf~~,l)=CRCKK-t.l'.OIFFl 
CALL .~EA(I,O.DU""Y' 

61 CALL FB'L CAPIPE,BPIPE,.TPIP,BTPIP,CPI.RP' 
I • fP I.RC' ,CA. CRP-RC' ,DEll ,U ,DELlA U ,I "RHe, flU, NU ,F6, It IIIDEX,KR"ax 
2~Q,VPIPE,TPo,TPC,VPROFfIOO" 

SU"::2.0.Q 
YC:<R-.hCiP-RC"INDEX 

13 SU"P:TPP.PI.2.0.RP 
SU"C::TPC.PI.2.0.RC 
fRleT: SUM'.SU-C 
GO TO 30 

c------------~----------------------------------·-----------------------C FLOW IN ECCE'T~IC lNNULUS 

c-------------------~------------------------------------------------.--CALL GEO" 
· DO 20 I = 1 , ~ 

RPI = CR UN) EX." U •• 2 
RCI: CRfl.I' •• 2 
fl = fRPI-RCll I 'LOG(RP1/RCI' 
~AVE : .25.PG.(.5.IRP1.RCI) - FI) 
DEGq :: O£GR • 01 
REP: 2.VAVE.Pf!)/NU 
IF'REP-2_~O.O)14'15,15 

j"u 
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··~t. l':'.·~··~ _., ~-e:",~=~~..i":~";';;"";;'~~~---.~-'-:-';~_~,,;~_':'.;; __ -..r~_-r..:::... _____ ~-~ ____ ~~_ .. __ .. __ ~~~~~~~_ 
~·i 80. C··_ECCENTRlC· LA .. INAR· 'PR-ESS 'PL311 . ,. ". -.' 

II. C~-:--~-~--..... -,:,~-~-~-,,:-- ...... ~--------------~---.-------:------.....,..._~ .... ;. 
82- nOELlen =CPU ... *SCII.CCRU,II •• 5*SIU ) .,* Q : ¥'AVE. tn_u. ' 

.,.~. TPP=.5*P&*CCRtUOEX."U-FIICRUIiDEX.l.1 U 
'~-:... :al*-_-.. --~ .. _. 'JP c::...5d .. CF UCR (I. I 1. ... UU-e1U- -_ .. _. _........,. ____ • __ .. _ '_ .c ... _', _.,' 

, • 8'* . Su"::,su,, •• 
• .,. PFRIC=tPP.SPfIJ 
88* su..P=S"",..PFUC 
••• CFRIC=tPC.sccu 
90_ SUNC=SUflC.C~RIC 

'1* '00 FORPAT I 3FlO.l0. 
9h 20 FRICT:FRICT.pFRIC.CFRI: 
.,- U: U:I 
94* KOU.t=1 .. ; 9'. IF' CLT-.J' 17. I' •. 16 

I, i ',6.,*.. 16 WRltEClPRU.2081 
1 208 Foa .. nClH • 'FLOW LA,IUNAR TltROUGHOU1' J 

, I ... 60 TO :n . I t::: ~-Ect;;;;;t-;~~~;-;;;;;-FL;;----'------~------------------------~ 
1'01. . c-- ------.--,.----------------.• --------.----.. ---~----...-

! 102. n CALlAREA (d.u.ou""n 
~ to:Y- I' 00 18 I=LT ... 
j 10'* DEU=DE6 •• 01 . 
: 105. CALL F'8~UP !PE.BP IPE.ATPI'.BTPlP,ICORE,BCGAE.ATCObBTCOR.SPU It . : to,. I SCUhCltCh.lhIU II ,DE:..AC IhOELAAU.1) 'RHO ... U'NU.P& .... UDEX.KR"AX. " 
• 10'" 2 a.VPI,E.TP',:TPC,VPROFl ' , , 

',10S* IF'CKOUNf-4/2)58.51.51 
· 109. 51 "0 .... T:KOU.T-~/2 

- ,i 110- 58 KOU.T=KOUIIT.l 
,tu- SUR=SU" •• 
; ,1Ih 'FRIC=TPP.S~CI) 

• tn. SUftP;tSU"p.PFAlC 
I Uh CF'RIC=TPc.sec n 
, 115. sU"C=SU-C.CFRIC 
: It6* F'RICT=FRICT.PFRIC.:FRIC 
, un lit, YC=Cft"IDtKR,.AX, U-CR ChI) , ' 

., . IU- 31 SUJII=2.0*SU" ' 
.. 119. FRICT=2 .... FRICT 
:120- SUflP=2.G.SU~P 
, til- SU"C=SU.C.2 .0. 
, 122. 30 V8AR=~U.'An A 
: 12'. ~PA[SS'= 'BAR 
: 12'* REP=hU.'!lAlh(RI»-~C' INU 
! 125.,' F=.S*CRP-aC'/fVBAR-VBAR-RHC) 
';12'* FTR£P=F*REP.*.2~ 
'12" RETURN 
i 12h SUBROUlIltE _REACJ.LT.UEAA, 
"12.. c-------~-------------------:...------~----------------------~.~---~--.~ ... 
'1)0* C SUBROUTINE TO FI~O AREAS _NO SUB _REA$ IF TURBULENT 
, 131* CoilS NO OF SLICES PER "AlF REVOlUlI GN 
:13t. C INDEX IS NO OF SUB-AREAS ~ER SLICE 
13,*CLT IS .Sl.ICE .0' AT lIHICH FLOWBEtOMES tURBULENt 

· 13'. C-----·----------------·-----------------------~-------,-----------~-------,..". 
: illS. INTEGER L." • .I.l T 
i~)6* REAL INCRI,)IFF.TEtA.A~EAA 
; In*' lETh,I/FLOAH .. , 
! 13"* AREAA=.5.lth CRP*RIt-RC.~C) 

. ; 139_ DO -3 (= .... 

i ~:~: ,,' c-..,--~~~:~~~~!:~~---..,-------------------------------~--~ ... -------.., ...... 
'Hh C DIFF IS tNCREIII::nAL RAOIUS PER sua SLICE 
! 143. C blCR! IS INCRE"tNT IN AREA PER SUI suct 

'it".~ c-~-------~------------------------------------------------------~---~ 
1
1.IS.OELAACI.l':TETA*OIFF.CCRCI.L) •• 5.DIFF) 
146- D£LACL)=TEThecu.'CRehU •• 5*HL') 

.147- IFn.-LTJIl3eltl 
1'8* c--------------------~-------------------------------------.;----~_----.. -~~ 
14f1. C· IF' TURBUlENT&G TO I .OTHERWISE CGNTINUE 150* C--~--~----~----------------.--·-----------------.--.-------------------.,;..: 
ti51* 1 INU1=TETh·IIIF'F*DIF'F 
·l,?* 00 ., K=2.I'OEX 
15'* •• OEL'ACK.L,:OElA.CK-leL).INCRl 
15'* " CONTI1UE 
155. RETURN 

'.\156. SUBROUTINE :iEO .. 
157. INTEGER L.~ 
,Us. REAL INCR .~HIP. rCL,TH::TC.A,tHElP.DIFF.PHIC.TPL 

- ','~~~'.--~-~"""'-""'-~."7~~---'" _"., ~' .. '_"_~ __ .~_~,. ..' ___ ... ___ _ 
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" " . j A:r 45 ' '. ~J 
1''5 •• - - -. c--:;.-----.------------------;...--:..--------.:.-----.;--:.-:;..~---;;=-----~ __ ......_.:_' :f. ... ~ 

:~ " ·1.0* 
. ·'16t. 
· .' '.,. 

163 •. 
,16'. 
16~.· 

16 .. 
I6T. 
ue. : .... 

. no. 
':' 11 .. 
11!

, 113 • 
. t'" 

" ,115.' 
,i ;" ," •• 

, 111. 
· " I1S. 

," 179.' 
. , .. ' no. 
", j /1'1-<::. : tl2-

'., ;,t". 
,"n'. 
... : II~. 

186. 
,"'~ ·1.". 
~l : ieh 

I ••• 
'. ,190-

" !' 1'1-
; 192. 

193-
194. "1"'. t". 
197. 
198. , ,I". 
200. 

. 2ar. 
'202. ,.,. 
; t04. 

,! ta!5 •. 
I : 20 •• 

, fa1. 

J 

' .. ~ SU8R:~~::~ TO"OR~ .OUT GEO"ETRY OF ECCENT RIC uttULI UQatA5·1 C:ONSEJlTRI~2;~ 

. C OISPUCE .. ENT O~ COilE CENTREF'JtO.PIP£ CENTRE: hP . t " 

C J JS NO OF SLICES PER HA-LF RE:VOLuUON . ..··;i,~~,; 
C INCR 15 aNGULU INC~E"E"T PER SLICE 1ft RaDIANS'> f' . ~ 
C aIS SET aT -.5-INCR SO FIRST A : .5.I.CR . 
c:------------------------------------------------------------·----------t,.·~ -~ L~O _, "I 

IFfPU.", f .-
5 CRr .. U:RC 

CRUlIOU+t..U:RP I 
L=t'· ", '1 .,,',': 
~l . t 
60 TO 6 I' 

• IfIICR=PIIJ l 

'=-.5.I,.CR I: 
TtL=A 
TPL:A' 

to L=L+l 
. A:;A.INCR 
PHIC:UINChSINU'/RC' . 
TltETC:PHIC+' 

. CRChl'=·(P/S!NC:tHIC. hUNITHET.C) 
PHIP:AS IN ep.SIN fA )iRP) 
Tit£TP:A-PHIP, . 
CR(lND(X+hU=(P/SIN CPHIP)).SI,."HEJP) 

6 8CL.:;CR(lNO£X+l.L •• CRfl.L) 
QUF:e CL U INDEX 
CR'UQC1.U=~R (h L) •• '" IFF 
IfUIiOEX-Uhh2 t .... 

2 DO 3 ":hIllOEX. i 

CRUhU=CR".~t.U·DIFF ,':' 
3, CRfttDC".L':CRIIII0("~1.L •• 0 IFF: ,. ' .. 

c---~-----..----------~-----~-.. -------.;.----~-------------·-----~--.. --~~~ 
C WORK OUT W.ALL LEN6THOF PIPEfSP)lfIIO COREeSC) .' .. . . 
C PUT TCl=THETC SO NEXT TUE AOUND (THEfC-TCl) IiEPRtSENTS UnEASf UTtfttC 
C . DITTO FOR TPL . .,' . 

c.;---~--~-.---~---~~-~------.------... ---~ .... ------·---:-:,-~-~-:·-';-"-~-:-"' .", 
1 SCCL,:nHETC-TCLhRC ' " 

SPtL,:nHETF-TPlURP 1 '" 
TeL:TH.ETC· ft ' ,<, 
TPL:THETP :i .. . 
IF(l-j. 10.U ttl 

II nCd-US,"'. 
9 SCtU=PhRC I, •. 

SPU':PI.RP r 
8 RETURN' 

END 

t.D OF CO"PlL'TtON: Ne DIAGNostICS. ' .. J' 
. ... ~ 

h 
2. 3. 
•• 5. 
6. 
T_ 
8. 

•• to. 
u. 
12-
I!. 
Il-' 
15. 

'.j 

. ". 

" . ~._._ .. _._,,!:i.. _.~_ ... :.l: __ ' _,_ • ....;... 0-' __ --....... - -"'. ','---"-' 

c----.----·---------~-------.--:----~----~------------:...--~-------------
C SUSROUTINE FORCE SALaNCE EQUATION FOR CALCULAJlNG,R"U . . . 

c----------~-------~---------------·----~---.. -.---·-~-------------~--. 
SUBROUTINE F81L (a"IPE.BP IPE.AlitIP. BTPIP.ACIUtE. BC.ORE .ATCOR. BTCOR. SP . 

t .SC.CA.e. DELa,DELAA .RtiOt"u, MI,P6 •• h I fiDEl .I(R"AX •. O.VPIPE. TPP, 1PC. .' 
2 VP·ROF. .. 

REAL tNCR • 'hNU 
OllllENstOfil CRcthDELAUU .VP~OFCU 
OAT. PI 13.1415"271 

c------.-----:------.------------------------------------.-------.-~--~ 
C IIL'ST INITIAL lSED AT VERY LARGE NUtlBER TO nSURE "ORE 
C THAN OlfE ITERUIO,. . 
c ... ----:'-----~.----------~---~------ .... ---... -.-------~----..,;--------- . 

OLAST:10.OE30 
DIFF:e/lNDEX 

·;~ ... U",,·~_~ 
· , . o __ I,.~~:PI.D1FF.OIF'F/ .. 

. , 
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---.~-.-.- A147 
t >. • ....... ~~ ..... * ~ ~, 

" ... "" "., ..... " ., .. ---.... -, ... "------BELONGS 10 J Ii LAZAJlUS NO 51 OPU",," POWER 
. . ... -~ ~ 

" ., .,. 
'. ~. 

t· 

. __ -1.-- . , • 

.... If'···· ~, .. ". ~: 
". .1:> 

I, •• 

~,?~,/m 
, .. IV ,:--~,,;" I'. 

" u. 
16· 

. n-
1". I·· 20. 

1 2t,. 
I. 2h 
I ! 23. 

" 12 
•• i 25. 

" ,~~:" 

~. i 
t 

. j 

t 

28. 
2.· 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. , 3'. 
35. 

I 36· 
I 31. 
.. 3"· 
i , •• 

'0· _t. 
I '2. 

1t3. , .. .5. 
46. 
Itl. 

It". ••• 50. 
" 51* 
52. 
53. 

''* !J5. 
56. 

". 5". , .. 
·60. 

61* 
62. 
6'. 
61t· 
65. 
66. 
6'h 
6". 6". ,,,. 
11* .1'. 
1'" 
1 ... 
15. 
76. 
71. ,,,. 
7 •• 

_80 •. 

c ••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• •••••• • •••••••• •••• •••• • ••••••••••••••••• 
C*lrtCJP!ENTPOWER. 'O"Iiho "INI"~" POW'JIt FOR6IVEN DELIVERY RAtE • 
C ........................................ · ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

REAL lC.PS.LRTIO.NU."U.MASS.".INJEC1.INJEC',MIN 
, CQNTi,.UE , 

RtADCB,t) DElIV.S6.DRTIO,LRTIO,SLOPE 
1 FORMnCI§FIt.U 

IfCDELIV.U.t.OOOU 60 10.0 
OAT. RHO ,IIIU,MU.o hUF/liJOQ.O. 0.0010,0.00000100. 3.1" 6.0.321 
PERCt=DELIV/100 •. 
WRITEU.8) 

e FORIU1(111' DELIVERY 56 CAno U1l0 
1 SLOPE') 

IiRITE(5.20) 
20 FOR"A1C' K6/S "IL T/AN ., 

DEtIVT = DElIV.C.03155 
WRITEC5.7'DELIV,DELIVT.SG,DR1IO,LRTIO.SLOPE 

1 fORfilATUXt.6F10.2' 
OC1PS=275. 
00 3 I = It 12 
OCAPS=OCAPS'25. 
GCAP'I'=DCAPS 
LCAPS = LRTIO.OCAPS 
DPIPE = DCIFS/DRTIO 
MASS = PI.(OCAPS •• 2).LCAPS*RHo.sa/'./IOOOOOOOOO. 

C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C. CALCULATE IMCIPIEMT VELOClTY ,INCIPIENT EXCESS HElD ,PSIt '''0 POWI • 
C •••••••••••••••••••••• •• •••••••• ••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

HYPOT=SQRTCSLOPE •• 2.0'1000a.O) 
SINPH=SlOPE/~YPOT 
COSPH=100.0/HYPOT 
RA1=COCAPS/DPIPE) •• 2.0.AB~(S6-1.0' 
DRAT:(OCAPS/OPI~E'.*2 

U=!-DRAT 
A2:Al •• 1.75 
A3:CCDPIPE-DCAPS'/1000.O) •• 1.25 
B=OCAoS/DPIi'E 
CI:O.23 •• CLCAPS/IOOO.0'.B.NU •• C.25/A3/A2/19.6 
A4='-2.0.(OCIPS/OPIPE' •• 6.0 
A5:( 1.U/II)-I.0 
16=0.68.A5 •• 2.0 
C2=",+A6) 119.6 
CS=UF.S •• 2.0.18SCSG-l.J).LCAPS/l000.0 
CO"P:CC8/UF'.SINPH 
C3=C8.COSPH'COM~ 
KOUtfT=O 
V=1.0 

16 FX:Cl.V •• l.75+C2.V •• 2-C3 
. IFCABSC~X'-.001'120,120'1IJ 

ItO FOASHX=t.75.Cl.V ••• 75+2.0.C2.V 
1(0Ut4T=KOU .. TH 
IFCKOUNT-100'!60,160,130 

160 V=V-FX/fOASMX 
60 TO 1~ 

130 WRITEt5,20Pl' 
2001 FOR~AT(tH ,'CONVERGENCE NOl REACHED - REF 2') 
120 CONTINUE 

DPIPM=DPIPE/1000. 
F = 0.079/CCV .OPIP~/NU' •• O.25' 
HFL=2~.F.Cv •• 2)/Q.8/DPIP" 
A9:(DPIPE-OCAPS"OPIPE 

. --~~--.- i' 

Cl=Cl.l000.0/S/LCAPS 
C9=C7.AQ 
1.WO=C9.V •• t.75 
DHCI=CC,.tOGO.O/LCAPs.r'WO-HFLJ·LCAPS 
VAS=VI( t.O-ORAT) 
RES=VAS.l.25.~OPIPE-DCAPS'.1000.0/0.9~ 
FS=0.07Q/RES •• u.25 
OHAS:FS.LCAPS.VI S •• '-.0/6. UICOPIPE-DCIPS' 
DHCI2= COH.S .C2.V •• 2.0' *tOOO.O-HFl.lCIFS 
DO '! .. = 1.1 
WRlTE(5,200) 

230 FOR"U""J 
WRlTEC5,13' 

13 FOR"ATC' DCAPS DPIPE LCAPS SPACE 
t 'CV VI DtlCIS POUI FSII', 

CL = FLOATC4'.O.5 
CV = CL.~AT 
SPACE = LCAPS/CL/1QOO.3 

CL 

! 
!. 
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81-
82. 
.83. 

14-85 • 
86. 

r 87. 

'. t. ::: 
'0 • . l··· ,,-

(,ir ." '2. 
J /. '3. 
\.~:. i". 
f
';.' . ::: 

f_ .7. 
i I 
I . ! .,. 

'~J' .'; 1 t ::: 
1 10h .t . 182.· to,. 

, 'j \ to •• " '05. 
, t06. 

" .. t07. 
• I lOS. 

C" ·:·.'0~·i I :::: 
.... "ttt-

.. I 
'. '., ~ ·:;:l:·J ".~ ~~: 

• , ; 

. ~. 

i,' 

"', 11'. tn. 
tl6. 

I.l~~~·.- . 
IU. 
u'· 120. 
u .. 
In. 
U3 •. 
12' • 
t25. 
126* 
t2.,. 

. 'j t2~. 

12'.' 
130. 
131. 

. t32. 
1133. 
1\13 __ 

I 135. 

i Uh 
I 137. 

138. 
t3'. 
t.o. 
nh 
tu. 
1". 

I"· "5. 
U6. 
U7. 
us. 
U C,. 

1'0. 
15h 
t52. 
15'. 15". 
15'. 
156. 
t'7. 
1511. 
'5' •. 
160-
161. 
162. 
163. 
16--'" '-,-_ .. 

.1.141 
"-sp-ci~Ji=sp.cC---·-·· ----.~.~--......... -.-. -.... . ...... ,.--......... : .. " 

POIH :9810.0. (3.1'6".\". CDPI.PE/I800.0' •• 2.0.V.(HFL+DHClltOOO.0/SP 

UCE-COfltP;SPACE'" . . : . ··I,~' .• '.' PSlt =.PO~I'DELIV 
laRIT [('''.0' DCAPS. OP IPE.lU Ps.S PACE. CL.CV .• V.OHCJ2. POW I .PSII 

'0 FOR~ATC1X.l0fl0.~' 
VC : OElIV.SPACE/~ASS 
IF (VC.6T.,0.)GO TO 11 
IFCVC.LT.0.2, 60 TO 12 
WRITE C 5. 20U 

2U FORIUTC III) 
WRITEn,.nJ 

U FOR'IIAYC' 
I.JECT DE. IV 

YBAR 
DELI"" 

IN.JECT = VC/SPACE 
" = 1.2-0.8.,8:"0.,,..2 
nAR = VC/ ... V 

YC 

F = :l.U'7"UV!lAhDPIPlit/NUJ"0.25' 
NFL = 2 •• F.CV!!AR,,2JI9.810PIP" 
C ~ HFL/eVBAR •• l.75J 

"CIM PSI 

HU"= RAhHFl.15 .00*9 .hOPIP"'/ fVUR .. 2 '.LeAPS/IOOO.· 
PSI =.9.8.Y~ARISG/ORAT/VC.CHFL.SPACE+HCI"'.1000./LClPS 
PSltU h.J'::PSI 
POW = PShDELIV 
laR ITE C5.50J yeAR .VC,HC 11'1. PS It POW.IN.lECT .DELIV .DELlVT 

50 FORlflUlX.8F'10.3.' EIilPIRlCAl.' •. 

POW . ,-

c •••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~. 
C. CALCULAtE PS!'lII'f ALSO ""lit_ VlitlN UD DELlV"IN IEOPTIIw" DELIVERy FOR CL ~ 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

ALPHA::9.80/S6/0RlT/lit . . 
1I0N11=0 

. FACTR=8.0 
SAVE=SPACE 
CHAN6£=8.3 
60 TO 10 

. 5 FACTR::Fllcn·CHANGE 
&0 TO 10 

'-'6"FACti::FACTR~CHANGE 
to SPACE=SAVE.FACTR 

BETIl=C.l 000 •• SPACE/LCA;t S 
&A"A = RAT. DPIPE • C.25.00.9.8/1000.0 
DEL TA=SINPH. CR Ahl .0' 
I(ONT=O 
X=5.0 
FDASH=2.5 

'3 FX = IlLPHU3ETA.n.75.X ••. 2.75-2.15.X"l.15.V'-ALPHIl*Gl'''.CO.25.X • 
'.0.75+0.15.X •• C-0.25'.YJ-OELlA.ALPHA.V 
KONT=KONT+I 
IF(ABS'FXJ-.C01J82,~2.1000 

1000 1'(FXJ1~0It!2tl032 
scot X=X.fDASH 

60 n 11)03 
1002 X=X-fDASH 
1003 FDASH=F~ASH'2.0 

IFC~ONT-l00)53,S3'100' 
I~O' WRITEC,.2000) 
2000 FOR"'UUH ,'CONVERGENCE NOT REACHED - REF t') 

82 VlitN:X 
F = ~.079/CCV.N .DPIP"/NUJ •• C.2S) 
HFL : 2 •• F*"IIIN •• 2J/9.S/OPIPIII 
MCIIIN :: RAT.MFL.25.00.9.8.DPIP,,/CVIIIN •• 2'.LCAPS/l000. 
POW~~=9~10.0*'3.1'6/'.J'.(DPIPE/l000~J.*2.0.VIIIN.'HfL .(HCNN/SPACE 

H' 
XPW~N::'~10.3.C3.1'6/'.QJ.(DPIPE/l000.' •• 2.0.VNN.C 

U, 
YC"N=~.CV~N·V) 

'HCNN/SP"CE 

PS IIIIN=9.81.V .. N/SG/OR AlIYCI'''. CHf L .S PACE.HCIII" )/lCHS.10CO.0 
DELVI'tN =VCfIIN*III"SS/SPACE 
DEL=AeSCDELVIIIN-DElIV' 
IFCOEL.LT.ptRC1J GO TO • 
CHANGE:CHANGE/2.0 
KOHTl ::KONTl.l 
IF1KONTl-100'IO,O,1020,1021 

1020 IFCDELVIIIN.LT.OELIVJ GO TO 5 
IFCDELVIIIN.GT.OELIYJ 60 TO 6 

10~1 WRITECS,200" . 
2.C02 FOR"'UUH ,'CONVERGENCE NOT REACHED - REF 3" 

, DELV .. T:: DELV-'N.O.:>3155 
I""EC" = VCIIN/SPACE 

-CLNIN::LCAPS/l000./SPACE 
WR IT E (5.51 J VIIIN ,VC"'thHC .. N. PS HlN. PQI"N, IN.lEC",DElV'N.DElY,T.SPACE 
WRITEC5.52):L"'I~ 

'2 fOR~JTC~'X.·Cl"lN=,.f8.') . 
SI FOR~AT'lX.8~10.~. t NINI"U" 

G ._T~._J-,~·· ...... _~ .. , ... ~ _'--"'" 
F.8.3 J -
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::--'11 t66.~----il·-WRlfEi5;17J· vc ~" 
. 167. GO TO' 3 
' I 16~. 12 WRITE.5.18) YC 

! '16h n FORP'nC I' VC GREATER THaft 3.e PlS,VC:'.2hF8.3. 1 110. II FOR~_T(II' IC LESS THA' 0.5 "/S.VC:',2X.FI.3. 
" I US- 3 CONTINUE 

I 172. "IN:2.E20 
"j 113. DO 21 K=I,1 

,', i 17". DO 21 L=1tJ 
' ""I -r us. 

176. ' 
111. 
118. 
In. 
180. 
Uh, 
182. 
183. 
U ... 
185. 

IF(PSIMCK,L).tT.O.OOI) GO TO 21 
IFCPSI"'K,l1-MI'J22.21,21 

22 MIN=PSllMCK.U 
KK=K 
a.t=l 

21 CONTnUE 
23 .. RITUS,2'. "IN,DtAP lICKhSPC elU 
2' FOR~AT(lX,3~IO.3. 

60 TO .. 
90 CALL EXIT 

END 

Ne DIAGNOSTICS. 
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